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Preface & Acknowledgement 

One of the most significant features of the post-Second World war world has 

been the proliferation of large number of-regional organizations with diverse aims and 

objectives ranging from politico-strategic allian-ce building ·to social, cultural and 
. . . . 

economic cooperation. Despite tremendous potentiality,,however, South A5ian region 
. . . -

was a late starter in t~is direction. With the institutionalization of regional cooperation 

in 1985, the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation(SAARC) started its 

pious journey towards the erid of meaningful cooperation among the seven member 

states, viz, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Till 

today, as many as twelve Summit meetings SAARC co,untries have already been held 

within the short span of twenty-five years of its existence, each unfolding new 

directions towards the cause of cooperation. One of the most laudable area that the 

SAARC has moved toward has been the beginning of the era cif South. Asian 

Preferential Trade Area (SAPTA) aiming at reaching the stage of South Asfan Free 

Trade Area (SAFTA) in line with Europea!l Union (EU) and North American Free Trade 

Area (NAFTA). The Organization is said to be steady, though slow, in its mission to 

cater to the needs of cooperation with the proper appropriation of the potentialities of 

the region for such. cooperation in order to attain self-reliance. 

However, despite all the potentialities and a bright future, the SAARC is alleged 

to have been bogged down in view of a number of obstacles that come in the way of 

meaningful cooperation among the member states of the SAARC. Among these, -the 

strained relationship between India and Pakistan seems to leave profound impact. on 

the efficacy and of the SAARC as a viable regional organization. It is the bilat!3ral 

issues . between India and Pakistan that are said to be . impairing much . of -the 

prospective success of the Organization thus making the latter virtually an ornamental 

organization to make Declarations only. .. 

Given this general background, the present thesis has modestly ventured to 

explore and probe the impact of lndo-Pak relations on the efficacy of the SAARc: The 

thesis has tried to focus upon the issues that strain the relationship between India -~nd 

Pakistan and their cumulative impact on the success and I or failure of the SMRC, . 

The thesis has been arranged into seven -ch~pters. Chapter - I is , the 

introductory chapter that 'contains the specific research problem and the, objectiv! of 

the study, theoretical framework, overview of existing literature, significance of the 
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study and the methodology that was followed in 9ollecting information for the study. 

Chapter- 11. deals exclu~ively with SAARC as a regional organization in s·outh Asia in 

the overall framework of bilateral relations between the countries of the ·region. 

Chapter - Ill focuses on the historical background of India and Pakistan as 'two 

independent states of the region in which lies the root of discontent between the two 

countries. Chapter - IV and Chapter - V have been devoted to the intricacies oUhe 

relationship between India and Pakistan. Chapter~ VI measures the impact ·ofthe 

relationship between India and Pakistan on the overall success and I or failure ofthe 

SAARC. Chapter - VII summarizes the findings · and enlists the concluding 

observations. 

It is, indeed, not a ritual at all for me to acknowledge the help and assistance I 

received during the research work. In fact, it would not have been possible for me to 

complete the work without the help, assistance and cooperation that I was privileged to 

receive from different sources. At the outset, 1- would like to put. on record :my 

indebtedness to my supervisor, Dr. M. Yasin, Professor, Department of Political 
' 

Science, ·university of North Bengal for his able and encouraging. guidance .. and 
., •• t 

supervision. It was. his keen desire to see my research completed and sincere ~nd 

scholarly guidance that helped me a lot to proceed and complete my work .. I expr,ess 

my deep sense of gratitude to this ideal teacher. 

I would also like to acknowledge formally my gratitude to Dr. Srinapda 

Dasgupta, Reader in Political Science, K. G. T. Mahavidyalay, Bagdogra,: .my 

'Srinandadi', who was all along encoura·ging me to complete my research des~ite 

several odds I had to face with her usual simplistic and affectionate love ,and 

accommodation. 

Indebtedness is due to the staff of the Central Library of the University of Nprth. 
. . ~ 

Bengal, Ajoy in particular, for their assistance in getting the relevant books, recqrds, 

and other materials from the library. I would aiso express my gratefulness to the ~taff 
of the National Library, Kolkata and · those of the Library of .Jawaharlal N~hru 

University, New Delhi for their assistance during my visit to these libraries. J would fail 
. . ~ -. 

in my duty if I do not recognize the assistance and coop_eration "that I receivec;:t from 

Smt. Jaba. Sarkar, Librarian of Maida Women's College, Maida where ! started;my 

career as lecturer in Political Science, and Surzya, Librarian of Anurup Chandra 
L ' •• .-

College, Kolkata where I presently serve. Thanks are also due to Santu, my student, 

who took the trouble to cross-check manuscript and make it ready for printing. 
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I would. also like to put on record my indebtedness ·to the authority of Anu(i.ip 
. . 

.· Chandra College, Kolkata, and the Princi.pal in particular, for th_eir acCommodative ahd 

cooperative attitude to sanction me a short-term leave to finalize the thesis,_. _ . 

Gratefulness and._ thanks are due to my friends and colleagues, Prof. Aparajlt~ · 
. . - ·. . ' \ 

Basu and Prof. Pama Dutta of Maida Women's College_ who were consta.nt sourcei"of 

my inspiration and encouragement. Their help and assistance in. so niany. ways ilre 

irreparable. · 

'Thanks are due to Shreie As is Nag for his sincere and careful typing ·of 'the 

manuscript within a very short time ahd Shree Ariup Barman, of Barman Paper House 

for binding the copies of the thesis as it looks now. 

My parents were all along_ a great source of strength and inspiration for me. NIY 

father, who is no more now, laid my academic foundation and wanted to see. me Vl(ell 

placed ·academically and otherwise. It is the high 'time tQ. re.call his ·contribution. My . ·. . . 
mother ·who has always been with m·e as my friend, philosopher ar:td: guide deser,Ye 

special mention. It was her unflinching guidance, caring socialization and affectione~te 
. . : 

shouldering of all my responsibilities including the responsibility of my son,_. Goldy ttjat 

really enabled me to bother least of other matters and concentrate· fully·on my stl!dY 
• ' . ,\! 

and research. No formal acknowledgement of indebtedness for this great lady would 

be enough to put _on . record the: kind and ·amount of contribution and sacrifice -.sre 

made and still· she is doing for m_e, my academic career, my research and above·~~"· 

for my life. Goldy, my beloved son suffered the loss of my companion for a·long .time ·. '•,'. ·::·· 

as I had to be busy with my research work be~ides my routine responsibilities of the 

College.· Often, I used to find myselfhelpless whenever he used to ask .me as to w~~n . . ' . . . ':.. ~ 

my research will be complete. Even though i cannot repay the loss he-suffered, lqan 

- put on· record his sacrifice that went a long way to finish this thesis. Finally, I can hot 

afford .to belittle the contribution of Dr. Mrinal Roy, my husb~nd by- exp~essing ~~Y 
• • . . • • • •. ' . 1,-. 

formal_i~debtedness to him. He was so caring about every b_it of my Hfe tnat be did ~ot 

mind my remaining busy with research for months and _years together. :The only thjpg 

that I can do now is to share the completion of my research with .h.im ... : ~ ,. .. _ ... . :~:· . 
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CHAPTER-I 

IntrOduction 

A new international system is being formed· with unprecedented changes· 

taking place in the recent decades. There is a continuous search for a durable 

structure to consign the bi-polar cold war world of history. Such a structure will have 

to accommoda~ the asymmetry between nation and states and the increasing 

'interdependence between them. Thus,, it is held. that by recognizing the role' of 

regionalism, more efficient global institutions can be brought into being. 

In the search for this new world order to replace the bi-polar s'ystem of the 

Cold War era, it is hoped that global interaction will move in the positive direction with 

a regional thrust. Chapter 8 of the UN Charter recognizes the rights of the states to_ 

form regional organizations · though the reference has be~n directly to ·the 

maintenance of international peace and security. Regional cooperation implies 

association of stakes to promote common goals, -meet common needs ~md resolve 

common problems. The commonality of interest is the central motivating force for 
. . 

their cooperation on a regional basis and also ·tor determining the level, area. and 

extent of cooperation, including institutional arrangements for such cooperation. 

This process of evolution of regional organization or idea of ~egional cooperation took 

shapes after Second World War, when it became apparent that the pattern • of 

international relationship which was taking shape in the post-war-world· would not be 

able to sol~e problems like population explosion, arms· . race, economic 

backwardness, poverty, unemployment, decline in natural resources etc. which most 

of the countries were facing and which can be-better solved through joint efforts by 

the community of nations. Though it had. been decided at Dum barton Oaks tf1at 

regional issues were to be subordinated to global concerns and that regional bodies 

only had power to settle local .disagreements with Security Council approval ArtiCle 

52 of the UN Charter recognized the role of regional arrangements in bringing about 

peaceful settle merit of local problems and Article 54 reaffirmed the Security·Cou~~H;s. 
interest in regional agencies and their role in maintaining World peace. 

Thus, in the post World War II period, the advent of regionalism- in 

international politics is a major development and is rather a new phenomenon.: in 



international politics. As such, a number of regional organizations with diverse · 
. ' . 

nature, content and objectives emerged in the post War period like the NATO, ,. 

SEATO, CENTO, WARSAW PACT, OAS, OAU, NAFTA, ASEAN, EU, etc. 
"'·:· 

The idea of r,egiorial cooperation among the South Asian states , is 

comparatively of .recent origin. In fact, the concept of South Asia as a. r~gion itself 

has a recent origin. For long, the present South Asia was considered as a part of 

South East Asia and latef' Southern Asia. Afterwards; both were separated and South 

Asia was regarded as an independent regi~n. The. need for regional cooperation in 

South Asia had been felt since much earlier by the leaders of the region. Nehru s~id 

in the Indian Parliament on 8th March 1949 that there is a need for the regional 

cooperation in several regions of Asia. However, because of India's preoccupations 

with global politics and Nehru's personal ambitions of India's status in world politics, 

the idea of South Asian regional cooperation could not be mooted. It was also riot 

clear as to what should be the pattern of regional cooperation: But the smaller states 

of the region, because of their own problems took interest in regional cooperation. 

The idea of formation of an exclusive association of the South Asian countries was . . ' '• 

not seriously considered until Zia-Ur-Rahman, late President of Bangladesh played,_a 

pioneering role in this regard. He realized that for the inherent geographical a~d 

cultural uriity South Asia needed an institutional expression and proceed~d 

accordingly to give_ it a concrete shape. As such, he first made prop-osals for regior!'al 

cooperation during his visit to neighbouring states-between 1977 and 19BO and it was 

immediately endorsed by other states of the region. It was with the beginning of the 

80's that their idea took a concrete shape to promote peace and stabllity on the one 

hand, and to encourage economic development on the other. Both aims were 

highlighted in the Memorandum of AssoCiation signed by seven Soutti Asian States 
' . 

in New Delhi on 2nd August 1983 which was called the 'Declaration of South Asian 

Regional Cooperation', thereby christening the very first regional cooperation scher:n.e 

known as SAARC. It was in 1985 that SMRC was formally laun~hed at the Dha~a 

Summit of heads of States or Governments with Bangladesh, Bhutan, lndja, -....: __ _ 

Maldives, .Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka as members. 

Thus, the· SMRC was born to accelerate the process of socio-econofi:lic 

development in the region through a cooperative endeavour of the member states pn 
.-:. 
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the agreed areas with a purpose to cooperate positively for regional betterment and 

not to get bogged dowri by bilateral contentious issues affecting the countries. 

SAARC is thus a manifestation of the determination of the peoples of South Asia to 

cooperate regionally, to work together towards finding solutions to their common 
' 

problem in a spirit of friendship, trust and understanding and to create an order 

based on mental respect, equity and shared ·benefits. As South Asi~s first and only 

regional organization, its performance, problems and prospects are of vital interest to 

the people of the region. But no doubt, at its present state of evolutions, SAARC i.!:> 
\ . 

faced with several constraints in the form of differing politico-security perceptions of 

the member states, diversity in terms of-their size and levels of development, 

economic disparities, mutual distrust and suspicion and the like. In such a setting, 

SAARC was expected to play a crucial roie in bringing the member states and their 

people closer, to realize beneficial integration at the international level but in reality, 

SAARC has not been able to emerge as an effective and viable regional 

organization. Besides other constraints it is the strained relations between India and 

Pakis~an that seems to come in the way of efficient and fruitful working of the SAAR~ 

in its mission for effective -regional cooperation thus making the organization 

allegedly for making wishful and laudable declarations only. 

2. Objective of the Study 

Explaining the necessity of SAARC, particularly in the economic field, the 

Bangladesh Working Paper said. "The efforts have not fully exploited the va~t 

potential of regional cooperation that exists and the consequential benefit that this 

will bring, collectively and individually, to the countries of this region". Collecth(e 

economic benefit has been the main rationale as well as the drive behind SAARC, 

but even economic cooperation is dictated so heavily by political constraints that. it 

may be hard to exploit the regions potential. Thus potential avenues for regional 

cooperation among the South Asian Countries-are many and varied. In fact, the f~ll 
potential of regional cooperation, however, cannot be re.alized until the core sect~rs· 

of development are brought within its ambit iike trade, industrial cooperation in terms 

of the processed and manufactures consumer goods, capital goods and technolqgy 

transfer, infrastructural goods and equipments. Goods. like consumer elec;tronics, 
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..;·· 

consumer durables, processed agricultural products, finer varieties of textile products 

as well as the 'simpler varieties of sports, stationary and cultural·items would appi3ar 

to have reasonable potential for increased intra-regional trade. 

Given the relative difference in the stages of industrial and technological 

developments within the region there is a great deal of potential for soft technology 

transfer through training and consultancy activities. 

South Asia's energy resources are far from adequate, but the potential for 

hydroelectric power in the Himalayas· is enormous which will solve many of t.he 

problems of the North Indian States, subsequently Bangladesh and even Pakistan 

could benefit from it. Similarly, there are vast resources of natural gas in Bangladesh 

while India is rich in coal and also possesses some natural gas and petroleum. Thus, 

the process of SAARC was generally viewed by all the. member states as a positive 

development with a huge potential for the region, not only in economic and soCial 

terms, but also in the long run in terms of political cooperation among memb'er 

states. 

But since its inauguration in 1985, SAARC has progressed with halts. THe 

SAARC institutions have not functioned as effectively as they should have . The 
Summit meetings have also lost regularity through occasional postponements. The 

regional· political environment may be one of the major explanations for this painfully 

slow growth. There is no doubt that there are important economic reasons behind the 

slow progress of SAARC, particularly in the field of trade, industry and finance b.ut 

there has been a feeling among the ·elite of most of the members of SAARC that 

. cooperation in these fields would mainly benefit India and not the other countries of 

the region whose interests might indeed suffer as a consequence of-it. 

Another real shortcomings of success of SAARC today which explain its 

present dilemma of uncertainty and falling short in performance are indeed it~ 

institutional deficiencies on which much has been said but very little has been done: 

SAARC is a still a fledging regional organization and its future is uncertain. !t 
. ' . ,'-

is greatly handicapped by the legacy of the past, the many tensions that exist within'· . 

and among the South Asian nations, c:rllu ·rrre profound asymmetry because of the 

overwhelming size ard weight of India. Under the circumstances, the success 9t 
SAARC depends upon two fundamental factors. The first is th~ internal distributi~.h . 

';'!\ 
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of power and bilateral relations among te different member states and the second is 

the degree of unity among the member states in the security, political and mainly 

economic fields. In other words, what is the relationship between the member states 

that hope for community of inte~ests in the. agreed areas of coop~ration .·and the 

actual economic 'security and political interests of individual member states ? ·Are the 

economic interests of India and Pakistan strong enough to counteract and· even to 

transcend their unfulfilled national aspirations .? Would regionalism overcome 

nationalism?- these ar~ still the moot questions that blur the vision of the SAAR C. 

At the Dhaka Summit :in 1985, Prime Minister of India, late Rajiv Gandhi 

apprehended that if bilateral issues were allowed in SAARC deliberations they would 

generate stresses and strains impinging on regional cooperation and ultimately 

jeopardizing its. very existence. But the major hurdles that effectively hamper and · 

jeopardize . SAARC's progress is regional bilateral disputes . Perhaps the most 

important impediment on the road to collective self-reliance is not the incumbent 

. asymmetry and the overwhelming stature of India but how other members perceive 

Indian intentions, attitude and policies. 
. . . 

Thus, a combination of factors has been responsible for the ·prevailing 

strategic discord in South Asia on various bilateral and global issues such as 

divergences in political systems, regime sustenance and nation building strategies, 

developmental patterns and defence .and secur.ity policie~. · hierarchical·. power 
. . 

structure of the region with wide gap in the capabilities of India on the one hand and 
. . 

rest of the neighbors on the other, exploitation of tl1ese divergence and:power 

asymmetry of the region by. interested external powers in pursuance of their 

interests, etc. 

Beside these, in South Asi~, the major perceived threats are seen as arising 

from internal tensions and conflicts, especially in India and Pakistan which have had 

serious spill. over effects, jeopardizing the security of neighbouring states as w~ll and 
' 

form tensions and conflicts with each other. 

Thus, for a cooperative venture like· SAARC to succeed, the me.mber 
!·.' . 

countries need to have a high deg. = of trust In one ano.ther. But, the major bilateral 

problems in the region e.g. Farakka, Tamils in Sri Lanka, Indian-Nepal migratio·n and 

above all, Kashmir issue reinforce the fear that India endangers· all the surrou'~dings 

/ 
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very much and thus vitiates the relations of the countries of the region at the bilater~l 
level and in turn, the process of regional cooperation. Perhaps, it would not be out of 
context to remark here that the idea of avoiding bilateralism in the SAARC has so far 

remained theoretical - honoured more in breach than in observance. 

From the above discussion, it thus appears that SMRC presents a uniql.le 

example of coexistence with conflict relationship. In fact, the centre piece of South 

Asia's potential system is the Indo-Pakistan relationship to which the prospects• oJ 

SAARC are linked. Indian Pakistan relations for most of the period since 

independence have been marked by confrontation with each other, resulting in an 

arms race, unproductive wars and the wastage of their scarce r~sources on arms 
... 

instead of using them for the developmental purposes to ameliorate the problems of 

the long suffering people on both sides of the border. 

In the ultimate analysis it is the Indo-Pakistan relationship on which the viability of 

SAARC depends and the future of the SAARC is closely linked with mutual 

perceptions that both Pakistan and India have about each other. 

In fact, there are several issues from the beginning on which India and Pakistan are 

confronting each other. India's threat perception about Pakistan became alive right at 

the creation of Pakistan as a very anti thesis of India's core values. Indian policy had 

to gear up when Pakistan became a partner in the US-led military alliances. Pak-US 

military relations kept growing all through the 1950s causing concern to India's 

security interests. On the other, Pakistani logic behind entering the military pacts wa·s 

based on mutuality of interests between herself and the US in general and th_e 

requirement of the safety net against the perceived threat from India and lndia:s 

policy of secularism that refuted the very basis of Pakistan, that is, the two-natiqn 

theory. 

Another issue affecting India's policy towards Pakistan is Pakistan's support 
' 

to terrorism and secessionism in India and it is believed that lSI is the main body of 

Pakistan that facilitate transfer of weapons across the border to the militants in the . 

North-East, Punjab and Kashmir. Similarly, the nuclea~ programme of both the_. 

countries aggravates the environment. Both India and Pakistan have not signed. the 
. . 

NPT and the CTBT for different reasons. India finds NPT and CTBT discriminatory 

and the failure of the nuclear powers in putting into practice any measures or 
;', 
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obligations towards nuclear disarmament; whereas Pakistan has refused to sign the 

NPT and the CTBT because India has not done so. India believes. in global approach 

towards nuclear disarmament while Pakistani perception is that the issue can best 

the tackled by a regional approach. 

Again, Indo-Pakistan relations have suffered setbacks to Pakistani attempts 

at internationalization of the Kashmir dispute much against the Simla spirit. India 

believes that more the issue is internationalised, the less chances of finding an 

amicable solution to the problem and it will complicate the matter further. For 

instance, in response to what Pakistan calls Kashmir as the "Unfinished agenda of 

partition", the then Indian Prime Minister, Narasimha Rao, retorted by saying that 

"the only unfinished task in Kashmir was the restoration of Pakistan occupied 

Kashmir to India." 

Given all these, the proposed study seeks to identity and analyse the 

potentialities of the South Asian region in general and the SAARC in particular; 

relative success and/or failure of the SAARG as a viable organi-zation for regional 

cooperation; and the reasons for the success and/or failure of the SAARC in its 

mission. While addressing to the reasons for the success and/or failure of the 

SAARC, the study also intends to measure the impact of the bilateral relations 

between the member states in general and India and Pakistan in particular that are 

alleged to have impaired the working and development of the SAARC. 

3. Theoretical Framework · 

The post-war world, witnessed a proliferation of regional arrangements in the 

name of main_taining peace and security, socio-economic. cooperation, resisting 

hegemony and expressing, defending and establishing identity at the international 

level. As such, a number of analytical frameworks were developed to explain the 

contemporary developments in the international system. All these are clubbed as the 

theory of integration in interr~ational relations. Among the important theoreti~l 

approaches under the umbrella of the integration theory are the 'functionalism', 'nen:: 

functionalism', 'federalism', ·pluralism' and 'regionalism'. The integration theory lays 

emphasis on integrative process or, relationships, whereby governments are 
cooperatively knit together by growing cultural homogeneity, attitudinal 
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responsiveness, socio-economic needs and interdependences accompanied by the 

establishment of supranational institutions in multiple dimensions to fulfill common 

__ needs. The ulti111ate outcome of an integrative process would be political union of 

separate states at global or regional level. If integration at the regional level is more 
I . 

institutionlised, centralized and closely knit through some supranational structures as 

is found in the federalist and nee-functionalist app-roaches then it is state-centric. On 

the other hand, less institutionalized, decentralized, loosely knit and emotional 

regional integration as is reflected in the pluralist and functionalist approaches results 

in community-centric regional organization where more emphasis is laid . on t~~ 

character of the relationship between the peoples - both the elites and the gener~l 

public - whose states are involved in the process of integration. However, th~ 

regionalist approach speaks of either of the' two models - state-centric model or 
c ••• 

community- centric model. 

All these approaches, despite their explanatory capabilities of the formal 

institutional and structural aspects of regional organizations,- appear to be limited 'in 

explaining the regional organization in Soutti Asia, that is, the SAARC. The SAARC 

has emerged neither as a variant of state centric model with a supranational authority 

to bind the member states in their international bahaviour nor has it developed as:::a 

community centric -model with the people playing a predominant role in shaping and 

guiding the organization. On the contrary, the Organisation seems to be bogged 

down constantly by the bilateral relations of the member states .in general and the 

relationship of India and Pakistan in particular. As such, the existing theoretical 

models appear to be ·lacking in explaining th~ working and development of t~e 

SAARC and its functional ,inefficiency due to the strained lndo-Pak relations that)s 
' ' ' 

more for subjective considerations and compulsions of the ruling elites of both tile 

countries. 

Under the circumstances, the proposed study seems to test the existing 

theoretical frameworks in ~he explanation of the SAARC and to propose a new 

framework of analysis that may. take into consideration the reasons of strain~. 

bilateral relations among the member states that leave profound impact on the 

viability of the organization. 
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4. Research Questions 

···· .. 

Given the broad objective of the proposed study and the theoretical framework 

outlined above, the study seeks to address to the following research questions·: 

• What are the motivational forces for the creation of the regional organizations 

in general and SAARC in particular? 

• What are the potentialities of effective cooperation in South Asia and for that 

matter, of the SAARC? 

• Why the SAARC could not emerge as the state-centric or community-centric 

regional organization ? 

• To what extent does the bilateral relations between the member states impair 

the functioning of the SAARC as a viable regional organization ? 

• To what extent and why does the Indo-Pakistan relations affect the 

functioning and development of the SAARC ? 

• How could the SMRC be made a viable regional organization ? 

5. A Brief Overview of Existing Literature 

There is a vast literature on regional cooperation in general and SAARC and 

lndo-Pak relations in particular both at the theoretical level· and in the context of 

SAARC and lndo-Pak relations. Various international and regional observers come 

out with their comprehensive and intensive studies relating to the constraints of multi

dimensional and analytical overview of South Asian Regional Cooperation and of the 

future of SAARC with focus on regional developments. These constitute important 

guidelines to research and policy formulation on redesigning SAARC and it's inter 

and intra regional relations among the seven member countries. 

On theory in general, there is abundance of scholarly writings with different 

perspectives. Theoreticians have proposed various approaches from different angles 

through their prefe1a 1ce. In this connection, international integration theory claimed 

to be 'empirically-based theory' is an umbrella fora great variety of approaches and 

.methods- functionalism, nee-functionalism, federalism, pluralism and regionalism. 
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Chief exponents of the federalist sub-school of thought are Rana, Paul 

Taylor, Ernest, Clark, Etzioni Nye and the like. They focus on many new 

sociological approaches in ·their books. A.P.Rana in his book 'Integrative 

possibilities of Regional order in the Third World. The theoretical writings point out 

that a central concern of regionalist organizations in the third world ought to be the 

alleviation of some of the more dysfunctional traditional aspirations of the sovereign 

state system on the ordering of its international relations. Prof. Rana categorises the 

writings under three differentiated headings. They focuse on many new sociological 

approaches that have been advanced to challenge or to supplement the classical 
' 

federalist theory - various writings ori Greek city-states, pacifism, liberalism, 

constitutionalism, legalism etc. Duclos identified various notions of 'functional 

federalism.' Riker's bargaining approach applied to broader social. process on the 

formation of supernational state out of a system of sovereign states. However, from 

the discussion of the above theoreticians analyses it is clear that the scope of 
. ' 

federalism itself is much broader than the study of international integration. 

Another school of thought identified with neo-functionalism which has its 

origin in a systematic critique of the functionalism. It has derived much of its 

dynamism and sustenance from the success of the European Economic Commlinity 

and it took much of its conceptual and explanatory apparatus from the development 

of American political science in the fifties and sixties. The neo-functionalists assum·e 

t~e psychology of elites in an integration ideally culminating in the emergence· of a 

new political system, whereas the.older functionalists stressed a popular psych~logy 
of an integration process leading to a 'Universal Social-Psychological Commu~'ity'. 
But Ernst B. Haas has been identified as one of the major exponent of this thedry in . . 

his books Beyond the Nation-State : Functionalism and International Organisation, 

Uniting of Europe : Political, Social and Economic Forces. The Study of Regional 

Integration : Religions on the Joy and Anguish of Pre- Theorizing, 2 proposes to 

reformulate the older or classical functionalists proposition in the light of three 

requirements : first, . that of making them more realistic and meaningful, secondly, 
:~-.... __ 

that of bringing them into an .ordered relationship with other theoretical approaches 

and themes in social sciences and thirdly, that of producing verifiable propositions 
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which could be tested against the empirical evidence obtainable fr?m the history of 

European integration. 

Functionalism· is the oldest theory of integration or it would be appropriate to 

call it as a ·precursor of integration theory. After the. coming of nee-functionalism it 

became older or classical functionalism. Most important proponent and forerunner'of 

functionalism is bavid Mitrany. Mitrany in his A Working Peace System and The 

Functionalist Theory of Politics gives precedence to economicS over politics. The 

father of . functionalism, David Mitrany believes that functionalism is 'A Working 

Peace . System3 as it emphasizes the common index of needs. 1 r 

Other known functionalists are Claude, Leonard Wolf, Norman Angel, Robert Cecil, 

G.D.H. Cole, Jean Monet Taylor and Groom .. Taylor in his book International 

Cooperation Today4 ; A..J.R.Groom in Approaches tci Conflict and cooperation in 

International Relations : Lessons from Theory for PracticeS and The Ford 

Foundation Lectures in International Relations Studies lay emphasis not on creation . 
of a world federal structure with all its constitutional structures but rather on building 

"Peace by Pieces" through transnational organizations that concentrated ·on 

"Shaping of Sovereignty" rather than on its . surrender to supranational 

institutions(Functionalism : Theory & Practice in International Relations).6 

Another subsequent school of thought identified with Karl W. Deutsch and his 

associates, employs the pluralist approach. Deutsch in his book Political Community 

and the North Atlantic Area, France, Germany and the Western Alliance -A Study of 

Elite Attitudes on European Integration and World Politics and the Analysis· of 

International Relations7 analyses the approach which is known as one of'''the 

earliest and most significant approaches to a theory of international integration. 

Deutsch's assumption is that the tendencies of states to integrate or conflict with their 

neighbours are based on public attitudes and patterns of behaviours. Another basic 

assumption of his theory is the belief that the nation state is both the central fact of 

modern political analysis. Theodore A. Couloumbis and James H. Wolfe in 

Introduction· to International Refations - Power and JusticeS hold that plur§list 

security ccmmunit[es are mostly larger areas, such as the North .tvnerican Continent 

and Western Europe. "For the communications school of thought, then, integration 
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can be seen both as a process leading toward political unification and as the end 

product of that process- amalgamated and pluralist security communities." 

Technically regional integration and regionalism are two different concepts. 

However, regionalism, under the umbrellaof Integration Theory, has been used in 

the sen'se of reg_ional integration to maintain uniformity of the other theories namely:

federalism, secularism, functionalism and nee-functionalism. The chief exponents qf 

regional approach are Russett, Cantori and Spiegel, Falk and Mendlovitz, Nye, 

Myrdal and Hindberg and Scheingold. 

Russet in International Regions and the International System : A Study :in 

Political Ecology ; Cantori and Spiegel in International Politics of Region :A 

Comparative Approach ; Falk and Saul H. Mendlovitz in Regional Politics and Wor:ld 

Order.; Nye in International Regionalism,9 Myrdal in his book Realities and Illusions 
' '· 

in Regard to Inter-Governmental Organisations and Hindberg and Scheingold in 

European Economic lntegration1 0 high light the different dimensions of regional 

approach to international relations and political dynamics. Hansen in Regional 

lntegration11 provide that regionalism is becoming a central arid most vital 

approach to integration theory. These studies hold 'that success of the integration 

theory is possible only via regional integration. 

Besides, SAAF~C - Challenge and_ Opportunities 12 by. Nasir A Naqash : A.P. 

Rana's Integrative Possibilities of Regional Order in the Third World : Tbe 

Theoretical Organisations : A Third World Perspective, Govind Ram Agarwa!?s 

Nepal and Non-Alignment : Its South Regional Cooperation Perspective13, David 

Seddon's - Nepal - A State of poverty14 . Sridhar Kr. Khatreis South Asian 

Regional Cooperation : Consideration of Some Models and its Implications For 

Nepal: Pramod Kumar Mishra's South Asia in International Politics ; A.J.R.GroOin 

and Paul Taylor's Function_alism : Theory and Practice in International Relations ; 

Joseph S. Nyre's Peace in Parts ; Integration and Conflict in Regional Org,anisations 

; Ross Masood Hussain's , The Dynamics of South Asia Regional Cooperation and 

SAARC , advocate that political integration is the process whereby political actors·in 

seve, ai distinct national settings are persuaded to shift their loyalties, expectations 

and political activities towards a new centre and look at the regional cooperative 

process as· a transitional stage of regional integration rather than as an end in itself. 
, I 
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Some other scholars like Bhabani Sengupta, Amit Gupta, Prakash Nanda in thejr 

Regional Cooperation and Development in South Asia15 spoke of Institutional 

approach to regionalism and regional cooperation that was incorporated in the UI>J 

Charter, founded on the Glashing power politics of the two power blocks in the post

Western approach to. world politics known as the world order approaches a~d 
'. 

Richard A. Fald and Rajni Kothari are the noted protagonists of the world ord~r 

approach. ·.;::. 

Surya Bahadur Thapa, the former Prime Minister of Nepal spoke of a one,. 

and-half track approach (South Asian Survey, Vol. 6, ·No. 2, 1999) and focuses on 

South Asian Cooperation. Sederal Raja in his South Asian Cooperation in Industry, 

Energy and Technology aimed mostly at increasing national developmental 

capabilities rather than regional economic integration and restructuring of regional 

production adopting regional import substitution approach. Susil Kumar 
. . 

(International Studies Vol. 36, 2, 1999) in his State Centric approach and A.Z. Hilali 
-' 

(Asian Studies, XII, No.2, 1994) .in his Experimental and Incremental Approach 

spoke of security in different policy areas by realizing its goals in opposition to 

private pressures. 

In general, a comp·rehensive study on regionalism has been made by variot:is 

international and regional scholars of the new nations of Asia, Africa. and Arab 

League. Scholars like B. Ramesh Babu in Globalization and the South Asian 

State, 16 Naren Chitty in Framing South Asian Transformation- An Examination of 

the Regional Views on South Asian Cooperation, 17 view that SAARC is a creation 

of South Asian governing elites in response to internal pressures for regional 

development as well as challenges in the global environment with immense 

potentialities. In the perception of an Indian scholar A.P.Rana, regionalism with its 

suppose?IY limited geographical scope and its shared interests and values, 'is 

bestowed with an effective way of tackling problems of economic development, inte-r

state conflict and the hegemony of the super powers. Bimal Prasad in Regional 

Cooperation in Sout Asia - Problems. and Prospects18 spoke of promoting the ... _ 
welfare of the people of South Asia through the countries that are in hurdles and 

difficulties. He also deals with economic background, potentialities, political 

imperatives, institutional framework and cultural dimensions of regional cooperation: 
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.. Scholars like Pram a nand in P~litic~l . Development in Sout Asia19 ahd 
B.S. Khanna in Rural Local Government in India and South Asia2o aim to sketch the 

overall development of the seven nations _included in the SAARC. As there is_ iio 

integrated ·volurne to give· a comprehensive and comparative- picture of politi¢al 

devel~pment of .the seve~ countries, Paramanand logically and· hiStoricall~ develops 
' . . . ' 

the theme from .projecting the demographic data to th~ problem~ confronting· tbe · 
- . ' ' . >. 

nations in keeping stability and bringing political acculturatiCm. In this book~ the author 

• handles the prob.lem' of political development in the region. with~ a reference to' tt:le 

~ontext of colonialism an.d nationalism. a~d makes a con~ise exposition of tne variciUs · 
- .· . . . ·. . . . . . . . ' -

ramifications of political development in South Asia within a comparative framework. 

Khanna also devoted his .study· to examine the r~le of the seven countries in terms,;of 

their _democratization and developments. ~ 

Besides, on SAARC, there have· been made inn~merable studies: Scholars 

like partha ·Ghosh in Cooperation and Conflict in South Asia21 Eric··. Gohsalves;'hn 

South Asian Cooperation : An. Ag~nd~ and a vision for the future/2 Nancy Jetly'-.~in 
Democratisation and Regional- Cooperation. in South Asia23 Govi~d -: R 'Agarwal's 

. . . . . 

SAARC :.Quest 'tor a new Political and Economic Order.24 .a'nd Bimal Prasad·dn 
. . . . 

lndia;s Foreign Policy :- Studies in Continuity and Change,25 take into account the 

problems and prospects involved in South Asia's march from :conflict_ to cooperation:. 
. . . J.' . . '.. '. . .. 

Gon&alves . and Jetly in the if book advocate' lhe need· for· enhancing'- :pialcig!Je 

· between the countries of South:Asia in order to find a common ground· both:. at U)e 

regional and at the 'global level. . •.:·. ' .. ' ~~;. 
! . . . • 

' ' . . .' - . . . . . . ~ . . . ~t. \ 

. Then, in the context of lndo-Pak· relations, which is the core of the propos~d · 
. . . , . , . .· .. - . .. . . .. ·: . - _,_ ... ·.,_. .. ·. ,, ..... ·. ;; .. _. 

research stud1es have also been made by different scholars in this respect: Even 

since the birth of Pakistim, the ·relations between India ·and PakiStah: ha~e-been >fsr 
from friendly as·both the ~ouritries .. fe~l threatened~b~-:e~ch c:md_hehce\he···story'of 

· lndo-Pak relations is a story of conflict. KeepJng this in mind, the_,authors like Eric 

Gonsi:llves. and Na~cy Jetly in· the Oyn_amics of South Asia : R~gionai.Cooperatlbn 
and SAARC26 _, Veririder Grover and R. Arora in ·world Community anddndq:..~k.
Relations.: Events and Documents of lndo-Pak Relations2? Selig S:. Harris.oni'. \P~ul 

- . . 

H. Kreissberg and Deunix Kux iri·their noted book India and Pakistan;: The:Rirs.t:F)fty 

Years28 
. and E. Ja~es and _Subroto Roy in their Fourid~tion of. Pakistan:s.:Pdlitibal 
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Economy : Towards an agenda for 1990s29 focus mainly on lndo-Pak relations,'on 

deadly conflicts, cooperation, on peace and on ups and downs, their . bHateral 

rel~tion, negotiation which is the cultural theme of the proposed work. Their volurDes 

are an extended exercise in mapping out inter-state relations in the areas of political 

relations, sec~,~rity concerns, technological and commercial issue.s, intelleqtual and 
.::;':,{ 

cultural commonalities and the impact of foreign aid. 

In addition, Nortan James H.W. in The Third World30 
, Jain : Rashmi in U§

Pak Relations, 1947-83,31 Venkataramani, M;S. in Alliance with Pakistan : The 

Evolution and Cause of An Uneasy Partnership32
; RC.Gupta in his US PoJicy 

Towards India and Paki.stan33 
, Kheli Shirum Tahir, in' The United States ~nd 

Pakistan : The Evolution of an Influence Relations,34 M.A.Chaudhry in Pakistan ~nd 

the Great Power35
, Veric, L.J, India's quest for Security36

, Bohari lmtiyan, H, in.his 

South Asian Regional Cooperation : Progress, Potential and Proposal,37 Rehman 

Sobhan in Political Dimensiosn of South Asia Cooperation . The Perspectiv~ of 

Bangladesh38
, V.P. Menon in his The Story of the Integration of the Indian Stat~s39 

have made an objective evaluation of lndo-Pak relations. 

From a different angle, in addition, there has been a large number of micr? or 

ma~ro studies dealing with some specific phenomena of Indo-Pak relations.:)To 

mention a few, Harish Kapur in India's Foreign Policy, 1947-199240 shadows ~nd 

substance. Shelton U. Kodikara in External Compulsions of South Asian Politic~, 41 

S.P.Verma and K.P.Misra (eds). Foreign Policies in South Asia ; Kalyan Dutt~.· in 

Third World Countries; Struggle for New Economic Order analyse foreign pqJJcy 
I 

behaviours of India and other South Asian countries which has evolved since 

independence as well as the factors that have contributed to their evolution .and . . ~ 

explore the interactions of domestic policies in the South Asian States, and the larger 

quE!lstion of the impact of the international environment on the region. Arif A. W~qif 

in Regional Cooperation on Industry and Energy : Prospects for South Asi~.42 

Mohammad Ayoob in Conflict and Intervention in the Third World,43 Ponna 

Wignaraja and Akmal Hussain in The Challenge in South Asia , Development, 

Democracy and Regional Cooperation44 S. K. Khanna and· K.N.Sundaram in 

Encyclopaedia of South Asia : Allan Heston in Economic Policies and Performance 

of India and Pakistan ; Krishnalekha Sood in Trade and Economic Developmert : 
·~. 
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India, Pakistan and Bangladesh ; Robert Laporte's Pakistan in 1995 : The 

Continuing Crisis; Deepak Tripathi's India's Foreign Policy; Shahid Javed Burkf's 

Pakistan's Nuclear Weapons - All the Pieces in Place ; J. Bandopadhyaya's The 

Making of lndia;s Foreign Policy : Determinants·, Institutions, Processes and 

Personalities.46 Masoor Ahmed Beg's Defence and Economic Growth in Developil")g. 

Countries; C.P.Bhambhri's Foreign Policy of lndia47
; Robert W. Bradnock in India'~ 

·-<. 

Foreign Policy Since 1971; Abha Dixit's Sino-Pakistan RelatiODS :and Thefr 

Implications for india; Narottam Gaan in Indira Gandhi and Foreign Policy Makin~,: 

The Bangladesh Crisis ; Pranay gupta's The Challenge of Change; Bimal Jalan on 
I ' . ;~ 

The Indian Economy ; Problems and Prospects; Edward A. Kolodzij and Robert E. 
· Hartzevy in Security Policies 9f Developing Countries; N. Krishnan in Africa Funds 

; Y. Yertzburger in The Political Economy of Sino-Pak Relations; Bhavani Sengupta 

in Towards Good · Neighbourness48 Pran Chopra and M. Shamsul Huq et al 4~. 

Future of South Asia - all offer large chunk of knowledge in economic; political and 
-

foreign policy issue, in trade and commerce and other fields of.the countries of 

South Asia particularly of India and Pakistan including their foreign policy issue. ..: 

In addition, Virendra Narain and B.C.Upreti in their edited book SAARC :'A 

Study of Perceptions and Policies50 opine that though there are always· conflicts and 

tensions among the member countries on ethnic, cultural, political economic issues, 

there are some commonalities among the States of the region that make them abl,e 

to live under the same umbrella. 

S.D.Muni in his book Understanding South Asia51 has focused on India's 

interactions with one or inore neighbours and the domestic thrusts of the forei~n 

Rolicy questions. 

The book Intra and Inter-State Conflicts in South Asia52 edited by Sud~ir 

Jacob George gives a detailed analysis of intra an~ inter -state conflicts. of Soyth 

Asian countries and covers a wide range of conflicts emanating from political, social 

environmental security related issues. 

·-
. M.G.Chitkara in his book lndo-Pak Relations; Challenges before New 

Millennium53 has discussed about the never ending conflict between lnda apd 

Pakistan regarding Kashmir issue. The author expresses his· hope that the mutual 
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understanding and cooperation is likely to make Indian subcontinent an 
·,~ 

economically viable unit. And with this the book South Asian Perspectives, Seven 

Nations in Conflict and Cooperation54 by Bhabani Sengupta gives a collage of 

perspectives on South Asia. It tries to look at major problems of South Asia from the 
. . ' . . 

perspectives of all its component members. It begins with.a comprehensive issues in 

South Asia, which are currently and will remain in the coming years, the. single most 

potential source of domestic and inter-state conflicts in the region. The rest of th~ 

articles deal with inter-state relations in South Asia, domestic issues that have a 
. ~ .:i 

bearing and reports on individual·countries cited by the author. 

In addition, Koasar J. Ajam, in his Ethnicity; Identity and the State in South 

Asia55 divided his book into three sections and gives a detailed analysis of 

theoretical perspectives and of Regionalism in South Asia with some case studies of 

SAARC countries. 

T. Nirmala Devi in both her books ·socio-Economic Profile of. SMRC 

Countries and Population and Development in SAARC56 sheds light on policy 

implications. The second book also focuses on population growth and development 

in the region. The first one also covers the information relating to the members di 
SAARC and highlights economic, political, social, historical or sociological progres~; 

in detail. These two books endeavour to look at the region in an inter-regional 

framework and also to highlight the gaps that exist in our understanding. Rajesh si:? 

Kharat in his Bhutan in SAARC, Role of a Small State in a Regional Alliance5?· 
investigates the role of Bhutan in SAARC and it examines the major factors behind 

its joining the regional forum. This book also traces the contribution of Bhutan in the: 

various stages of development of SAARC through its participation in different· 

programmes and committees. This book also emphasizes the significance of SAARC~ 

for Bhutan to secure its foreign policy objective and extent of relations with the 

outside world other than India. :; 

In addition, S K Khanna and K N Sudarshan,· in their Encyclopaedia of South 

Asia, 58 aims to make their work accessible to as wide a public as possible. Th~r-
seven volu'me·s are· arranged in cliapi.;:;] ;:r that readers' may absorb a large chunk of 

knowledge, say in history or in culture. '' 
21GG05 
1·1 JUN 2009 
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Vishriu Prajapati in his South Asia : Power and Politics59 in three volumes 

deals respectively with political evolution. and power structure, India's national 

interests. and international commitments, and political · priorities and· econqmic 

imperatiVes. In his another book Politics and Power in South Asia,60 he presentsa 
. ' . 

truthful and in-depth analysis of the pofitical, power structure and evolution of South 

Asian sub-continent. 

La~tly V. Jayapalan in his India and her Neighbours61 and Farhat Ehsas in 

SAARC - Relevance in New World Order62 deals· with all aspects of India and her 

neighbours in detail and the last chapter 'India and SAARC studies India's relatiOns 

with SAARC in a lucid manner and evaluate SAARC as a living and developing 

organization and efforts have been made to cover all the aspects in an· objectiv~ 

manner. 

6. Significance of the Study ,· 

\' 

However, in all these studies reviewed we find that these studies either deal 

with regional cooperation at ttie theoretical level,: or exclusively· on .. the evolutio~. · 

organization, functioning and evaluation of the SAARC or on the ~intricacies involv~d 

in the complexity of lndo-Pak relations. Hardly, there is any serious . research work 

that links the functioning of the SAARC with the constraints of lndo'-Pak strain~d 

relations. In other words, there is an obvious research gap in the chain of knowledge 

as to w~at extent the strained relati~nship between India and Pakistan tend to affect 

the success and/or failure of the SAAR C. Herein lies the significance of the present 

research as it intends to enrich the theoretical understanding of regional cooperati6n 
• • • J • 

in general as also to identify the irritations of the lndo-Pak relations that come in the 

way of effective functioning of the SAARC as the formal institutional .mechanism for 

regional cooperation in the South Asian region. 

7. Methodology 

Since the objective of the present study is to identify and analyse . the 
·-:--.._ ,_ 

potentialities of the SAARC as a regional organization and to measure the. impact ·6f 

strained lndo-Pak relation that is thought to impair the viability of SAARC, the present 

study is going to be an exploratory research. As such, the research design .;of 
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exploratory research was followed by way of surveying the literature on the problem 

followed by survey and scrutiny of experiences of personalities. involved with the ---. ' 

SAA~C and lndo-Pak relations.. Attempts were also made to identify some in-sight 

· stgirhulating cases relating to the impaired relations between India and Pakistan that 

has its. impact felt on the functioning and impairing of the SAARC to supplement 

rrtformations to be collected through survey of literature and the exsperience survey. 

Thus, ·maximum reliance was on the historical-analytical technique. 
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CHAPTER II 

Bilateral Relations , South Asia and the SAARC 

'Bilateral' versus· 'regional' is a politically sensitive and long-:-standing ques~ion 

of debate in South Asian relations. Article 1 0 of the SAARC charter specifies th~t rio 
'\'~ 

bilateral, contentious issue will be considered in tl)e framework. Nevertheless-, it 
-.) 

remains a hard fact-that every progress in the SAARC aCtivity is heavily dictated by 

political constraints. Almost every bilateral controversy includes India as a party 

because it is only India which has common geographical, socio-cultural ·and 

economic bonds with each of the South Asian countries. But it is unrealistib to 

attempt regional solution to specific bilateral issues, such as the Kashmir issues _ 

between India· and Pakistan, sharing of river water between India and Bangladesh, 

Tamil issue between India and Sri Lanka, the problem of trade and transit .betWeen 

India and Nepal, etc. The smaller countries are busy making their best efforts to 

discuss their bilateral problems within the SAARC forum to join a better bargaining 

deal vis-a-vis India, without realizing the fact ·that it is against the spirit ot' the 

SMRC charter. Not only this, the countries are often·- making an attempt to 

embarrass lnoia publicly; the example being Sri Lanka deciding not to attend the 

seventh session of the SAARC Council of Ministers which was to be held from tJuly 

1989 at Islamabad, following the dispute with India over the withdrawal of IPKF ~rom 

· Sri Lanka. Ultimately the meeting had to be postponed. 

All the states in the region have one or the other kind of problem with l~dia. 

It is for this reason that they have been more enthusiastic towards -- SAARC, while 

India may view that it is a ganging up of her neighbours against her. The bilateral 

issues- are also important, whether it would be possible to solve various bilateral 

problems betWeen India vis-a-vis other states of the region at its regional lever is a 
. \ . ' . . ~ . 

moot question: Indeed the bilateral relations would affect the political environme-nt in 

the region and determine the future of SAARC. :;; 

·r ~; 

It is not only India's role and attitude that would determine the survival-and 
I ,. 

sustenance of SAARC, but the attitude of smaller states is equally crucial.: The 

'.J 
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politico-strategic needs of states and their strategic perceptions are important factors . - . 

·~ w,hether or not SAARC can be an effective alternative to bilateralism. It may be 
• ._-.!.t-_ . . 

noted that India's own policy and approach to~ards the neighbouring countries may 

also have a direct bearing on SAARC and determine attitude of the smaller states-. \ . . 

towards it.' Sri Lanka'.s decision not to attend the Islamabad Summit of SAARC 

countries against India's decision to air drop food packets in Jafna is an important 

point in this connection. 
,·. 

· The South Asian states have never been out of the influence of regional 

· powers· and the superpowers .. Nepal , Bangladesh and Pakistan have often talked 

about China as an ·important factor in South Asia. They may even like to include 

China as a partner in the SAARC. Nepal has often tried to play the China card 

against India. Pakistan has been a major recipient of American arms aid and has 

fi-iendly relations with it. India had friendly relations with the Soviet Union. It is, 

therefore, necessary to keep in view the attitude and policies of these major world 

powers with regard to regional cooperation in South Asia. 

It is in this context that a study of the attitude of the member states as well as 

the major powers of the world towards the SAARC· becomes relevant. 

One of the most welcome developments in South Asia since the end of 

British colonial rule has undoubtedly been the emergence of South Asian 

. Association for Regional Cooperation (SAAR C). Till now, the countries of South Asia 

·~earing mutual distrust, suspicion, and experiencing pulls and pressures of extra-
;. . . 

· -·.regional powers, has been forging relationship across the oceans and mountains 

,instead of looking inward at the prospects of mutually beneficial- inter-relationships. 

It is true that SAARC still represents seeds in the wind which have yet to be· 

grounded and take root. But the significant thing is that despite blowing of hot and 

·cold winds both internally and from external directions, the movement for cooperation 

. has not come to a standstill. One happy augur has been that niuch before Dhaka's 

·.initiatiye (May,·. 1980) which led to the establishment of SAARC, intellectual ' 

interactions for Cooperation in South Asian region had become a growing 

·phenomenon. 
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To many, SAARC is still a dream that remains distanced from fulfillment. 

Despite frequent meetings/summits the advance towards the cherished goal has so 

·-f~r .remained . hopelessly .. slow. South Asia, before the launching of SAARC, . and 

South Asia now,.that is, almost three decades after, does not look different either 

~con()mically or. politically. The scenario of bilateral relations in the SAARC 

Gommunity remains unimproved. It does not need much mental or intellectual 

exercise to explain this discordance between ideal and reality. The plain and simple 

explanation is that, SAARC remains hostage to those contentious issues that negate 
,. ~ ., . ~. 

cooperation but beget suspicion and mistrust, even conflict or confrontation. 

Conflict Resolution has become part of the peace-building process since the 

.end of the cold war. Several conflicts have been resolved, some bilaterally,, others 

though multilateral mechanisms. Both the legitimate when a conflict is deep-rooted 

and does not yield to easy solution nations now a days build lences of confidence -

building measures with two objectives : first to ensure that the c~nflict does not 

· escalate, and second to steadily, even if slowly, being it to the threshold of resolution. 

And if one takes a look at a map of conflicts around the world since the 

Second World War; one finds a common factor in these containment and resolution. 

The common factor is the willingness of the main actors in the conflict to limit and 

resolve it. In ·other words, bilateral readiness to resolve conflict is an essential factor 

r for conflict resolution. Most conflicts being bilateral, a conflict bends towards 

limitation of resolution when the two actors agree that continuance or escalation is 

;-:no longer to the advantage of either side. In this context, it is pertinent to appreciate 

,,merits of quiet diplomacy and even the non official dialogues. As is known, the 

United States and the USSR the non-official dialogues. As is known, the United 
' 

,~States and the USSR worked bilaterally to bring down their stockpiles of nuclear 

, warheads. Similar were the cases of Angola, Mozambique, etc. 

The Sino-Soviet border conflict, the Sino-Vietnani war of 1979, the Iran-Iraq 

war the India-China border war, were all resolved bilaterally. All this does not rule 

.·.out' the case for conflict resolution through multilateral mechanism as happened in 

:the case of Cambodia. Though , at it must be nuted, it was preceded by Paris 

.. meetings between Heng Semin and Prince Sihanouk. With this as the background it 
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would be useful to examine the four tormenting issues that plague the sub 

--~~~tinent. 

India. and f'.qkistan, one says with deep regret, were born as adversary 

states and the tWo· h~~e fought three wars over Kashmir and are now iocked in what 

is ;called a low-intensity conflict since last five years. 

The two neighbours are frontier with bilateral, trilateral and arbitration 

mechanism two resolve serious differences. The Indus river water disputes which 
' 

heart the agriculture of both countries was resolved with the help of the World Bank. 

The Ran of Kutch dispute was referred to an international arbitration tribunal whose 
.~t I 

verdict was accepted by both countries. In the fifties, crisis situations created by 

population movements were resOlved by the Prime Minister of the two countries. 
l '' I 

After the 1965 war both countries accepted mediation by the USSR but the Tashkant 

Agreement did not find favour with Pakistan and Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was able to bring 

about the exit from power of. FM Ayub Khan in 1968. 

The Simla Agreement on the other hand was a product of bilateral diplomacy, 

it~ held the peace in· Kashmir for as many as 17 years though no talks were held 

between the tWo countries on the provisions of the Agreement. 
L· 

The present conflict in Kashmir is of a peculiar nature. A political disquiet in 

the valley was adopted by Pakistan with all help and support. A pertinent question - . 

that now confronts the Governments of India and Pakistan is to determine whether 
'-

the contemtious issue is bilateral, i.e., between India and Pakistan or is it trilateral, 

i.~ .. to include the people of Kashmir.? ~blicy-makers in the United States have 

been projecting it is a trilateral dispute. Apart from Ms. Raphel, President Clinton 

h!mself had said so after his meeting with Ms. Bhutto. The American sponsored track 

.....:_ compared of some eminent and distinguished scholars from India and Pakistan 

seems to be moving in this direction . 

. The Governments of India and Pakistan will have to face this issue frontally 

and jointly since some elements of the Kashmir polity on both sides of the border -

claim that they are an equal party to the conflict and there can be no solution 

without. their full participation and consent. 
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Whether the conflict is settled bilaterally or multilaterally, the first e.ssential 

requirements is that the government of India and Pakistan agree that it must ·be 

resolved. The two sides have to talk to ~etermine the nature of the. conflict, the 

parties to it; and the ways and means of resolving 'it. For them to agree· to solve the 

conflict, two prior situations are essential. First, both have to realize that the cost of 

the conflict for outweighs the gains. Second, both have to realize that neither c~n 
. ' i 

win it at the cost of the order. Only when these two conditions are realized can win it 

at the cost of the other. Only when these two conditions are realized will the prime 

ministers of the two countries agree to talk about a solution .. Unfortunately, th.e 
. . ' 

prerequisite conditions have not been met yet. 
, .. 

The two sides positions are so rigidly polarised and are so totallY 

irreconcilable that it is difficult to exp~ct them to make compromises arid 

accommodations. for a solution. Will they agree to bring Kashmir people as a third 

party? Even if they do,- which is a very big''if' how do you translate people int~ 

persons ? What can a third party like the United States do when the two sides hold 

on to irreconcilable positions? Impose a solution on them ? Assume the task of the 

policeman 'in the subcontinent ? Risk losing one as a friend by swording ·- or 

appearing tq award - what 'may be seen ·by the order side as a partisan .award '? 

How can one assume that the US will be able to deliver in the nineties what USSR 

failed to do in the sixties ? 

' :·i 
The Nepal-Bhutan conflict had an Indian angle too: As is ·known, about 

1000,000 Bhutanese are languishing in refugee camps in Nepal. There is a feeling in 

Nepal that the issue is trilateral since 'these refugees have traveled· on Indian s?il 

before reaching Nepal'. While all of us we are keen to sort this out peacfully, lnd'ia ·· 

does not wish to get dragged into a dispute amongst two nations that are friendly. · 

A more contentious issues pertained to the water dispute betWeen India a~d 
. . . 

Bangladesh. The need for. augmentation of water resource from the ·Brahmaputra ·is 

self-:evident in this regard. In the last analysis, only channel sing its. massive flow c~'n 
' . . . 

meet the ever ... increasing. needs of the two countries. But rigidity continues to ba1e·- · 
the way. 

. :i. 

/ 
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. ,; The fourth tormenting issue is South Asia is the continuing Sri Lankan agony. 

__ T,rye efforts being made by President Mrs. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratanga to 
-~~-. . . ' 

r~olve the ._knotty issue des~rve support. The absence of serious bilateral conflicts 

ailq the existence of a sense of common political purpose are two essential starting 

~ints for an undertaking aimed at regional co-operation. 

The countries of South Asia share many common values that are rooted in 

t~~eir social, ethnic, cultural and historical traditions.' Perceptions about certain 

specific events or political situation of the world may differ, but such differences do 
. . 

not seem to create a gulf between-them that cannot be bridged. In fact, the beginning 

of co-operation on a regional basis may be a positive force in generating a climate of 

harmony conducive to a better perception of what the countries in the region have in 

common and the value of this shared heritage. 1 

In South Asia, as in other regions of the world, we have countries at different 

l~vels of development, some are relatively less developed than others. Any proposal 

for economic co-operation must consequently be formulated·with the great care in 
·, 

order to ensure- that the weak are not exploited and that the strong do not 

dominate. The areas selected should be only those in which cooperation will mutually 

b_enefit all the countries irrespective of existing economic disparities. 

During the time Bangladesh presented its proposal of regionalism in South 

A.sia, India was isolated fror:n her neighbors due to her stand on Afghanistan, 

K.ampuchia and Indian Ocean. In addition to the mention of the economic aspects of 

r~gional co-operation, Zia-ur-Rehman had also referred to 'peace, stability and 

security' in the region. 

Pakistan· also ·seemed to be apprehensive of the Bangladesh initiative 

because they thought that any framework for regional cooperation in South Asia 

would ultimately result in the economic and political domination of India in the 

region. Mistrust and suspicion grown out of the four decade old conflictual bilateral 

relations overshadowed .Pakistani approach to the idea of'South Asian Regionalism. 

P,akistan feared that deep involvement in a South Asian framework would gradually 

weaken its association with the West Asian countries. Thus it was clear that 

Pakistanis hesitations stemmed from 'Indo-Phobia', a fear that such an associa~ion 
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would provide India an opportunity to instituioanlise its domination over the South 

-~sian region in general and Pakistan in particular. 

Introductory part of the paper mentioned that the idea of regional cooperation 

ir{-SotJth Asia is not new. Countries of the regionally and regionally under the 

umbrella of such forms as Economic and- Social Commission for Asia and Far East 

(EGCAP), the Non-aligned movement and the Commonwealth. 

The Draft however, has explained that these efforts have not fully exploited 

the vast potential of regional cooperation than exists and the consequential benefits 

that this will bring, collectively and individually to the countries of the region. The 

feasibility of such cooperation was informally discussed in various capitals at_ 

different times but until recently no concrete step was taken. 

South Asia which include Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, 

Maldives and Sri Lanka. Five of the seven nations that contitute the region are part 

of the same subcontinent. Maldives and Sri Lanka are islands closely situated to the 

shores of the mainland. 

Bangladesh is _the most easterly of the SAARC countries, surrounded on 

three sides by Indian territory and Burma. On the South-east lies Burma, the one 

and only non-lnpian border of Bangladesh .. 

Bangladesh came to existence in 1971, before that it was the eastern wing of 

P~kistan, since 1947. 

Bhutan is a landlocked country located in high mountains of the HitJlalayas, 

with India on the South and China on the North. The political system is absolute 

monarchy, established in 1879. 

· The Bhutanese economy is amalgamated with the Iridian economy. 

Politically and economically Bhutan has a special tip-up with India. It is the integral 

part of the Indian defence set up. Bhutan is a member of the United Nations since 

1971 and enjoys membership in eight specialized agencies. Bhutan has diplomatic 

relations only with India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Maldives, Kuwait, Japan and a half a 

dozen European countries. But it maintains embassies only in New Delhi and Dhaka 
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besides ~ permanent· representative at the UN end consulates in a couple of other 

countries. · 

The Union of India occupies a key position in Asia. It is bounded on the north, 

north-east and north-west by the mighty Himalayas, on the south-east by the Bay of 

Bengal and on the South west by the Arabian Sea. The southern tip is washed by 

the blue waters on Indian Ocean. 

India· shares its political borders with Pakistan on the west and Bangladesh 

and Burma on the east. The northern boundary is made up of the Sinkiang province 

of China, Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan. 

Maldives is an archipelago in the Indian ocean, to the west of Sri Lanka and 

South-west of India. Maldives ·get independence on July 26, 1965 and it become a 

. republic in November 1968. Maldives is a member of the United N"ations since 1968 

and it enjoys membership in fourteen specialized agencies of the ~.N. 

The kingdom of Nepal is situated between India and China in the Southern 

slope: of the Himalayas. Nepal is geo-politically part of India and strategically 

Important in the defence of the Indo-Gangetic Plain. 

The Islamic Republic of Pakistan came into existence in 1947, following the 

partition of the subcontinent into two states, India and Pakistan. 

Sri Lanka is an island separated from India by the shallow Palk Strait and the. 

Gulfof Mannar. It is bounded on the west by the Palk Strait and the Gulf of Mannar 

·on the north and east by the Bay of Bengal and the South by the Indian Ocean. 

Note has also to be taken of the fact that no region of the world is free from 

bilateral conflicts among the countries within it. Besides it is quite possible for 

countries given by some bilateral problems or conflicts to move towards cooperation 

. among themselves for certain common purposes. The formation of SAARC's itself a 

proof of this assumption. However, it is also a fact that such cooperation cannot go 

· very far unless there is a general feeling of confidence in each o_ther's bonafides 

among· its members. It, therefore, becomes ;imperative to identify the roots of political 

discord in South Asia and see how this discard can be met if not ended, in order to 

enable the movement of regional cooperation to grow stronger. 



As Rajiv Gandhi highlighted in his statement at the Bangalore SAARC 

Summit: "Whether we will it or not, there is a symbiotic interchange between 

· inten.sified regional cooperation and cordial bilateral relationships. 2 Haunting 

·memories of past conflicts and tensions need not cleared the vision of statesman 

like ··leaders which South Asia urgently needs to resolve the various bilater.al 

problems which obstruct the smooth progress of SAARC. It is important to cognize 

that' in the technological environment of today history cannot be permitted to have a 

permanent too; on the peaceful and definitive settlement of even the most chaotic 

emotive disputes. 3 In particular, since Into Pakistan reiation~ are bound to remain, 

the ....... around which the fortunes of SAARC resolve, a rapprochement of this 

hypersensitive relationship is an organic cogency for promoting the cause of regional 

cooperation, Also since India is a common factor in most of the bilateral disputes, a 

special effort is needed from the India side to improve the political climate in South 

Asia. 

The recerit eruption of longstanding bilateral problems into major showdowns 

has made for qualitative determination in the political environment belying all hopes 

for a thaw in the regional equation in the wake of superpower dialogue, opening 

up the possibility of restructuring of international relations based on cooperation 

instead of conflict. It is not within the scope of this paper to go into the pools of the 

problems in South Asia but it is to be noted that at any given time India. has had 

problems with one or another of its neighbours. It Indo-Bangladesh ties remained 

. stable, Indo-Sri Lanka relations took a sharp decline. Even as Indo-Sri Lankan 

relations remained poised for an upward turn, lndo-Nepalese relations touched a 

new low. More important, a the core Indo-Pakistani relationship, which lies at the 

heart of South Asian political climate, has continued to remain slumped over a host of 

irritants - old and new. In the final analysis, it is on this conflict ridden relationship 

that any viable regional arrangement would hinge. It was no coincidence that it was 

only when India and Pakistan endorsed the idea of regional cooperation that SAARC 

really look off. This fact has it anything became more self-:evident, India's proposals 

for inclusion of core economic areas in the SAARC agenda and the establishment of 

a Regional Fund were foredoomed to failures in the face of Pakistani resistance. 



Similarly, Pakistan's plea for forging links with ASEAN could not take off the ground 

for want of India's endorsement. 

The main problem with the South Asian region has been that there are sharp 

differences among its member countries. 4 These countries contrast with each other 

in terms of population, size natural resources, level of economic development, 

political ideologies and institutions. They also have competitive economics as well. 

But, at the same time there are numerous similarities. All these countries belong to 

the same geographical region. Even the Maldives islands and Sri Lanka which are 

separated .from the subcontinent geographically through a small stretch of sea are 

tied up with the region by numerous other factors. All the South Asian countries 

share common historical experiences,· religion, culture, civilization , language, etc. 

These factors together provide a shape to South Asia as a region. It may also be 

noted that apart from these differences and similarities, the South Asian states are 

~lso faced with inter-state tensions and conflicts particularly with India. As a result 

they have followed not only different foreign policy perception but the development ·of 

harmonious relationships has also been hindered. 

Apart from this, anxieties with regard to neighbours at the national level have 

led most of the South Asian nations to interact more intensively. Differences over 

the Ganga water between Bangladesh and India, for instance, probably contributed 

to the normalization and improvement of Bangladesh-Pakistan relations. Bhutan,'s 

special relations with India might have been prompted by Bhutan's anxieties over its 

·sizeable Nepalese minority. Nepal's posture of equidistance from India and China 

.and its proposal to declare itself as a zone at peace got enthusiastic support from 

Bangladesh and Pakistan.6 

There are misunderstandings even now between India and Bangladesh 

·between India and Pakistan and anxieties on the part of Nepal about its neighbours. 

There is however, one problem which has proved intractable in the past and is likely 

to remain in the foreseeable future and that is the Kashmir problem. Unfortunately, 

this is not merely a-territorial problem, it seems to involve a sense of national identity. 

After the Simla ·Agrteement, this problem has also been contained, though Pakistan 

·strongly disagree with India over the interpretation of that agreement. Evens then one 

can reasonably hope that regional cooperation involving both India and Pakistan may 
. ' 



be possible though in the perception ofPakistan the Kashmir problem remains to be 

solved. After normalization of bilateral relations and with the improvement of political 

climate , it may be possible to settle the outstanding issues including the Kashmir 

problem though some analysis view it as a kind of problem that can only be 

"dissolved and not solved" with the passage of time. 7 

Thus it became clear that success of SAARC depends on smooth relations 

among the member states. 

The charter provided that "decisions at all levels shall be taken on the basis 

of unanimity' ad "bilateral and contentious issues shall be excluded from the 

deliberations.'? , 

Any study of peace _and stability in South Asia has to take into account the 

behaviour of India. The neighbours very much feel the self-awareness of India's pre

eminence and India's quest to assert itself in the affairs of the region: Every Indian 

neighbour, except perhaps Bhutan and Maldives, is involved, at least, in one dispute 

with India, like sharing of river waters, fencing the border, ethnic-religious conflicts, . 

. territoria_l dispute, nuclear policy or the desire to get declared a zone of pe~ce, 

involvement o\ in one another's internal problems to mention a few. Each state in 

South Asia perceives a threat to its territorial integrity from their big neighbour in 

the region. The fear of .Indian dominance keeps them away from cultivating closer 

bonds based on common historical and cultural homogeneity. Smaller South.Asian 

states felt that they are 'confronted with an India which is imperial in outlook and 

difficulty to persuade. 1 It is true that India has problems with all. its neighbours in 

South Asia but that is because India alone shares land or maritime borders with 

other states in the sub-continent. The 'core geographic location and ethnic religious 

pluralism made India the common factor in any study of inter-state relations in South 

Asia. The dispute that marred India's relationship with Pakistan are different from its 

difficulties with Nepal or Bangladesh or Sri Lanka. This fact needs to be recognized 

while making an analysis of the nature, trends and shifts in bilateral relations in South 

Asia. What should be borne in mind in this context is that the success or failure of 

regional cooperation in the region depends on the positive or nc-8 alive nature of 

India's bilateral interaction with Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal. There 

exists no major difficulties in India's bilateral relations with Bhutan and Maldives. 
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South Asia h8s been a conflict prone region right from the days of 

independence. Hindu-Muslim communalism with its far-flung ramifications, 

Bangladesh migration, sharing of waters of common rivers, c\disputes involving 'Tin 

Bigha' and New more Islands, border wire fencing of the Indo-Bangladesh - Borders, 

maritime boundary, Chakma refugee problem, Tamil tensions and the prablem of 

Nepali . Ethnics in India and Indians in Nepal are the sources of bilateral conflicts in 

South Asia. The discussions of some these issues would -help to understand the 

political situation of · South Asia and to explore the possibilities of a security 

community in the·· Denschian frame work or a modified form. In relation to peace 

and security in South Asia, one important factors needs to be mentioned. As noted 

by Satish Kumar "One fact little or noted outside the region is that all of the South 

Asian states· except Pakistan have already been brought within the matrix of an 

Indian security system which is regional rather than national in scope. In some 

cases, this is through formal agreements, in other through the unilateral extension 

of the Indian system to neighbouring states". 2 Obviously only Pakistan posed a 

challenge to the Indian doctrine of regional security. Thus, the major hurdles to this 

"United but rather unique form of regional security system" has been lndo-Pak 

relations. 

India and Pakistan are the traditional rivals in the region. So, the heart of the 

question of regional cooperation is the question of lndo-Pak understanding. The 

relation between India and Pakistan are "the keystone for South Asian cooperation 

of any kind. 3 and the relations between the two countries suffer from the "Crucial 

dichotomy of unmitigated personal warmth and undivided national suspicion and 

animosity.4 A fundamental and long term· improvement in relations between those 

two countries are to be achieved for the viability of regional cooperation in South 

Asia. What is required is a reconciliation of the basic contradictions with regard to 

politica[ values, political frameworks, international perceptions and attitude. 5 

The first ever summit of the South Asian heads of state and Government 

clearly brought out the attempt, by the neighbouring countries except perhaps 

Maldives. to isolate and pressurize India. The manner in which Sri Lanka President, 

Jayabardana praised Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. He termed Rajiv Gandhi and 

praised him as the chosen leader of India and said, " on Rajiv Gandhi we rest our 
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Hopes, he· must not fail us. He cannot, our duty is to help him to the utmost. He 

should tell us what each of us should do and we must respond as best we can". 

About India he said : "India the largest in every way larger than all the rest of us 

combined can by deeds and words creates the confidence among us so necessary 

to make a beginning." Similarly General Zia-ui-Haq praised India and Rajiv. During 
\ - . 

the course of his address he departed from the prepared text of the speech and 

mentioned the consensus arrived at between himself and Jayawardana in the 

informal discussions on the eve of the Summit.6 

Significantly on the eve of the summit, a Bangladesh daily carried an 

interview with General Zia. In this interview he listed various commonalities among 

the seven states and added : 'There is more than one factor that is common to all. 

There has been only one aspect and that is the India factor. India with home we 

would like to joined hands and be in the mainstream and play that much of a role 

which can generate confidence rather than fear for smaller neighbours. But 

unfortunately, it is only India which has some sort of disputes with every country."7 

He viewed the size of India as an inhibiting factor, 'Through SAARC we hope to 

convince India that it must. take measures to play its part as the Central figure is 

South Asia- but with the recognition that there in it nobody big or small. They are 

equal independent and autonomous states. India must also realize that is the 

smaller states which have the greater ego. It want coast India to play low profile 

·and generate confidence in others. Let India buy something from small countries 

and only in this way we can live in peaceful co-existence. 8 

Rajiv Gandhi viewed regional cooperation in a different way. To him the 

·regional framework would not demand reshaping of foreign policies of the member 

countries. We have not sought to melt our bilateral relationship into a common 

regional identity, by rather to fit South Asian cooperation into our respective foreign 

policies as an additional dimension. 

This summit provided opportunities to discuss the bilateral issues informally. 

Thus Rajiv Gandhi met Zia-ui-Haq. General Ershad and President Jayawardane 

sepa• ately to discuss bilateral problems. 
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The Bangalore Summit was significantiy different from that of the first the 

sense that there was no collective effort to corner India. 
·- ... 

Rajiv Gandhi ir.augurC:Ited the Summit and stated that SAARC would not be a 

. political association. Referring to bilateral relations he said ; "Bilateral relations have 

their difficult moments. SAr'\RC reminds us that at such moments we should seek 

what unite us and not what divides. We have consciously decided not to burden 

SAARC with our bilateral concords." The Bangalore Summit, however, was clouded 

by tensions between the two larger powers India accused the Pakistan authorities of 

aiding Sikh separ2tion in its Punjab state and of developing a nuclear bomb. In his 

~alks with Rajiv Gandhi, Prime Minister Junejo denied reports that his country tested 

·a triggering mechanism for a nuclear bomb. But Gandhi told the reporters : "To be 

~honest, we are not utterly convinced." The bilateral squabble was brought up by 

Junejo in his speech referring to the troop moments : "We in South Asia should 

agree to notify one another significant troop movements. We shall agree also to 

invite observers when the movements exceed in. agreed threshold." He said 

Pakistan was deeply oppressed to nuclear free zone. He then referred to 300 million 
' 

Muslims in South Asia and gave a piece of advice to Rajiv Gandhi to follow the 

·admirable of Example of Bangladesh President Ershad who had visited other 

countries of the region during his tenure as chairman of SAARC. Turning to Rajiv 

G2.ndh1, Junejo said, President Ershad had set a fine example, " A good example 

needs ro be followed. We recommended it for your consideration, Mr. Chairman."9 

The informal bilateral contact between Rajiv and Junejo did not arouse much 
I 

·enthusiasm. In fact it was far from cordial. That was because both sides failed to 

:prepare the ground for the talks. Sattar asserted that the principle of bilateralism 

did not exist in the Simla Agreement. 

At the .same time, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and Sri Lankan President 

· Jayawardene he!d discus$ions in a cordial atmosphere with the Sri Lankan .side 

,stressing that it wanted India to continue its good offices. 

As excepted Hameed made a fervent plea for evolving a new mechanism, 

where at'e,!ery meeting at Foreign Ministers level we have informal closed door 

meetings where could air we view candidly. He underscored : "SAARC must not 
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end .up as a deaf, dumb and blind association. What I am saying is that as we 
;·, 

grow we must face new challenges, new situations, new developments. I believe 
........ · 

solutions to problems have to be found and worked out from within." While, " in our 
. ! . . . 

wisdom we had thought that it would be prudent to avoid speaking of bilateral 

i~_sues, making. such a rule sacrosanct, in the long run could spell disaster," he 

asserted. The issues were trans border terrorism, cross-border ethnic and religious 

affinity and differing perception of foreign policies. He spoke of ethnic, religious \ 

· ~ffinities among commu.nities and warned against "Cross border affect bilateral 

r~lations and underline the SAARC Spirit". 
li 

Sri Lanka, strongly supported by Pakistan called for a change in the basic 

concept of the Association so as to provide for a discussion and possible more for 

settlement of bilateral problems. 

-·.J India's opposition to SAARC taking up bilateral and contentious issues was 

made clear by External Affairs Minister N.D.Tiwari, at the very OL!tset. In polite but 

categorical terms he told his colleagues from South Asia that relations between 

neighbours could not be wholly free from problems and therefore cooperation under 

SAARC was based on the primacy of over "common concerns" are individual 

differences. "We should not seek to drive full advantage from whatever unite us. 

Our is an effort to wider the area of agreement and cooperation , otherwise "we will 

end up. in a statement and miss the immense opportunities that regional 

cooperation offers." He explained that Indian position on" cooperation under SAARC 

is predicted on the premise that our common concerns should be considered more 

important than our individual differences. We should seek to derive full advantage 

from whatever unite us. Our is an effort . to wider the area of agreement and 

:cooperation in spite of bilateral differences. That is precisely the reason why we took 

a conscious decision not to burden SAARC, with one bilateral concerns. For we 

realized that by doing so we will end up in a statement and miss the immense 

-~pportunities that regional cooperation offers. It is thus clear that India firmly rejected 

the suggestion that the forum of SAARC be used for sorting out bilateral problems. 

_India maintained the review the SAARC had been set' up· to promote cooperation in 

technical, economic and social fields . In South Asia on the basis of immunity and 

,. 
'' 
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the inclusion of bilateral controversies in ·its . scope would impose _unbearable 

burdens on the grouping. Thus, bilateral issues just could not be raised in SMRC. 

India and Pakistan had two ranks of ministerial level discussions on 

normalization of bilateral relations. Rajiv Gandhi and Junejo discussed a wide range 

of bilateral matters and agreed to accelerate the dialogue on outstanding issues. 

The two Prime Ministers decided to hold an early meeting of the secretaries for 

economic affairs of. the two countries to discuss the promotion of economic 

cooperation and increasing trade. 

Sri Lankan President spell out in detail how the peace accord between India 

and Sri Lanka how significance for the whole region. "success of SAARC or not will 

have to depend on the extent to which we can confront and solve bilateral problems 

we_ may have between us." "Sri Lanka's separatist problem" he added further, 

"Provides a convincing illustration in support of the generalized observations that 

have been made," And at the same time, "We have established for the conduct of 

·our foreign relations on the principles that nothing would be done either, that could be 

detrimental to the other in any way," This, he said has to be "regarded as an 

unexceptionable principle and indeed prerequisite for good neighbourly relations." It 

would contribute to the stability of the region. 

Bangladesh President Ershad said pointedly, 'we can't, of course, deviate 

from our commitments enshrined in our charter,. particularly the respect for 

principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, nati.onal independence, non-use 

of force."10 He noted that political issues at the bilateral level had been purposefully 

kept out of the SAARC agenda for co-operation but "we have certainly albeit 

informally addressed issues that are of concern to us, internationally, regionally and 

even bilaterally." 

The President of Maldives Abdul Gayoom, noted that although bilateral 

relations did not come under the banner of SAARC was sure that "every one of us is 

happy to note the new understanding reached. between the two brotherly countries 

as a result of accord." He paid growing tributes to the Indo-Sri Lankan accord and 

said he saluted the political wisdom of both President Jayawardane and Prime 
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Minister Rajiv Gandhi is arriving at a very difficult solut.ion to a four year old ethnic 

problem. 

The · king of Bhutan, Jig me Singye Wangchuk said that· the -most notable 

event in South Asia during the tenure of Rajiv Gandhi as Chairman of SAARC was 

the lndo-Srilanka Agreement "By bringing about the peacE? accord Prime Minister 

Rajiv Gandhi and President Jayawardane have demonstrated their deep devotion to 

the spirit of SAARC and its noble objective of promoting peace and stability in our 

region. 

However, the main SAARC show has been sidelined by the bilateral talks 

between Rajiv Gandhi and Benazir Bhutto. With an earnest desire to work towards a 

new phase of relationship but the Prime Minister exchanged views on the bilateral 

issues. The emphasis in the Indian diplomatic approach, that there could be no 

discussion on confidence building measure until Pakistan abandoned its covert 

support terrorism in Punjab has undergone a significant shift. As a result three 

agreements, on the basis of the directions given by the two Prime Ministers, were 

signed. 

1. An agreement on the prohibition of attack against nuclear 

installations and facilities of both countries. 

2. A cultural cooperation agreement; and 

I 

3. An agreement on the avoidance of double taxation of income from 

international air transport. 

While the first two we signed by the foreign Secretaries of the two countries, 

the third one was signed by the Ambassador of India in Pakistan and his counterpart 

in India. 

Therefore the most important factor hampering SAARC's progress is the 

ongoing bilateral dispute between different countries. Again it needs to be mentioned 

here that almost all the present disputes . are .Indian-Centred. Among the disputes 

that deserve to be pointed out here are Indo-Bangladesh tensions, Indo-Sri Lankan 

problems are the direct outcome of India's assertion of a self visualized dominance 

role in South Asia. Historically Indo Sri Lankan relation have remain cordial and 
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tension free. However, the last to decades have witnessed gradual deterioration of 

relationship primarily because of 'India's hegemonic interference in the domestic 

affairs of its West Southern neighbour. 12 With the correct and overt support to 

Islands Tamils by both the central and state governments, a situation of armed 

confrontation developed initially which has later transformed into an armed conflict. 

The conflict managed to survive even with the arrival of the IPKE under the 1987 

Accord and its subsequent departure from the Island. lndo-Nepali complication is 

product of India's continuous desire to maintain a tight control over Nepal's trade 

with other countries. Finally, the dispute that has dominated the region since India's 

independence is the ongoing dispute with Pakistan over . Kashmir. It is neither 

necessary nor intended to give a detailed history of this dispute here but it needs to 

·be stressed that this dispute can be easily resolved if India agrees to hold a plebiscite 

in accordance with UN resolutions acceptable to both India and Pakistan. The 

magnitude of the cost involved in denying the right of self-determination to the people 

of Kashmir ·is indeed enormous for India as well as for the region. The Kashmir 

. dispute embittered relationship between India and Pakistan since partition in 1947 

and has caused three major wars (1948, 1965, 1971) and innumerable border 

clashes. Over there are enormous resources have been allocated to military 

preparedness primarily because of the impending danger of war stemming from the 

ongoing dispute over Kashmir. With the advent of indigenous struggle for the 

exercise of their right of self-determination, the situation in Kashmir has become 

acutely complex and the tensions between India and Pakistan have also acquired · 

alarming proportions. The tragedy of the situation is that the magnitude of economy 

working cost involved is fully realized by both parties, yet a major effort to resolve this 

dispute continues to remain elusive. 

Another thorn in the flesh of SAARC is Indian haste and insolence in 

hegemonistic maneuvers. Hegemony and zones of influence are recognized by neo 

realists as facts of international life with a stabilizing role. But somehow India has 

chosen to rub its smal! neighbors repeatedly on the wrong side in transmitting its 

message of superiority. In Sri Lanka, India is perceived to be the wicked cause of 

years of devastation by Tamil insurgency, which in turn Indian Army failed to contain 

-coming in aid of Sri Lanka after the latter hand acceded to India's demands for 
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exercise of an imposing naval presence in Trincomali. Indian slight upon Sri Lankan 

President over the last SAARC summit was also unfortunate. Trade blockade of 

Nepal by- India finally helped a more obliging government into power there, but very 

strong arid articulate opposition is also surfacing in Nepal against Indian water-plans, 

and a general air of suspicion, far from diminishing is now resounding. In Bhutan, the 

agitating Nepalese immigrants were perceived to be a Sikkmisation maneuver 

masterminded by India. The suspicion has since been somewhat dimmed by 

subsequent Indian ·aloofness for the time being on the issue of Nepalese evicted 

· from· Bhutan, for whom some international care only has been mobilized at present 

and refuge camps set up within Nepal. In Bangladesh, India is regarded by most 

people as. the villain .of the peace of statement on Ganges water sharing and for 

sheltering cross-border Chaka violence. In turn, people in Bangladesh betray 

undisguised sympathy for Kashmir, Khalistan and Assam separatist insurgency, 

which they. see as genuine national-liberation movements, although the last one 

has overtly anti Bengali bias. In fact quite a few in Bangladesh like to believe that if 

Assam separates, there many increased scope of revived of traditional cooperation 

between Assam and Bangladesh at grassroots level, whereas right now all traffic is 

virtually ·closed. With the growing realization of the importance of neighbourly 

people to people contacts for sustainable development, some in Bangladesh also 

dream of expanded relationship with Lusai Hills people in the new future, Cross 

border trade in Bangladesh is now limited to West Bengal, Bihar, Meghalaya, 

Tripura. Small entrepreneurs' in Bangladesh what in expansion all the way around 

.denied at the moment Relationship ·nevertheless, at t~e governmental level between 

Bangladesh and India has markedly improved after the opening of the Tin Bigha 

Corridor. 

Yet it is no wonder that smaller maritime states in the SAARC welcome , as 

Indeed so some other Indian ocean states, Pakistan's unequal attempt to deny 

Indian naval domination of the Indian ocean. On the other hand, U.S. and Indian 

joint naval exercise as well as Indian Defense , Ministers goodwill visit to China 

·point to a changing scenario in Asian Security perspective that cannot fail to be 

taken note of. 
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How can Bangladesh .then time solace in SAARC ? Threatened as 

Bangladesh is·from within SAARC itself and it has to explore multiple involvements 

to underpin its security. A SAARC security cooperation at the moment is a far cry. 

Independent military exchanges between Bangladesh and China, Bangladesh and 

USA, Bangladesh and Thailand, Bangladesh and Pakistan as well as Bangladesh 

and Saudi Arabia. contribute to a limited assurance dn the ground. For greater self

assurance, Bangladesh of necessity shall have to evolve its own peculiar' non

conventional mix ... at deterrent national services and supportive international 

pressures. 

· As the largest and the stablest democratic power, India has a special 

responsibility in setting the tone for bilateral relationships and giving a lead in 

evolving an acceptable framework of cooperative relations in the region. Indeed, if 

India has to rise to the challenge of true leadership, it can hardly fight shy of taking 

steps for meaningful- accommodation with its smaller neighbours. Its ability to 

influence regional affairs would .essentially depend on how it carries neighbors with it 

in creating a climate conducive for accelerating peace and development in the 

region. 

Charges of India assuming the mantle of a regional manager -

notwithstanding its recent showdowns with Sri Lanka and Nepal and its action in 

Maldives- are too factor. There is, however, need for India not only projecting itself 

· in terms of sheer power but also attaining greater sensitively to the needs and 

aspirations of its smaller neighbours. Sustained efforts must be made by India to 

explore the possibilities of wider mutuality than strict reciprocity in Seeking good

neighbourness. 

This is not to argue that the smaller natio'ns of South Asia have no 

responsibility towards building a climate trust and friendship' in the region. They 

would indeed do well to eschew deliberate , distortions of the existing geopolitical 

realities in the region. It is self-evident therefore that they would have to learn to 

come to terms with themselves - in overcoming the problem of national identity and 

pressures of political challenges- before they can come to terms with India. 
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It is not however, beyond the reach of collective wisdom for all South Asian 

countries, ·big or small to rise above the contains of narrow individual interests to 
·-.. _ 

. address themselves to the common concern of the region. Regionalism, in order to 

be meaningful, would have to be essentially supportive of bilateral relationships. 

Given the geopolitical imperatives, bilateralism is going to remain an enduring 

feature of the regular and SAARC cannot obviate the need for bilateral settlement 

of bilateral problems. Even the Staunchest advocates of India must concede that 

· such. a gesture of offering generous, even unilateral· concessions to its neighbours 

will have to be made in a bilateral setting and can't be worked out in a regional 

forum. 

The basic dilemma for India remains how to reconcile its preference for 

bilateralism as a model for building relationships . with the compulsions of 

regionalism. This assumes significance in view of the fact that efforts have been 

.made to bring in bilateral issues like India's role in Sri Lanka and the Ganges water 

dispute into the SAARC forum not so much in the belief of finding solutions in a 

regional framework as employing bargaining traities to put pressure on New 

Delhi. India reacted sharply.to Sri Lanka's boycott of the Foreign Ministers meeting 

in August 1988 on the issue of IPFK presence on Sri Lankan soil as constituting a 

violation of the SAARC charter. 13 

It is one thing for SAARC to provide a neutral setting for backstage high level 

· bilateral contacts major breakthrough were achieved by Gandhi - Jayawardena 

meeting at Bangalore and Gandhi-Bhutto meeting at Islamabad - but it is entirely 

different matter if SAARC meets were to be reduced to seem a bilateral exchanges. 

What .is not being adequately appreciated in some circles is that the real question 

involved in this test case is whether SAARC can afford to lend itself to being made a 

hostage to not only bilateral pressures, but, more important, domestic compulsions 

of an individual states. If SAARC is to achieve its true potential the impulses for 

both strengthening of the existing bilateralism and exploring of new avenues of 

regional cooperative must be allowed to move on their independent tracts. The twin 

tracks once not mutually exclusive and can indeed be simultaneously pursued 

without forcing the space in either direction. 
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-India Bangladesh Relations - · 

As a rioted scholar reiterates : "Commonalities is South Asia are mostly 

bilateral between India and each of the neighbors countries separately and 

individually: There is a bit of India in every other country of South Asia. As against 

this, there is a hardly anything of significance which is common between India's one 

neighbor and the other. All the South Asian countries have only one thing in common 

amongst themselves and that is lndia. 33 Sovereign states and formal boundaries 

can of course, hardly check cultural overlaps. But what aggravate the South Asian 

Scenario is the perception that India desires to play a regional role commensurate 

with its regional pre-emiena, 'regional primary', as a commentator opines, has been 

an 'unstated but clearly pursued objective' of India's neighbourhood policy. 34 The 

frequently highhanded nature of Indian efforts at establishing and emphasizing their 

regional preponderance worsen the situation even more : as Bekhari argues," in 

their attempts to get lndiaaccepted as a dominant regional power the Indians have 

only succeeded in projecting it as the domineering regional power. 35 Inevitably, 

though regrettably, all this generates apprehensions, arouses suspicions and 

contributes to the grievous lack of trust and confidence between the South Asian 

Seven. 

Likewise, India has a host of difficulties with other neighbours like Bandladesh 

(shairing of river waters, the Chakmas and the influx of migrants) and Nepal 

. (differences over 'zone of ~eace' concept, whether there should be separate treaties 

.for trade and Transit, etc) along with some minor irritants in the case of Bhutan and 

,Maldives. All these contentious issues and the manner in which Sri Lanka has held 

SAARC verily to ransom are indicative of the fact that despite pious hopes to the 
( 

country, unresolved bilateral disputes are bound to exert a negative influence on the 

process of regional cooperation. 

As a consequence of producing nearly the same or similar goods, the South 

Asian seven inevitably compete in world markets for almost indentical exports : 

India and Bangladesh compete for jute goods, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka 

' I 
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compete in respect of . manpower exports to West Asia although the impact of this 

cqmpetition is not yet actually realized due to volume of the demand. 

·· ·.The fundamental dissonance between India and the others is also a major 

handicap; as a renowned economist asserts, "The vastness of the economy of one 

of the member countries of the group, India, at and its growing industrial 

infrastructure makes economic cooperation - leaving aside trade - between the 

countries difficult. The fear of becoming economically dependent upon India haunts 

the psyche of other SAARC nations and explains, for instance, why Pakistan 

in,Jports iron are from Africa and not from India, and Srilanka imports apples from 

Australlia instead of India. In both cases, the neighbours suffer from the misgiving 

that dependence upon India might imply that at any times India could exploit or 

even obstruct their natural growth and prosperity and this anxiety impels them to 

prefer extra-regional power for foreign aid and assi~tance for national development. 

Not surprisingly, a recent analysis highlights : "since the withdrawal of colonial rule, 
::'\ 

the independent South Asian States have consciously pursue policies aims at 

distancing their respective economics from each other .... As a result of these 

pplicies, now a sizeable and extremely powerful budget commercial, industrial and 

professional interests have come into existence in these countries which do not see 

any advantage in enhancing regional economic cooperation. Such cooperation, on 

the contrary, is seen as harmful and destabilizing.36 As a result of all these, 

constraints, the noted economist cited earlier, in response to the rhetorical query of 

whether an economic justification exists for SAARC, asserts that "there is no 

economic rationale."37 

. No wonder, ·a noted scholar asserts th~t "the greatest obstacle in the way of 

.. regional cooperation among countries in South Asia is the exceedingly meager 

knowledge about each other's country in terms of their needs, perceptions and 

sensitivities. 

;\ India's second diplomatic strategy was the politics of bilateralism in her 

relations with her South Asian neighbours. This was openly projected as the 

p-erformed model for building relations with neighbouring countries. 
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For India, such a strategy has considerable advantages. The first is that the 

bilateral approach can take into account the unique features of each relationship . 

The standardized model of uniforming the terms and patterns of bilateral interaction 

can be avoided. The needs of countries like Bhutan, Nepal and the_ Maldives are for 

example, very different from those of other countries in the region. They can be met · 

more easily than those of the more defiant and bigger neighbour. 

The second is that through a process of bilaterism, India can avoid the 

internationalization of contentious issues. In South Asia in which she may have to 

reckon with many actors. Almost all the post-Nehru governments have made this into 

a major objective of India's diplomatic strategy. One of the principal explanations for 

this pattern of behaviour is the bitter experience India had on the Kashmir issue when 

New De_lhi internationalized it by referring the matter to the UN after the Pakistani 

invasion of Kashmir in 1948. The UN refusal to take a position on the merits of the 

case generated a general opposition to the reference of any contentious bilateral 

issue again to international for . 

The third perceived advantage of bilaterism is that it provides India the 

possibility of avoiding any situation where all the other countries could unite against 

her. Since all of India's neighbours have serious reservations about her, such an 

eventuality can hardly be excluded. India, therefore, has always avoided such a 

situation. Even at the time of establishing the South Asian Association for Regional 

Cooperation (SAARC), India insisted on separating bilateral from any multilateral 

cooperation. 

The .fourth is the appropriate leverage that bilateralism gives to India of being 

· . generous to some nations and har$h to others. Such a behaviour has indeed 

been discernible in Indian Diplomacy. To risk a generalization, it could be argued 

that while with most states, Indian diplomacy was a combination of generous big 

brother behaviour giving aid, seeking common ground, and pressing them to fall 

· in line on issues where India's national interests were at stake, relations with · 

. Pakistan on the other hand, have been consistently antagonistic. 

This bilateral strategy became evident after 1971 Bangladesh war when all 

the negotiations with Pakistan were carried out bilaterally, and when the Simla 
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Agreement of July 1972 between Indira Gandhi and Z.A. Bhutto clearly incorporated 

India's preference for bilateralism over multilateralism. All differences, it was 

· -- agreed, were to be settled through bilateral negotiations'. 39 In line with the Indian 

· thinking the Simla Agreement clearly stipulated that Indians and Pakistanis alone 

were responsible for the maintenance of peace along the border. Though such a 

strategy was not completely successful since Pakistan had often tried to revenge 

upon this agreement, India has consistently refused to accept the involvement of any 

third party in lndo-P~kistan relations. 

With other co.untries of South Asia, India was, however, more successful in 

!mposing the strategy of bilateralism. They were less recalcitrant . None of them 

could really defy India, even if attempts were m~de to extricate themselves from an 

excessive Indian hold, since all of them were dependent on India in one way or the 

other. An open border with India, for example, is Nepal's and Bhutan's life'-line. 

Neither of them landlocked as they are would be able to survive economically if India 

were to cut them off. Nepal's attempts to become more independent were rapidly 

stymied by India's decision to cut transit arrangement with her. Sri Lanka's ability to 

manage the Tamil crisis without some cooperation from India is doubtful . If the 

massive Indian military intervention in Sri Lanka in 1987 to force the Tamil Tigers to 

abandon their demand for independence and to re-enter the political process, was 

not successful it is difficult to imagine that the Sri Lankan Government can handle 

the crisis on her own. The Maldives, off the Indian coast, can hardly survive (as 

illustrated by India's 1989 military intervention) as a viable state without some 

protection from India. 

Though Bangladesh is more resistant to Indian pressures, she has been just 

as unsuccessful in breaking out of the straitjackel of bilateralism as she has been of 

saving herself from the cruel annual cycle of flood and drought. Her. river system 

draws water from rivers in India, Nepal, Bhutan and China, all of which have- to pass 

through Indian territory- a formal Dependence from which she can hardly escape.40 

The Bangladesh government proposed a six country meeting that would have given 

her some diplomatic monosure. But India scratched the prooosal. 

India's apartment determination to continue the politics of bilateralism vis-a

vis her neighbors has created an asymmetrical situation in which Indian is clearly the 
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beneficiary. It is, -therefore, hardly probable that she will abandon such a position, 

even if she is criticized by the international media for having become a 'regional 

bully' .41 and for having developed an Indian variant of the Manroe Doctrine'42 

Indian destabilization, therefore, can't be attributed domestic reasons only, 

but is also determined by what happens in the neighbourhood. The link is clearly 

evident. The foreign policy of India is no more just simple interaction with the other 

Sout.h Asia, and of reacting to situations whenever it becomes necessary India's 

policy is no longer based on the politics, ·of non-intervention. Establishing its 

predominance in the region is generally perceives as being vital for India's national 

security. India's decision to intervene in Sri Lanka, stop the Tamil Tigers from 

becoming independent, stigma a coup d'etat against the existing government in the 

Maldives, pressure the Nepalese not to buy arons from the Chinese, propose to 

participate in Bhutanese negotiations with China, insist on the return of the Chakma 

refugees to Bangladesh and warn . Pakistan of the dangerous consequences of her 

support to Kashmiri and Sikh dissidents are growing signs of India's determination 

to 'play a predominant role in South Asia. 

Considering the fact that practically all the six small states' of South Asia are 

faced with growing systemic instability , India had to mobilize all the different 

components of her diplomacy that would make her relations with them viable and 

effective. 

Bilateral relations with each of the six states thus was the principal Indian 

sfrategy in South Asia. And, with the passage of time, India has used this strategy 

more and more openly and more and more puthless to clearly express her interest 

·in Development in the region. Bilateralism has become very much a major 

component it India's policy which no government in India can possibly afford to 

ignore.43 

In the Determination of lndo-Bangla relations, just as with India Pak relations, 

domestic political factors play an important role. There is, however, one vital 

differe~ce- that it is virtually a one way street unlike !ndo-Pak relations. The Indian 

politics. The only exception in lndo-Bangla relations is the issue of Chakma 
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insurgency while the agitation against Bangladeshi infiltrations into Assam has the 
. . 

potential to result in political difficulties for India ad thereby strain bilateral relations. 

Indo-Bangladesh relations started on a happy note. India's role in the Bangladesh 

liberation war, particularly military intervention, earned for India the friendship of 

Bangladesh, resulting in the signing of the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and 

Peace betWeen the two countries in March 1972. August 1975) represented a 

period of good relations between the two countries when the domestic and 

foreign policy thrust was in tune with that of India. Two basic laments of state 

policy -the use of religion for n~tion-building and external support (mainly that of 

a· super power) for regime stability, elements which have contributed most to the 

enmity between India and Pakistan, did not find. any place in the policies of 

Bangladesh. Mujib enunciated a secular, democratic and socialistic policy of 

nation-building, and he steemed clear of alliances with super powers.44 

As the champion of Panchasila, India has maintained cordial relations with 

neighbouring countries. So also it has maintained a cordial relationship with 

Bangladesh right from its emergence in 1971. It has been a· consistent and vitally 

important principle of Indian Foreign Policy to refrain any interference in the internal 

affairs of other countries . and more particularly, in the internal affairs of its 

neighbours. But the dirty struggle for power that emerged in Pakistan alter the first 

ever general elections held in March 1970, created a highly taxing and dangerous 

situation in East Pakistan, which forced India to support, on humanitarian grounds, 

the rights of the Bengalese living in East Pakistan. 45 

However, these moves and others failed to produce any meaningful result 

in 1971, India became aware of the fact that it would have to intervene in the crisis 

for effecting a settlement of this crisis. On 151
h June 1971, Mrs. Indira Gandhi 

declared in the Rajya Sabha that , "We will have to go through hell ·to meet the 

challenge posted by the developments· in Bangladesh." From then onward India 

stated providing help to the refugees and their Mukti-:Bahini for securing their rights, 

which involved the (liberation of Bangladesh. The crisis soon developed into the 

December . 1971 Indo Pak ·war. The Indian Army forme'd against the West Pakistan 

army in East Bengal. After a highly efficient and successful military operation of 

nearly two week,s the joint command, led by it. General Jagjit Singh Arora, was in a 
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position to secure the liberation of Bangladesh on 16 December, 1971, India had 

granted recognition to Bangladesh. After the defeat of West Pakistani army in 

-Bangladesh the administration of the country was entrusted to the leaders of 

Bangladesh. Soon afterwoards, Bangladesh was granted recognition by other state 

and this completed the process of liberation of Bangladesh . 

. India. played a leading role in -the liberation of Bangladesh. Its people made bold 

sacrifices for securing to he people of Bangladesh their freedom and their rights. 

Jhese historic and unparalleled sacrifices made by the people of India and the 

material and moral support that they gave to the people . of Bangladesh 

combined together to provide a solid foundation for the development of warm 

and highly friendly and cooperation relations between India and Bangladesh.46 

It was on 6th December 1971, the Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi; amidst 

thunderous applause informed the Lok Sabha the decision of the Government of 

i'ndia to grant recognition to the peopoles Republic of Bangladesh. Since the fateful 

day, the two countries have been engaged in the process of developing friendly 

and ... cooperative· relations between them. The immediate goal of security the 

liberation. of Bangladesh from the clutches of Pakistion was accomplished and 

December 16, 1971, by the Joint Army Command of the two states and this was 

followed by centain bold steps to usher the history of Indo Bangladesh relations 

into an era of friendship and cooperation based upon the spirit of mutual respect for 

each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty, and commitment to the principals of 

Panchashela, non-alignment, beneficial bilateralism and peaceful means for the 

settlement of all issues and problems. 

The similarities in the foreign policy perceptions of the two countries, the 

understanding-regarding. the common needs, goals and objectives, the recognition of 

the sacrifices made by India for securing the liberation of Bangladesh, the 

dependence of Bangladesh on India for meeting the immediate security and 

economic; needs and the mutual understanding among the leaders of the two 

countries gave good support to the cause of developing highly cooperative and 

friendly Indo-Bangladesh relations. The tone was set right on 6th December 1971, 

when . Mrs. Indira Gandhi, while announcing the decision to grant recognition to 

Bangladesh observed "In future the Governments and pe_ople of India and 
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Bangladesh who share common ideals and sacrifices, would forge a relationship 

based on principles of mutual respect for each other's sovereignty, territorial 

integrity; non-intolerance in internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit.47 

·The first chancery of Bangladesh was formally opened on 9th December 

. ·1971 ;· and it was formally announced that the two countries had entered into a 

number of mutual agreement in lateral relation. By these agreements India pledged 

its military support, help and involvement in the struggle (war) for the liberation of 

Bangladesh. India further undertook the pledge to withdraw its armed forces from 

liberated· Bangladesh, agreed that .liberated areas would be immediately handed 

over to the Government of Bangladesh, and that India would defend Bangladesh 

against any external threat. The agreements affirmed allegience to Panchsheel and 

non-alignment. However, no restruction was sought to be place on the rights of the 

people of Bangladesh to have their own independent foreign policy. By another 

agreement, India decided to give Rs. 100 crores immediately to Bangladesh for 

helping the initiation of the process of socio-economic reconstruction in that country. 

Both te Governments also entered into a detailed trade agreement envisaging and 

annual trade of 1.00 crores betweens the two countries. On 16th December, 1971, 

Bangladesh was liberated and the Government of Bangladesh took over the 

. ·administration of the country. It was on 8th January 1972 that Pakistan announced 

its decision to release 'Sheikh Mujib, who was under detention in Pakistan since 25th 

·March 1971. During his brief step at New Delhi, on 1oth January 1972, Shaikh 

Mujib, paid glowing tributes to India for her historic role in the liberation of 

~angladesh. He observed that the people of his country would never forget the 

,sacrifices made by their Indian brothers for 111aking its possible for them to achieve 

liberation. He declared that bonds of friendship and and cooperation between the 

two countries are bound to become more and more mature and developed in the 

;times to come.48 

On March 19, 197.2, India and Bangladesh signed a 25 years Treaty of 

Friendship, Corporation and Peace. It was a bold attempt to cement the Indo

Bangladesh friendship. The Treaty, with 12 Articles· under preamble was designed 

to maintain protacol and good neighbourly relations, to transform the borders into a 

border of external peace and friendship, to uphold non-alkignment, peaceful· co-
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existence,<<to safeguard peace stability and security, to promote and strengthen the 

existing relations it friendship and cooperation and to reaffirm the determination to 

follow peaceful means for the settlement of disputes well as to uphold the aims and 

principles of the U.N.Charter. , 

· · The 12 Articles of the Treaty provided for the steps . agreed by both the 

countries as the means for securing the ideals and objectives listed in the preamble. 

Both the countries declared that there shall be lasting peace and friendship between 

the two ·countries· and their people and -that each side shall respect the 

independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the other and refrain from 

interfering in· the internal affairs, of the other side , The two shall further develop and 

strengthen the relations of friendship, good neighbourliness and all round 

cooperation existing between them. Under Article 2, both sides condemned 

colonialism and racilism in all forms and affirmed their determination to strive for 

their final and complete elimination. Both· agreed to cooperate with other states in 

achieving these aims·. Under Articles 3 and 4, both the sides reaffirmed their faith in 

·non-alignment and peaceful co-existence and to revolve to maintain regular mutual 
I 

conflicts on major international problems affecting the interests of both the states. 

reaffirmed their faith in non-alignment and peaceful co-existence and to resolve to 

maintain ·regular mutual conflict on major international problems affecting the 

interests of both te states. In the next Article i.e., Article 5, both the countries 

agreed to continue ·to strengthen and widen their mutually advantages us and 

c;~broad cooperation in economic, scientific , technical trade transport and 

communications fields. Under Articles 6 and 7 both the countries agreed to make 

joint studies and take action in the field of flood control river basin development and 

the development of hydro-electric power and irrigation, and further to promote 

relations in the firlds of art, literature, education culture, sports and health. Each 

side solemnly declared under Article 8 that it shall not enter into or participate in 

any military alliance directed against the other party and that both the countries shall 

refrain -from any. aggression against the other and shall not allow the use of its 

territory for committing any act that may cause military damage to or constitute a 

threat to the security of the other. Article 10 of the Treaty declared that ; "Each of 

the high contracting parties shall refrain from giving any assistance to any third party 

· .. ' 
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taking_ part in i]n armed conflict against the other party. In a case either party is 

_attacked or threatened with attack the high contracting parties shall immediately 

enter into mutual consultating in order to take appropriate affective measures to 

eliminate the threat and thus ensure peace and security of their countries. Each of 

the ·high contracting parties solemnly declares that it shall not undertake any 

commitment, secret or open towards one or more states which may be incompatible 

with the present treaty." In the last two articles_it was stated that the Treaty was for 

25 years and was renewable by mutual agreement, and that any differences in 

interpreting the Treaty that may arise shall be settled bilateraliy trough 'peaceful 

means in a spirit of mutual respect and understanding. 

Evaluation : with these provisions the Treaty constituted a bold attempt 

towards the securing of peace stability in South Asia. This Treaty affirmed India's 

respect for the sovereign equality and territorial integrity of Bangladesh and set at 

rest the western and Pakistani propaganda that India has an eye over Bangladesh. 

The Treaty, observed the Patriot, was the first formal and certainly unique step taken 

up by. two -important Asian countries for the stabilization of peace in this sub

continent. It commented the growing lndo-Bangla friendship and laid solid 

foundations for the extension of bilateral cooperation between the two countries. It 

was neither defence pact nor a security pact designed against any other country. 

Lik~ the Indo-Bangladesh Treaty was a bilateral treaty for positive bilateral 

cooperation. It was a solemn treaty solemnly signed for strengthening both world 

peace and bilateral relations. Indeed, this treaty was a welcome and fruitful way of 

:ushering lndo-Bangla relations into an era of enduring peace, friendsuip and 

:cooperation.49 

After the signing of the Treaty, both the countries conducted fL;Jrther 

negotiations for enlarging . trade between them. On March 28, 1972, the two 

countries entered into a trade agreement providing for a trade of nearly Rs. 100 

. crores. Firstly, the agreement provided for border trade for people living within 15 

km. belt of the borders and its aini was to help the people of border areas to meet 

their day to day requirement. But,a the trade was restricted to specific commodities. 

Secondly, it provided for a Rs. 50 crore two way trade goods of speCial interest ot 

both the countries on a balanced basis. Thirdly, this agreement laid down that if India 
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exported goods worth more than its share 25 crores, then the payment of the 

qverflow shall be in the form of temporary loan to Bangladesh and shall not carry any 

interest. This agreement was indeed a symbol of liberal and friendly attitude of India 

tqwar'ds its new neighbor. On July 5, 1973, Indiana and Bangladesh signed a new 

3,year Trade Agreement and it was agreed thatthe two countries would now export 

goods worth of Rs. 305 crores each way. The trade relations were given a new big 

boost on May_16, 1974 through a number of agreements on wide ranging bilateral 

· e_conomic and trade cooperation. 
' • t • . ' ' 

" ·For presenting cooperation in the fields of science and te-chnology. India and 

Bangladesh agreed, on June 10, 1972, for cooperation in the peaceful cases of 

atomic energy and space research. On August 27, 1973, a treaty was signed for 

exchange information. On atomic research and literature between the two countries , 

~cientists of both the contries were to be given opportunities for research and 

training in atomic research laboratories in either country. In May 1974, when India 

conducted for first underground and fully controlled peaceful nuclear explosion 

(PNE), Bangladesh welcomed the development as an important steps towards the 

development of developing countries. The Bangia Times, an influential daily at 

Bangladesh, described India's PNE as a matter of pride for developing countries. It 

wrote that this explosion will have deep impact on the politics ,of Asia and the 

subcontinent. It called upon the neighbours not to feel unduly apprehensive from 

India because India's pllicy was a peaceful policy. 

Thus, close cooperation in the fields of trade, commerce, education, cultural 

activities and sports was registered in the post-Treaty period of Mujib era. Particularly 

after the' understanding reached during May and September 197 4, meetings 

between the leaders and delegations ?f the two countries, some very important and 

major agreements were reached for effecting closer cooperation' between the two 

countries. The May 1974 Summit Conference between India and Bangladesh 

woduced very healthy and fruitful results. The following · Four Jofnt ventures were 

cleared : W.A. Uonont Plant Joint phatak in Bangladesh based on limestone 

~upplied from Meghalaya in India; (ii) A clinker plant in Meghalaya for supplying 

either to Bangladesh; (iii) A Fertilizer Plant in Bangladesh for the supply of urea of 

India and (iv) A sponge Iron Plant in Bangladesh with the supply of iron ore from 
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India. The -decision to constitute a joint commission on Jute was another landmark , 

achieved at the summit. All these steps for bilateral economic collaboration were 

commendable. f()r promoting cooperation in the fields of science and technology, 

India and Bangladesh agreed on 10 June, 1972 for cooperating in the peaceful was 

of atomic energy and space research. On 27 August 1973, a treaty was signed for 

exchanging information on atomic research and literature between the two countries. 

Scientists· of· both the countries were to be given opportunities for doing research 

and training in atomic research laboratories in either country. 

· · Realising the necessary of settling the border problem, with India and 

Bangladesh conducted negotiations which led to the signing of Border Agreement 

on May 19, 1974. Under this agreement, India retained the Berubari enclave and in 

exchange Bangladesh received Dahagram and Angarpata enclaves under 

perpetually leased corridor for connecting Dahagram and Angarpata enclaves and a 

perpetually leased corridor for connecting Dehagram with Pambari Mouza of 

· Bangladesh. "The border demarcation was to be so framed as to cause the least 

disturbance to the population, to be as the as possible on both sides and to make 

it easy to recognize the borders betweens the two countries." It also provided for 

exchange " expeditiously of all enclaves." Another feature of the agreement was 

·regarding the fixation of midstream boundaries along Muhuri and Fenny rivers. This 

ensured that two sides would get water from the rivers all the time. The Border 
-

Agreement Was· as the Tribute on May 21, 1974, observed "can example in good 

· neighbourness and a major friction remover." . 

- Increased controls and exchange of visits became regular features of Indo

. Bangladesh relations in the Post-Treaty years of Mujib era. In November 1972, 

President of Bangladesh, Mr. Abu Sayeed Chowdhury paid a 1 0 days state visit to 

·India and in June 1974, President of India, Mr. V.V.Giri returned the state visit to 

· Bangladesh. Both the visits strengthened the bonds of friendship between the two 

countries. The visits revealed that there. was close identity of rivers between the two 

countries: Similar contacts at the ministerial level covers also maintained. In April 

· 1973, the Foreign Minister of Bangladesh visited India and in return Mr. Swarn 

Singh; Indian Minister of External Affairs, paid on official visit to Bangladesh relations 

' and cooperation was reviewed. After the discussions the deterioration to give 
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pr,actical.shape to the deeplyfelt and just aspirations of the people of two countries ,, 
for socio-economic well being, was expressed. 
·· ... .: . 

With a view to further strength on the very friendly relations existing between 

the two countries a Summit Conference between Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Sheikh 

Mujib was held on May 1, 197 4. It was deering this conference that important 

discussions were held over matters of views was held in an atmosphere of 

friendship, cordiality· and in the background of traditional friendship and 

understanding :between the two countries. Discussions on matters like trade and 

commerce sharing of Ganga waters, functioning of Joint Rivers Commission, 

boundary disputes, expansion of cooperation in field on Jute export, issues of joint 

v,entures etc., were objectively discussed and certain agreements were reached. 

9imilarly international problems, .like energy crisis were discussed. On May 19, 

1 ~7 4, India and Bangladesh signed the Border Agreement and announced that an 

4nderstanding had been reached regarding the resolution of Farakka barrage issue. 

Similarly, India and Bangladesh exhibited complete understanding 

GOOperation at the time of Simla Summit between India and Pakistan. Bangladesh 

welcomed whole heartedly the Simla Agreement and the Delhi Agreement between 

· India and Pakistan as two positive steps towards peace and stability in South Asia 

India kept Bangladesh fully informed about the nature, scope and progress of the 

discussions with Pakistan. In April 1973, India and Bangladesh jointly prepared a 

three point programmes on the basis of which was to conduct negotiations with 
\ ' 

Pakistan. The lndo-Pak agreement of 1973, reflected the fact that India fully upheld 

the commitments that had been made with Bangladesh in respect of the repatriation 

PO.Ws and refugees: 

' 
Further, India left no stone unturned for helping Bangladesh to get 

·.·! 

recognition from other countries and its due place in the United Nations. India gave 

hill support to the August 9, 1971 application made by Bangladesh for getting the 

membership of the United Nations . ·However, the Chinese veto against 

Bangladesh prevented surprise in this direction. In February 1974, Pakistan gave 

recognition to Bangtadesh and it was followed by the accord of recognition by 

China.- This development cleared the way of Bangladesh entry into United Nations. 

In the context of lndo-Pak-Bangladesh relations, the April 1974, tripartite talks 
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: :betw~~~,-:iridf~.-Paki;stan ~~d ·Bangladesh_ produced an-important agreement leading· 

to· the ·repatriation of · Pakistani POWs who were still being detained in India ---- . ' ., . . 

: becau5e,;of>Bangladesh earlier decision to try than on charges of genocide and war 

. crim.es:: '·.--";,: .· · 
. . . 

·.:· .. ~1';; .-::_.~<-~ ~::, :-'' '·-~ . - . .. . ' . 
· -·- · ··- Even ~the cornplex issue of Farakka was temporarily resolved through interim · 

-acirJernent bf.ApriY1:;a:··1.97s:·under an ·interim· and short term agreement.reached at 
. ' . 

· D~~d~: i(w~s ~greed that India was to dra~ a specified quantity of water for its 

·; . ~ ·.- te~t·~-f>i ~~n~l"fQr: tile· benefits of Calcutta Port. 
' . ~ . ~ " : 

. ·... . · · !t~~~ furt~er~agreed that a joint tea~ of experts would supervi~e and observe 

·. th~ ... ~~~~t::-;-it_~ithtir~~~~-~ .oh Banglad~sh and the Hoogly river. A joi,nt team was to 

· b~ ·~t~tioned ·at Farakka was keeping ·a record of the water fed into the fewer canals. 
0 

• ··:.::::•: •:(n~~~~~· :·:; ':••, ,, •- '·' ' • l •' • ' ' 

.. · ·. ·· ; The agreement was · an important breakthrough in the Farakka dispsute 

between India ·and Bangladesh. It was hoped that this short term- agreement would 
• • 1 • , • • ', r • 

· .. :1 

pare.Ahe,Jway for an· amicable long term accord on Farakka. It was an agreement 
. - ' . . . -

reached:.throughbilateral negotiations and this. gave it added importance. 
' . • . • • F • ' ! ' 

. The above account of lndo-BanQiadesh during the Mujib era; clearly reveals 

that. the conduct· of relations between the two cou~tries get a positive and good 

start:<Duririg a· short period of joint four years both the countries were in a position to 

solve the Bordet dispute~ and reach an interim agreement on Farakka. Both were in 

a, position tc)' establish '-highly friendly and peace gave a solid foundation to Indo-. 

Bangladesh.friendship and cooperation. india, after having helped the emergence of 

Bangl<!idesh, a.s a.:~pv_,~reign independent ·republic, came fof"Ward whole heartedly to 

hel~_,,,the : ·neJ/·.~duntry in . overcoming the problems at· socio-economic 

rec~ristruction.,~T~rough loans and aid, ·material ·a~d model support and a series of · . .- ··--·' .. ' . . 

.trape ~_nd:ec6~omic" agreements, India gave valuable help to Bangladesh during the 

initial years of its independence. The Government of Bangladesh, particularly Prime 

.Minister- of -B~n~l~desh Sheikh Mujiour Rehmah, recognized fully the sacrifices 

_·;;,·ode. andth~ .help,given· by. India to Bangladesh and theref9re, felt indebted to. 
; .. " -•'- ' - . . - . 

India. All· the · ~re·eme~ts reached during _this period was .backed by complete 
. . . . . 

understanding .and mUtual respect for each other~s. needs, desires and inte;ests. 

; • I ' . ~ ~'-· '• 

·:.·; '• .. ,. 

. ' 
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: . Howe\,(~r, <;~long with his positive development, the march of time produced · 

certain irritants in Indo-Bangladesh relations, particularly, the carrying out of anti-
-. . .____ . . ~. ~ . 

India propaganda' by. certain sections ofBangladesh press and rysted interests, at 

· times,· mad~ · Jhe environment becam~ a source of concern ·particularly towards the 

· close ·Mujib~ .;era.' ·some schola(s even . ·go to the ,eXtent of s~ying that Mujib's 

·friendship with lridiawas·a'factor in theAugust. 1975 · coup.against Mujib's regime. 

!The following factprs:were responsible for the emergence of anti India propaganda in 

6angladesh during the closing· years of Mujib era,: 

L 
•.' · 1} Existence o{Pro-Pakistan factors in Bangladesh. 

2) Internal opposition to. Sheikh Mujib's policies particularly . to the ·.. . . . . ~· - . . 

centraJizati9n and concentration of authority into his own hands . 

. 3} The 'Pakistani and Chinese. propaganda that India was having 

· · · imperialistic designs over Bangladesh. 

4)_ Tb~. clifference over Farakka Barrage issues. 

· · ·5)~. Rise. of communalism in Bangladesh. · 

· 6) The strong dissatisfaction in Bangladesh· over the increased corruption, 

·shortage of essential commodities, particularly foodstaff, and uncontrolled 

· · ·smuggling on Indo-Bangladesh borders. 

·. 7) The strong c'ritidsm by the Indian press (West Bengal based ) of the role 
. . . 

. : ... of opposition in Bangladesh, produced a strong reaction and gave rise to 

c ., . · '.' ·,·>considerable ·opposition to the role of India in the sub-contiJ1ent. In 
~ ~ 
~; , ·."- .·,·· pa.rticular, this made Moulana Bhashani. and· his party a strong critic of 

.·'·-···India ...... · .. 

· .. '8} This: faJiure of the :Governm-ent of Bangladesh to effectively run the 

admini~tr~tion and checkthe spread of an-India propaganda. 5° 

Iridian cand· Bangladesh were in confrontation over a number of issues : the 

~orubari .. corrid9r· is the New Moore · Island/Tal patty territorial dispute which 

degenerated into a minor military and incident; Indian involvement in the armed' 

strug'gle· of the··Chakma tribals , the Farakka Barrage and river water· disputes; 

\and' India. att~mpts to "repatriate" from ·Assam illegal "Bangladeshi". Muslim 

' >. 

.. 

I . 

'"-. ...._. 
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Q1ig_r9nts··· and: to build a protective fence along_ portions of .the border. None o~ 

. :th~se,,:·except temporarily th~ farakka Barrage issue, were solved.". 

Again-· arid .again, then Bangladesh came up against what it was , India 

,;Pres,sure''::-: Th·e~issues themselves··.:._ except perhaps the· river waters were - it 

· reg~r~~cLas:triv~l:: Dhaka's. viewwas that. l_ndia could, virtually not cost, meet 

·Bangladesh C011C.e'rns·on·all ofthem. New Delhi's reluctan'ce bid so was seen as 

· aciding~·-from its <.de~ ire to. use these issues as pressure protoganist Dhaka to 

·· pu~ish<:Sangladesh· :tor its lacked "gratit~de" destabilize its go~~rnments, limit its 

autonomy;Jn_respect of foreign and domestic . policy, and enforce a regional order 

under·'·lridia!~h~g~mony:'. ·Thus, for Bangladesh, as for _the other South Asian _states,· 

India was:the'primary_ "internal".and "external" threat. 

'>·-. ,. T6 ;de~l :with the lr:idian threat, Bangladesh, like the other states in the ~egio~. 
sciughfeXtra: .:..: :original "balanan" against' New ·Delhi - the United states_ 'China, 

.. Pa'kistan, andthe lslamicstates. However, none of thes~ was particularly "reliablei. 51 

•• ' ,. J ~-··: ...... _ ~- :. 

'. ' .··.; ·,' ~: '. ' .,·: ~ 
.:" .· I . 

·ao.rd.~r-P;roblem . 

·It was in 1974, that the Delhi Agreement was reached b-etween India and 

Ba,ngladesh and the p~oblem of ex extras· was solved. Howe':'er, in the post Mujib 

.. erai· the' G6~~rnh,ent of Bangladesh once again tried to activate the border problem, 

·.with India: 'It was along ·the Tripura, Maghalaya and Assam borders that Bangladesh 

Rifle~·'resorts: to firing first in Apfil1976. lnApril1976 and then.in November 1976. In 
' ' ~, 

April-1'976;-~the border out-postat Dumkura, in the Garo Hills district at Meghalaya- · 

wasi'-' fired:. up6n~··b'y'- the Bangladesh Rifles. In November, 1976, the Bangladesh 

·. atltho-ritiefF claimed•an ln~ian area ~easuring about 8 hectares i~ the Muhuri char 

area ii'i-'the :Be-Ionia sub-division of Tripura. It became the 9bject of disput between 

ln'dia·and Bangladesh .,and the crisis became deeper when the Bangladesh .Rifles 

repeatedly· opened fire upon the Indian farmers. The demarcation of border along 

Tnpura;-'Assam;·Meghalaya. had been pending issue because of certain changes 

·. in the· course of Muhuri ~ver. To sort out the matter, the first of talks between 

. Bangladesh··':Rifles.~.and Indian Border Security Force representatives was held at 

Comila .on 11 'November 1976, but there could be reached no agreement. Each side 
."'.: . . 

,I. 

I· .. 
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then blamed the other for talking rigid and ~nreason~ble ·sta~d.:'Bangl~d~sh 
accused India_ of having unilaterally. constructed_ nine_ spur:e._for .defle¢ting the 

course of Muhuri river. The allegation was relateq ·by India. Asecondrolindoft~lks 
• , • I . • . _., • • ·, ' '· • 

was held in Dacca on November 19, -and both the sides . agreed to prevent ~the 
- . . . ' ' ,' ~ . 

recurrence of border .incidents. ·After a meeting of the Joint Rivers_ Commission;~ in . . ' ~ 

Dacca, it was declared on November 20 that both sides have tried-. to :.understand 
. . . .. . . - . ' . . . . '· -. :- ; ~--. -

each other's view point regarding the border near: Muhuric Charland,_and th~t qpth 

si_des have agreed to take 'steps for re.tnoving the · irritants. A Committee. for-- riyer 

site and for deter~ining the issues of spurs was in!3lituted. This was a welcqn,~ 
more .but the net- result negligible because on November 22, Bangladesh .. :Rifte~ 

. . .... :~ ~ 

again resumed firing in this sector. The civil defence exercised and . the h~qtic 
: ,:,\~ 

actrivity on the Bangladesh side of the, border further 'made. the i~su~ -rrt9re 
. . - . : ..... ,' 

complicated. To defuse the situation, 6 member Bangladesh qelegatiol) cani~jp 

India on December 12 and ·held discussion with the coL.Jriterpart over the issu~' qf. · 
. . / . ' . . . . . ~-

difference overborder demarcation as stipulated in the 1974BoundaryAgreem~_nt. 
The talks again failed to produce any tangible re~ult. The Bar:~glaoesh __ d~legajjqn 

. . . . . . . . . - .. ,' ' . •· . . ~ .. '' . ...... . ' . 

refused to accept the steps listed by India for normalizi,ng the. situatiof1.onJripura-
;·' . . . '. .. .. ;, '. 

Bangladesh border. It demanded that the whole of Muhuri Char area_should be made . ' . '. - . ·:.~ · ... ;-,. : .: . . ' . '.-... -.·. !:.~ . 
a 'no·man's land' with the provision for joint patrolling on the lndia_n side. . .by lndj_an 

• • ' • • • ' :- • . .. j· - - • ~ •• :. .• ..< • ' ~ :: ' 

and Bangladesh border forces . This was an indirect way ,af induqirig a charigejnthe 
-' - ··- . - ,···· · ..•... •': :J 

197 4 Agreement and hence it was rejected by India. The talks produc:ed cmly_ gn~ 
' . ;, ·-·· ':: }:;', _, 

small agreement where by both sides agreed to maintain normally in. the Muhuri 
~ : ·;. :~- ."'··. --.~,-.·:·;· ;~.=--··. 

char area. · · :_. · .. : ···:.' ; .. :~.:-...-; ·.· .... h- ·.· 

II} February 1980, Secretary level meetings be~ween: India and Banglad~sh 
were held in Dacca for resolving the 'issue. The· talks, .however:, ended ,after just 

friking a· .... Of optimism for future course of India-Bangladesh relations. _ ... 

Ttie ec'onomic and trade agreement ·which had been sign~d: durin~( -1972~i5 . 
period did not succeed in reaping a rich harvest in the form ·-6('' i'nc'rea~~d ~rid 
diversified trade between India and Bangladesh. The complimentafY:nat~re .ot'th6ir. __ 
_ economics, geographical contiguity and the trade agreements: ;as Well :.~s: ~~~o 
Ba-ngladesh Treaty co'uld riot lead to the expected vital and' . close' ·e-~hnbrrilc ~rid 
trade links between th~ two countries bec_aus~.ofthe- exl~tence ot'::.c~rtain probl~ms ' 

. . . - .. ·: ~;-~,' '· ... ·, ; ' ~~; : 
r-:} • 

• . ·t· .. 
.. ~ ~: 

·., \.. ,·,'· . ~~~- '" . :.. "~ ' 
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and irritants. Even the switch over from barter to free convertide currency dealings 

failed to produce the desired results.· The political instability in Bangladesh after 

August ·1975 coup and the consequent emergence of strong anti-India propaganda 

in Bangladesh, created a situation in which both the countries found it difficult to 

capitalize through mutual trade and economic links. Nevertheless, the two sides kept 

.on tr)ting to maintain and improve mutual trade and economic cooperation 

Controversy over the New Moore Island 

, Towards the middle of 1981, lndo-Bar)gladesh relations developed serious 

strains over the issue of occupation and ownership of the New Moore Island or the 

South Talpatty as Bangladesh calls it born in 1970, with barely 1.5 sq. in area, the 

·New Moore Island became a major matter of dispute between India and Bangladesh. 

So much so that in May 1981, there appeared a danger of armed naval clash 

between the two .countries. Be.fore 1970, this land-mass was nothing mar~ than a 

·low tide elevation which became visible only when the sea subsided during a low 

tide. It surfaced in an effective was only in 1970. 

The Island has great economic implications and its ownership involves 

'various maritime and other territorial rights over about 4000 sq. nautical miles of 

the sea. The possibility of using the land mass and sea around the New Moore 

. Island for securing sea food , mineral resources and natural gas m~kes the Island 

very important !n the eyes of India and Bangladesh . 

. ; Indian cage regarding the ownership and sovereignty over the Island is clear 

;and supported by facts. It has been in possession of New Moore ever since 1.970. 

,:The Island lies· at a di'stance of barely 5.2 km from the nearest Indian landmass as 

.. against 7.6.km from the nearest land-mass of Bangladesh. As' s_uch it is relatively 

, close to India than Bangladesh. 

· The Indian Navy made an early survey of the Island and erected 

: identification pillars on it in 197 4 in accordance with internatiohlal practice. India 

further notifies the British Adminality and the U.S.navy about the existence of Island 

. and its Indian ownership. 

The New Moore Island continues to be an issue in Indo-Bangladesh relations. 

• Bangladesh continues to base its claim for ownership over the island on the basis of 
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the sattelljtec: map. India i!;) equally clear and forth night in asserting its dain which is 
. ~ ::: .. :. ~ \ 'i'_t, ·- ~ :.:: • . .. ::.: ->~: _.' <'' • • • ' • 

. _ ·bas.ed upon,3 main foundations : (i)' that. New Moore· Island is closer to Indian land 
-..._-:.C .: ;··> ::: < -~_ .... __ .,·_~(<:··,: ·.··; ·:";·._:_-~{1~~-: ~~- . . . . ' ·. -

rl)ass;_ (ii)_ That tt)e. main channel of the Hariabhanga on the estuary flows along the 

~a~-~-~fD~~i~- ~ t~~:·I~I~~~,. -~~d not the western,side as. claimed by Dacca; (iii)· That 

India: owris the islaFJd since its births in 1970.52 
· -a :,-'..:,:-: .... :, : ·:···_,_: --~-- ... ·_ .. .-:. 

·:·; ·· . ·l:The ~ifferences between India and Bangladesh over the Chakma refugees 

f~om ·theoChittagori'g. hill tr:acts provide another example of problems_ caused py trans

~or~s.rmigratioris.'the.disturbances in the Indian state of Assam duet~ the influx of
people from· .Bangladesh over a period of time also illustrate the same point. The 

' . - . · .. ' '. -, . . - . . ' . 

reactions :of'the people in Pakistan to the out break of communal riots in India , . . . . . - . . . . . . . . 

wh_ictl i~· .. · unfortunately :ilot infrequent, and th~ :resentment caused by them in the 
.. ' .. :··, . - - ' ' - . 

lndiC!-IJ~ politic~.l · circles are of course, in a class apart: But this also shows that 
.. · ·, ,· . . . . '· ' . . 

cultlJral affinity. i~ not (il~ays conducive to cordiality in inter-s~ate relationships. ' 
~ - .: . . ';' ; . . . : .. _. ::' ' -. -· - . ' 

· 'As· ·Dr~ Shaukat Hassan has pointed . out the sole ethnic problem . in 

'sa.nglac;le!;)h·:Js tha~ betw~en the _Chakmas, a hill tribe inhabiting the_Chittagong Hill 

:Trad$<(GHT},:andAhe.-,Government of Bangladesh. The problem was partly one of 

cult~;~raL::~dive,rgenqek-· the Chakmas were not only overwhelmingly Buddhist, 

speaking_. non-Bengali · dialects and, w!th their, Mongoloid features looking ethnically 

'distih'ct)from the Bengali Muslims. But also, during colonial times, the British had left 

:<these·\/tribal·· people"-. mdre or less to themselves except for purposes of revenue 

'~1~oi'lecti6-n.:.th:e_ request of the (HT People's Association, at the time of partition that 

)hey·· be" included·· :i~-:india. r~ther than· Pakistan was. rejected by the Radliffe 

:coinmission:54 • and -the CHT lost its status as an exciud~d area. 

· ' .:· · '• ·,The Pakistan· government's policy was to ~ncourage actively the settlement of 

i~utsid.er·:w~s<adopted byBaMgladesh when Mujiber Rahman's secular commitment 
~.;. "·- .. ... . . . ' . 

''gave way: to iilcreasing lslamisation of the State, particularly. after the time of Ziaur 

i:_Rah~an:~While ,th~ ,proportion of .tribal. people to outsiders was -g1 percent to 9 

:'perce~t iri. ;-1·951 :; the ratio had· dropped to· 67.1 percent and 35.9 percent by 
~; ' :_ •' . ' ' .. - . . . ..... .. 

:'1'960.55 
· The 'ct1akma insurgency developed not ~nly due to. these. enforced 

.{demographic changes: Development projects carried out by the, government in the 

',area::did 'riot--·. b~hefif the· tribal people; on the contrary~ they enterferred with 
. ' ... 

traditional : occupatfons; such as jhum ( China farming). The construction of the 

>·-1.! 
.. 

·., 
. ·_: :- __ :_ 
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KarriaP.ryUii (Kapta.i).hydro-el~ctric project in 1962·, for exar:nple submerged 54,000 
'··' .· , .,.,:·:·. .-·... ··. I 

----!~[~~ 9r~~~1e: cul~iv~_bl~ lan'd affecting about 100,000 people,.90 percent of whom .. 

. w~re:_ph~~m~~·;,~~;-::( . · • 
·' · .< ·::].The':insiJrgency·was.dormantin Bangladesh's ·early years, but· already in 

197~~>thii.:-~>::-;Hilt':_Traets,.•People's .. solidarity Association (PCJSS on Parbattya · 

.. Chatteg'ram;·)Jana·Sangheta Samiti) had been formed, and in 1975 it had a militant 

wing::called.Shanti_ Bahini with a reported strength of 15,000 members.57 By 1978, 

. 'tne:.,;CI)akma: .insurgency ha~ become: a major problem for B~ngladesh and 

·aii~Q€lli~n~:were alre.ady.being.made that theShanti Bahini had the support of- India 

as-:·\Vell;~;as·:: •the:-·Soviet;-rlJni~n. The influx, in increasing numbers, of Chakma-

. insurgents·Jnt6Anqia: .did.create problems for the latter, too, and the change that-India 

was:,eneo1Jraging.; aryd suppmting the ins~rgency must remain speculative. Partha 

. GhQ~b·:h~~-- ,this to say on this point. 
• • • < ' •• •• • • • ~ • • • • ' • 

. . 
·.: ~::::qndia!s;:>'involvemenf' with the Chakma, can only be inferred through 

. circ,I,Jmstantial evidence. The· Mizo Insurgency that India faced till recently offers a 

. ch.ie ";cqnsidering)he 'distr~stthat existed between the Mizo tribe and the Chakma 
• r • • • ~ • 

trib~. · AHhe time. wl)en- relations were cordial between the Mujib regime and the . . . . . . 

Indian :gover:nment, .there was coooeration between' the two. goverhments to jointly 

'put -~own'.fhe insurgencies. Mujib ·had· secretly allowed the Indian army to operate in 

:thejungles of:the:CHT to fi~ht the.MNF (Milo) guerillas. In the process they also took 

'on the~Razakars members of the pro-Pakistani para-military force who also received 

· · supporUrom the ·Ghakma insurgents, which was to Mujib's advantage. In the post 

. Mujib phase; distrust developed betWeen the two governments ·and India accused· 

) Bangladesh of.. assisting· Mizo.. rebels. The counter accusation .that India was 

~symp~thetic' to·:; iif:•'not actively cooperating with the CHT insurgents is plausible, 

· • though ·it:cannotbe:~ubstantiated. 58 

, ,,_,·<:) Perhapf{tt1e most s~nsitive issue confronting contemporary lnd~-Bangladesti . 
·;'relations· relates to the alleged illegal migration of Bangladeshis to the Indian State of 

- . I . 

·_: Assam;· and quite ·a different· problem concerning a two-way process of migration 

which has involved Chakma insurgents seeking refuge f~om their habitat in the 

•· Chittagong Hiii·Tracts to ttie Indian state of Tripur~. ·and conversely, the erstwhile 
. . ' . . 

Mizo insurgents· ··seeking refuge in Bangiadesh; with each country conniving ahd ........... 
. :, . 

. :~ ... · .. ·t. :,--;,, .; :·i·~ _:~'I ·~·.,;;·)_ .--·, <':'/.: . 

.. , 
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suppoi-tihg'.th~- insurgen-cies in the other country. Since the Mizo .problem if) India has 
>.,'·' \ .:, • •, 'o ·-. ·, ' • . , ,, . ' ' • 'I' 

rio\nH>eeh 'resdlvedwithin the framework of a new state of Mizoram, we shall deal --·---..... ''' ~ ·_· --_ - . . . _- - . . ,. 

-h~re·\~'Ssen:th:illy wlth the- Chakma problem, mainly in terms of. its fall-out on Indo-
-~-,_.;,:, .. ,_. ~:- •• -.. · •.. :,,,_.,,,· '·· · . .._- 59'-

. Bangladesh.''felati6ns. · -
' :,.,··~--=·<" -~ ";:!·", ·:~ .~:I 

-~; _,:_; .. ~..:,ArH>.ih~r .. f:D~jc:>r irritant in the indo-:Bangladesh relations of post 1975 era 
_,-~~;'·':·" -:~-~--~~-.- :_;.: · ... · ''-~ .. ,. -- . 

cp,ritinu~.~J91;l~JI:),e.di!:ipute over Farakka: -
. ::-~·--·,r:,_:A~·.:~---'!-~-, .. -::,--.-.·- .. ~.. , 

T~eJ_ndo"'-Bangle~cjesh task over the question o( ways to argument the flow of 

G_~l)g~:;; MP'!V~~er1;·. gqt >deadlocked because of a big difference in the approach and 

i9e~$: 'oL::~h~_', ~.o ~countries: yvhe~eas Bangladesh wanted to against the . flow of 
·- '-·\, ... ·· ·._ -· ·.- '. . ' - . 

Gar~ga'~duri~;~g: .Jean;season :by using· water stored in serious which were to be 
' ',, ,'·, •· ,- •' • ' '' • • • ·•' ' • I 

constructed ir)·Nepal, Himalayas.· India advocated the construction of Brahmaputra-

G~~g~:-·JJ~~':b.an.aJ, f9~ achieving the desired goal. Further, wher~as Bangladesh 

w~~ted t~ in~~lve .Nep~i·in ~egotlations over.Farakka. India wanted to· settle the issue 
~ · .. ;::_.·~~~::~ ... 1.:·:: ::r:: t ·-;'.:·~.'- · . · ·, . · ....... 

· bilaterally;·': · :: ... ' _ 
: ···-~ -~-· ··!::: -:-:: -~-~·-', ...... . . -. . _, . 

. _.r. :~From that day till today, the dispute over Farakka. contin-ues to be irritant in 

theJnd~~Sanglaqesh -.relations. The Interim Agreement of 1975 fa.iled to be_ a basi~ · 
' 

· for-future settlement . of dispute. In fact, it was a patch-work whic~ could neither 

satisfy.lhe:·object!ye of security tlie health .of Cal~utta ~ort nor could meet th~ 
irrig~tion-iteeds:.'of'.the-two·countries. The agreement was signed with the uriited or 

objed~iveiot:enablin!:r-the· running of Feeder Canal till the deter-mination of allocation 

of..tQe':IT!inimutn :flow of Ganga during the lean months . 

. ' Td the Post-Mujib era, the, atmosphere for further ta!ks in F arakka ·became 

~itated ::_ because''of the Bangladesh Press which included the demand for a pri~r 

:app~oval'by Bari~ladesh ~f any water that India wanted to withdraw from Fa~akka. In 

'February ·1976, ·when India . semt an official proposal to Dacca for cjiscussions of the 
. ' . 

·. lear(month,discharges from Farakka , Dacca-came out with the view that all such 
·- -

talks are bound to be meaningless so long as India continues to unilaterally withdraw 
. ' ~ " 

Gang«i'waters at Farakk.a. Along with such a stand, Ba~gladesh started highlighting 
'. ' ' 

the-alleged i·n·effects' of such withdrawals on the ir~igation, economic and industri~l 

·. needs--of lhe country. It even tried to internationalise the issue. Later em,. Dacca 
. . . ' . . 
. •.•-::· 

realizecfthe('importance-Of bilateral talks on Farakka and the two rounds of talks 
. : . ~ '-~ ' .. " . \' .,_ . . . 
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be~een:the officials of the two countries took place in April and May 1976. It was 

:._ ~gr~ed_ th~tthe·tW~ teams· would jointly observe the effect of Farakka Barrage and its 
-~-: ._, : .. . ·.' .. · . \ .· 

. fteeqer-,·Ganal .. at · Haldi~ and Farakka. However, the opposition parties . of 

13ahglade_~h.in·g~n-e~ai;:and:Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani's Awami Party in 
. . . 

. p~rtic~la~;-':started· a Vicious tirade against India on te Farakka issue. At one time 
• . I 

. MaUiaiia:-.B.hasl;lar:ti.threatened to cross the borders, gheraos Farakka and stop its 

{lin .. c;::tjoning:· This threat could not materials because of a strong Indian stand and 

Mrs:·: ;,lrid,ira:Gandhi's ::from declaration that "India was willing to disc~ss and s~ttle 
the:· Farakkif ·isst:ie·· peacefully -and any attempt to solve it through threats and 

'- ' . -
·~git~iiO'rrs·;shai(beharmful and counter productive." The· March to Farakks\a, as 

'~rganited t)y~Maulaha Bhasharii;. was abandoned· at Sibganj, about 5k. fromJndian 

bordet bf 1Malda .. :ln.·May, 1976, qeneral Zia-ur-Rahman, while participating in.the. 

l~i~mii:::'·'Ministers.:Conference at lsla.mabad,'called upon the Muslim countries· to . 
. . ' I 

suppoit·Bangladesh on· the Farakka issue .. In Augusl 1976, again· an attempt was 

made t~ ·r.aise:this :issue at the Colombo Summit of the Non-aligned nations . 
. .. 

·In the . first week of September, · 1916,· India sent an invitation to 
. I ~ 
'v, l 

Ban~laqesh for holding bilateral negotiations o~ Farakka. Along with;it, India declared 

'thadhere were to 'be no preconditions and negotiations were to be_ conducted with 

:.~n.open mlncLTh~··invitation ~as accepted by Sangladesh and lndo-Bangla talks on 

Farakka;opened o,h September 8, 1976. , 
t; . 

· .·India, therefore, ·asked the U,N. ·to support bilateral efforts for reaching a 
·h . ,. ~ ., . . 

'solution to this problem:· 
D ·---~;;·~:;:~·, :,>· ;.._.:-_··::· ;_~--.. . -

,: ,,. Farakka. ,issue, however, continued to be, the major _problem of .Indo-
. . . . . 

· 1Banglades_h . relati.ons. It · is hoped . that. the two countries ·would be successful in 
~-· . . . . . 

tresolving, the .. issue. throUgh mutual efforts. The commitment to keep up and 
. , . . ' . ,~ 

~strengthen further. the. friendly cooperation between the two countries provide. a 

~gqod basis for this·,prophecy.60 

!: 
· .Conclusion · 

;-. · ... '-' 

; ' It is ,true that-India did not show the same .'generosity' towards its neighbour 
-

.,all the time o.n setting. all the bilateral issues. India too had its national interested - no 
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more;;.no ·less: .Jh~n. tliose of its neighbours. But India always trying to resolve the 

. --~--disp~t~s-~~~tcabl{~ithin th_ebilateral framework. 
~·-:~ .. -- .. ~~~-~: ·-

.~-->-·The tr~nd .• ·in. India's neighbourhood policy suggests us to- conclude that a 

· heidh~~u'/~~~-:~~~iJ~~ ·· ·· concessions from India on the spirit .of friendship if it 

(~P~~J1'6h~s :th~: ~il~t~r~l prciblems in~ friendly way, India will not be amenable to 
. ;,:.:.~:~-:- ._ .:r ":::;. . ; ~ :~ .. > . .. __ , ~ ,.. <-· , . . _ _ 
t.h~ . ~~~s~.ur~,.:t~~tics .of-. any ,neighbouring country. At the same time, India ·is not 

. ·Pr.~P~rec{ to ~o~p.~pniise on its national .interests for th~ sake of . good . neighbourly 

·r~~~tJ.9n~._:-.A ·gqod;:•illustratio~ of this point to India's blank refusal to yield to 

.s~ri9i~d;~hi's ' ~·P~~s·itt~n· to· India fencing its long border with that country because 
~ ~~f·;! !J i ; :··~ --~- ' ., : . ! . · .. ~- .. - . . ' : . , 

;oftrery~eridous• :illegal·i.mmigration form it · 
. - - ; , .. , 'i :· . -~. ., .... } - : .- • ; .. 

. ·. ·· ': India's, policy towards . its neighbours was also dictator by India's 

;'consider~ticms for, stability, peace· and order among the neighbours . Any 

·rdistUib.ahces:'arnon9 the latter (especially having. security implications) would tend 
•- ' ' '• ' . . - I . 

·-· to''distracit' Indian·• • attention from its ov.erwhelming preoccupation internal political 

· arid/economic prdgress~ 
- . . -

· Despite .India's q:>mparatively large and strong . defence forces they had no 
. ' 

•. rel~varice to lndia's.· security relations with its neighbours excepting Pakistan ( and 

_. China outside .th.~ . .'lndian sub-continent). India has consistently insisted on political 
i: . - -- . . -· 

,,~ spll!ti9nS:to .. al,l .. disputes with. its- neighbours. This is ·a noteworthy point,. because 
. i,,; . ··-···" •'. . . ' • ' 

.. p·articularly in academic writings and intellectual discussions in the . neighbouring 
- ;· - -

. countries; the fact· of India's more size and its large,defence forces are insinuated 
.-: . ,\ . -

~: as:.:',tb.~e.at~ning the security of all· smaller neighbour-:- After all, Indian armed forces 

·~ ha~~--been :used:o:~tsid~ India 9nly at ·the request by other nations (or the United 

. i hido;~~Srilanka Relations 
_, _,.. . ,. 

\,,< .. l.nSquthAsia; as well as other regions, internaLpolitical economic and social 
I' . 

. ; processes within countries are seen to affect the nature of relationship between than 

~t' bqtti·~bilaterat:and regional levels·. Therefore, various conflicts within the countries . 

_·of.So.llth, Asia "generate internal pulls and pressures which effect infer-state relations 

within·the,regiori.6
·
2 

,, 

.'.' ··:'- . 

,, -~ 

,- ·- . : ~- ,·}/"• >'" ·-~·.: 
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Among the Bilateral relationship _India as with i'ts nbeighbours; the domestic. 
,' '- . ' . ' ' ' . . ' ,:; 

factor is the most pronounced in the case of Sri Lanka. The·ethniccompositic;>,n of tpe. 

island is such that not only does a sizeable mina'rity there claim -its origin in ln~Ja
(ironically, even the· .majority is 'of Indian ·origin), it. also looks upon India a~ (its . . - ,,, 

potential s~viour. On its part India can't affprd to ignore the problems I of this mlnofity 
• - • ,!,_(' 

because of th~ co-ethnics in the Indian state .. of Tamil Nadu.The·government in N_~w 
Delhi has to take c~gniza~ceofthe Tamil emotionally charged:chauvini~tic cbnc~~n 
for the· said minority for political reasons of its own.· ·India-Sri Lanka relations t~Zs · 
have been caught in a complexweb of d~mestic politics fro~_whi~h-~~it:her'~atio~;'·is 

' . - \~ 

able to extricate itself. The. strategic cleavage that has developed between thern:is 

also largely an offshoot of thi~ essentially domestic conflict.· ... ·\; ,· ·j:·; 

.: . ':.-:.. ~ . . ~~ 

India's policy towards Sri Lanka from the time'ofttieir i(ldep~;mdence .. to the 
. ' ' I "", 

present, may be divided broadly into two phases. The . first : phase lasted virtlt~!IY 
,~ three decades, from the 19sos through the 197o's, when t~dia-wa~ -primaBiy 

. ".;; 

concerned with . the pr~blem of Indian Tamils. Although·the problem ·V\fas-::ne(/er 

solved, in the 1980, it was overshadowed by the .ethnic conflict betweenthe. maJority 

Sinhales and the minority Sri Lanka Tamils. Since the problem:::had:·seriq~s 
. . ' 

international ramifications, more so for India-Sri Lanka -·relations·,:- India became . . ' . ~: 

deeply involved in it.63 ' 1 ~ 
..... ~ . - . . ... _. 

_Hence, the deteriorating ethnic conflict has be~n a ri,ajor problerii .inhibitihg 
·:. / }1:~ rel~tions between India and Sri Lanka from 1S83 on~ards.64 

· 

( . ·' . ' ·. ~-· . . . . _: .. ·. . 2.( .. 
:Sy the early 1980s when the issueof Indian Tamils seem~ct1ohave p~co!pe 

virtually statement and both India and Sri Lanka appeared tq_ haye_. re2onCi)~d 
. . ' . ,- '• " 'ii_i-

thernselves to' living with a unresolved yet not so critical problem,·;therew~s :s~ri~us' 
. . . ' - . - . -. . . . - '~ '. :· 

deterioration in ethnic relations between the Sinhales and theSri"Lanka;Tamils. The 

new phase began with the outbreaK of anti-Tamil riots. in Colombo in July; 1983: T:he 
' - ..... ·-··~- ''" '{"' ... -:·~··.-.,: ... J. ;:f. 

riots drew international attention. An essentially ,int«?rnal problem · ot,_srr Lari~a 

became internationalised with lnia developing a major St~te. in ·-its ;61ufibn ~lnd(~·s 
· ... ~ ' . . . --~-·-~:,:. --~~: :.(:)· .-· 

involvement in the Tamil problem has_ had domestic and external dimensions oyer·-
. . . . . . - - ~- ·F~-

since both . countries became independent but in re~ent years there have ~n 
• > > • ' L : • > • > '• > • < ': • : {; 

significant changes in the latter making it a'lmost impossible for the. Sri L.anka 

authorities to deal with its ethnic -problem purely as an infernal aff~irs·. :·rt~e cha1nB~s 

... 
I· 

''.. ~'-j.·l· 

.\(. .':. .:.._;~ ~· ·_. :if 
·--... • -:·;: ·- . •, ;_ 
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'. 
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in the global strategic environment , an ever-growing militarisation of the Indian 

Ocean region in particular, have also contributed to this shift. Domestically speaking 

-the concurrent$ of Tamil Nadu politics have influenced New Delhi's position vis-a-vis 

Sri Lanka's ethnic policy. 65 

. In respect of Sri Lanka, Indian roreign Policy has always has governed by 

the desir~ and assure Sri Lanka that India fully respects the sovereignty and integrity 

of Sri Lanka._ Moreover India is keen to cement the traditional , cultural and trade 

ties by takin~ concrete steps towards the development of a more meaningful 

friendship and fruitful cooperation between t~e two countries. 

Prime Ministers Nehru, Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Mr. Rajiv Gandhi took keen 

interest to maintain peace and friendship with Sri Lanka. So also the DMK and 

A.J.A.D.M.K. governments Tamilnadu took sympathetic attitude towards Sri Lanka. In 

·.short the Indian leaders have always been at pains to assure Sri Lanka that India 

fully -accepts and respects the sovereign equality of Sri Lanka and its state as an 

important and equal member of the community of Nation. 

Both the Sinhalese and Tamileans, who constitute respectively the 70 

percent and 12 percent of Sri Lanka's total population accept their traditional links 

with India. The Simhalese accept themselves as the descendents of the Dravidians 

of South- India: The Sinhalese language bears the influence of Hindi. Similarly the 

Tamilans speak Tamil the language of a large number of Indians living in the South. 

Buddhism was introduced in Sri Lanka by India and even till today it continues to be 

the religion of the majority of the people of Sri Lanka. The National Day celebrations 

of Sri Lanka commence with a religious ceremony at Sri Mahabodhi, the sacred tree 

that was grown from a sapling from the Bodhi free brought in the third centuries from 

Bodh Gaya in North India. Such cultural links between the people of the two 

.countries- have been a source of strength and have helped them to better 

understand an? adjust with each other. 

The similarities in the foreign policy of the two countries again constitute a 

helping and positive factor in Indo-Sri Lanka relations. 

Both have, over the past 38 years forged important economic, trade, 

· industrial communication and cultural links. 

'··-. 
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Both have successfully resolved the issue of demarcation of the Maritime 

.. __ Boundary and ownership of Kachhativu island in a spirit of mutual reconciliation and 

adjustment. 

Both the countries have a similar perception about the desired status of 

Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. 

The peaceful way in which both the countries reached agreements for 

repatriation of the people of Indian origin in Sri Lanka, also has been a source of 

satisfaction. Both have willingly showed their respective responsibilities towards the 

decision regarding the status of the stateless persons in Sri Lanka. 

Both are committed to Non-alignment; both have firm faith in Panchsheela 

both are opposed to colonialism and radicalism. 

The following factors and disputes have been the source of fear, suspicion 

and tension in Indo-Sri Lankan relations during the past 45 years. 

i. Sri Lanka's fear of India and the complex that being a small 

country its ·interests and security is bound to be dependent upon 

the interests and policy objectives of India, has been a hindering 

factor in Indo-Sri Lankan relations. 

ii. The slow progress towards the implementation of agreement 

regarding the repatriation and settlement of people of Indian origin 

and the recent differences over the fate of the previous agreement 

over this issue, has been another hindering factor in Indo-Sri 

Lankan relations. 

iii. India believes that it has the right and the need to develop under 

technology for peaceful purpose and as such is opposed to the 

non-proliferation treaty(NPT).India conducted its first PNT/ in May 

197 4 and holds that it necessary it shall conduct more such explain 

for implen;1enting the peaceful riuclear energy utilization programme 

which is essential for promoting the prosperity and welfare of its 

people. Sri Lanka, on the other hand, feels other-Wise and wants 

that India shouted sign the NPT. It did not look with favour the 
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197 4. peaceful nuclear explosion conducted by India. Much to the 

dislike of India, Sri Lanka currently· even supports the Pakistani 

demand for making South Asia nuclear free zone. 

iv. The existence of subversive elements in Sri Lanka ; which became 

active at times, to demand autonomy/statehood for certain areas 

which are inhabited by mino'rities, has been a source of irritation in 
I 

Indo-Sri Lankan relations because a section of the people of Sri 

Lanka, consisting of mostly Sinhalese and the members of ruling 

eJJ.!e, . feels that the insurgents and terrorists operating in their 
.. ' ·~ 

country have their roots and bases in India. 

v. Sri Lanka was on the first few countries who suppo'rted the 

demand for making the Indian ocean a zone of peace. At the · 

moment Sri Lanka, however, appears to be a little hesitant in 

making determined efforts ·for securing this objective. Behind this 

lack of efforts on its parties the fear that countries like India, and 

even China, would try to fiiiJhe power vacuum after the elimination 

of super power naval presensus in the Indian ocean. Sri Lanka, 

therefore, wants that the declaration of Indian ocean as a zone of 

peace must also involve a commitment from the literal states that 

none of them would increase its naval presence and strength in the 

area of Indian ocean. 

vi. The desire of Sri Lanka to play safe and keep at a safe distance 

from both India and China has also been a hindering factor in Indo

Sri, Lanka relations. In the sixties, Sri Lanka even tried secure 

friendship with China as a counterpoise to India. These negative 

factors have been responsible for the ·slow progress of Indo-Sri 

Lankan cooperation in various spheres. At time, there had been 

responsible for generating tension and stratus for Indo-Sri Lankan 

relations. 

While commenting upon the history of Indo-Sri Lanka relations, Dr. 

S.C.Gangal in his afticle 'Indo-Lanka Ties Ambivalent (The Tribune, 3 July 1982) 
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writes: "Indeed during the last 30 years Indo-Sri Lanka relationship has been 

marked by a.sort of ambivalence - an alteration between warnatee, goodwill and 

· CO()peration on the one hand and fear suspicion and political and territorial disputes 

ori the other. "Such a conclusion is fully supported by the facts of Indo-Sri Lanka 

relations since 1948. 

A study ofthe history of relations between these two South Asian States, 

which have strong cultural links between them, reveal that on the one hand they 

have· been successful in reaching agreements and resolving disputes through 

peaceful negotiations and in the spirit of mutual accommodation but on the other 

· :hand there has been continuously present a sense of fear, suspicion and political 

problems and disputes between them. Even after 68 years of peaceful, friendly and 

cooperative living as. India's South Asian neighbour, Sri Lanka continues to regard 

:India as a critical-factor in the South Asian regional power system and as a potential 

power which can inflict at will any harm to th·e security and other interest of Sri 

Lanka. 

· The recent tensions over the Tamil problem in Sri Lanka have once again 

made Indo-Sri Lanka relations somewhat strained and tense. The Colombo outburst 

against Indian nationals and property during the July, 1983, riots, once again brought 

chilling wines for the bilateral relations of the two countries. Since her 

independence; Sri Lanka has been in search of a counterpoise which can match or 

·neutralize the growing power of India as a major power in South Asia. It continues 

to fear India as a state which can harm or limit the freedom of action and choice of 
-

Sri Lanka. !t rs on record that Mr. Jayawardane, the President of Sri Lanka once 

remarked : "If some tyrant should get hold of India and wants to invade Ceylon, 

nothing on the earth is going to stop the invasion." Undoubtedly it is a conditional 

statement, yet it clearly reveals that Sri Lanka accepts the possibility of an invasion _ 

. by India. This factor, along with many other differences over the two of stateless 

persons of Indian origin, the issue of allyged Indian support for Tamil a separatists 

in Sri Lanka, the nature of _Indian Ocean a peace zone and the issue of trade 

imbalances between the two countries, continu to be the sources of suspicion, 

tensions and strains in Indo-Sri Lanka relations. However, the existence of 

traditional links, similarities in Blicies and the realization to the need of each other's 

r· 
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help and and support have been a source of strength which has helped the two 

countries to resdolve the conflict of a number of issues - peacefully and through 
.. 

bilateral agreements. The step initiated by Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi for 

allaying Sri Lankan fears and for stepping of Indo-Sri Lanka cooperation. During the 

past 38 years·, the two.countries have been successful in securing same important 

and major agreements which have been a source of big satisfaction for the two 

countries. 66 

Gradually; yvith Rajiv Gandhi replacing his mother as India's Prime Minister 
' " . ... . ... ' . 

upq~ _ her assassination; Indo-Sri Lanka relations showed definite signs of 

improvem_ent. 

~ , Sri Lanka's fear of 'Indian expansionism', the complex regarding the small 

population and size of Sri Lanka as compared with India, the existence of the 

minority profession in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka's fear regarding the emergence of 

~ommunist movement in South- India, the suspicions regarding the demand for a 

separate state by.the DMK of India, and differences over the issue of citizenship of 

the .people of Indian origin in Sri Lanka, father prevented the growth of Indo-Sri 

Lanka relationship. 

In 1965, political environment in Sri Lanka again underwent a change when 

Dull Dudley Senanayaka formed a National Government in Sri Lanka. This change 

also proved more helpful to India because in his bid to check the Sri Lankan till 

towards China, as appeared during Srimava's regime. Mr. Senanayaka decided to 

improve relations, not only with the West but also with India. Similarly, during the 

second tenure ofSrimavo as the Prime Minister in the United Front- Government in 

Sri Lanka important and meaningful efforts were made by both sides to maintain and 

develop the bilateral relations between India-Sri Lanka .. The efforts produced 

agreement on Boundary Demarcation and · Kadshativu island, India-Sri Lanka parts 

on the issue of the citizenship and repatriation of stateless people of Indian origin in 

Sri Lanka, led to the strengthening of bilateral trade and economic links. This healthy 

trend continued till recently. In fact, with the emergence of J.R.Jayawardwana 

(UNP) as the leader of Government in Sri Lanka there appeared a welcome change 

in the psychological environment that governed the relations between India and Sri 
J • . 

Lanka. These appeared even a mature understanding between the leaders of the 
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two countries and they started D'Jaintaining high level contacts for improving Indo-Sri 

Lanka cooperation in various spheres. No doubt, there continued to be differences 

over such issues as Indo-Sri Lanka problem. Trade imbalances and Balance of 

Payment problem, bid through a better understanding of each others view point 

India and Sri Lanka always tried to be resolve · these problems. The level of 

understanding between New Delhi and Colombo that has been increased after 

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhis initiative and his June 1985 Summit meeting with 

President J::!yawardene, can surely help the two countries to resolve their 

differences, and to build up a stronger and matured friendly cooperation between the 

two countries. 

But there are some major issues and problems between this two countries. 

These are : 

The Island Problem 

Along with this issue, the question of ownership over the kachhativu island 

became a hotissue between the two countries. 

The Dialogue and the Agreement 

Both India and Sri Lanka claimed the island on the basis of the historical links, 

.records and the location of the island. 

Maritime Boundary Agreements of 197 4 and 1976 : 

On 281
h June, 197 4, the international boundary between Indian and Sri 

Lanka in their historical waters in Pak Strait and Palk Bay was demarcated and the 

. issue of overlap in the territorial seas of the two countries in this region was 

resolved. It placed Kachhativu on te Sri Lankan side of the boundary. A boundary line 

was drawn falling one mile off the west coast of Kacchative. An important adjunct of 

this agreement was that each country was to be free to explore and exploit all 

petroleum and. mineral deposits polling on its side of boundary, ~rovision being 

made by the two countries- to agree on the most effective method of exploration 

where petroleum or mineral deposits were found to extend from one side of he 

boundary to the other. "This agreement was made keeping an eye on Indo-Sri Lanka 
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relations in the eighties particularly in the context of India's recent oil strike in this 

region." 

Issue of Citizenship. 

The issue of citizenship of the stateless persons has been a major thorny 

irritant in lndo'-Sri Lanka relations. 

Indo-Sri Lanka Accord on Stateless Persons in Sri Lanka 

On January 16, 1986, India and Sri Lanka agreed to resolve, once for all, the 

problems of stateless persons of Indian origin in Sri Lanka. It was agreed that India 

will proceed with the process of conferring citizenship on 85,000 people of Indian· 

origin who applied for Indian citizenship prior to October 30, 1981, and Sri Lanka will 

simultaneously take necessary legislative and executive action to grant Sri Lankan 

citizenship to all the remaining personages of Indian origin, estimated to be 4,69,000 

and their natural increase, including those who have already been given Sri Lankan 

citizenship. This agreement has finally clinched the issue of stateless persons of 

Indian origin in Sri Lanka. 

Because ofthese differences, Indo-Sri Lanka problem continues to be a big 

problem. The recent controversy regarding India expression of concern for the 

Tamils of Sri Lanka, has further affected the environment of Indo-Sri Lanka relations. 

It is bound to give a setback to te efforts to settle the thorny issue of stateless 

persons. India expressed its concern with the fate of Tamils, purely on humanilarian 

ground and did not in any way wish to interfere with the internal affairs of Sri Lanka. 

The Government of Sri Lanka and the press there has played this up for diverting 

the attention of the people from the grim domistic situation. The Tribune if its 

eqitorial : A Needless Irritant (25 July 1983) observed, "Sri Lanka is making a 

mountain of a m~lchill by its "over reaction" to Indian Government's mildly 

expressed concern for the safety of the peopole of Indian Origin. "This development 

has further made the Indo-Sri Lanka problem more ,difficult. A few months ago 

President Jayawardene declared that his Government was considering the grant of 

'civic rights' to stateless, but the Sinhalese pressure and the recent development in 

Sri Lanka have prevented his from taking any effective steps. The ·problem as much 

is bound to remain an irritant in Indo-Sri lanka relations in the coming year. 
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However, sin9e both. the countries are committed to settle all their problems and 

disputes peacefully' and through bilateral efforts, it is hoped that the two countries 
··,·· .. 

would continue to work for securing a. mutually acceptable solution to this issue. 

--The economic aspect of Indo-Sri Lanka relations is an important and 

significant aspect. India has been one of Sri Lanka's lc;~rgest trading partness, but the 

trade relations have ·not been always very smooth. The unpopularity of Indian 

businessmen and money lenders in ~ri Lanka and the trade deficit and imbalances 

have been the major. irritants. The similar export interests, as both the countries are 

engaged in tn·e export of tea, coconut and rubber, have tended to make the two 

countries trade value. in the world markets. Further, being a better developed and 

technologically advanced countries. India can export many things to Sri Lanka. 

Even today, it accounts for 10 percent of Sri Lanka's total imports. As against this 

Sri ·Lanka has very limited export potental and as such cannot sell much to India. 

The riet result has been a trade imbalance between India and Sri Lanka. 

Both the countries have been trying to restore the trade balance , but their 

efforts have failed to click positively. There exists a strong new for giving a face lift 

to Indo-Sri Lanka trade relations. India being a bigger and better developed country 

must take effective steps for developing trade with Sri Lanka and for restoring the 

·balance. Joint Industrial ventures on a buy-book basis, expansion of mutual trade 

·and export sales to third countries, further utilization of the existing facilities in the 

'various fields of industrial and agricultural development corporation and tourism etc., 

can be some of the measures which can help the achievement of the objective. Dr. 

Urmila Phadnis in one of her articles in India and Sri Lanka relations has suggested : 

"India's Sri Lanka policy should necessarily comprise and policies to stimulate trade 

. not only with India but. also in the Asian region. It should provide for economic linkage 

between :the two countries that would make for the maximum utilization of resource 

endowments to the two countries. India should also ta'ke steps for liberalizing the 

imports from Sri Lanka." There exists a strong need for strengthening Indo-Sri 

Lanka trade relations. 
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-Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace 

· . Besides these major issues reference must also made to certain other 

issues which have been influencing the course ·of Indo-Sri Lanka relations. Both the 

countries ~re. committed to secure Indian ocean as a Zone of Peace (IDPZ Indian 

Ocean· Peace Zone). Sri lanka was one of the first few countries who took the 

initiative :in demanding both in the meetings of the non-aligned countries and in the 

u.nited Nations that the _Indian Ocean should be made a zone of peace., However, 

since early 1980s it has been advocating that' after the securing at IDPZ, no Iitterai 
' 

state should' incree~se its naval presence in the area, Apparently this demand has its 

roots in the 'Fear of India' with which Sri Lanka has been living since its 

independence. Sri Lanka wants that after securing IOPZ no Iitteral state of Indian 
. -~. . '~ ' . 

Ocean should increase its presence in this area . India stands committed to the 

objective of securing IOPZ, but is not willing to undertake any commitment involving .. . . . . . . ' 

he future securitly interests of India. It wants an unconditional acceptance of IOPZ 

and the liquidation of super power military bases in the Indian Ocean. India wants Sri 

Lanka to collaborate fully for securing this objective. But Sri Lanka new appears to 

be not very enthusiastic about IOPZ. 

The Tamil problem in Sri Lanka constitutes the biggest irritant in the 

contemporary phage of Indo-Sri Lankan relations. It is an internal problem of Sri 

Lanka but it has been source of big strains on Indo-Sri Lankan relations because of 

soci~-political and geographic conditions· that ·- constitute the environment of the 

relations between these two countries. The Indian concern for Sri Lankan Tamils 

and , Sri Lankan's allergy to the issues have been the two main factors which are 

conditioning the qilateral interactions during the current phase of their relations. 

·On July 29, 1987, India and Sri Lanka signed a historic pact which hereded a 

new era- of their bilateral relations. In constituted a bold attempt on the part of both 

the countries to adopt a cooperative approach not only in regard to the limited issue 

of resolving he ethnic problem in Sri Lanka but also with regard to all round relations· 

between tl'le two countries. The pact w·as descrbed by Mr. Rajiv Gandhi as "big and 

unusual as such an accord for mutual and collective benefit has been signed 

perhaps for the first time in the history of international relations." 
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-~---The Peace Pact 

"Affecting utmost importance to nurturing intensifying the strengthening of 

traditional frie~dship of India and Sri Lanka, and acknowledging the imperative 

need of -resolving the ethnic problem of Sri Lanka and the consequent violence and 

for the safety, well being and prosperity of people belonging to all communities i_e_ 

Sri Lanka have this day entered into the following agreement to fulfill this 

objective .... " 

The pact-reaffirmed a faith in a unity, sovereignty, territorial integrity, multi

ethnic and a multilingual plural society of Sri Lanka and recognized that each ethnic 

group has a distinct cultural and linguistic identity which is to be carefully nurthred. It 

averted the need for organizing the adjoining provinces to join to form one 

administrative unit with the exception. Of those areas whose people may, through 

referendum, decide to remain out ail separate unity. It enumerated in detail the 

-provision for holding the referendum for the constitution of provincial councils. It was 

further agreed that the Emerging in Jaffna area shall be lifted by August 15, 1987. 

A very striking feature of the pact was the provision that the Government of 

Indian will underwrite and guranteed the accord and cooperate in the implementation 

of its provision . . . The role of India forward the implementation of the accord was 

described as under : 

.. (A) India will take all necessary steps to ensure that Indian territory is 

not used for activities projudical to the unity, integrity and 

security of Sri Lanka. 

(B) The Indian Navy/Coast Guards will cooperate with the Sri Lankan 

navy in preventing Tamil militant activity from affecting Sri Lanka. 

(C) In the event that the Government of Sri Lanka requests the , 

_Government of India to afford military assistance to implement 

these proposals,s the Government of India will cooperate by 

giving to the Government of Sri U:mka such military assitance as 

and when requested. 
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(D) The Government of India will expedite repartition from Sri Lanka 

of Indian citizens to India who are resident there concurrents with 

the repatriation of Sri Lankan refugees fromTamil Nadu . 

. (E) · The Government of India and Sri Lanka will cooperate in ensuring 

the p~ysical security and safely of all communities inhabiting the 

northern and eastern provinces. 

These clauses made it the responsibility of India to ensure the Implementation of 

the pact. 

Further, it was agreed that a cessation of hostilities will come into force all 

over the island within 24 yours of the signing of this pact. All arms held by the 

militants will be surrendered. The process of surrendering of arms and confining of 

security personal to the barracks will be completed within 72 ~ours of cessation of 

hostili,ties. 
. . 

Praising the provisions of the accord Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi described it 

as momentous event in the history of the two countries "it heralds peace. It is a 

compact in the cause of brotherhood. It promised national reconstitution in Sri 

Lanka. It has created conditioning for the return of refugees. It has dispelled the 

clouds that had hovered over the relationship between India and Sri Lanka. Every 

agreements is an act of faith. Triumph needs ·unremitting toll and unflinching 

determination. In democracies, critics era often more vocal than supporters. It is up 

to us to defend this agreement and bring round its detractors."67 

Although one cann·ot predict in definite terms what course lndo-Srilankan 

relations will follow but from the perspective of domestic politics it can be said that 

the future prospects for good neighbourliness are not bright. The Indo-Sri Lankan 

accord has failed in two important respects. It has failed to project India as a nation 

committed to respect its small neighbour's' national sensitives which, in the long run 

is bound to boumerang against India. And it has not so far been able to work out 

a lasting solution to Sri Lanka's ethnic crisis on which a major component of Indo-Sri 

Lankan ·relating is critically dependent. 68 

However, it appears that the SAARC can be a meaningful option for Sri 

Lanka. It is . more realistic for Sri Lanka to cultivate regional cooperation with 
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neighb~urs than seek ~llies elsewhe-re for survival and sustenance. Sri Lanka should 

however realize that it would be in its interest to develop friendly relations with 

india; and: it must -see the utility of the SAARC in this context. SAARC can be of 

immense help to Sri -Lanka in the economic sphere. For instance, it along with India 

and Bangladesh, can regulate the international prise of tea through the forum of 

SAARC: Simultaneously, Sri Lanka could benefit more by cooperation with India in 
I;C , .. · 

the coconut, coconut oil, coffee and jewels markets. Diplomatically too, Sri Lanka <· ' ... ·,,' . 
. ~rs much to gf}in from taking an activate part infostering closer cooperation among 

t,he South Asian countries. 70 The recent experiences (regarding Indo-Sri Lanka 

~weement of.· 29 July, 1987) should make the Sri Lankan policy makers prudent 

e.nough ,to understand this reality and adjust the country's foreign policy accordingly. 

However, it appears that Sri Lanka has ·not given sufficient cajnzance to the 
:1 ' . . 

possibilities of economic cooperation through the SAARC forum. 

·: . From the above analysis, it can be assessed that the lndo-Lankan Accord 

V;Jay .a_ positive development in the bilateral realizations which guaranteed 'the 

security and stability of Sri Lanka. In this context, the Indo-Sri Lankan Accord was a 

positive development for India, as it assured an active and responsible Indian role in. 

the Sri Lankan affairs. 71 

Consequent to the bilateral relations, India had to support the legitimate 

interests of the Tamils in Sri Lanka· within the framework of Sri Lankan unity and 

territorial integrity. In pursuing these objectives, Indian approach and moves were 

6onditioned by the developments in Sri Lankas ethnic situation and the Sri Lankan 

governments foreign and defence policy initiatives and moves. In this context, the 

Indo-Lanka Accord was the high point of bilateral understanding and cooperation 

between the two countries. In the final analysis, the role of India in the Sri Lankan 

conflict, despite some lapses and migrations has been one of the constructive 

engagement It shows a close link between Indian willingness to guarantee the 

peace and secnrity of Sri Lanka in return for the accommodation of its security 

concerns. In this direction the lndo-Lankan Accord has served its security concern 
; 

and also as a step towards the peaceful resolution of the conflict. 72 

."·: 

To conclude, it can be said that unless and until the ethnic crisis in Sri 

Lanka is resolved, its attitLJde towards the SAARC would remain confined to the 
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problem of security, particularly keeping in view its own problem of terrorism. 

Although the economic issues could have been more beneficial, Sri Lanka would 

notgiv,e importance to. this because of its own domestic political problems. 

Sri Lanka can also benefit or save a lot of hand currency by establishing 

many industries in the island with Indian collaboration and in such areas as 

electrical goods and agro-industries, tea canteen, sugar, cement and paper 

plants, rice mills, cycle industries, garment fabrication, railway. Coach factories, 

nylen, rubber and plastic goods industries. The items are imported by Sri Lanka 

from· outside countries with high language traffic. In this regard, India has an 

exportable technological knowledge ,and productive capacity and Sri Lanka has 

enough raw material. These, joint efforts in trade and commerce may be beneficial 

to both the country and helpful in strengthening South Asian Regional 

Cooperation. But as started earlier, Sri Lanka's domestic political problems do not 

. allow it at the moment. to focus on these dimensions of regional cooperation, as it 

has,perceived security and terrorism on the more important issues. Nevbertheless, 

once the ethnic problem is solved and peace and stability maintaines in the 

Island, it is expected tq exploit the possibilities to expand economic cooperation of 

the regional level under one auspices of the SAARC. 73 

India - Nepal Relations. 

According to Dr. M.S. Rajan, "In language and religion, goods and 

goodesses, food and clothing the two countries, India and Nepal, have more in 

common with each other than with any third country of the world." The 

observation rightly reflects the strong bonds that bind India and Nepal. Both have 

been a war between them. Since its Independence, India has always been very 

keen to maintain and develop further, the friendship and cooperation with Nepal., 

India and Nepal are tied by the silken bonds of geography, history and 

culture. Together-: they constitute the those determinates or more realistically 

speaking. the conditioning factors of lndci-Nepalese relations. 

Geographically, the two countries inevitably form one geographic unit Ea.ch 

one can be regarded as a territorial extension of the other depending upon 
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whether one surveys the subcontinent from the mountain end or the sea end. With 

the existence of an open boundary between them, the people of the countries have 

developed . almost a shared living in the border areas. 

fiistorically, the . two countries. originated from the same source. Ruling 

dynasties of one have mingled with those of the other and and have even ruled 

ar~ as which now fall within the bonds of the other . In the past, people or and 

country migrated to the other either in search of livelihood of business or on a 

spiritual quest. 

For the two countries, the geographical contiguity and common historical 

past-tJave given rise to a similar culture. "In language and religion, goods and 

goddesses, food and clothing, writer M.S. Rajan two countries have more in 

common with each other than with any third country of the world." 

Indeed·· the above three factors have been a source of strength and 

gratification for lndia-Nepalese relations. Both the countries have always accepted 

the need to develop friendship and cooperation on the basic of these links and the 

similarities in the goals of their national interests. Both accept that the security of 

one is linked with the strength and stability of the other. For India, Nepals strength, 

stability, progress and friendship together constitute an essential healthy condition 

for its national interests in South Asia. Particularly after 1 962, India has come to 

realize the importance of Nepal for the security of India's northern border. The 

Chinese _occupation of Tibet and the continues Chinese aggression of Indian 

borders have· India made realize the importance of Nepal as a frontline buffer 

state. India has a open borders with Nepal and the latter northern border runs 

along the Tibetan frontier, therefore, of Nepal falls under the influence of China or 

any inimical power. Indian security would get exposed to dangers. It is in this 

respect that Nepal occupies an important strategic position in India's security 

system . India has no eye over Nepal. What India wants is the stability of Nepal 

as ·nonaligned country with strengthened bonds of friendship and cooperation of 

Nepal and regards Panchashila, besides the common historical and cultural links, 

as the basis for lndo-Nepalese relations. 
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Nepal also realize th~ importance of its relations with India. No one can go to 

Nepal without passing through India. Being a land-locked country with little scope 

for· trade on northern border, Nepal finds its economic and trade interests linked 

with· relation-with India. The nature and extent of trade and India. The nature and 

extent of trade and transit facilities p[rovided by India constitute a determining 

factorofNepalese economic and trading interests. Further, Nepal is fully aware of 

the inter-dependence of the national security systems of South Asia. It realizes 

the important link between its security and the security of India. The presence of 

Chinese in Tibet and the existence of a boundary dispute between its two big 

neighbours - India and China, have made Nepal highly conscious of its security 

and of the need to maintain friendly and good neighbourly relations with India and 

China. The existence of close cultural links with India gives strength to the 

development of friendship and cooperation with India. Consequently, both India 

and Nepal have been engaged in the process of building warm, friendly and highly 

cooperative biulateral relations between them. 74 

If China's main interests in Nepal is the expansion of Communist influence, 

India's interest is economic and cultural as well is strategic. In a sense, Chinese 

penetration in Nepal Himalaya is merely designed to secure a stepping stone to 

fresh expansion of their power in Sowth Asia. But India is in a different geopolitical 

position as far as Nepal is concerned. Hergeography and economic cultural 

connections make essential the development of close contact with the Himalayan 

kingdom, not merely as an a credit unect to her economy, but also as a strategic 
\ 

necessity. This position in turn involves the maintenance of. political strength in 

order to prevent interference with or discrimination against her economic and 

political interests in ·Nepal. As Prime Minister Nehru put it in Parliament in 

· December, 1950. 

Our interest in the internal condition of Nepal has become still more acute 

and personal because of the developments across our borders, to be frank, 
I 

especially those in China and Tibet. Besides our sympathetic interest in Nepal, we 

were also interested in the security of our own country. From time immemorial, the 

Himalayas lie mostly on the northern border of Nepal. We cannot allow anything 
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to gO" wrong in Nepal on permit that barrier to be crossed or weakened because 

that would be a risk to our own security. 75 

Achievement of the objective indicated by Nehru demands a subtle and 

imaginative Indian policy based on close understanding has not yet been fully 

attain~d, and consequently Indo-Nepal relations have in recent years been recent 

years been somewhat strained. 
•' -·' ~ - . -

· India-Nepal Relations are characterized by two closely inter related 

phenomena the. military strategic and the domestic political. The strategic location 

of Nepal-between two Asian big· powers - China and India -,not only gives them 

opportunity. to influence the politics of Nepal to suit their r~spective interests, it also 

provides the Nepalese ruling circles with a handle to play one power against the 

other. on te one hand, and on the other,. by raising the bogey of external 

interference, to perpetuate their sway over the political machinery at the cost of 

political development. Since for both socio-historical and geographic reasons India 

is more relevant to Nepalese politics than China, India becomes the bogey of 

external interference more often than does China. 76 

Unfortunately, however, the path of Indo-Nepal .relations has not been very 

smooth. The resistance of certain irritants have prevented the development of 

highly cooperative relations between the two countries. Their relations have been 

generally friendly· and cooperative but neither fully smooth nor high, cooperative. 

These have been characterized by ups and downs . Even today the issue, of 

Nepalese demand for being- accepted as· a zone of peace continues to be an 

initiating issue, in' Indo-Nepal relations. The following factors can be negatively 

influenced the course of Indo-Nepal relations?7 

Like Sri Lanka, the problem of ethnic, nationalizing has also affected lndo

Nep.alese nations. For insta_nce , the people of Indian origin in Nepal are more 

often, ill at ease with the treatment mated out to them by the Nepalese 

government, whereas some sections from the people of Nepalese origin in India 

have been sympathetic towards the demand of Gorkhaland .. Under Skubhash 

Ghissingh's -leadership the Gorkha people have been struggling to carve out a 

place for ihemse:ves within the Indian Union by promoting their demand for 
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Gorkhaland through a sustained agitation. What is more, the people of Nepalese 

origin in Bhutan have also been allegedly backing the United Liberation Fran of 

Assam (ULFA) morally as well as materially. Finally, the flow of Chakma refugees 

· from Bangladesh to the North Easter.n states of India continues to sour lies 

between. India and Bangladesh. In fact, the migrants from Bangladesh have came 

to lnia before 1971. as well as after the birth of Bangladesh in 1971.78 

Unlike Sikkim's and Bhutan's, Nep(ll's relations with India are complicated 

and delicate. A treaty (which like the lndo-Sikkim treaty, was signed in 1990) 

provipes for consultation between India and Nepal in the event of external threat 

to. the independence or security of either of them. The nature of the Indian goal in 

Nepal - to protect Indian security thrown the development of a government 

capable of performing needed services and of carrying out needed reforms - has 

shown clearly in Indian policy during the last decade. lnspite of pressing needs at 

home, Indian experts have been dispatched to Nepal to train an army and a civil 

service, to build schools and roads where almost none existed before. The 
. . 

financial efforts India is making in· Nepal are shown by the fact that since 1950 

India has spent millions of dollars in that country for development purposes. 

Undoubtedly, Iridian aid in Nepal, involving calculations of high strategy, economic 

planning, and military and programs, are designed to bring maximum returns for 

the expenditures. This aid is intented to build a shield to keep Chinese power 

contained north of the Great Himalaya. However, Nepalese politicians, suspicious 

of Indian !mperialism have frequently fulminated against India .. 

Extreme sensitivity to Indian domination generates strong anti-Indian feeling 

in N,epal. Because of the Indian criticism of the democratic setback in Nepal, the 

anti Indian feeling run high after the king's dismissal of eleced government in 

December, 1960. The anti Indian sentiment affords excellent propaganda for 

enemies of democracy and free world. The Indians point to the contemporary 

Chinese expansion and repeat India's desire to encourage democracy, to raise 

literary, and to increase living standards of the people. Yet, in spite of he logic of , 

the Indian view point, the Nepalese adopt a skeptical approach. A Nep~lese 
' 

politician even warned Sikkim and Bhutan of Indian designs, asked them to free 
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themselves from Indian interefernce, and called for a federation of Nepal Sikkim, 

andBhutan, unde1 Nepali's leadership. 

Severa: explanations can be offered for the existence of anti-Indian feeling 

Nepal. To begin with the Rana elements had been dissatisfied with India since 

195- because of its pOolicy toward the incidents that led to the overthrow of the 

feudal government by the Rana family at that time. Second, the Nepalese public 

have · suspected an Indian hand in making or breaking the massive cabinets 

which armed into power since 1951. Third, the elected government of Koirala was 

accused by his opponents of having pro-Indian leanings; although the change was 

far·. from true, it r~inforced anti Indian sentiment. Fourth, the occasioned 

...... management of the huge Indian aid by Indian persenel and technicians led to 

further criticism of India. Finally, behind Nepal's anti Indian feeling is the real fear 

of a larger nation dominating its economy and trade. More than 90 percent of 

Nepal's foreign trarle is controlled to the Indian business community. 

The existence of anti-Indian feeling ·should not be overemphasized, 

however. although no one can very the anti Indian statement in Kathmandu 

valley, the majority of the Hindi-speaking people of the Terai nearly 60 percent of 

the total population - are pro-Indian . In the mountain areas outside the 

Kathmandu valley, people generally follow a friendly policy toward India while ex

army Gorkha soldiers stand by India. But strongly, the small anti Indiana feudal 

elements· in Nepal feel that the Tibetan revolt against China and the subsequent 

infiux of refugees from Communism was the result of a clash between India and 

China. 

In recent years several factors have produced tension between India and 

N,~pal. Most of the political and economic factors creating tension are relatively 
. . 

minor, but potentially they are capable causing serious rifts. Significant among the 

political factors causing tension are the presence of the Indian military mission, 

started in 1952 to trairi and reorganize the Royal Nepal Army ; the Indian radio 

operators on the 14 checkposts on the northern broder who are accused of spring, 

and the five lndi3n commercial attaches in South Nepal who are branded as 

'intelligence men."79 
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· The 1950 Treaty of Peace and Friendship and the letters accompanying it 

embody the quintessential spirit of understanding between Nepal and India an 

security and economic development and envisage a close and continuous 

<;:ooperation between the two governments in co-ordinating their actions and 

policies in these matters on a mutually advantageous basis. In todays world 

security .is not only a defence related .matter but is ritally concerned with economic 

amalionation and ecological protection. The models furnished by the European 
I 

Community and the U.S. ·Canada relationship may be adopted and adapted with 

necessary modifications to work out a cooperative framework for comprehensive 

long: term relationship between Nepal and India but such an arrangement will 

undoubtedly call for magnaninuty on the of India as t~e larger neighbour with a 

higher level of economic development, , India called help Nepal transform their 

bilateral relationship ·from dependence to interdependence through half a dozen 

multipurpose projects for power, industries, irrigation and water transport it is high 

time that mutual suspicion and _fruitless debates give place to positive cooperation 

in the economic sphere. Given mutual trust, goodwill and understanding there is 

no reason why a modes vivenol cannot be envolved to enable Nepal and India to 

undertake such mutually beneficial projects which may have far reaching 

implications. 

Further, in the context of the carnging international relations India might also 

take the initiative in evolving a bold well-informed and imaginative policy armed 

at turning the whole of South Asia into a region of peace friendship and 

cooperation. If the region vast human and natural resources resosurces could 

only be pooled together and purposefully directed, it would not be difficult to 

realize the desired and with untold benefit for all concerned. Voluntary 
'. 

cooperation between ·states in matters of security and development does not 

necessarily imply subservience on the par): of the either Nor · does it detra of 

from their respective independence and sover.eignty. But latent doubts about an 
' 

arrangement or lurking suspicion concerning anyone of its stipulations,, may 

render the agreement ineffective at the hour of trial. Therefore the basic 

understanding between the two countries on matters of security and development 

meet not be taken for granted but' must be revitalized from time to time in the light 
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of. changes· in the regional and global environment. The aim 'of course should 

always be one of reinforcing the historic bonds between Nepal and India with an 

eye.to the pressing challenges of the present and the future. 

Th~ continued need for close cooperation between the two countries can 

never be overemphasized. Their interdependence may not be equal in both 

direc~ion. It may not consist of equal degrees of dependence. But an essential 

interc;lependence:. does exist. 80 
~ ·--' ' . - • . . : 3·.,>l..- ._ ., ., . -· 

<-Thus, India's relations with Nepal are embroiled rather similarly with the 

factors of disparity centrality, and perceptions of threat, including a specific one 

relating.to population-overflows, leading upto an interplay with extra regional power 

factor~. This interplay in a low key compared with the one at the southern edge, but 

itis-also an intricate are and the economic consequences are damaging. 81 

·Despite- · strong geographical historical and cultural links, Nepal has been 

quite apprehensive about India's role in the region. Being a small state, it pears 

India. Although there has never been a war between the two countrjes, Nepal fears 

that India can attempt an intermention in Nepal for securing its interests vis-a-vis 

. China. Further,· Nepal has been living with the fear of Indian interference in its 

internal affairs. The origin and spread of democratic movement in Nepal was 

regarded as a fall out of Indian National Movement. After independence, India's 

support for the liberal democratic movement in the kingdom gave additional 

strengthen to such Nepalese fears. The sense of dependence in India for 

conducting sea trade has been a sosurce of fear for Nepal. It believes that India 

can exert political and economic pressures in Nepal for securing certain goals. The 

accession of Sikkim to India has been a source of disturbance for Nepal. China 

and Pakistan have been trying hard to exploit such Nepalese. fears for securing 

their objectives which induce the objective of preventing_ the development ofhighly 

friendly and cooperative relations betwe~n the two 'Hindu States' - India and 

Nepal. The recent explosions in Kathmandu have again aroused fears in Nepal that 

ahti-Nepalese elements having ·bases in India are behind these explosion. 

However,. there has been no substance in such a wild thinking. Thus, Nepals fear 

of India has prevented the speedier development of Indo-Nepal friendship and 

cooperation. 
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During the initial years of its independence, India Foreign Policy did not give 

much irnportanG~ to relations with Nepal. 

-During the- period 1947-55, Indian foreign policy was governed by the 

perception of the thesis for India's special relations with Nepal. On 6 December, 

19q0 Prime Minister Nehru, in his speech, in the Parliament observed, "We 

recognize .Nepal as an independent country and wish her well.· But even a child 

knows -thaLone.cannot go to Nepal without passing through India. Therefore, no 

other country can have a intimate a relationship with Nepal as our is. We would 

like .every·- ot~~r, Qountry to appreciate the intimate geographical and cultural 

relationship that exists between India and Nepal." The statement clearly indicates 

the.l_ndian thesis of "special relations with Nepal.' This view gave the impression 

that _India regarded Nepal as an 'area of India's influence.' It was such a thinking 

and the perception. of its security system on the basis of British legacy that made 

free India adopt the old British policy towards Nepal. 

:.It signed treaty of peace and friendship with India but felt concerned about he 

provisions, Naturally then, when India developed big strains and conflict in 

relations. with China, Nepal did not hesitate to develop relations with China and to 

attempt a balance between India and China. This change in Nepalese attitude 

became particularly· visible after 1960 and brought with it strains in Indo-Nepal 

relations. India tried to correct the things by following, a policy of appeasement 

towards Nepal but the move failed to repair the damage. Thus, theirs of 'special 

relations with Nepal' proved to be §l harmful factor in lndo-Nepalese relations. 

Nepal wants that all countries should accept Nepal as a z'one of Peace. It, 

particularlywants' India to accept and support this proposal India, on the other 

hand, has not been quite willing to accept this proposal. It is believed that this 

proposal, accepted, would involve certain limitations for Indian foreign policy in 

.South Asia.· India believes that Nepal does not really need such a status. With 

India, it has already a Treaty of Peace and- friendship and the acceptance of this 

proposal would tantamount to an abrogation of the Treaty. Nepal, however, 

continues ·to regard this proposal as· a vital necessity for securing its national 

interest and world peace. The peace zone concept has already_ become a national 

as·piration in Nepal. It stands enshrined in the constitution of Nepal._ India's 
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-·:z·.--.-~'< =· ... ~-. : . 

hesitati~l') towards the acceptance . of this proposal has been a source of irritation 

fd~~ N~p~( lr~di~ ::~o:uld have~.{~ t~ke::clear stand on this issue in the near future. 

- .. ___ ~r~i~ra~l;, · ·lndia·$~ould us~ . dipl~m~tic means for satisfying Nepalese desire in 
• I' •" ._: . •'' • ., ' 

respectof this. issu'e .. A/ tacit recognition to this proposal can cre~te a large amount 

· of.g()q~ho/ill.for India in Nep~l.82 

< ·;;t· . . > .. ' '-;··· ' 

: · After t~~n~turn of Mrs. Indira Gandhi to power in January 1980, the process 
., •• ' ;; ••••• ' ~-, ••• • • ~ .- ' • • • ' • > 

ofdev~l.op!TI~nt of .l~do-Nepal friendship and cooperation continued to progress 

sa~i~fctc~oril~;, ... 

. : . ··<Mrs,: ·:Indira .. :Gandhi was quite alert to the need for maintenaining good· 

n~ighbdur.ing rel~tif!g;with-Nepal. Despite some differences over certain issues, the 

G.ov~r,nmenL-~nd: leaders in the two countrjes.sh~uld exemplary pragmitisr:n and 

reC~Hsm,.The two ~ou11tries were successful in maintaining and developing ·further · 
. . . . . 

~ile~teral trpc;je and .took steps to overcome trade imbalances and balance of 

P~Y.IlJ~'nt: pmble~.:: Both started·, cooperating in ·giving a meaningful stClrt ·to the 
' 

proc>~s_s of Soutt)·Asian economic and trade cooperation the chance of increased 

coop~r;:l~iv~ ,am,ong:Jhe,. countries of South Asian region, further brightened, after 
, . ,. .... •'" -.. ... . . ' . . 

·the :August 1983; New Delhi conference of the ,Foreign Ministers of the seven 
l' . . • 

South. Asian. 'Co.untries.· 
.·,,. .. . . ''• 

... ·~.' ; 

'<The-regular· ,contacts and direct communications betw~en the leaders of the 

two ~~untries.·h'elped the· growth of understanding between the.two countries. In 

. Nove;,;ber :1980; indiari Foreign Minister Mr. Narashima Rae · visited Nepal and 

held. impor,tant descending on a number of subjects with the Prime Minister Surya 

· BhadurTh.~p~ and the-Panchayat Minister: of Nepai:Mr: Navraj Subedi obser\t~d," 
lridq-Nepale~e :. rel~tions had been further strengthened in recent times by our 

. rl)utu~llrusf and:.'c~m'rrron '· aspiration" Mrs .. Narasimha Rae also reaffirmed that, 
J. ., ' • • • 

·"lndic(attached the highest importance in ·nurturing. of friendly .and cooperative 

relations .with NepaL" In [)ecember 1981, President Neelarn. Sanjeeva Reddy 

· . paio .. ,, a stat~; '(i$it ,to Nepal. Speaking at the civic reception accorded to him at 

. kathma.ndu .. President Reddy observed, "Relations between hidia and Nepal 

h;3Y~ .. been hi'stor,ically built on te solid foundation's of extensive people to people 
)_ . . . 

; cql"'~~~ts: ~t)ic!l,rJlak~. for abiding understanding." 

:, '. ;·::•_,:·'·:·. . . ~ ~ . 
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This realization about he necessity of cooperation and friendship between ·-· '\ . . ·· . ._ ' 

_ -Nepal. and India indeed helped the two countries to overcome problems and 
-~. \:'(• •. ··~··. ,: •••• ·:: ! • •• •. • • - ••· . '·.: 

res()IV~ their .. diff,erences and keep up the process of development of friendship 

andcooper_ation . .Both have been able to maintain and develop further trade links 
' 

arid;-,economic ·cooperation. India maintained its commitments regarding the 

completion of hydroelectric projects in Nepal. 

· Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi has stepped up the drive to secure more 

friendly and. co_operative relations with this Himalayan Kingdom, New Delhi has 

shown. full respect for the sovereignty, territorial integraty and stability of Nepal by 

giving· due importance to Nepal the emergence of SAARC has indeed helped and 
. ' . . ' ' 

is bound:to: strengthen .further the economic trade and cultural cooperation among 

the., countries: of South Asia in general and among India and Nepal in particular 

b_ecause _of deep and historical ties between those two countries. 
'. ' .,- ~~-, ~.' . . . . . ' ' ' . : ; 

·.·, •. >The" king pf Nepal's visits -to India in 1986 has helped the two countries to 

review their relations. Difference over zone of peace status for Nepal continued to 

surrender the talks. -However, both the Nepalese Kind and Indian Prime Minister, 

die!· noLallow. this negative. factor to. adversely affecrt the course of growing Indo 

. Nepalese friendly cooperation in economic trade cultural and technological 

sphere!?.· Both accepted that the Panchsheela spirit and five principles constituted 

·the best basis for conducting their bilateral relations. 
. r 

·Thus, India and Nepal continue to fulfil their desire to increase bilateral 

. cooperative and to strengthen the bonds of friendship. India fully respects the 

sovereignty. of Nepal and deals with Nepal on an equal basis Realising the 

strategic_- importance of Nepal, Indian foreign policy has now very actively 

emgaged in -the .. p~ocess of developing lndo-Nepali ties. Nepal also now realized 

better the importance of. its. relations with India. It has become confident that India 

does. not want to interfere with the internal political affairs of Nepal. The 

development of trade links and economic relations have helped Nepal in achieving 

'the objectives of its national policy. Both the countries are now working towards the 

further cementing of their relations. "In the current scheme of things," writes Dr. 

Bimal Prasad," Nepal is likely develop cooperative relations with India on the basis 

·of:co~equality co~sharing non-'dominance and non-dictator." The only outstanding 
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issci~~~h~t.6-e~d~~~~~~f~l_ holding is the Nepalese proposal for getting the status of a 
:;~--..:::,";_,·1"~·~-:-- '·~·"!-'!!-',:·;f• r-;-~.,4 ·~ . "-. .. . ' - . . . 

peac~ · zon~: Indian diplomacy musrcome forward to amicably sort out and settle · 
-----..... :(:ii~-~-~:~·:~:-;· _.._·::<: ... ~--~~-~:~--- ·. ~ ~-- :· \ . . . 

- -the; issue.83 : _: -'· · ' 
,_·:- _< 

·'::_;:,~U~~-oritiiiuous!y,.support(3d the SAARC and its various activiries, and have 

·looked ·;-towards;itwith a.high hopes; Nepal has·indeed viewed SAARC as a forum 
. . . -. . ' ' 

tb solve. its bilateral problems at the regional level. SAARC has been considered 
L~-; ,-- .": . -. ·. - . -. : . . 

as. an.··irnp.ortant step in the_ direction o.f multilateralism . Nepal seems to have 
... ,. • • ~- • j ,. • :- .-.. • •• • • 

belie~ectthat_ the $AARC can provide economic independence to smaller nations 

~f tbe.·r~gi.on' ag~inst-~h~ big powers, particularly India. Therefore, it has used it as a 
, -~"',· ··-: ·-~t':C(~-- :··.··-~- ~~ ·.·,-

f?[~~ to_~~iN~ _a:l(l~mber _of: bilateral issues to India's discomfort. 

·;,_-·\~tYNeP.~I,'I;Ias,i:stre~sed upon the development of the SAARC on the pattern of 

lJnit~d_;·Natiobs~.,~f-tne ,gl.obal, _level. In the New Delhi conference of the SAARC 

GOi.Jntries:NepaPsJoreign.ominister said, "the principles of the UNChaiter enshrined 
' •"' ";' . '.{ . . ~ . . ,' ··-: . . . ' ' "" 

iri,~he.i-~AA~~ 9ha_~e(we.re vital.." Nepal has emphasized upon the maximization 

of/~_ene~ts;J;!y: optimal use of natural resources in the region. It IJVas also wished 

~hatth~ benefits:~ sh~uld be shared on. the basis of equality. In_ the Kathmandu 

m~.eting, King Birendra had -voiced Nepal's opposition to balkenization of states 
· .... ~- . . ' . - - . . 

and: oqcupatiorf,of one -country by- another . But despite its active role in the 

SAARC; _NepaL appears to have tried to maintain a low profiie in certai_n cases 

-Wh~(e .. boritroversy had crept up on bilateral matter. 
'• -- -

,:,:· •"-.. , ,-

,-)_:cuntil a· few years· back, South Asia was the only region which did not.have 

· an~/ 'regional- organization· of its own. The SAAR C. can be considered a welcome 

· c:levelopme·nr-' because- of·- the fact that the South Asian States have - .many· 

differences.·in their-~ political ·style, economic development, size, etc.- Based on the 

'principals 'of equality-- and- common interest, it provides a forum for the smaller 
' • • . - f •• 

stafe'S'\·6tmie reg lol-l- to assert their independence and · nation a! identity. The 

·SAAR¢ p(ovide_s'<·~:in' 'op-portunity to participate independently, discuss and take 
' .. . . . ' - ' -. 

d~tisidn-ori various ·issues' ofcommon interest. It can also prove i:!S a catalyst for 
. ~ - ( ' . . 

the<e·corioh1ic qf..the South Asian States by providing increased opportunities of 

·trade.'and·\aid.~ :· ·. -· 

.r ~ 1 .·-

, ... , .. ·\-. 

- ... ·-,.:; .. 
~=--~. ' ...-·. 

' ·. ·•. ~: 
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N~pe~l· has ot;?,yj~)usly viewed SAARC as a forum to maintain its national 
''·:· ' . ' . . ' . . 

i4!9nmy,-.·p~rti~ul~rly;\Cigainst its southern neighbours which has indeed 'been a· 

p:robJ_em;of the.Nepalese forE;!igl} p91ic;::y. Although ·Nepal has· been trying to reduce 

its;·c:l~p,ender:ice, over-India but, so far i.t has not succeeded beyond a limit. Certain 

common interests. can of course be served through SAARC. But it· should be 
. I~~ .:. ~ • . ~~, , . • . . . . ~ . . 

not.ed -Jhat ·: ther: . regional · cooperation· cannot be an alternative to bilateral 

~'rr~l'lg~~~~ts~ P~rtic~larly,· in the present. State of interstate relationship and ·the 
.. -.c-~ ~ '!; . -; . ' ' . 

· i~sues)nyplve~Uherein, the.SAARC cannot be helpful beyond a limit.. 
: ~-":,-~::-.-:.···:··~ <:''". ·- ..... ~-<" .. . 

-:t> . ).~SqJar as the politico-strategic aspect is concerned it is a fact that Nepal has 

str~t~gic_;.•)_r:n.portanc~~ for India. _ Both the co-untries have tried to develop an 
' ' 

l,in.9er~tapding;; __ qr:f:.~mutual strategic issues. In- spite Of minor irritants from the 

. N.ePCII~~e~,.:si~e;.;)J;te_, 1.~SO treaty. still provides a base for such a bilateral . 

I.,IIJc:len;t~nding::o.S.oJong .as .this ,understanding is maintained any attempts towards 
. \. ~~' ~:..- . .. . . ' ' . . ' ' --. -

·r;egipne~liza~ioQ ... of, strategic issues will not matter· much for Nepal and India. 
'' .. '- ··- . . . . ... .. ' ' .. . 

Moreover;· any-:common consciousness on collective regional security is yet to ' '~' ' •' .. - ' -. . . . ' . ~ . . . . / -

· emerge;.·:.Th~ $9~.Jth Asian countries have generally believed that the subcontinent 
- ! ' ~ . ' '' -· . . -· ' . ' . • - . - . ; 

!;ih.oulc:IJ~e. fres.:,from superpower interference· but their politics. have been just 
•, • • • ' . • • ~ • . I • 

;qpposecfto it. .In those Circumstances .collective regional security approach is hardly 

possible:<: • .. · .. , .. 
. . ~ .. ~· 

.•)-,.-,. . 

·-:):Fqn economic matters as well there are serious bilateral overtunes.· Nepal's 

'eco'ri-omt is hlghly influenced by India. 'Nepal's landlocked position has made 

Nepaf virtually India-locked on economic matters. Even if Nepal would try to 

·increase. its'regiorialtrade it would only be possible after India provides adequate 

. 'trarisit<facilitie~' ,r~ the case of exploitation of its natural resou'rces; particularly 

. ·Watenes.our.ces; ·India can be the·most convenient partner. In fact, in certain cases. 
. , r : ~- . . ~ . . , 

Jn(lia~s"·' '·cooperation is not merely desirable but essential. Thus, keeping these . '-. .... . . . -· 

constraints;;ir'LView,':it·cari be said that Nepal will have to rely heavily on. bilateral 

-approach unless·::and until-its ecc:moniy reaches ~ stage of self ~eliance. But this 

·does''rlbt'mea·n· to: sugg.est that the SAARC is an exercise In disguise from the 
' / ' ' 

:N~p~lese -point of view. It can indeed be helpful in solving certain common 

'probl~ins~--lt_, is:, possible to make .joint efforts towards developing appropriate 

technofogy,·:exchanging-.experiences and knowledge regarding education s'cience, 

.-·; '' '" . ·: ... -- " .. ' ~.- -.. 

. . . . . . ! _:~ 
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pjanriill.gj-;c.etc;?:and. searching. remedies for problems like poverty and population 
".- .,_.,. ' .. , .·' -

cohtroL Region~i cooperatibn can also be helpful in g·enerating goodwill among the 
:: ': ·. - - ~.. . ' - - . 

--- m_ember( coi.mtries,• which-may be helpful in re~olving their disputes. Moreover, it 

· also.· gives::some~,so~ · of a psychological satisfaction to the identity problem with 

whict:lAh.e snialler- ;~south: A~ ian States are faced.84 
. : ,v. ~ ' : ., " • -, •. ' ' . - - • 

- \ 

__ TJ1_e--~ma!t:. but independent kingdom of Bhutan in the eastern Him-alayas 
: ..... _,:.,. "-~-::_ -~r:~'.J)L; :)(-:_,_; ·;. __ -, :-·-.- _ .... __ : . ~ - · 

qccupies a somewhat anornalot,~s position in South Asia. It is the only state in the 
<· ~~--:~~-.--~·-:·~·:··:··:. ,··.>"·/'·.·. ~---: . . . 
region· without 13 s_ubstantial'lndian' component in its population, which is made up 

-~7~6~i'~~ti~~i~ ()f .. Tlbeto-Burma speaking groups and_ some recent immigrants from 
.:: ~::;~·~··-;_':.:..~:. :~;:-~ . ..:-~t --~··, ::<·;:.,·. ·.:·:·:- ·::----; .:-_.,. ·':.\>~ ... _.-, :·... -~ . 
Nepal . Moreover; traditional ties_ in thE;! past were largely directed northwards to 
:·~-:-.-~~:n.-c.::_-~-~'-:: -~··;~~-··<··/. t'i :·:···_::_; ~ , 

Tibet -Today it is the only country which upholds a form of · Barmuist Buddhism as 
-, <-;_\:: ;·-~·: :'~,' : -~:- . ;· ..-' '.: t . . . ' ' ' . 

its state religion. And among South Asian countries it has· the lowest population 
' . ,"·, .. , . .-~ .. ' .. ' - . . . . 

~~'j;sity, lc:)cate'd in~- range of mountains to which access from the north is made 
::·_~~;-}'~.'~- .-·; _?-·.' .:~ .:· ~: :~·- . . . 

difficultby the _main Himalayan range and from the south by dense subtropical 

· io'r;~t~,:·B-h~;~t~h{ :_ ~~ogr~ph_i~~i--isolation is not te only cause o{ its unique and 

sovt:lr:e.i~n-'status today. Historical and cultural factors can readily be shown to have 

cpn~pirced ,_wit11 g,eography. to ensure its continuing survival. 85 

'._;-· .... , ' :-. " . "·. 

··':',''h·:$irfce{' 1907,-Bhutan has .been ruled autocratically, but the feudalistic system 

cifgqvernment is changing ·slowly, and the country seems to be evolving peac~fully 

into-a;~:~ewdemocratic nation. under India's guidance and protection .. 

. _: ; -,Although -Bpl;Jtan:_is.~~guided by the advice of the government of India in regard 

· to· its;·eXternal relations", certain Bhutanese leaders are developing" Sovereignty 

conscio'U-sriess·;:;->The· .deserve that Bhutan bec_ame a sove~eign state has been 

~~presse~_ in-th·~·'st~t~s-advisory council, and the issue of 'guidance' by India has. . . . ' . 
·•·. . ' .... · . . - - - - , , - I -

beeh<the'-subject of heated discussion in the kingdom. Prime Minister Nehru has 
' ' t F 

advised Bhi,Jtan · aga.inst. establishing diplomatic relations with foreign countries, 
. ' 

and'ther. king, !;las accepted Nehru~s advice. The present king, _Jigme Singhye 

Wangchuk,)a .yourig-dnan .of 45, has made drastic changes in the system of 

gciv~fhm~nt;:that tru3y; e~entu'ally' lead . to the establishment of a constitutional 
. ---~~.;:~~:'(Ei}}_·_· ,_--.-:~ ... .-· .~:~>_\:~.: ~::~.· ~ ·· . -· 

. . ;_: . .., :..•; ''> ': :;-_: . . . :' ·~ ~- .· 
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m'O'~~rchf'' Changin~:f-patterns in Bhutanese affairs' are to be recognized in all 

as:pE3CtS ()fth~ kingdorrfs politic~ geographic d~~elopment.86 
- ......... ~--. '1 , ... f •••• • " 

.. ,. :· :Bef~r~- -~t-949, lrido-Bhutan ·relations were governed by the· 1865 Treaty as 
:>.:·; ·. ·::·-:-

amended by~ January 19t() Tre~ty. Under_ this Treaty, the Britisb_ Government 

~~~;~~~~·k. t~ ~x~-rc.is~- no i~te~e~e~ce .in the int~rnal ·affairs of Bhutan and the 

- ah~t~~--::b~vern~e~t agr~~dto be ·gu.ided b/the ad~ice of the British Government 

_ in-'r~garcl:td :its ~-Xt$rna:l relations. 

~ :·:'~3Afi~r-inde'p~n:dence, the Government of India concluded a fresh treaty with 

Bh~t~~- -~~ -~ A~~ust. ,1949:· Under this treaty the Goveni~ent of Bhutan agreed to 
·" ·,;. ··: '':··.·: :. '.: : ; _.,· -: : ' . - ' \ ' 

be guidecl by th~ Government of India in regard to its external relations, and the 
• "• •. c,·. ; \ 

Govetriment.:.oflndi:a und~rtook ·not to interfere in the internal administration of . ' . - -. ·. . . 
·,--., '.[! 

Bh.ut~h.~ · .. .. 

'··· .:(:, Bhutan; is ·a sovereign state India has be.en successful in assuring Bhutan that 
' ' . - ' . ' ' . ' . _. ~ . 

· its,';,sov~reigntY·.c:~nd internal autonomy standfully acknowledged· and respected by 
- •.• •,·,:· •• • . • • ! • • 

ir;J~ia.:·,lri. 1Q!'1 ,·lnc!i~ sponsored Bhutan for membership of the United Nations and 

th.is.put to -an end to .all such suspicio~s that l~dia has designs over Bliutan. Since 

this ;d~velopment · lndo:.Bhutan relations have become closer and maturer. Bhutan 

feels:.: fully-'·· satisfied with' its relations with India. It has successfully resisted 

temptation:of entering into' diplomatic·relation with other coyntries. In particular; it 

has b;een keeping away·'The China feelers' . 

. ,,,.,.Bhutan ·fully realizes· that her security is closely linked with India. Her rulers 
' • ' . • • I 

havebeenwise enough to have a special treaty relationship with India. They know, 
' '·'. - . 

opines TN:Kaul; that if it co'mes to the crunch, India would defend their secur,ity 

because it is vital to: her own. China does not seem to have reconciled herself to 

this.'special::rel~~ionship but has not dared to villate it.· She has thrown gentle 

· feelers,· followed by vague threats through. Bhutanese graziers, cowherds and 
I. < ' 

frontier: :·guards; from ·tinie to time, but Bhutan has stood firmly by her Treaty with 
0 ' A ' ' ' 

·India.- ·In 1975, whem Sikkim"became a part .. of the ln~ian Union,_ many coun'tries, 

p~rticulariy;·China, tried hard to impress upon Bhutan the need to secure Bhu~an 
against possible Sikkim type Indian role in Bhutan. The~ ruler of Bhutan, King Jigme 

· Singh~· Wange~huk;· however, paid no heed to such propaganda and felt assured 
,·_·,· 

• • ( c • ~ • ~-•• • • • • • ' • 
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q(cln:ciia:5;:_,:;:;respe~t;·:f9r the sovereignty ~f Bhutan, India's decision to sponsor 

·t?t1~f~n;,~.,jn~rnb~~l?tJ!PlPf. the United NatiC?ns, was quq_ted as the clear proof of 

IDdJ~ri~_;·good ;wi.ll.:towards.-Bflutan.- New Bhutan her diplomatic relations with . ~ '" . .. - - . . ·,· . .. ' . - . -

1;3,~t}gl~d~s~·~-an~: N$.pal arid consular. r~lation with Singapore, Kuwait and Hong

- ~(jf;!g::::!3.1;lut~nd~ _a:n1ember of the world bank. · 

;_~;/:Ji<,i~~i~:·:o·n';i,·~r p?~tFhas been fully- alive to the development~! needs <;>f Bh~tan, 
~ria:;nii~· .. aiVJays 'contributed generously toiJI,Iards the economic development of 

. Bhi)taii! 'iln'dia has··:provided 'economic, material and technical help to Bhutan for 

d~VelopJng trarspcfrt,·:comm·unication and industrial facilities in the small Himalayan 

klhgdomrindia:-'has.-, built·' ~e beauti.ful · 200 km. long m~untain road for. ; 

Ph.iJrytspling;in 'North:·Berigal to Thimpu, the capital of Bhutan and airstrips at Para 
' . . 

and··'ft1ifnpU,~itn'1975, lndia·.undertook to meet the entire cost'(estimated at Rs. 83 

. cfbres)'6ftne·' ambitious Bhutanese hydro:-electric projection the _·Chukha river and. 

j:>urden-~-:~ C_ement' ·,_Plan. Bhutan, on its ·part has always acknowledged and 
. - . . . -. . . 

' . . ' . 

' tfiscr~·rt(f·-'!ii_?lint~rry :and develop cordial relations with India. There exists good · · 

ii\eighbbi.Jrliness<b~tween · India and Bhut~n. as king Wangchuk has on many 

occasiOn; ol;>ser:Ved that "India is not .only oJr close neighbour ·but our genuine 
,-:·;· .. :.·.: :j_.--.--:_ ' ·,- ~: .. -, :. .·· ., : ' ~ '; ~ 
friend/'"lndia isdully aware of the need to maintain · and further strengthen . . . . . ~ . . . . - ' . -

f;i~rid~hip ·and. cooperation with Bh\.Jtan. However, things should not be taken for 

.,gf~hted.::'S,b·.~a~:·Bhutan has followed a closer relationship wit~. India because it 

~ctotd~ \Nith' the :~~curity. and national interest of' both the cou'ntries. This ·close 

r~l~tiqi{m,li$t'~'~giveri:mor~;'substance and stren,gth on a reciprocal basis, through. 

co,niinued cbnta(;ts, meetings and consultations at highest levels. India should 
. - . ' . ' 

· pr~v~~t' Bnutati" from· ·s-uccumbing to Chinese pressures and for this, it should 
. . . . . . . 

,htofe:;-r;eadily c'Ome forw·ard to accommodate the needs and aspirations of Bhutan. 
-.. -~-

The:·'past< history cif .cooperation must be used as a basis for. strengthening the 
- . ' ·; 

.relciitionship'in 'the··tiniesto come. T.N.Kaul, in his book Diplomacy in Peace and 

\jia:r; has ·bealltifuny· analysed the lndo-B~utan relations within the b_order context 

~i:':inarcfs: p.6Hty.' tow"ar:ds-:its small neighbours. He writes , "We should av~id the 

mi~take~~ a~- w~.?made in Nepal and not take ,smaller countries for granted or act as 

~h~if .. big···b.rdth~·~\They :are sensitive, eve6 touchy, on small things, proud and 
• '< - ~ ••• 

.. , .. '.·· 

' 
' ' 
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'. .:·· 

e'asiJy::h'urtT:wt3;'1Tlu~ii:;r.e.~pect their sensibilities, honour their national aspirations 

~rid'!Wio;their:·:~rust:~md'co~fidence: They are subject to many. rules and pressures, 

~fr~s:~¢$; an'l;l:,sttc~iri~:Li_[lternally and can't_ bear these_ alone without understanding 

~~·a,::·r~;~c(of:~ J;ien-dl~ neighb~ur like India.'' .It is ·a matter of satisfaction that 

rel~_~ip~~s;p~twee.n,!n~ja; and Bhutan are friendly and are devrloping along the right · 

· lip~-~~~~TI:1eY.~-co:qicr become a model relations between a big country and a small. · 

. lJ\!ei:'sh?ul,?~_:_rt,a~~.effo~s~.'-hdhestl{and sincerely, towards this end .... "Bhutan has 

doniie~·b_f.~g~ and: We can .qepend on .the new king and his people to reciprocate our 

~~()rl'~::i.kf~~her ~tre.ngthening friend!~ relations."87 · . 

~~~N)~?P~ .. UJrL :: l:~,~ .. > . -··-~~ ~. . . 
_.:;:.';:~"S:~~,yt,..:~hu1an,. another Himalayan kingdom like_ Nepal, ___ ~with asymmetrical ties 

\Y!~~;T~~ia.:.-'~:h:~tir)g; Q_<:Jck to the late ·Parties, also went through a similar process of 
' ...... ' . . . ' ' 

striving. for great~r autonomy Trading carefully, perhaps more carefully than Nepal. 

S,he>.fir:st.~qok.~~-:, number of steps to ease her way out of India's shadow, and to 

activat~·'<t;e·r: presence· ~nd ·participation in international· politics. Bhutan, for · 

~~~m.GI~-/:~~pl~~~d. Hiridi:, ln,dia's mai-n language, with English as her language of 

· edub~tio:~.'al~i~-i~~ed'ttie ·number of expatriate Indians working in 'the civil service 

· ~-~d:M~de.ltditticult f~rlhdl~~s to obtain entry permits e'asily. At the same time, she 
•. ·: r···:: •. '' ',:; ,. -:' , ... .; ' . '~;. : 1 . . . 

adi\(~t~d· 'Her ·.dipiomacy to seek other trade partners, and _other aid donors, 
' ....... ;_•: •• > ':-_,.: : ' 

wi<;lened. he.r' ri'etwork of diplomatic relations, and . sought a role for herself in 
: . ' . . ' ··~- ·- ' ... . ' 

l~ie~r~a-ti~n~l organii:ations."To bypass l~dia in her international communication 

;:jj~k~~': ~he. ~ought· ·Japanese assistance to build a satellite earth ·station. 88 

)·;:\Lt;·;_~:; ·.--... : :·J :' ,.:- .' ··:: . ··'.: ... ,.. . 

•. ~--.~~~.Jn diplom~tic terms,. and quite apart·from considerations of vital strategy, India 
.··.· '•····· .··, ' . 

. ~r.e.~ts\:ahutan, .and the .other ' Himalayan kingdoms as a regional Unit within the 
,.:-, ',; '-' • • ' •·' ' I 

,ln~;tif;ln;.:defence . .- pe.rimeter... India-Bhutan. relations traditionally emphasize the 

.st~~D~!~e.nipg · .• ~f. pe_ace· and· security through frequent consultations and 

: c()op.erc~tiye action:., ... _ 

:·A m~jor difficulty in Bhutan~lndia relationships is the extreme dependence of 

tl;ie_Hjrnc:llayan .kingdom: .upon India for its economic development' and prosperity. It 

}s·,essehtially-~·,tel~tiohship between a small and entirely undeveloped country and 
~ .. ' . '·. 

a' -~PcittfY'i;deveiO'ped, !<:mie 'nation itself in need of massive economic aid. What ' 

·~b_~t~~; ·n~eds-:i~-a igreat :ca-pital 'irivestme'nt to improve communication~, set up 

~a~fip~ltural production .:and develop its natural resources. _ 

\ I 
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':-;., lr\hi~ talks W;ith.lndian ,officials in Febryary, 1961 , the Bhutanese mah~raja 
made _it clear that· Bhutan will have no .direct dealings with China, despite 

------ -Peking's refusal to acc~pt India's privileges in Bhutan's foreign relations. 89 During 

19~1-1962 India- to~k _several effective measures to ~trengthen Bhutan's defense 

i~ mptters relati~g' to. Chiria's· threat 1and the border dispute.- A high level meeting 

hel_~ in_ February, 1961, presided over by Prime Minister Nehru and attended by the 

maharaja of. Bhutan and India's defense minister and service chiefs, chalked out a 
,';_ •.· ·. : ·. . : . 

new programme for the discharge of India's responsibility for the defense of 
. ' ··· ... • .. 

Bhuta11. ·The: strength of. the Indian defense forces stationed to answer rapidly a 
... ···:·:. . ' 

call· from Bhutan has been substantially increased. An intensive study of the 
.. : ~· .'. ~. . . 

facilities for Indian Air Force operations over Bhutan is being made. 
'I' ".': 'o• • 

.. Tre maharaja of Bhutan has agreed with lndi~ that in the present situation, 

whi:m Bhutan's major problems are its dispute with China and the need for rapid 

CO[Tlf!!Unications development, it was not propitious to think of links with 

. int~f-~_ati()n9l,<;>r,gf:!!)izations or western countries. Despite this agreement, Bhutan 

became a full participant in the Colombo Plan with Indian sponsorship. 
• 

0 
l 

0
" • I • .. ·~ 

:: :_ :. Shut9n, .. like- India, ·emphasizes peace and disarmament but the two 

countries do not agree on the nuclear issues. While Bhutan signed nuclear non

proliferation treaty in 1985, India is not prepared to sign it since it considers the 

treaty · discriminatory. Besides, Thimphu has also developed divergence on the 

proposal to_ make the South Asian region a nuclear free zone. India has been 

opposed to the idea of nuclear free s\zones in selected areas of the world and to 

the ;legitimization of the possession of nuclear weapons by a few powers. Till 
I 

recently Bhutan ·had been willing in the UN General Assembly against the 

Pakis!an - sponsored resolution calling for the establishment of a nuclear 

weapon free zone in South Asia. At the last ses~ion of the UN General Assembly, 

Bhutan . supported the resolution sponsored by . Pakistan and several other 

countries; Pakistan Mas been making this proposal since 197 4. India is opposed to 

the::·proposal on the ground that nuclear war would not remain confined to a 

particular zone but would. engulf the whole world. 

Bhutan and India also differ on the issue of mobil!zing external assistance to 

. SAA~C. Thimphu . seeks to expand economic cooperation within the framework of 

:· ... ·:':·' 
. ·': 
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.SAARC :even 'with; the' help':of ~xternal assistance·. At the SAARC ministerial 

. · riieetin·g~:at Katt\rfla.nd~. o~ ~1 October,' 1987, Bhutan's foreign minister, Tyonpo 
----.:... __ :~;:1·! .. ~:: --.->··:~ ; __ : -~ ·:: -· _·:. ·. ·:.. .. . . ..,. . 

[)awaTsering;::said that tapping of external aid from appropriate source would not 

n~~;~t~{th~ ~ff~rt~· fo.r -~ollec~ive self-rel.iance. . . 
' . . .. · ,: 

'·;':'::W_hile.Bhi1tan ·and Bangladesh underlined the need for external·assistance, ~ 

~-~di~-~~~~~~ed-~he:virtue'of:self'reliance in' the regional context. ~he latter made it 

·. c{~~~ thaf~~'c~ ext~rnal ~id ~~s ~ccept~d by SAARC, it would be difficult to keep it 

. f~~:irp :th~-~a~gers.of neo~cold~ialism and external pressures.90 Bhutan's- stance on 

~~~lear· is~ues and· external· assistance may have been influenced by its genuine 

· ~fe~i:re ·fbr ·p~ace. ~~d d~velopment. Bt the small states of the . South Asian region 

a~~: ~t;wayed · bii:other co~siderations .. Some scholars hold that .·"because of the 

prepondencE!. ofln(jia in the area.~ a dichotomy exists between _India on the ,one 

h-~~-CI;~ and·_';·it~ respective n~ighbours on the other. 91 Nevertheless there is 'no 
I'.· • •. '.••'"' ,_- .· '• • 

evipence that the disparity between India and its neighbours has in any way 
~ ;-' - ·,· -· ,. ' , I ' 

~n~ble.dthe)ormiUo i_m.pose its own preferences or policies upori the latter. 
:.. . ;.· ·' ; -: ·;.': ;.·, ••• _r. <~'·:. :· -

, .. ·.~:·:·As· a matter of .,fact, ·the regional cooperation in South Asia will amount' to 
.. ',';-' . . . ' . 

cooperati,on bf aJLo~her South Asian States with India, but the small states of South 
' ,.. _, . . .. ' ~ : . . . , 

Asl,a h~v~. ·embi~al~_nt attitudes towards cooperation with India . 

. ,. __ ;. ~B.i:Jt· the , political sceheri of Bhutan is somewhat different from other South 
.. . . . . 

Asian:: States. ·Unlike ·Pakistan, Bangladesh~ Nepal and Srilan~a. Bhutan is not 
' . -

faced with·any political trouble_~ Underthe present stage of political development of 

, the;·kingdom there are no political factions that thrive on anti Indian planks nor are 
•. ' , • • . ~ I 

po)iti!:~al, dissidents Who look to the Indian support that is why Bhutan's relations 

with India. are characterized not by .. fear or apprehensions but by mutual trust and 

the·:·spirit of mutual cooperation. Hence, Thimphu seeks to strengthen not only 

SAARC but also desires to expand its cooperation with India. For instance, with 

·.lnai~n :, assistance , it h. as been aQle to reduce its trade deficit with India by 

· de~elopin·g:hydroelectric projects ahd cement industries with Indian assistance and 

~xp.qrting· sL!rplu~:~:;ement and electricity to India. However, Bhutan like other small 

:states ofSouth Asia, is concerned aboutits identity and security. It is not inclined to 

culiivat13_ pQiitical links with extra regional powers as some South Asian States 

h'~ve;,soughf fo ·strengthen ·their ~ecurity by forging relationship with extra regional 
. ~.:.->~<~-:·_.':·~ ·--~~. ·.- .. -... · 

'' ' .... ~· . 

,·:. 
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~9W-~"f:~;;~~pe9t~.t1Y,;tne ~Q~·:and China. This ryas creat~d a politics ~trategic ·divide. 

____ · · ~ in;*~,-:r~gjq{d_n~t,n~r1Pers ·a·nd progress of SAARC,· in fact, extra , regional powers 
. ..... . .___ '.~... -~ -· -. .. -"' ' ' . ,,. . 

· ha.VE{~oughtto: promote: their own inter~sts in the region." The South Asian States 

~an:of:~oriP~~·~t;~ngthen their security as well as ensure the success of SAARC by 

r~~b-~i~~'tb:~e-gional:~pbroach to 'th~ p~oblems of. identify and security. . 
·i/~:·~~:·.:)f,-:~!_.._-~y·:-..... :~: '<<··.··:·;;; :·· 1 • • 

. ·. './::1: :!n~1c.?ntlu~!on.·jt rna·y_,Q~:·~a.i~. _tra~ Bhutan has not' so far posed any serious 

. Ct:.ia,lle,nge,to,ln(jjal"!fOreigQ policy and strategic planning, nor has it put forward an 

~~ro~.~t-. :d~mand t_6rJh~ re~i~ion of the 1949 treaty but the relations between the 
i·.":l·-...... _.: _-_·-·-~ ---~-;-- ·{'· :_.:.·· ·--~ ~. . . · _ 

_ ~g;,~p.-~ntrie_s-)c~r:t bef t~~en for granted. for too long. At the least, India must 

r~q'd~siqer:' .• it,s · premis.~: ttiat Bhutan should necessarily hold identical vi~ws on 

'iiitefn~tjc~l :,a~d regional affairs. We have seen already that regarding Afghanistan 

~hd;. K~mpl!chea- Bhutan has held views different from those of India. There are 
' ~ ~ . I 

new· ihdications:·that'>everi on South Asian regional affairs Bhutan's position on 
. _.., .. _ ~-:.,.~-. :··~·:.:~·!>:- ..... : ~---~ . . . 
certain" vital is-sues is 'riot identical with that of India. On the quE~.stion of ~uper 

. ~6\Ai~?.irivcilve~erit"'~ in South Asian affairs Bhutan probably continues to respect 
: L ·~: ·•: ,:. • ,"": -. . . : : ' -·:; '.:,, t ;~, ;: ,. ·, ; \ '~ , .. ·: , , - • 

· lndiaif'sensitivities.92 but-"·:· 6n the crucial· question: of declaring the region as a 
· ... u:~.:J:,·:~:::· ::·:-::··: .··_· ~-. •::,;. .. -~>·, : , . :·· _ .. _.. . - - . . . 
nu¢1e·arfre~ zone its position tends to oppose that of India andsupport Pakistan's . 
. ::::t:.:>-~:~.t:!.-_.-, _,._.·. ·.· ....... •' . ' 

: :~:;.,:::~!n~.~pparent: support of Pakistani Prime Minister M.K.Junejo's efforts at the 

· th,i:r.cl: SAARG Summit in Kathmandu ip November 1987 to strive for "regional. non

·preliferation"-:~:whi.ch-,he. saw as ~'inherently achievable, King Jigme · Singye 

V\f~I1Q~hJ.Jk··.~Xpr,essed":.:serious~ concern. at the prospect of nuclear weapons 

~~vel,op_nient ip_ SouthAsi~(-and said that ... we can hardly call upon the· major 
._ .. -,-- . ' . . 

pow~rs to · curtail their: nuclear weapons programmes if we ourselves are not 

prep~recft~ ;prevent;· its development in our own region. SAARC can provide a 

.fb:~Uni~o·ca~duCt ~meaningful dialogue among our countries on this vital issue. 93 In 
~. , .• !:- ...... ·" ::: •• ~. ; . ' . . . 

. :contrast,·· India's ·stand is global non-pr-oliferation in which there is no scope for 
.-. 

~ariy' reg.ional arrangement. 

· '·;: <-:The holding .of:.SAARC meeting in. Thimpu as. wei'l as -the Tamil Sri La.nkan 
····' .• '' .. ~ -· . _.. . . . ·. -- . . ' - . 

· )aiks_~iJ;~i.r:npu,;, t)as· infused a·new confidence in Bhutan as a country with respect, · · 

-.P.t~stig~: :~:nd·';QI~,dn intern..ational relations. Bhutan fully realizes .and appreciates· 

, l~di~;~ ~ffe.rts:'in •set~ri~g ... h,~r national inte.rests without in any way affecting the 
.·· .. ,.• .. ·- ' . . . ' 

. ,pr~·stig~ f!nd .. s~atl,t~· o·f.Bhutan in international relations. Rajiv Gandhi's initiation to 
._.·,., ·:; .... ,' ,. . ... -.· . . 

.--•. :=;~:::i;:.:<~::.~ ;:).~ :-·, 
. :;_ .. _;:F/::;~--~~~~:. __ j!.:::.:"'-· . .-. 
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. encourage ;ana:. ~d.9,v.elop., .more nature' and deep friendship and cooperation with 

._ lndi~'~ . ..rJeigh,bo.~r(. ~~-s · gi~en f1,1r:ther strength to the cause of lndo-Bhutanese · -..__._ .. :......... .:•·, .. : ~ .... · ... ' .. • ' . . . . .. 

. hiQhlyJri_~n_dly .. :·~nd.~.~()operative relations Bhutan also fully realizes the fact that 
. '. } '1.'., . ; ~-- . • ' .••• : . . . . .. . . . . • 

b~~~H§:~· of,JheJppqg~aphy and geo-politics of the area the security and progress 
·;'· .. ·. .. . .. ' . ' 

. otthe~kiJ1gdorn·stands-related to'the concept of special relations with India. Bilateral 

. frienqly:: cqoperatiori ·as· members. of the SAARC has been developing i_n a very· 

~~t.i~fa¢~~ry and· healthy m'anner; 94 

.: ~ ~: : : ; _; ~-; ': ·-~- . '", ·, _.: '• 

·,'. . 
.. . -,_{ -~·. ': \ .. 

lri.dia:· . .i,Malciives Relations 
. i 

.· : •· Ma)div~s is the smallest nation of the Sooth Asian Region but it gains 

·i~~~rtan·ce for :i~s ~trategic and geopolitical situation in the Indian ocean .. It is a 

. ~rb'&~ 'bf 1; t9o 6~ral.lslands which extend in the sea from gPs; .North latitude· to "' 
...... ; J ;· :- i. : ; . ~ -~ ( . ' . .. . ; ' ' ,. . ~ . 

. . 
042' South latitude ahd· from 72°33' to. 73°44' East longitude. Like Chagos and 

. ·, .. ~ .... . '•. . ... _ 

Lakshadweep, Maldives also. has its base on the mountains underneath· the sea, 

6~0ered.:~it~.: r~sts .. ~~ilt by the coral· p~lyps. . 

''~ ... ;.At.oneJi,m~. inJhe. history, the island nation was colonized by, the Portuguese ,._,.. . . 

and then by the .. :~ritish. The country became 'an independent sovereign nation in 

. the year>1965· as ·a ;result of the process of decolonization . 
. , . 

... _·:· :i•b~~ of the peculiar features· of the maldivian society, which is not to be s~en 
any ofthek.:south ·Asian· countries, Is that it has only one caste and one religion 

s'u:nny:iMuslims,·:Even Pakist~n, which got separa~ed on the basis of religion can 

hatcuy·.~o~st ofl;leipg purely a Musfim society the way Maldives can. There are 

in~tai::tCe~. in. the; f,listory of Maldivian society_ and culture wherein it is evident that 

'the'islandalsoNad Buddhism that was repl~ced.by Islam when Yusuf Shamsuddin ".. . ' .. . . ~ . . . ' 

. came ... from :Persia as· an apostle of Islam .. Unlike other SAARC countries,s the . . . 

Mal~ives .inC1Y ~ot face any, ethnic problem. But there ~an· scarcely be any doubt 

about the: fact that.the smallness or' the country. po~es too many problems. Other 

factors accoUnting for its ·slow r~te of ·development are scanty resourcfes and 

absent({ 6fiJo~af· expertise , in almost every field. Foe very technical advice, the 

· hation:·depend~:, on for:eigrl' help. Tjhis apprt, even for its security, the nation 
·. . - -

dep~Hds· on:·foreign 'military assistance. The country ,totally depends .on foreign 
,:, ·, • : •. .": ';- ·: '·: : • . . " '-' >' I.. ; ~ I . , ' 

' . ·~ . ' .. ' . ' 
<._,.I .· ........ ' • :~! ".;·:·:. 
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capital;~ :.technoiogy . ah,c;f'. management' expertise for its social and economic 
• - ·,,·.· ,c •• - ' \ 

. ''---.....__! 
~~~~~ipprTi~nt;: Thj~ .. siliall·natlon has to depend· on foreign borrowings even to meet 

, it.{CI~·~~s~!c:~r~.C!~if.~.m,~r;it_s~--9.~.;, · 

?<::tFrdm theFexamination of the above facts it emerges that smallness of the 

CQJli',ltr}i gives ;rise..:to;sever~l internal as weB external proble.ms. But Artuc ·of being 

sM~II ih:slzEf ·th·e ·isJano nation is very prove to coups .. Within ten·year:s the country 

witl1es,sed:cJo.u~·ir:npoi:t.ant political unheavals which were absent till such time it 
, • ' , ' •: I ' • '• . · <> ' , ~ ' l • ·:·· ' . ' ', • • • ' "' • 1 

wa.s.:. ~:bBriti~h-j~rote9to, rate,· l,rq~pite of the fact that the British vacated the land 
-'-r;:r·-:-:.'-~ , .. " ~---: . \ .- -·~--- .... --~ -· .. ~ , ...... ·· .. : .-·.. . . ... : 

~~,~Y';R:<l~t,in~¢,c;l::·t,p~ir:t9Pmo!9 in the Gan island using it as t~eir naval base. The 

Gan island. ~ttracts so many countries of the world because each one of them is 
' . '~ " ' - . ' - . 

i~~~r~~t~dJn having: jt.foC their military base in the Indian ocean. Another cause . 

. ~(G.~,rj tsl~ncfs i~pbrtC1nce is that it is the nearest to Diego Garcia' where the us 
. -.·. . . . ' 

Cehtrat..:C9r:nm~nd,base is situated. In this competition of power riyalry it is very 
.-.' ·. "' .. ··. . -

difficLiiFat times for small nations to dony the additional incentives offered by 
? ·• ~.- • : ,. - •. , ~1. ·7 • 

powerfui':nationrAt'tlmes, it gives rise to internal fragmentation in the soCiety and 

te; · ~ritk~- ~6~i~~~·fab~l~: i~ threatened. As a result , ·the nation gets divided into two 
_ .. ,.,;:. ,tf~~ . .,_ ::." · .. :.t ... ' .. - ,l·-. :·f:. . ; . 

. rival f~ction.s~-ln'stability thus created in the polity invites political intrigues leading 
.-~.i~.-,•:~ .. -: ... ~. --~~·-<:·:-.:!\'~~-: ... ·. ·.. . . ' . ~ 

-to ~coups -aided ·ani:h:ibetted-9y interested fo(eign powers. Maldives is no exception 

.to' .if.\The cot.:mtcy faced November 1988coups because ·of this· reason. It is very 
... ··-··· ·-. . . ' 

.cie~_ri, ~y>the develOpment .. of events that lrat:J, Libiya and Soviet Union gave 
- . 

attr~cti_v~. incentives to Maldives just to have their base on Gan island. 
-· ',. ' . ·.::-·~-- --~ -.-· -~. - . "·. -

,Under -~uqh ,pressing conditions it becomes imperative for a small nation to 

~ligoicwith, '~ more .. powerful: country- or .international forums for' its security' and 
". 'i' . :·· . ..._ ' ~ _, .. ' . 

·. SAARC.:·came;:,_j~i~:- h~11dY :for Maldives_: But joining SAARC- th~ member country 

neither--_loses>its .. sovereignty nor suffers from _the complex of be-ing small and 

weak.: There is-no. difference in the status between India, the biggest country of the 
- i,_'~ I' ; ,!:: '- ' , ' ,,· • • \ ,·' ' ,' -I • ' 

regipn-,_,and ,the .most powerful of the SAARC members and the Maldives, the 

. smallest and-the-~eakest. 

· ·._>··-::TI}e -subordinate status fall the South Asian countries in the international · 

. ecqnom.ic'sysfem:·should.·be viewed as the backdrop .fortheformation of SAARC. 

· All,:the:m.ernber\~()0ntries have similar problems having similar p~litical and social 

·b~c~g;oLind.:_sAiRC'•presl:Jpposes unilpteral modes. Of adion based on .collective 
. . . ' . - 1; ~ - . • . . . . ', ) :: •. ,. . -. . • . - ' . ' 

.::::: 
. ' . . 
''\''· 
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··.,. 
I, ~ .' •• • ~ ·,,• $,.. . • 

·.' ,_ 10~ 
. -~:' ·., .... :·~; . - •·_:'' 

$_~(reli~nc~:an,Jb8gs_Uts .member countries. It als~ emphasizes the, s.ignificanc~ of 

·11~gb~iatipl)s ~nd; bargaining amongst its members. The idea of regional 

c9oper;atto.n. al}lqngst the. countries of South Asia is· not altogether a novel one in 

19~-::':t:~~~se.Jr~Ltt-J~::>e :coun~ries already. have _an experi~nce of some sort of 
• . • · I. ,• l . • 

. p.211~~~9~~ti.~~· ;jn,.~he·. forums like_ ESCAP, NAM and c-ommonwealth.· It was, 

hpw_evl3r, JeiUhat smallest countries 'at the region with a view to facilitate socio-
.; .• r: ~· ~-· ' •... , . ' . , . .,_ .• . ! , •· ... ·'. . . . •. .. ·< ·• . . ' - • 

~:cpr;lC?!DiC,dev~lopment should be encouraged and helped to come together in 
"i - . 

spm.~:JO.rm. of.;tegi.onal. cooperation, Which would also help them in safeguarding 

th~Jr; nationa!Jnd,ependence and bilateral integrity against countervailing pressure 
. ' 

of-~trong.neighbour:s:. 
- . :. : . . ·. '.! 1 <~ . , : ~ .. _:~.' ,, •.· r ., ; ;,.. , 

,, .. \,·:r.Jhe·. ide~:_ of; SMRC was not solid immediately in the ·beginning. Most 

imp()r:tant,:qountrie~-.like lndi~. Pakistan and even Sri Lanka took quite sometime to 
. . . . . .· ;. -

reaUyithink over this arrangement of regional cooperation. In fact, Sri Lanka ·joined .·' ....... :· ·. . \ . . 

iLY!3r.y.l_ate 0!11Y/!Ivhen it was convinced that it would not be granted membership of 
•. , .. • , . • . . r 

A.SEAN .. 7""Jhe important international forum of South East Asian countries. But 

once $~i lanka.joined SAARC, it did not fancy it just as an inte!lectual exercise or 

merely as-a. means of. harmonizing an assessment of regulations but as a treaty 
• .,. ··-· 1 • 

constructive element-in the development process. SMRC emphasized the trust 

,~mongst.-'its ~.member· countries. To be a.;,memb.er of ·SAARC is a decision 

c;~qsc;iously taken -by_· its members without any ideological bias. Regarding 

SAA.R,G; .. Maldives. believed. that sinc€1 economy of any country was paramountly 

int.er~~pendent. , bence ·without· a well-knit network of cooperation among te 

11eig!lp()lJrS,· p~ac¢ .and development could not be achieved. Hence goodwill and 

·tru.st are ~upposed t~ be the .hallmarks for such kind of cooperation. 
' .. . ·) . . . ' 

,_;Although • ''there· is no dearts of bilateral problems among the SAARC 

member C9Untries, SUCh issues are prevented from undermining the cherished goal 

'ot-•regional cooperation. In the first few ye~rs ·of its. inception, SMRC was 

thre~ten~d bi the deteriorating · Indo-Sri Lanka ·relations, then by lndo-Pak . 

re!atiof1s,.!)y Indo-Nepal relations arid also Chakma refugees of Bangladesh; but it 

· yv_a~ owing to the genuine pplitical will that SMRC could survive through these 

turmoil.s .. These ·bilateral problems were, to some extent, solved by mediation of 

the ·third SAARC fe·llo~ member country and provided no Scope for any external 
'··'. ..... ... ,. . . - . 

•:: 
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forceJor its role in the region. SAARC was not to be lnirdemed with bilateral 

concerns,. other:wise it would have created statement in the process of regional 

co_op_erati0ri. The SAARC charter states : "Regional cooperation cannot be 

·reconcile~ with . agro~schence in or encouragement to acts directed against the 

sovereignty, unity and integrity of neighbours. 

- ·.· ,.J:"he idea of SAARC was not solid immediately in the beginning.· Most 

important, coun,tries like India, Pakistan and even Sri Lanka took quite sometime to 

really.think over this-. arrangement of regional cooperation. In fact, Sri Lanka joined 

it. ve!)i·late only when it was convinced that it would not be granted membership of 

ASE}\R-'the im'por:tant international form of South-East Asian countries. But once 

Sri .Lanka joined SAARC, it. did not fancy it just as an intellectual exercise or merely 

asca means of harmonizing an assertment of regulations but as a truly constructive 

element in .the, development process. SAARC emphasized the trust amongst its 

m~!Tlber countries. To be a member of SAARC is a decision consciously taken by 

its members without any ideological bias. Regarding SAARC, Maldives believed 

tnat since economy _of any country was paramountly interdependent hence without 

. a· ,well-knit network of cooperation among the neighbours, pe·ace and development 

could' not be achieved. Hence good will and trust are supposed to be the 

hallmarks for such kind of cooperation . 

. . . J\Ithough there is no dearths of bilateral problems, among the SMRC 

me!ll~er countries, such issues are prevented from undermining the cherished goal 

of regional cooperation. In the first few years of its incooperation . SAARC was 

·threatened by the deteriorating Indo-Sri Lanka relations, then by lndo-Pak relations, 

by Indo-Nepal· relations and also Chakma refugees of Bangladesh, but it was 

owirig to the genuine political will that SAARC could survive through these 

turmoils. These bilateral problems were,· to some extent, solved by mediation of 

thEfthird· SAARC fellow member· country and provided no scope for any external 

force ·for its· role in the region. SAARC was not to be burdened with bilateral 

concerns, otherwise it would have. created statement in the process of regional 

cooperation. The SAARC charter states : "Regional- cooperation cannot be 

reconcile with . agniscence in or encouragement to acts directed against the 

sovereignty, unity and integrity of neighbours." 
' . :;. ' 

·· .. '...: ·.. ,. 

·,.\ 
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.. _- . -.At· the Foreign . Minis~er's meet at New Delhi, Pakistan had almost tried to 
,· '••,· . . . . . 

am~?nd.the·.charter by joining Sri Lanka for raising bilateral issues at the SAARC 

m~etiogs,. What Maldives thought about was that expansion of SAARC activities 

sholjld be based on the principle of equitable benefits, given the various economic 

and other capacities that existed within te region. The Foreign Minister of Maldives 

expressed the views of his government in Kathmandu, that the SAARC members 

- should develop a common strategy to deal with the "arrogance of protectionism" 

and_ foreJg~ debts. 

•, : _The President _of Maldives, Abdul Gayam, paid glowing tributes to the lndo

S.ri ~anka accord and the wisdom of Jayawardene and Rajiv Gandhi for arriving at 

a very difficult solution to a four-year old ethnic problem. Referring to the 

economic problem. he said that the global economic situation was more than . . 

discouraging, leaving the . developing countries in a deep debt. Speaking on the 

· 'SAARC~2000 regional Plan" the- Maldivian Foreign Secretary, Ibrahim Hussain 

Zaki,- said that for preventing and eliminating terroriam in the region cooperation 

·amongst the fellow members is very essential and the "scoorge of terroriam has 

assumed· new and alarming proportions." It was agreed that 325,000 Maldivian 

Rufiyas will be contributed towards establishing regional institutions for SAARC 

activities. 96 

': .·. 
Once common factor amongst all the South Asian countries is that they all 

suffer frcim a fear of threat from India. But the fact remains that the security of all its 

neigjbours is on India's interest and is vital to its own security and stability . The 

smaller SAARC nation suffer from this threat perception for which there is no 

validity. In case of sending IPKF to Sri Lanka it was in the interest of Indian 

external security and also internal peace and stability. When on 3 November 1988, 

India sent military help to Maldives into combat the coup, it was again in the 

SAARC spirit and also to establish peace in the region. No threat was involved in 

either of th_ese cases to these small fellow SAARC members. 

-But Indian_ help _to Maldives was in true SAARC spirit and real test for 

cooperation and understanding. 
' ~ _:;,. . 

r••'-'•,t: 
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As. h_as. been discussed earlier, the small size of any country is one of the 

__ factors· to get aligned with a mono powerful nation or organization even for its 
--.. . .__ , .. ' " ~· . . . - -. 

· ·in,ter~alstabi!ity and security. Maldives had to face opposition from Within its own 

peopl~ who, it' is said were conserved after President Gayaom's first election to the 

Presidency.' SMRC membership proved very beneficial and also a boom in 

comb~ting the coup. India's action in maintaining the sovereignty and integrity 

against an eXternal threat was appreCiated by all the SMRC countries. 97 

Maldives is indebted to India for its successful effort to foil a coup attempt in 

Nover:ribe( . 1988 ... 'Although India's neighbours normally avoid any public 

commitment to the Indian security system, their own security policies are based 

on the. as~umption of an Indian guarantee against extra-regional aggression. 98 The 

majorexception to the, Indian security system is, of course, Pakistan. -

· Sepaking ·at Maldives Mrs. Gandhi observed : "We in India do not believe in 

big and small. We accept the· sovereignty of independent nations, and if we want 

·to strengthen ourselves, it is not to make our power felt, but merely to enable us to 

stand on our own feet and to look after our own people."99 Likewise, Vajpayee 

once told Pakistan's Agha Shahi that "While India happens to be a big country, it's 

a approach, is not of a big brother."100 

:, .. In other words, India's policy towards the neighbours has been based upon 

friendliness, equality, !"eciprocity and mutuality to the extent that is possible in the 

relations between the states so very different in geopolitical and capabilities for 
• I 

me: 1ot . 

'. \ '•· - . .. . . 
As India withdraw its forces from Male (1990) after the Gayoom regimes had 

been saved from external intervention. 

· ·In such of those cases, India demonstrated its policy interest in a fair, friendly 

and durable territorial settlement with its neighbours, against any suspicious of 

Indian· desire for acquisition or dismemberment of the territories of its neighbours. 
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:·India P;ikistan. ·Relations 

-·----.. From the above analysis it became clear in South Asia, India's 

relations With its smaller neighbours are developing satisfactorily. 
'!,·: ',' ·•... ' 

.. Consequently to the restoration of democracy in Nepal, Indo-Nepal relations 

hay~, undergone .a most welcome transformation. India's relations with Bhutan and 

Maldiv~.s have always .. been models. of friendship and cooperation. Lately, even Sri 

Lanka has begun to show unwanted solicitude for Indian concerns and interests . 

Relations~with.Bangladesh to will improve as democracies riots in that country 

deep~n. Pakistan has failed to convert the SMRC process into a going-up against 
' 

India exercise~ 

-It is axiomatic that India-Pakistan relations will have to reorient to the 

changing reality. Te old . paradigms that governed their bilateral contacts will have 

to be dismantled and a stable working relationship forged, if they are to prevent their 

isolation from the rest of the world community. For India's foreign policy objectives, 

although Pakistan and sub-continental affairs will continue to remain top priority 

items, it will have to be part of its global efforts to. increase inter dependency in 

matters of trade, economics, technology and ecology. India simply can't get bagged 

down in confrontationist struggles in the region because notions of national 

sovereignty , · economic exclusively, practicles of destablisation, incitement to 

terrorism; denial of human rights and repression of democracy have become 

outdated and irrelevant. In a word that increasingly becomes more interdependent 

the dangers and consequences of lagging behind the pack . far outweigh the 

advantages· of continuing to practice inter-state relations based on outmoded 

institutions and beliefs. 

In a fast integrating world as economics, trade and technology rapidly replace 

military strength as the currency of international power, Indian foreign policy has to 

take these new "essential" into account Whilest looking for peace in the sub

continent. 

New beginnings in India Pakistan relations will have to be made if the two 

countries are to take advantage of the unique global situation in which peace and 

development have a chance of surviving. India's Pakistan policy will have to be 
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predict~~ :upo_n two sets of initiatives - there would have to be a unilateral 

componemt and there would have to be a set of bilateral initiatives that offer 
--... 

Islamabad more than what it can refuse . .. . ··.- ·. ; .. •'' . .,; ... , ... ' . 

· · · The post-partition scenerio and consequent suspicious need to be eradicated. 

With:determination, ·hope and optimism the democratic government of India and 

Pakistan have to resume bilateral dialoque to diffuse the tension. 

'As democratic and secular country, India is committed to non-alignment and 

peaceful coexistence. Through bilateral approach India has succeeded in resolving 

several contentious issues · with her other neighbours. At various regional and 

international for India has justified its position on Kashmir and the Nuclear issue. 

Both India and Pakistan willingly concluded the Simla agreement in 1972 and 

resolved to sort out the Kashmir issue bilaterally. India's attitude towards foreign 

affairs in · the preceding decades shows that it was mainly guided by the 

consideration of bilateral and regional issues which emphasized socio-economic 

development and consolidation of democratic processes. India has pursued a 

consistent policy to keep at bay external powers from the South Asian region. 

Therefore, the democratic Government of India experts similar response from the 

democratic government of Pakistan. It might be recalled that Simla Agreement was 

concluded between the two democratic governments) led by Mrs. Indira Gandhi and 

Z.A.Bhutto) in · 1972. Later on, the two democratic Governments (led by. Rajiv 

Gandhi· and Benajir Bhutto) concluded bilateral agreements not to attack each other 

nuclear installations in 1989. However, at the present moment the democratic 

governments led by Narasimha Rao and Benajir Bhutto are facing problems, 

somewhat hampering bold policy initiatives to resume dialogue. Both the 

governments are faced with dilemma have to adjust domestic priority with foreign 

policy requirements. Perhaps benazir Bhutto's government finds itself hampered in 

taking decisive steps to revamp foreign policy matters. The role of the military 

. establishment in this regard needs corrective , measures. The recent tactical 

exercise and destablishing moves of the apposition leader, Mian Nawaz Sharif , 

are matters that need serious rethinking. In view of her de\omestic compulsions and . 

constraints, Benazir Bhutto has seemed to be exhutted into 'Anti-India Trade.' 
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·TheBenazir government has to do serious rethinking about the activities of 

the· inter·Services Intelligence (lSI) , since the manifest apprehension is that the 

lSI has been interfering in·lnpia's domestic affairs. Since General Zia's regime the 

.lSI has been allegro to be aiding and abetting terrorists in Punjab and Kashmir. This 

is a spre· poi ned and needs . to be looked into with urgency calls for . 
. . 

· · ":' • In spite of repeated moves for externalization of the Kashmir issue , the 

government of Pakistan scored practically little. The world community, including the 

Muslin\. world, by · and large, hold that the Kashmir issue needs to be setttled 

bilaterally within the framework of the Simla Agreement. Pakistan's parity complex is 

another hindering factor in making the bilateral approach successful India's size and 

strategic position in the South Asian region is the main reason for Pakistan's 

apprehensions. The image of the blustering 'big brother' has been an impediment. 

For. better or. worse, such identity has not helped India wither. Conceding that 

succe~sive governments in Pakistan have been working under constraints of one . . . 

kind or the other, India's genuine wish to extend bilaterism need not be suspected . 

.India continues to be optimistic about eventual emergence of bilateral conflict -

resolljtion strategy. It has shown,time and again, its readiness to resolve contentious 

political and strategic issues taking due cognizance of the principle of 'sovereign 

... equality'. It is India's vested interest the democracy prevails and gets sustenance in 

Pakistan. The issues of destablisation, annexation or systemic disruption have no 

place,.on the agenda of lndias national interest. 

:···'The present democratic government of India has optimistically sought to 

pur'suade has neighbour to amicably resolve all outstanding issues across the table. 

Upholding the principles of 'sovereign equality' and 'peaceful existence' India 

believes that resolution :)f other minor issues related with Siachen, Waller Baragge & 

Tulbul navigation project and Sir Cresk, would not pose any serious difficulty. 
I 

It is the joint responsibility. of the two democratic government that they 

seriously. come together and devise mutually acceptable conflict resolution 

formulae and· confidence building techniques, and desist~ from taking recourse to 

populist measures, arousing passions over sensitive issues. It is expected of on 

both sides of the border that they would not indulge in stanging match and would not 

be provoked into crossing the limits of civilized norms of inter-state dealings. 

I. • ' - ~ • - • ' • 
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Restraint on public statements only conform the integrity and identity of self-

governing societies. 

The emerging delegations of the new world order permit to no luxury. of 

rhetoric and populations. The past might have been unworldly of recalling with 

justification. The false barriers and inhibitions ought to go. New vision is the need o{ 
the hour just as new horizon await discerning overtures for peace, goodwill harmony, 

and accommodation on te past of both, India and Pakistan. The governments an~ 
t:~:_ 

the thinking peoples on either side, have no other worthy alternative. 

The Simla Agreement stipulates that all disputes between India and Pakista~ 

shall be settled bilaterally through negotiations, and the use of force in their dealin~ 

shall be avoided. 

It was after the 1971 mildtasy debacle that Pakistan's strategy towards India 

underwent a change. Instead of emphasizing the solution of the Kashmir problem as 

a pre-condition for any normalization of relations, the step qy step improvement of 

their bilateral relations was viewed as conductive to creating a positive environnien.t 

for addressing complex problems like Kashmir. However, Pakistan was still 

reluctant about entering into a formal non-aggression treaty with India. That is why 

the stipulation in the Simla Agreement (1971) that India and Pakistan wO"uld: not us~ 
. ', . \-~:-

force against each other was phrased in a manner that is stopped short at a form'~l 
non-aggression pact. 102 11 

.. 
'/ 

If India's successful military action projected has a new regional power, tti_e 
. ' ' . : \ ' ,ll 

diplomatic aftermath of the bilateral Simla Agreement was equally important. For the 

Indo-Pakistan negotiations that took place in that town were a clear·recognition of 

the new power reality. For example, the bilateral accord that was fixally. concludJd 

clearly stipulated that all the differences betweens the two co~ntries' had tti · b'e 
resolved bilaterally, undoubtedly an implicit recognition by Pakistan that all external 

influences that she had hitherto used to counter India were no longer. per:missible.?:?3 
· 

No other issue has generated so much ill will ·b~tween.lndia ~~d Pakistan.~ 
. . --

the Kashmir dispute. Even the end of the cold war and the conseque-nt changes :'in 
·. ·' I· 

world order have not been able to dampen the issues. The 'Pakistan ·have treated the 

Kashmir dispute as evidence of broken pledges and Indian duplicity.· The lndias :of 

· .. '.<. 

;'~ 

i{;-
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course. consider Kashmir to be an integral part of India and all Pakistani attempts to 

raise the issue of international for . not only invoke strong Indian reactions but are 
-.. . ...__ 

also ·viewed as a, smister Pakistani device to malign India. While India has been 

consistently attempting to busy the issue by adopting the strategy of 'focus 

Shipping'; the Pakistan's never miss on opportunity to highlight the issue at the 

appropriate for a. With the passage of forty three years, the issues has become so 

complicated that neither government can afford not to assert its respective 

interpretations.· 

··::: ·in:the summer of 1993 India and Pakistan initiated bilateral.talks for setting 

te Kashmir dispute. The bilateral talks, first held at the Queens Coronation in June 

~1953, • continued in Karachi and Delhi in July and August. The talks began i!) an 

atmosphere of goodwill but soon these became clouded because of certain 

. negative developments. On August, 9, 1953, Sheikh Abdullah was dismissed and 

detain~d . by the· Government of India on charges of anti-national activities. In 

February 1954. Kashmir's constituent Assembly unanimously ratified the state's 

accession to India. Both these developments made the atmosphere heavy and 

suspicious. Further damage was done to the talks when the Amonical decision to 

provide large quantities of military and the Pakistani decision to join the Western 

military .~lliance were announced in 1959. Despite the efforts made by Pakistani 

Governor, General Gulc:>sm Meeharmand and the decision of India reciprocate the 

_goodwill no progress could be registered toward an agreement over Kashmir. The 

Pakistani. decision to join America! sponsored military alliances was interpreted by 

,India as a device for pressurizing India. Consequently, Indian stand over Kashmir 

. came to be stated as "the inviolability of Kashmir's accession to India." The change 

of Government in Pakistan in 1956 and Prime Minister Choudhri Mohammed Ali's 

decision to resume the struggle at the United Nations obviously with the help of 
( . . 

Pakistan's new allies, an end to the era of bilateral talks. The Indian stand a 

Kashmir now rejected the demand for plebicete on the ground that the Constituent 
. . . ·. 

'Asseinbly of Kashmir already has ratified Kashmir's accession to India and the 

Constitution of Kashmir under Article 111 Stated. The state of J & K is and shall be 

an integral part of the Union of India' This further handed the Pakistani attitude. 

••",·:·:-
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Consequently, India and Pakistan once again became engaged in 
·'' ·: ·. . . 

sharp 

interaction~ over Kashmir in the security Council. --......... -~ :· · ... 

· ,. • The second major issue invoking security concerns is the nuclear factor. 

Although-·there is no real basis for affirming that either Pakistan is close to 

developing and . texting ~. l:l.omb or India is well on its way to nuclear weapons 

a~q!).i~ition many ·high priests of non-proliferation have already convicted both of 

t\1~!]\,fpr. en<;langering the world. Neither government has ever admitted any plans 

t~ .~rea#, on the forbidden path, yet both accuse each other for advancing towards 

. the. _eventualwE;)apons acquisition. 

· ., : . 'The ·third factor directly impeding the deferred lndo-Pak harmony is the 

Occurrence. of periodic domestic upheavals to divert attention from pressing internal 

problems with an external crisis not a very uncommon practice among Third World 

Countries .. Hostile external responses, of course, make it relatively easy to enhance 

cohesion by using emotional and sentimental Targan. However, such tactics make 

the situation extremely critical in those countries which are already beset by complex 

religious, ethnic and political cleavages. Both India and Pakistan are blessed with a 

fair share. of internal problems. Being lacked in a conflictual cobweb, both have 

periodically exploited each other's . internal turmoils and tensions through 

propaganda and other available means. 

·The fourth factor taking a heavy toll of lndo-Pak relations is the presence of 

outside equilisers. · Relatively weaker countries are more prone to seek help from 

outside if the insiders abandon peaceful pursuits and consistently demonstrate the 

arro·gance. of power. Both the Americans and the Soviets were introduced to the 

area by' Pakistari and India, respectively, each- seeking to satisfy its perceived 

security requirements the Pakistan's sense of insecnrity brought the Americans to 

South Asia and quick Indian reaction to this introduced the Soviets to the region. 

Had India accepted . the birth of Pakistan p\gracefully and resolved th~ issues 

emanating·from the ill-planned partition process peacefully, the need for introducing 

outside equalizers would never have arisen. In many way, both India and Pakistan 

have been reacting more to each other rather than initiating innovative processes. 

Both -countries consider the introduction of outsiders as moves to counter the 

perceived threats. China was initially introduced to the region by India but after the 
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Sino-Indian border clash, China began to side with Pakistan. Thus for India, China 

_ became a major external threat to Indian security particularly in view of its quickly 

~ .. __ developed-close ties Pakistan. 104 

Moreover, after independence while India sought to solve its mninority 

problems byestablishi.ng a secular state, Pakistan decided to be an Islamic republic. 
. ., .. . .. ' . ' 

The reports of maltreatment of minority problems by establishing a secular state, 

Pakist~n decided to be an Islamic republic. The reports of maltreatment of minorities 

.·in either side started causing serious strains on bilateral relations of India and 

Pakistan . 

• > The problem of division of assets of India abetween Pakistan and India too 
'.·· 

kept lndo-Pak relations tense and strained during the initial years of their relations. 

· · The division of Punjab into West Punjab into West Punjab, which came to be 

a part of.Pakistan and East Punjab which remained with India brought with it the 

problem of distribution of canal waters. This problem arose out of the unnatural 

partition. Punjab. 

In 1966, both countries signed the Tashkant Declaration and agreed to settle 

all their issues and problems through bilateral negotiations. But this agreement too 

.: failed to secure good neighbourly relations between them. It also kept the Kashmir 

<' issue unresolved. Towards the ending years of the seventh decade India and 

' Pakistan once again tame to develop highly tense and strained relations due to the 
/ 

· emergence of. Bangladesh crisis. In December, 1971, there broke out the third war 

·. between them. But .this time India achieved a decisive victory of Pakistan now 

Bangladesh. India was in a position to capture some vitally important and strategic 

areas of Pakistan. and a large number of Pakistan POW. However, for securing 

normalization in lndo-Pak relations India decided to hold the Simla Summit with 

Pakist~n and to sign the Simla Agreement of 1972. This Agreement constituted a 

bold bilateral attempt to normalize lndo-Pak relations . 

. In the Simla Conference of 1972, Prime Minister Bhutto did raise the 

Kashmir question but purely at the surfacial level. The Simla Agreement included a 

sub-clause of clause IX and it said, "In Jammu and Kashmir, the line of control 

resulting from the cease-fire of December 17, 1971, shall be respected by both 
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side.s. without. prejudice to the recognized position of either side. Neither side shall 

seek to alter in unilaterally, irrespective of mutual differences and legal 

interpretations. Both sides further undertake to refrain from threat or the use of force . :·. .· . . 

in vi~l~tion of this line."105 

:· · · · · P::ikistan in :fact made use of the SAARC forum to launch an anti-India media 

campaign during the Dhaka Summit, rousing the Kashmir issue, defending Pakistani 

nuclear. programme. and depicting India as a "hegemonist" which was taking a 

. un.e9ativ~'! attitude on .SAARC proposals. Given the background of the regional 

summit:and the explicit prohibition of reference to bilateral and continuous issues, 

such~a. media. blitc through distribution of biased literature was hardly in tune with 

the so. called· SMRC spirit which was' said to have pervaded Dhaka during the 

meeting. 

Another instance of the reality's manifestation was the occasion when the 

SAARC countries were to cancel the special stamp, brought out by them to mark the 

summer; The Pakistani stamp showed the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir as a 

separate territory; and Maldives stamp showed Sikkim as a separate entity. India's 

P(ime Minister Rajiv Gandhi' told the Conference Chairman, President Ershad that 

he could not share the same platform where such objectionable stamps were to be 

r~leased. The proposed ceremony was then given us reportedly on the technical 

objection that such cancellation of stamps could be undertaken only on the. territories 

of the· respective countries. While an explanation was forthcoming from Maldives to 

the effec~:that its stamp was based on a map of a UN agency, no such explanation 

ca111 }orth from Pakistan. In te process, Pakistan effectively brought in a bilateral 

cont~ntions •. issue. into the summit through the backdoor. President Zia in his 

in~ugural speech while. calling for agreement at the regional level for confidence

buil<jing, ,called for steps to banish nuclear weapons. This again was an issue on 

which India and Pakistan had divergent views, and in keeping wit_h the SAARC 

spirit, shoul_c;l.not have been raised. 106 

· · ·The second summit level meeting was held in India at Bangalore in 1986. 

The seven countries were represented by their heads of the governments but 

Pakistan .was represented by Prime Minister Junejo, as General Zia had reserved 

himself. for nonaligned meet. Junejo brought in the question of reported arms build 
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~p on Jn,dq-,Pakistan, border, and sought to drag SAARC into a purely bilateral 

. _ problem. ThL!S, the realities of the ground situation despite emphasis on the ideals of 

· r.egional cooperation did hamper the growth of the SAARC spirit. 

India as Chairman remained somewhat subdued but adhered to the 

principles, of the SAARC and avoided. bilateral irritants to get mixed up with its 

ideals·,. even when· Pakistan and Sri Lanka made a coordinated attempt to deflect 

SAARC- from its· Chartered course. They wanted a discussion on bilateral issues 

:-vith a::. clear. intention to embarrass India on her air dropping of relief in Jaffna. 

Pakistan's role in' this context particularly was one of a disrupter or in any case it was 

~n attempt on its part to establish itself as a friend of Sri Lanka Vis-a-vis India and 

a covert .expression, of her objectjpn to emerge as a regional power in South Asia. 

Paki~tan's hic~den ambition to forge behind its repeated efforts to raise bilateral 

problems at_ the SAARC forum, despite being fully aware that such an exercise 

went. .. ,c:IQains! both ~he letter and the spirit of the SAAR C. 

· · ·:-This ·Indian policy towards neighbours was it's a standing policy in respect 

of all neighbqurs, even Pakistan although the latter never credited India with good 

· intenslons·. Once, early in 1981, Indira Gandhi told some visiting Pakistani 

Journalists : ............. Nothing is more important to us them good relations with out 

··neighbours and especially, with Pakistan."108 On a visit to Islamabad, P.V.Narasimha 

'Rao remarked : "India's commitment to friendship with Pakistan incorporates its 

·support for Pakistani well-being and growth . . . . I take this opportunity to state 

unequivocally that we are committed to respect Pakistanis national unity, territorial 

[,integrity, political independence and sovereign equality. 108 Unfortunately, such 

;Indian .statements on Pakistanis soil. and elsewhere meant little to the Pakistani 

::Psyche. 

Indeed, while relations with Pakistan occupied an important segment of 

India's policy, Pakistanis approach has almost wholly been. obsessed with India. 

;India was merely concerned with peaceful coexistence with Pakistan; the latter 

seemeEI to be concerned wholly with one upmanship with the former : while India 

'managed to play a modest role in global affairs with a peep-hole to India. This 

;Pakistani dichotomy had little to do with the comparative sizes of the two countries; 

it had more to do with Pakistani cites myopia. In the process, both there larger status 

r: 
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ck the region·· hurt ·not only thei~ respective national interests but also a greater 

_ global role both are singly or together capable of playing. 
-~ . . 

·:.· · · · Given the long history of acrimonious relations, the deep-robted mutual 

distrust; and the· facfthat some of their bilateral disputes are still unresolved, it is 

unre(!listic to. expect a speedy normalization of their bilateral relation, particularly 

rf~w th~tthe Kashmir , i$sue has erupted again. Normalisation is goind to be a slow 

P,fOC~s~. :With periodiq interruptions and reversals. However, the policy of India and 

l?akistan:: ..tcr continue . to talk on the contentious issues at the bilateral and 
~ ' • • < • 

multilateral/regional ·(SAARC) levels is a positive development. This makes one 

cautiously. optimistic that the efforts of the two countries to keep their problems 

Within-manageable limits and defuse periodic tension will over time, contribute to 
i" 

~~tablishing on environment of cordinlity and trust in South Asia. 109 

~=- . 

_;, 

Other Country's Bilateral Relations 

India has always been a dominant factor in South Asian Politics. Regardless 

qf the · historical period, the geopolitical environment or the socio-economic 

conditions,s the country always occupied the central stage in te area . 
. . 

This central position become particularly important with the advent of British 

colonialism, a~d with the consequent unification of the subcontinent. A power centre 

finally emerged to gain control of the Indian Ocean, the whole of the subcontinental 

iand mass and the countries surrounding it. 

_;:_: 
. Ruled by London, the viceregal centre of power established in Delhi, had the 

_authority to decide the broad policy framework for not only India but also for the 
h'~ . ' . . 

peripheral areas surrounding the country, including the northern states of Nepal, 
-: ',-

.Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet, the eastern state of Myanamar; the nearby islands of Sri 

Lanka and the Maldives, and the north western state of Afghanistan. All these 

countries were either British colonies or under British colonies or under British 

domination. · 
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· , · ~The whole area had, thus, become .a vast British empire or a sphere of 

influence with the decision making centre located at Delhi. 

· 'This disintegration of the viceregal centre of power after World War II, and the 

flrial establishment of seven sovereign states in South Asia (India, Pakistan, 

· Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and the Maldives) did not diminishes the 

impO'rtance of India. First of all, new and independent India dominates the whole 

area· geographically. She is te only country that is either contiguous to or has a large 

co~~tar:linei with, all the other six states, while none of them have any common 

broaders with each other. Her geographical centrality is accentuated all the more by 

the important fact that there is no other country, equally big in size and sufficiently 

close.by, the counter the predominant Indian position. There is, of course, China to 

be· reckoned with which had, with the occupation of Tibet in 1950, reached the 

borders of the. Asian subcontinent; · but her accessibility to the area is hardly 

comparable with that of India, given the difficulties of the northern terrain. 

Admittedly, China showed remarkable capacity in overcoming this handicap during 

the :cSino-lndian War of 1962 when the Chinese troops crossed the Indian_ border, 

but this can hardly be collated with the centuries of massive and uninterrupted 

movement of people armies and goods across the plains of the subcontinent . 

Geographically, it is hardly conceivable that any nation beyond the frontiers of the 

subcontinent can equal the advantages that India possesses. 'Geography', as K.M. 

Pannikar has put it, constitutes the permanent basis of every nation's history' 

including of course , that of India whose internal policies and external relations' are 

governed .largely by its unattenable geographical conditions and their relations in 

spac~ to other countries' . 

.. The leverage, at least theoretically the India has over the other countries of 

the,,regi.on is, therefore, exceptionally powerful. Land locked countries like Nepal and 

Bhutan, for example, can hardly survive economically without India's cooperation. 

Most of whale they p'roduce is marketed in India, and most of what they consume 

comes from India, not to speak of the fact that nothing can ingress to or egress from 

there to other countries without India's approval. Bangladesh is heavily dependent for 

water on India's Gangetic plain, and Pakistan's main source of water supply for the 

agriculturally rich Punjab emanants from rivers that originate in or pass through 
. ' ' 

' . ' ' ' 
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. liidia .. Though. the insecular character of the two island states (Sri Lanka and the 

__ Maldives) m_akes them less vulnerable to Indian pressures their proximity to the vast 
-·--...... 

Indian coast line and the strong ethnic Indian. presence in the two areas, 

nor~etheless,.makes them heavily dependent on India. 

The second factor is the shear size of the country. India is a relative giant. 

Her size, population, GOP, natural resources, militacy clout, and so on, are far larger 

_than that of the six .countries of the region combined, For example, the account for 

72%. of tt1e total Jand in the area and 77% of the population of South Asia. 85% of 
' ·;·. ' •' ' 

the total, land under cultivation is in India. 90% of the coal and petroleum and 

almost 100% of the iron ore, bauxite, manganese and uranium resources are found 

in India. 

· The regional ramifications of giomtism are far-reaching. The leverage that 

India· has over her neighbour is considerable. In fact, this is more significant in 

international relations than in the domestic sector. On the positive side, this makes it 

possible for her to protect neighbouring countries against external threats, to assist 

thern ~conomically, and to permit them to benefit from the educational, medical and 

even employment facilities that exist in India. In fact some do. On te negative side, 

Indian 'giantism' has engendered considerable fear and · mistrust among the 

. neighbouring· countries, which is inherent il') the asymmetrical situation, and can 

probably only be eliminated if the Indian compound state' is dissolved into a down 

Thailands' (Lewis, 1991 : 389). 

The third ch_aractgeristic feature is the subcontinents geographical unity and 

religo,.. cultural-ethnic· diversity. Its unity stems from the fact that the subcontinent is 

: 'indistatably< geographical unit' which is 'marked out by nature as a region by 

itself110 and which has features that clearly separate it ' as a whole from the 

surrounding regions.'111 'It is no exaggeration , confirmed Sri Richard Strachoy, ' to 

say that it is possible to go from the Bay of Bengal up the Ganges through the Punjab 

and down the Indus again to the sea, over a distance of 2000 miles and more, 

without finding a pAbble, however, small.'112 

If this geographical unity accentuates the importance of India in South Asia 

politics, so does the religio-cultural-ethnic diversity. For India houses all the ethnic 
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~ro~p~~ aiiJhe_:qiffer~r1t cultural expressions, and all the religious orientation_s that the 

_ ~i>(So~tt1 A!S!~r:l nati.on represent. 
-·"-~- .. ·.~·; .. _,~,- -. . 

: '· . It is; :indeed, the geographical unity and the intermingling of peoples, cultures 

and ~religions: lhat imparts a unique quality to inter-state relations in South Asia in 

whicn'Jor· better orfor worse, India undoubtedly is the fulcrum. 

·The. fourth ·feature is the stability of the Indian political system and the 

contrastifi~j<instability that' afflicts the other states of the area. Practically all the 

stat€i$1!have had 'their coup d'etats, their civil wars, their ethnic discontent and their 

alithor'itarian·:governments. It is, indeed, hardly possible for India to design the broad 

framework: of:- her, foreign policy without taking this dimension into account; for 
. ' 

nothing is worse for the .future of a nation than the continuous existence of endemic 

instability ir;1 the areas surrounding the country. In fact, signs of some spill over of this 

st;;tte--.9C;;tffairs is .alreaqy becoming visible. Though all the difficulties that India is 
... '< • - ·., •• • • ' 

fa~e.ci. with inf~rn~lly cannot be attributed so ley to the instability of her immediate 
:. . ' ' . 

~nyirpf1rpef1~{some of them are also due to internal issues),. it can hardly be denied 

thC1Ph~ d~stablization ofAssam is partially due to the influx of refugees into the area 
, . ._ . -. . . "• . 

from Bangladesh, that the growing difficulties in Tamil nadu are connected with the 

ethnic turmoil iri Sri .lanka, that the Punjab and Kashmir imbroglios are linked to 

neighbouring Pakistan, and that the instability of the whole of the north-eastern tribal 

belt has some-connection with the continuously unstable situation that has afflicated 

Mayanmar since independence. 

:, - :·'"This growing· .regional interdependence has certainly contributed to the 

1iactivatio·n :of"lndia's 'polity towards the region, particularly after 1971 when, in the 

aftermath· of the events in Bangladesh, India had become more confident of her 

,pow~r. and had acquired greater capacity in managing critical situations in South 

·, ' . i. ,The fifth features that has also contributed to the manifestation of the new 

!Indian determination to play a more conspicuous role in the area is the core value 

'system ·to which she adheres. India is a political and secular democracy, and has 
; 

'been so since here independence in 1947 with the exception of a brief period when 

'Indira': Gandhi had- clamped down an Emergency rule ori the country. This has 
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b~come_ v_ery mwcn a part of lndias' core values, on which there is a wide 

cons~p:s_u~. among- th~ tnoian population and among all the mainstream political 

parties._ 
/l •·,··.· ·. 

However, in. contrast to the general acceptance of these core values , the 

other _ States of South Asia · have been hovering between some form of 

aJtthoritarianisr:~ -and ·some form of indigenously contrieved democracy thus 

generating considerable political uncertainly in the region as a whole. If an unstable 
_-,_, ..,.. .. ' . 

- _ So!JthAsianstrategic environment is bad for India, a system uncertainly surrounding 
• : : I : . • ' , • • • • . • • •• ~ 

the .?ountry is an aqua I thrE'at, to which India ~3s to respond by designing a pattern of 

dipk)macy thatwould closely monitor the overall situation prevailing in the area . 
. ·,.,, 

-; India's policy towards neighbours was to deal with all matters on a bilateral 

9asis. ~Again, this was a general policy equally applicable towards the neighbours. 

India felt. that all matters with neighbours should, be settled bilaterally on the basis 

of equality and . mutual benefit, _i.e. without needlessly complicating them by 

interratiorialising in multilateral forum, or inviting third ·party intervention. But this was 

not reciprocated by Pakistan and sometimes by other neighbours too. Bangladesh 

actually -took (1979) to the- UN General Assembly the problem of distribution of the 

waters of tt~e Ganges in order to bring international pressure on India to solve the 

dispute in its favour. There have been occasional hints or threats in Nepal and Sri 

Lanka too to internationalize the problems they had with India. While they did not 

actually do so, they have not heisted to air in inernational for their grievances or 

atleast their viewpoint, obviously to embarrass , if not pressurize, India. This is an 

,a~pect of India's bilateral relations with neighbours, which India could do nothing 

about, except to plead persuasively that bilateral solutions are more effective and 
. ·: '··:· . ·: .. . . ' :. 

enduring , even if_ usually a little dilatory; and that internationalization of essentially 
. . . : ' •. ' . ~- . ~ . - , -" I 

bilateral matters would not only be conducive to enduring friendly relations between 

neighbours but also, sometimes unnecessarily complicating the issues and delaying 

_a lasting solution. _ 

The most controversial case of neighbours ignori~g these Indian pleas is, of 

course, Pakistan \Vhich has made a habit of referring persistently to the Kashmir 

question in ever'; international from . This Pakistani tactics has not only not 

prom.oted . the Pakistani cause on this or other issues of Indo-Pakistani relations, it 
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has proved counter ·- productive in the sense that th-e solution of the dispute has 

been greatly delayed. The rest of the world is perfectly aware that the Pakistan 

posture is not only not in a accord with the terms of the Shimla Accord, but is in 

violation of it.· This Pakistani practice has also inhibited normalization of friendly 

relations between the two countries, despite regular Indian appeals and effor;ts to 

promote confidence building measures and trust between the two neighbours. 

Indeed, P.akistan has sometimes even tried to fish in the troubled waters 

betw.~en India and other neighbours, because of Pakistan's previousness with India. 

Also, by exploiting small neighbours grievances against India, it tried to gong them 

up against India. A typical example of. this was when Pakistan joined Sri Lanka in 

Blaming India for scutting the SAARC Summit in Colombo in 1991. 

Needless to say that until recently, Pakistan never hesitated to involve the 

interference in sub-continental affair~ of extra regional powers for its own self-serving 

reasons,. e.g., China and the United States in the context of the crisis in East 

Pakistan in 1971-72. If these powers did not show more than symbolic interest in 

rE)sponse to Pakistan's plea, it is largely because of India's stern opposition to such 

extra-regional intervention: 

It is perhaps because of this Pakistani tendency of using every international 

forum available to it for propaganda against India over the Kashmir question, that 

India was less than enthusiastic initially in agreeing to Pakistani's request for re

entering the Commonwealth of Nations, from whose membership it withdrew in a 

herff in 1972. Despite the fact that. bilat.eral matters are expressly excluded from 

discussion in the Commonwealth forum Pakistan had in the Commonwealth forum 

Pakistan had in the past, raised the question although indirectly and. slyly, 

intermittently over the years. Only when Pakistan came to moving towards a 

democratic government under Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto in 1988, India agreed 

to relent in its hesitation to agree to its readmission. 

In recent years, in respect of resolution of disputes with neighbours, it is not 

only· India that insists in bilateral discussions and settlement, but practically the 

whole of the rest of the world (including all the five permanent members of the UN 

Security Council) that have been recommending it, especially in regard to Pakistan's 
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appeals for third-party intervention for the resolution of the Kashmir question. 

__ Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that the world community is pretty tried with . -..... __ _ 

Pakistani appeals on this matter. 

Beside,· these are some bilateral relations between the small neighbouring 

countries also. 113 
:· 

, For instance, there is no tradition of direct relations between Bhutan and 

Bangladesh. Whatever relations there we between them in the pre-British period 

were due mainly to the political position of Bhutan and the Mughals in relation to the 

principalities .of Koch Haji, Bijul and Cooch Behar. There are also indications that . . , 
there was and trade between Bhutan and Bengal in the past. 

·· ·· · King· <Jig me Dorji Wang Chhuk took keen interest in the liberation of 

Bangladesh. Bhutan was the second country, after India, to recognize Bangladesh 

and establish diplomatic relations with it on 7 December 1971. The President of 

. Bangladesh visited Bhutan on the occasion of the coronation of King Jigme Singye 

Wangchuk. King Jigme Singye paid a state visit to Bangladesh on 28-30 December. 

Bhutan and Bangladesh signed a treaty of trade and transit in Dhaka is September 

1980. Friendly relations subsist bef\..yeen Bhutan and Bangladesh.11
_
4 

Relations between Bhutan and Nepal are historical. The Bhutanese look upon 

Nepal as a sacred country. Nepal of the Bagmati valley, where the kagyupa Sect of 

Buddhism had its strongholds, was one of the first countries to recognize the spiritual 

and temporal authority of Shabdrung lama nagawang nangyal over Bhutan . Bhutan 

. stationed a monk representative in Nepal for the first time in the second part of the 

seventeenth century. In the 1779s Bhutan and Nepal developed and understanding 

to· resist the · British advance towards the Himalaya border countries. However, 

despite· this, amity between them, Bhutan remained neutral in the Nepalese -

Tibetan conflict of 1788-89 and the Anglo-Nepalese war or 1814-16. The special 

. connection between Bhutan and Nepal ended after the Nepalese-Tibetan War of 

1855-56. Bhutan then refused to help Nepal against Tibet, the source of its relegion 

and culture. The Bhutanese attached great importance to their sense of cultural 

affinity with Tibet, the source of its religion and culture. The Bhutanese attached 
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great importance to their sense Of cultural affinity with Tibet . Nepal reciprocated by 
~ • ~ '; •• • • • • • J : ' 

-~ not h~fping Bhutan against the British during the Anglo-Bhutanese War of 1864-65. -.__,___ ··.··.:;:•, .. · ' : 

There have b_een no direct relations between Bhutan and Nepal since the 

Anglo-Bhutanese ·treaty of 8 January 1910, which made Bhutan's external relations 
::·, ~ . . .. 

a direct concern of the British government of India. The lndo-Bhutanese treaty of 8 
. ,, ' ~ . '. . . - . , 

August 1949 also allov~ed no scope for diplomatic relations between Bhutan and -
·. ·.: ~ : . . ' . . -

Nepal.-

, - When Nepal emerged as a democratic regions in the 1950s certain 

Nepa_les·e politicians evexed keen interest in Bhutan. In December 1964 a number 
. , .. · ' . 

of. Bhutanese attempted a coup d'etat and, upon their failure to pull it off, escaped to 

Nepal, Nepal readily gave them asylum. It did so perhaps to annoy India. For Indo-
, . . . ~ . . ' \ : . . .. 

N~pal~se relation~ then were not too happy. The Nepalese action hurt Bhutanese 

s~sceptibiliti~s: Most of the Bhutanese fugitives returned to Bhutan after-- King Jig me 
.'" ; .. , ·.· ···:i' .. ·,··.::::··. . -

Dorji grarited them amnesty, but the bitterness remained. Now Bhutan and Nepal 

have established- non-resident ambassador-level diplomatic relations, the 

ambassadors of Bhutan and Nepal in New Delhi being concurrently accredited to 

Kathniaridu and Thimphu. 

Besides religious and historical relations, Bhutan and Nepal also had socials 

relations between them. It may be noted that Dasho Jigme Namagyal (1825-82), an 

ancestor of the present reigning dynasty of Bhutan, the House of Wang Chhuk once 

h9d pla_hs to arrange his daughter's marriage in Nepal. 115 

,·, '·· 

- - - _-Bangladesh -and Nepal had identical interests in involving outside 

iriteHv~ntion against India. Bangaldesh after 1976, demanded the inclusion of Nepal 
. ' 

in the· deliberations· of the Joint River Commission which has established under the 

-l~dia-Banglad~sh Treaty of 1972. Nepal on the other hand, was out to involve China 

in the qevelopment of water resources of this region, which China was reluctant to 
- -

ca_himit to itself to such ari issue before going into the details of it, India dismissed 

-~ • the logip of the participation of China as it was not a South Asian country. 116
. 

A cooperative relationship has grown between Sri Lanka and Pakistan in the 

last· three -years. President Zia-ui-Haq has visited Sri Lanka and President 

Jayewardene has returned the visit. Each was received by the other with the 
-' 
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cordiality and warmth generally reserved for every special friends. The Sri Lankan 

prime Minister, Mr. Rana Singha Premadasa, has ,just paid a very special visit to . -... __ _ 
Pakistan receiving the warmest possible welcome in the P:rincipal cities. The 

' - ' 
~riendship that binds Sri Lanka and Pakistan has a clear and sharp anti-India edge. 

Some Pakistanis see the friendship of Sri Lanka as a partial compensation 

for the loss of the eastern wing of the country which is now the people's Republic of 

Bangladesh wrote the Nation of Lahore, in an editorial on March 29 appraising the 

~ignificance of Premadasa's visit "Pakistan-Sri Lanka political equitation is a post 

·~971. phenomenon and its consolidation has stabiliz~d the region to some extent. 

After the assertion of its great power role India has tensed to put its neighbours on 

guard Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Pakistan have all experiences this pressure and 

have sought to counter it through political means SAARC, which created a fOrum of 

equal partners, is also directed against the Indian strategy to deal with its neighbours 

severally from a position of advantage. 117 

/· 
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CHAPTER - Ill 

.- DmiAAND PAKJSTAN : HISTORlCALBACKGROUND 

The South Asian region, which comprises the present day states of India, 

Pakistan,·-Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan and the Maldives, has long been 

significant in world affairs. For 5000 years, it has been one of the main centers of 

civilization- continually enriching societies beyond its borders' and in turn, being 
'· . 

enr_i~hed frorn outside. Four and a half thou~and years ago many millennia of human 
> -

development reached a striking in the Indus valley cities of Mohenjodaro and 

Harappa. Two and a half thousand years ago South Asia was the cradle of two 

·major . world religions ~ Hinduism, which became wholly identified with India, and 

Buddhism, which helped to shape the worlds of South East and East Asia . Over 

the past -2000 years, there have flourished the high Sanskritic civilization of the 

classicat Hindu· age and the Persian civilization of the Mughal empire. Since the 

eighteenth cent~ry, the region has been the focus of the longest and deepest 

· encounter between an Asian civilization and the west which came to be 

. encountered with the political struggle betWeen South Asian nationalism and British 

Imperialism .1 

Thus, the Third World was not born as a free and fully autonomous entity. 

The process of colonial and imperial rule was in the nature of a big melting pot into 

which the Third World societies were sucked and moulded. They emerged out of 

this melting pot with hybrid structures and distorted personalities. The colonial 

metropolis,_ while .granting independence to a particular Third World country or 

region, ,did not completely sever its cord. It sought to pressure and nurse its basic 

economic and.strategic stakes in that country or region. The post-colonial behaviour 
I 

of a Third. World country or region, therefore, cannot be understood except in the 

__ context of this melting-pot process. The continuing involvement of the great powers 

in the Third Wtnict: · stemmed out of this pro~ess as a massive and, pemaps, 

inevitable legai::y 

The conflict in South Asia is no exception to this rule. It has witnessed a 

whole range of ~anifestations from informally expressed diplomatic displeasure to 



1
..,.., 
.J.J 

fu!l-scale war. The expressed issues in such interstate conflicts in the region have 

induded territorialdisputes, economic issues, threat to political stability and national -. ....,_ 
~.communal attitude-of one participant or the other. 

. . 

' · <: The most 8.crimonious relationship has, however, been between India and 

Pakistan in this respect2 South Asia is a compact area of geographically proximate 

states- interacting with· each other and sharing certain common bonds of history, · 

culture. - except ·India and Pakistan. Other countries of South Asia are small 

powers ... lnpia, by virtue of its geographic dimensions and economic military strength, 

· o~Lipies,centraLposition in the region. Indian policies have endeavored to achieve 
I 

the central: st~tus of the South Asian system. Pakistan may not have demandeq such 

aco~e status. for itself, but it always sought a status of parity with India. Pakistan as 

a me~jor power in the .South Asian region can obviously try to limit India's aspirations 

otleadership. No doubt, Pakistan's limitations to this end came from its geographic 

location,~. :;tr!Jcture. and economic and military development. But with the help of 

·outside powers, it has been able to check India's aspirations, which implies that 
', ~ ., •-. ·.. - I 

.Pakistan plays ~he role of major power for India in South Asia. Thus, any proposed 

system of security of South Asia that aims at establishing a stable order in this region 

must focus primarily on the core powers, i.e. India and its interaction with major 

powers, .viz .. Pakist
1
an. 

: :·India and Pakistan have been tied together historically and culturally. Their 

relations are characterized by a long series of accords and discords. Since the 

partition; ·both India and Pakistan have been looking each other with mistrust, 

suspicion and fear. Instead of devoting all their resources for the development of the 

ec;onomy, both h<.we spent millions of rupees to strengthen their armed forces against 

each other .. The Govemment.ofPakistan keeps the population under the tight wraps 

reminding them tr.om time to time that India is the only enemy; while India's attitude 

towards Pakistan. has been always determined by her assessment of Pakistan's 

intensions. 3 
\ 

··Again, there can be no doubt that India and Pakistan. sftna'"t€-d as they are 

geog1cp;.,;...dly =l!ti. u~; .~ .. wise, and with tht;lir historical ba....,..t:t, ·..;..u.~•u, -....~!" '""~ ---= t y on 

for ever as enemies. A half-century ago, Pakistan and India were large Asian nations 
\ 

facing severe problems of economic and political development. n1ey share a historic 

.. .... ;: 
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~~nee and at their birth were confronted with the task of charting a course in a 

fundam~ntally changing international system. It would thus have seemed that both 
·~-·-----

countries would follow. similar courses, and in fact early policy pronouncements by 

Pakistani leaders could almost as readily have been made by lndians.4 

·· .. .' ... ; --:; '~ ... , ~ .. - . ' 

·· ,When one looks back·into half-a-century of India-Pakistan relations there are 

both •.feelings of pessimism and optimism for the future. The former is the result of 

years -of.confrontation and the _latter reflects the changing priorities and the 

imperative of cooperation in a Qhanging world. The story over the last fifty five years 

has qeen one of ITlisunderstandings, misperceptions and even war on four occasions 

. pe,ep:-rooted mi,strust and a mythology of hatred have contributed to the crippling of 

r~latiqn.s between .the two countries. Religion and regional factors have also 

in.fluenced . .India-Pakistan relations over the years. Both the countries have also 

repeatedly got caught in a· 'zero sums I score card' in their dealings with major 

p()Y~fers, In ~he past, . India - P~kistan hac:! had the tendency to cost off at the 

slightest provocation . Solution to bilateral disputes still remain elusive, and internally 
. . . I , 

bot~ the ¢ountries have to contend with the challenging task of nation building.5 

· ·· Pakistan and ·India . are the major concerns of each other's foreign and 

security policies. The bilateral interaction is often marred by distrust and an 

antagonism rooted in the historical legacy, the conflicts that developed at the time of 

· the partition _ofsutr-continent in 1947. The disagreement between Pakistan and India 

on the power structure in South Asia has also made it difficult for them to harmonize 

their· foreign policies. India aspires for a commanding role in South Asia, and its 

leaders .argue that, a strong and powerful India capable of projecting its power in and 

aro,urd. the region is a .guarantee of South Asia's . security and stability6 Pakistan is 

. averse to an India-dominated regional power structure, and strongly believes that it 

can-,not . serve as a basis for durable peace in South Asia because it conflicts with 

the, national aspirations of the smaller states of the region. Pakistan's resolve to 

protect arid promote its national identity is as pronounced as is Indian 

dett#Iilination to ~-ert its leader.ship in the region. This buttresses the deep-rooted 

rfis1ress and acrimony· in their relations. The relations b:::tween tbese twa Asian 

countrieS, thus. have been a source of dism<'~y to me rest of Asia and Africa, to the . . . 

· Commonwealth and to many other countries of the world. Why could not these two · 
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CQUntries, .whose geograf)hy -diCtates friendly relations, live like good neighbours 

__ c:ft;~ring·thei,r. existence as. independent nations? A period of initial misunderstanding 
-:-..:_ . . . 

and-suspicion might not have been unexpected, but it is highly distressing that even 

tQday.there··is muctrill feeling; tension and distrust between them. India as the bigger 

neighbour. probably could show a little moderation in her altitudes towards Pakistan. 

B.ut unfortunately,. many -Indians continue regarding Pakistan as a "tragic" mistake 

. ~hich might still be.corrected, at least as far as East Bengal is concerned.7 

· F No dehying of the fact that neighbours have quarreled and compromised in 

eoritemporary international relations. France and Germany, Iran and Iraq, India and 

, its n·eighbours namely Nepal, Bangladesh, Srilanka, Russia and China, China and 

Jap'an 'etc. are·· some of the notable examples. More than this, the erstwhile 

dppon'ents·have s·ought unification.' The unification of Vietnam and Germany are its 

giaring examples. It is being speculated that the Koreans are also involved in such 

an exerCise·. Besides, the present international environment is marked by growing 

region'al and global· co-operation. But these healthy and helpful trends have little 

repercu_ssion on the growing antagonism between India and Pakistan. It has survived 

for . 55· years-. and·. reconciliation between them still remains remote. The two , 

neighbours- India and Pakistan, though are parts of one civilization and represent 

tt:Je·same culture and history of the Indian sub-continent, Pakistanis /have however, 

GOntested this position. 8 P.N.Dhar has rightly remarked that "conflict with India will 

'continue till Pakistan becomes a normal nation-state without any massionic 

pretensions.9 They are the two big countries of South Asia, number one and two, but 

~oorest .ones in the world. Apparently, friendship, understanding, coordination, 

~onsultation, 'collaboration and cooperation between them would have not only 

~erved their interests ·best but also that of other South Asian countries. But as ill luck 

would ~ave it, Jhe protracted conflict syndrome between them has cost both of them. 

~eavily. and .served. no purpose. They have been forced to divert their vast and 

valuable :resources towards defence requirements retarding their most urgent social 
-~ . . . . 

· ·aad .-ecor-to!t:ic development Air Marshal (Retd.) · .l\sghar Kha:: admitted· that 
_! ·• • • 

J:i ... mzghuut rs existence. Pakistan "fought four '>=~::. -~Jitl; ;, ,.k wtthout clear 

.qbjective."10 The noted Pakistani columnist, A.ltaf ~.:>., '~'ar argt.'ed :h:!t the four wars 
,! ~ 

in 1947 ~. 1.965, 1971 and 1999 were fought undei" o'ne assumption : India was 
: : ~ 
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cowardand would not fight. 11 However;, such a notion ought to have been dispelled 

now after Pakisfah'S defeats in all the four wars . 
. ·----.. 

ln:the.new intem~tional environment it is then clear neither India nor Pakistan 

can :.afford to ignore the winds of change. The promise and pitfalls of the prolonged 

quest ~-cturabte relations between India and Pakistan have iTDW once again been 

brpug~t to the fore with the resumption of talks between the two countries. There is 
1!. . . ' 

need for. more intensive dialogue between the tWo. They have to structure their 

relationship on the basis of widely accepted principles, and pressure them in as open 
• I • ,· • ' 

· and transparent a manner as possible. Both the countries stand to gain from regional 

peace and_ stab.i)i!Y· New Delhi on its part has to lay to rest certain fears in the region 
' . . . 

t~~t .. emanate from its sheer size, and reassure the countries in South Asia that it 

st~!")~~ for their territorial integrity and development, and indeed, India has doing 

that. 
, ........ ,., ' 

Both India and Pakistan need to pave the way for a 'Multi-layered framework 

of cooperation'. The main principles that sHould guide the relations include mutual 

respect. for each . other's independence, sovereignty and integrity; and non

interference in each other's internal affairs. Even if b9th the countries are not able to 

make immediate breakthroughs, it is important that they restrain themselves from 

making provocative statements and/or taking provocative actions. 12 

· From the above analysis , it is clear that South Asia as a region has two 

important characteristics. First, it is Indo-centric in character. Both geographically, 

and in terms of socio-cultural continuities and economic infrastructure, India occupies 

a central place, The other countries of the region, like Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, 

and others have individually and separately more in common with India than with 

each other. ·The. second characteristic of he region is its asymmetric and 

hierarchical power structure. India occupies a dominant power position. In 

population, economic resource base and growth potential, military strength and 

viability of constitutional, political and administrative structure, India is far superior 
' . . ' 

to· any· one of its neighbours, or even to all af them put together. These two 

d~==--i.~. istic-s. i:1 conjunction, make India tt're ;::::::---= ~;""! ~ig 3rnther in South Asia 

with all its negative -connotations. It genet dtes legitimate and understandable, 

although often exaygerated. apprehensions among India's neighbours vis-a-vis 
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.. New DeihL It makes the .former feel insecure.and uncomfortable in the conipany of 

such ~a.giant. neighbour. Interstate tensions have often been generated as a result of 
--·-.... .:__ 

such feeling., It should, however, be kept in mind that this very fact of India's 

centrafrty;is not inherent in a situation of natural hierarchy of power. On the contrary, 

endeavour-S to impose an artificial balance in such a situation. may bring about 

inst~bility and stri~e. It has seldom been realized by scholars as well as statesmen, 

part.icularly of the western world that South Asia is a region where such a dynamic 

~it~atio.n prevails:.· Developments in the region since 1944 have repeatedly 

demonstrated that conflict has resulted from the .efforts to blur and distort the natural 

power,;hierarchy in the sub-continent. 
' ·','''-', ....... , -.· . . 

."·· No nation ·in the present world, therefore, can live in total isolation. In pursuit 

of one's ··own national interest, independence, survival and development , an 

interaction takes place among and between nations which marks the characteristic 

. of. th~ .. present international system and other subordinate state systems. The 

int13rnational system was also dominated by the Super Powers whose major aim was 

to incr~as,e their "sphere of influence" in all parts of the globe. The subordinate state 

systems such as South Asia, South East Asia, Middle East Asia, Africa and Latin 

America were found rife with regional conflicts and wars largely rooted in their 

, historical, territorial and psychological claims. To be contributory to their global 

interests. 13 
· 

· ... 'Since India and Pakistan are situated in South Asia - a subordinate state 

. system -'- their conflict and belligerent relationship since their becoming 

independentin 1947 is a grave matte(of concern. The pre-partition hostility between 

the ·Muslim . Leagues and the Indian National Congress was found to have 
. - . . 

determined not only. the present state of enmity between India and Pakistan but the 

contours of their motivations, perceptions and strategies. 14Thus, the mistruct, 

antagonism and fear between the two. successor states of the British Raj persisted 

· even .. after the partition of the sub-continent and the emergence of two independent 
i~ .states .. 

• indeed, India is a unique country .... -·•"'·~·'' ~. this part of the world 

remained a centre of iemarkable civilization reference of which are available on the 

Vedic literature. Rig Veda, the most ancient written scripture in the world contains 

; -.. --: 
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SUch a heightened knowledge about spirituality, ethics and social system that in the 

present times evell the most advanced nation cannot claim to reach that level. In . -.......... _____ 

United. India, .a vast region with several countries of the modem world, around his 

eountry we~e p~rts of anly one country. 17 

•'. ·: .. · . 

· .··.· Pakistan also is the second-largest nation of the South Asian sub-continent. It 

lies jn the Indus River Valley, between the mountainous border with AfganisJan 

through. which comes the famous Khyber Pass - on the north-west, and on the south 

east,' the gr~at Indian Desert and the Rann of Kutch. Long a band of transition 

between the rugged. steppes of Inner Asia and the plenteous plains of India, 

Pakistan is today a nation caught between the legacy of a glorious imperial past and 

the project image of an ideal theocratic future. Its goal to become an exemplary 

modern religious state,_a truly Islamic republic, is affirmed by the name of Pakistan, 

given by the Muslim Poet Muhammad Iqbal in 1930, means "land of the Pure." 
." . ~ .. 

Th~ cultural heritage of the people of Pakistan can be traced back to the 

_earliest - known urban society ·in South Asia. Excavations of the ancient cities of 

Harappa and Mahenjadaro, discovered in 1922, have revealed an impressive . 

civilization dating from 3000 B.C. Distinctive for its knowledge of hydrology and its 

.,use of.irrigation to cultivate the valley with the rich water of the Indus River, it 

,developed an extensive commerce with the emerging civilization in the 
' 
,Mesopotamian Valley to the West. This civilization survived for 1,500 years. Patterns 

;of agriculture, craft and commerce have evolved in this land over many centuries. 

They persist in the social and economic life of Pakistan to this day. 
I 

:: .. : Islam, a religious faith based upon the teachings of the prophet Mohammed in 

-Arabia during jhe seventh century A.D., as revealed in the Koran, also has a long 

,heritage in pakistan, The indigenous peoples were converted to this vibrant new faith 

during .tne eighth century by invading prince from the west and by wondering _Sufi 

. Mystics, whose spiritual discipline and religious teachings attrac~ed their veneration 

· and submission to. the will of Allah. This faith has strengthened in the fabric ·of the . . . 

; people's lives through t:,e centuries. and was reaffirmed as the basic for the creation 

.. of-Pa-kistan as ar.. lslamic republic in -:~. 



The invasion of Mughal princes, who marched their conquering forces ·acr~ 
the northern plains· of South Asia to the Bay of Bengal durii1g the 16th centur-Y, 

m~rked the period of greatest giory in the heritage of the Pakistani peopla T~ 
}'; 

Mughals were mintant Turks refined by the elegance of Persia and energized by their 

Islamic faith. Akbar (1556-1605), the greatest of these.emperors, is remembered for 

the opulence and splendor of his court, for the far-reaching administrative control of 

his empire, and for elaborate building projects, which still stand as massive tribute to 

his commanding wealth and inteiiE}ct. Although it deciined .. in its later 'years, ttfe 

Moghul dynasty continued to dominate northern South Asia until the middle of th'e 

191
h century, when it fell to British Colonial rule. 18 

· Thus, the states of South Asia is "a set of closely related beliefs.or ideas~ :6r 

even attitudes characteristic of a group of community."19 It "provides the believer with. 

a picture of the world both as it is and as it should be ........ 2° For States in South 

Asia, particularly for India and Pakistan, thus, the ideological foundations of 'th~r 
t:' 

respective states were inherent in the very nature of he movements that· led to their. 

emergence. But these related beliefs or ideas disappeared and shadows of disbelief, 

mistrust came up due to man made problem; due to· lack of· tranquility · a~d . 

disturbance in domestic political scenario; the legacies of colonial· rule, the p()st 

independence strategies and processes of nationand state-building; the creation~bf 
an unnatural and absurd state system; incomplete demarcation of state boundaries;. 

. . 
the unresolved question of the status of ethnic and religious minorities·:. forced the 

countries looking each with mistrust, suspicion and fear. 21 

The essence of the Indian National Congress's (iNC)Ideological dispositi6n, 
. :' . <· ·:~ 

towards the Indian sub-continent, since its inception in 1885 could be placed as 
follows in this regard. The INC held the view that in an amagingly diverse place like 

the subcontinent, political separation based on any element 6f this diversity wo!Jid 

open a Pandora's box. It strove to accommodate all such diversities within·the bro~d 
parameters of Indian nationalism symbolizing 'unity in diversity'. The Muslim League 

. . -~ 
led by Mohammed Ali Jinnah difft:=ied With .the position of INC. Its basic argumemt,_ 

' • ' I 

· was that Hindus and Muslims GCT!Stii:uted two different natiLms and· as such require 
. ' . -

two separate states. Consequemry, only separate states for the two · communities 

would ensure justices to the Muslims who would . otherwise be· overwhelmed: by the 

q:. 
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Hindu ·:majority. ·The :NC completely rejected the nation formation theory but 

. · accepted partition reluctantly as the price to pay to get rid of the British colonial rule 
·~---- . . 

-andthe intransigent Muslim League.22 

lnrua's ·independence in 1947 and the process of decolonisation of Asia and 

·Africa thereafter induced a desire among the newly independent states to forge a 
. -

unity for reconstruction of the nations ravaged by Western colonialism. The Indian 

leadership even before ~he dawn of independence had the visions of world peace 

and an equitable international order on the edifice of Afro-Asian unity. The Indian 
. . . . . 

National Congress (INC)· spearheading the struggle for Indian Independence 

·:dreamed of an Asiatic Federation. The All India Congress Committee (AICC) in its 

Bombay session hf3!d in July 1921 took note of a resolution passed by the citizens 

. of Bombay in April 1921 urging-AICC 'to promote feelings of amity and concord with 

'neighboring States with a view to establishing goodwill and sympathy to formulate a 

· clear and definite foreign policy for lndia.23 Realising that Britain was using India's 

position and resources to promote its imperialistic designs in India's neighborhood, 

the AICC in a historic declaration in Delhi on November 4-5, 1921, affirmed -

i) that the present Govt. of India in no way represent Indian opinion 

and that their policy has .been traditionally guided by considerations 

more of holding India in subjection than of protecting her burden. 

ii) that fndia as self-governing country can have nothing to fear from 

the neighboring states or any state as her people have no design 

upon <my.of them, and hence no intention of establishing any trade 

relation hostile to or not desired by the people of such states ; -

and 

... iii) the people of India regard most treaties entered into with the 

Imperial Government by neighboring states as mainly designed by 

the latter to perpetuate the exploitations of India by the Imperial 

·power, and . would ther-efor-e urge the states having no ill witi 

against ~ t- ;1 '!e ::f :i Rl~ and having no desire to injure : ·~, 

interest ~ '"efrain from entering into any treaty with the lrn.pertal 

Power.24 
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· .. , . ,, :Anti .imperialism became the cornerstone of the foreign· policy of Congress 

and provided an opportunity for the states of Asia to come together . Gandhi 

·observed that .. the common lot, no less than territorial homogeneity and cultural 

·-affinity was . ;bringing the Asiatic races wonderfully together . and they seemed 

determined. to take their fullest share in the world politics. 25 The INC saw the 

em~ergence. of.a great AsiC~tic ·Federation as inevitable and participation of India in 

· th~ l!nion-ofthe oppressed ·nationality of Asia as the precursor to the freedom of · 

~very~ nationality: to·. bring about world peace. The Congress world view· maintained 

~hat,' no nation on.·. earth can really be free when other nations are held in 

boqdage. 26 

>:·India's role in the fight against imperialist repression was pivotal since she 

.was considered to .-be the key-stone of the arch of imperialism. The leadership of 

Indian· National Movement before and immediately after Indian independence set 

before themselves· an agenda for regional cooperation and unity in Asia. The INC 

nursed·; a ·sense . of grievances that despite India's importance and leadership 

agajnst:coloniallsm. India could not secure its rightful place as a memb.er of the 

Security Council of. the United Nations on account of its colonized states. The 

· Congress working Committee (CWC) in July 1945 adopted a resolution expressing 

:strong resentment against the position· allotted to the smaller nations in the United 

: Nations Organisation. . The Committee observed that the great powers not only 

, dorninate,d and completely controlled the new organization but were placed above 

, and beyond the law; they had themselves helped in .framing. In accordance with its 

, perception of India's role -in national and international fields, the CWC felt that India 

;mu~t. attain the status of an independent and sovereign state, having a place in the 

'· highest councils of nations, and in a position to contribute to the maintenance of 

· peace, security and freedom. 27 

·····.It yvas in keepiog with this grandiose image of India that the 'INC considered 

India to be the central c.IL;Lor· in Asra. Thus, Jawaharlal Nehru, observed that 'wtrether 

one talked of the Mid.dE ~='ast of South East Asia, of China, all impingPrl crr lm:fia 

and all dependent on inaia economically, politically and strategically. Tney couid riot 

· . help--looking at India and. India could not help looking them. In the modern world it 
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was. inevitable for India to be the centre of things Tn Asia. "28 Nehru. also advocated 

·the creation of a South Asian Federation of India, Iraq, Iran. Afghanistan and 

Burrna:29 

· The circumstances in which !ndia and Pakistan became independent did not 

-· 1 · prove conductve to any harmonious economic and political relations between the two 

countries.' Many issues which arose after partition had generated so much heat that 

. both had . fought four major wars: A number of disputed issues between India and 

Pakistan·such-,as Siachen Prablem, Kashmir problem, Canal water dispute, kutch 

dispute,.Sino-Pak axis, Pak-:-US relations, nuclear explosion by India; Pakistan's 

nucl~ar pol!cy have all contributed to the prolonged strained relations between the 

the two countries. Of course, the uneasy atmosphere prevailing in the interaction of .... ,.· ....... ' .. . . 

. the. two countries has always been helpful for politicians of the two countries to 

fulfill theirlust for power and strengthen their unstable political positions. 
~- . . . 

· ";: .: :Because of her size,· population and economic inequalities, India is conscious 

of her strategic importance in Asia in particular and in the world in general. India's 

·economic structure is certainly superior to that of Pakistan, taking into consideration 

her natural resource reserves as also the· manufacturing and processing capacity . 

Besides, a number of other factors indicate that Pakistan is potentially a weaker 

nation than India. The industrial base of1 Pakistan is too narrow to withstand a 

viablE!· commercial exchange with India. These factors came to the fore in view of 

the fact that Pakistan is not only observed with her inferiority but desperately tried to 

overcor:ne some of these handicaps by building up a new balance of power in 

S.outh Asia with the aid of her western allies. 
'' \ .. 

··:::·;··The pre-partition hostility between the Muslim League and the Indian National 

·cc>ng(ess was ·found to have determined not only the present state of enmity 

betWeen India and Pakistan but the contours of their motivations, perceptions and 
/ 

strat~gies.30 The "Sub-continent was split by mutual consent, but the mistrust, 

antagonisms and fear between the two successor states of the British Raj 

·persisted. 31
· 

Partition ar::i :he basis an which Pakistan was carved· out of ~e=d India in 

1.947 . stead r-:f ---'-'-. ' -I+. . th . ·. ·, In ~ . ui. =-ling Ll rem In elr own status-quos exposed ~ ':hem the 
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explos~ve quality of religious . symbols as the basis of nation-building in converting 

the group · rivalry before partition into international revelries in the sub

continent. 32Lack of reconciliation to the partition and a settled fact on the part of 

lrufJa33 andPakistan;s advocacy of a two-nation theory34 explain largely the hostile 

relationship between the two countries._ 

The perception of lndia's._agony over the partition in Pakistani rulers created 

the impression that India would. one day achieve its wish to reunite all its lost 

territories,---~ As President Ayub Khan once stated : "The Indian leaders have often 

stated 'that their true border extends from the Hindukush mountains to the Mekong 

river,,,that' is to say; wherever the influen'ce of Hinduism existed in the past. 35 This 

type ofdndia~s ambitious nationalism may not be without any basis. There was a 

strong current of opinion in India. totally disregarding the fact of partition as a grave 

blundeL 36 Many. Indians felt that "the creation of Pakistan was a tragic mistake 

which might still be corrected, at least as far as East Bengal is coricerned. 37 To this 

may be' added India's disapproval of Pakistan's advocacy of the 'two-nation theory' 

based on religion. "It was perfectly clear", said Jawaharlal Nehru, "that it was quite 

impossible to divide it on the basis of separating religious groups on one side or the 
' . . ' 

other."38 To accept Pakistan's 'two-nation theory' would mean a collapse of the 

.secularist policy on which the Indian Union rests and a reopening of the conduits of 

-separatism through' various religious sensitized groups. 

· ·· · Implicit in these two approaches was the assumption that secularism' in the 

case of India and Islam in the case of Pakistan would help ensure political justice 

, to their respective·. citizens. India and Pakistan, therefore, sought their ideological 

security in secularism and Islam respectively. In other words, these two states 

· adopted,not -only. different but also opposing strategies of state building, which by 

'itself created certain tension in their bilateral relations. It was, perhaps, inevitable 

that Kashmir would become a symbol of this ideological tension that underlay the 

. political foundations of the . two states. Thus, Islamic ideology of Pakistan was 

reinfoq;ed by the Pa'<istC:tT!I ruiers as a shield against its geographical interiority and 

political nati.a!'E:iism. ::E 

· The Founding Fathers of the INC included Hindus, Musit:-715. Christians. 

Parsees and Europeans sympathetic to Indian .nationalism and its fulfillment in an 
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lndiari Home Rule .. more or less like Irish Home Rule. They were firm believers in 
. . ~ . ' 

Parliamentary Democracy of the Westminster Model. During the early years of the 
·~ --:~ .... __ . 

Congress it was in the good books of the British authorities and the Europ=>--an 

commur:tity in India. Its General secretary was Mr. A.O. Hume, a member of the 

lrnflafl: Civil ~ervice who resigned. in order to organize the Congress as a sort of 

Parfiamentary opposition. This presumed a parliament with elected members, not 

Government . nominees in a legislative Council packed with officials and · their 

fav()umes. ·Congress passed resolutions for introducing the system of elections as in 

Britain and making the Legislative Councils representative oflndian public opinion. 

The next step would of course be to ask for the formation of Government by the 

elected.:representatives of the people as in Britain. 
'' \• ·. . ~ 

The British bureaucracy in India did not like this course of developments nor 

did the fndian Princes. To the British bureaucracy. and the Indian autocracy was 

added to Muslim. aristocracy led by Sir Sayed Ahmed Khan, later followed by the 

Aga· Khan·. The Muslim League came into existence with bureaucratic blessings in 

~order to safeguard Muslim command interests as distinguished from Indian national 

. interests: In its eyes Congress was an advocate of Hindu domination in succession 

to British. If Democracy was introduced its advantage would be reaped by the Hindu 

majorlty. The British bureaucracy equated Congress and Muslim League as 

equally entitled to consideration, though the one was inclusively India and the other 

exclusively Muslim. The bureaucrats went so far as to dub Congress a Hindu 

orQanization, even though it was presided over by Muslims and Purses and 

Europeans as well as Hindus. They simply hated the idea of Home Rule for 

Indians as they hated it for Irishmen. There they pitted the Protestants against the 

catholics, minority against majority, eventually dividing the country. Here the same . 

g<301e was started at the provincial level by Lord Curzon before the Muslim League 

wasfounded. The storm of protest against the partition of Bengal led to its reversal, 

but .the ending of the Partition of Bengal was also beginning of the Separate 

elector:a!e:system with the same object; dividing the people in~d of dividing their 

~--- I ' "--'- ,...._ had t II 't Oth . .....__ ..., ... . . ~ '---
IIUU;:,oc- ,:an;:: . , ~- ~'--'•·•::t•~"S o swa ow r . erwrse ;' =- =t .. :-..,, ~~ , ldV1::: 

re"USe::! ":'J introduce 2-r' elected legislature as a prelude +.0 :- ~ted Go~ment 

in the pruvinces, mudl less at the Centre. No one could c:::~ ~; .:rt time think of Non~ 

.-·· ~··; ' .,.. . : ' , .. 
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Cooperation .. and Civil Disobedience as a means to Swaraj. Congress was wedded 

to constitutional methods. Those who disagreed resorted to violence and dreamt of 

a remlutiori. • 

· Me •Jinnah was a Congressman like his mentor, Dadabhai Naoroji. SLit 

~-separate electorates were introduced he was forced to stand as a candtdate 

from a muslim constituency while his Hindu and Parsee and Christian fellow 

Cori~ress.men stood frorn non-Muslim constituencies. In order to ensure his success 

he became a inember of the Muslim League without sacrificing his Congress 

membership. This was the case with other politicians similarly situated. When 

questioned he replied, "I am in the Congress because it represents the national 
. . . 

interests of India. And I am in the Muslim League because it represents the 

comrnunalinterests of tile Muslims of India".· This explanation was accepted by both 

the. parties. Thani(S to his mediation and that of Tilak the two parties came- to sign a 

Pact at Lucknow in 1916. Cbngress conceding weightage to the Muslim minorities 

in the non-Muslim-majority provinces and the League conceding weightage to the 

non ... Muslims in the Muslim - majority provinces .. The term 'Hindu' was not used in 

the Mantagu:- Chelmsford Reforms which incorporated the system of weightages 

'reached at Lucknow. At that time nobody realized that Congress had signed a 

·Pact on behalf of the non-Muslims as the League had signed one on behalf of the 

· . Muslims. And therefore Congress had become a non-Muslim body. Jn fact, Congress . . . 
was in a hurry to win Swaraj by constitutional means at the end of the first Great 

War. It had to swallow the system of weightages, not knowing that it could no longer 

claim to represent the Muslims if it represented the non-Muslims only. After some 

fifteen years the term 'non-Muslim' has s,ubstituted by the term 'General' in response 

to protests by the Hindus and. others who did not like to be described in a negative 

fashion by bringing in the Muslims as the principal community. But the new term 

also created the illusion that those who were elected from the 'general' 

constituencies represented the inclusive interests of all citizens ·irrespective of 

~or creed. 

· Congp=•sc:. had ·inadvertently lost something and th9 Musiim League !)ad 

artfuity gained something. In order to retrieve this Joss, Congress set up Congress 

Muslim _candidates in every province and at the centre. This was not contrary to the 
' 
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provisions of the' Pact of 1916. ·Mr. Jinnah who meanwhile drifted aoart could not 

.. _ ch~·rge · Congress -~ith 2 breach of contract. But when he found that Congress ·---.. 
Muslims. had :·won · numerous seats and on the strength of their majority formed 

NOrth~west Frontier Province in addition to occupying Ministerial positions in several 

other provinces he.felthimself cheated by Mahatma Gandhi, his old friend and fellow 

Gujarati Barrister. "1\t one time Jinnah happened to be the President of the Home 

-Rure, League and Gandhi 'an office-bearer under him. So, Jinnah invented the· 

forr:nul.a':''The· Muslim League alone represented the Muslim of India.' It followed that 

· the: Congress Muslims· ·did not represent their community and therefore had no 

rightto ·forni·a ·Government in the North-West Frontier Province nor to be Ministers 

in;·any. other province. He expected a new Pact to this effect between Congress and 

the ·MtJSiim ·League ·as a condition precedent to any change at the Centre. After 

excluding the· Congress Muslims from its quota, Congress was also expected to 

observe the principle of weightage in the composition of all elected Governments. 

Originally it applied to the elected legislature only. A third requirement was the 

recognition of Muslim League minority Veto inside the Governments, if the Congress 

majority decision did not suit it. 

The British had no hand in the formulation of these undemocratic demands. 

They did not insist that Congress must accept them: But they did not insist that the 

twoleading parties must come to terms prior to a transfer of power. Jinnah then had 
. ~ . 

a Veto on any plan to transfer power at the Centre to an elected majority of Indians 

including Congress Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and Parsees. No plan would be 

· ·. 'acceptable to his party as the only party of Indian Muslims unless Congress 

~urrEmdered to his terms prior to a transfer of power. Now the first British plan was 

the Federation according to the Government of Indian Act of 1935. The Government 

Block ·in' · the Central Legislature was to be replaced by the Princes Block. The 

iemaining seats were to be divided in such a way that Cong_ress could never get an 

absolute majority unless it won a good number of Muslim seats, which was unlikely, 

.or unless the Princes' Block consisted of the elected repr-esentatives of the people 

~; p. j,.;_-ery ~- The 'Princes backed out of thE; __ ,,". 1;L de.: to the Federal 
- / . 

3Cheme. The Muslir:n League feared that Corg:25..5 ·v:::uld puS:t: lt into a hopeless 
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minority in~the absence of the Princes' nominees. No amount of weightage would . ' . . 

secure it a share of po:wer. It would be doomed to a perpetual Opposition . . ~ .......... ---=- ' .. 

·-The British Raj would be succeeded by the Congress Raj and the. Hindus~ 

wOUld'·virtually,be the dominant power. Fear and ambition drove Jinnah into the arms. 

-of ·the inve1 1Lors : of Pakistan, a separate, independent, sovereign state of the 

Muslims, exclusive of the non-Muslims. He added to the basic scheme the non

Muslim.:.majority province of Assam to make it balance 'Hindustan', going back to 

Lord _Curzon's design of balancing Hindu-majority provinces by Muslim Majority 

provinces plus a province where the Muslims were not in a majority, plus the Centre 

divided into two, the one balancing the other. This improvement upon the doCtrine 

of balance of power did not originate in a British brain. It was specifically made in 

lndia>Jinnah also made an amendment to the British policy of 'Divide and Rule'. 

· :·' It was one thing to split up a State and It was an mother to split up a Nation, 

Jinnah: one of the top leaders of the Indian National Congress, discovere~ in his old 

age _ that the Hindus and Muslims were not two communities but two nations, co

exi~tirig under foreign rule. He held that upon the British withdrawal each nation 

should separately exist in its own homeland. He even went as far as to suggest an 

exchange of population. It was enough to rouse elements of suspicions and 

a·pprehensions between friends and neighbours of a thousand years. In 

consequence of its intensive propaganda the League won the 1946 elections on the 

Pakistan issue, defeating the Congress Muslims and Unionist Muslims and Krishak 

Praj~- Muslims all over India, barring a few exception when Congress insisted on 

inqluqing Mr. Asaf · Ali in the Viceroy'. 'Interim Government' and the British Prime 

Minister intervened in favour of Congress. Jinnah rejected the Cabinet Mission 

_ Sc~eme and his Muslim League embarked on a two-pronged 'Direct Action' against 

the British authorities and the Congress leaders. In practice, it was a call to the 

Muslim to resist Hindu Raj in succession to British Raj. Terrible riots broke out. 

Though the League was persuade_d to join the 'Interim Government' by the Viceroy 

its.·aim was not to work but to wreck. Since the Cabmet Mission _Scheme failed, the 

British fixed a deadline for withdrawal, leav!ng ir.dia united or divided as the parties 

desired. This ultimatum led to division oy cor.sent not 1n the cry that Jinnah 

'.' 
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contemplated but as: modified by Nehru and Patel. Bengal and Punjab were also 

dividecL.Lord Curzon was dead, but his policy went marching on. 

Thus Congress, an inclusive organization of Indians of all communities, got 

tndia. as inclusive homeland of all Indians. minus those who accepted Pakistan as 

their--homeland willingly or unwillingly. On the other hand, the Muslim League, an 

exclusive organization of Muslims only secured Pakistan, an exclusive homeland of 

Musiim 'where the Hindus and Sikhs and Christians were treated with discrimination, 

slispicicn- and . hostility, just because they were 'unbelievers. Though Jinnah 

personally made no discrimination on religious grounds the fanatical forces he had 

unleashed by his campaign for Pakistan and 'Direct Action' compelled him to make 

· Pakistan an 'Islamic State' where Christians might live as Zimmies but idolators had 

either :to· tiee~ b~ converted or die. Almost the entire Hindu and Sikh population of 

West Pakistan-was. eliminated by massacre or fights. In East Pakistan some Hindus 

. were, killed and one-third of the Hindu ·population fled, while two-thirds remained, 

thar:~ks·. to ·the ·friendly attitude of their Muslim neighbours. That unfortunate phrase 

'exchange of population' gave a handle to the Hindu fanatics in India who took the 

law. into their .own hands and brought about a limited exchange of population by 

force.· Thi.s was contrary to the Congress policy of q secular state. For a time it 

looked as if India was not a composite nation but a Hindu nation where no Muslim 

was safe. Gandhi fasted on this issue. He gained his object but lost his life at the 

hands of a· Hindu fanatic. As long as Pakistan remains an Islamic monopoly the 

Hindu fanatics of India will go on threatening the Muslims, including Congress 

Muslims and Communist Muslims. In Pakistan, the Muslims themselves are under 

pressure of 'lslamisation' recalling the early days of Islam. While India is marching 

forWard into the -21st Century Pakistan is marching backward into the 61
h Century. 

She .has lost all sense of Nationalism and Democracy. East Pakistan has broken 

away to preserve both. 

The lndo-Pak re!atio[lS have not yet become normal and are not likely to 

·. become normal until there is a reversal u~ the poflcy of exclusion on religious 

grminds. Even in Bangladesh where the =2Unding ;:::-a.thers established a Secular 

State, there is a reaction. The Bengaii Musums fought' the non-Bengali Muslims with 

Bengali Hindus as their comrades. Now all that comradeship has been forgotten. In 
' . ' . . 
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the result the _Musiims of Bangladesh too. have lost their battle for democracy. It will 

ta~J'a.ki_stan a !cr.g time tc realize that Pakistan got her independence because 

lndia_got hers, thanks to the struggle carried on by the Congress 
. •''. ·; . 

·. · · -~·::-Loi"d · Mountbatten ceased to be the Crown Representative on the 15th 
I, 

August;' 1947. On that day every Indian Prince \-vas legally free to decide for himself 

whether his.· State would accede to the Dominion of India or the Dominion of 

Pakistan: He , might refuse to accede to · either Dominion and declare the · 

independence of his State but in that case neither India nor Pakistan nor Britain 

would' recognize it There was no provision for another Dominion of the British 

Commonwealth. Any · one could invade it as a No-Man's Land. Its safety lay in 

acc'ession to eith,erDciminion. The Dominion of its choice should be contiguous to it 

B(?f~re the announcement of the Radcliffe Award it was everybody's knowledge 

that Ka~hmir had no common boundary with the Dominion of India and therefore the 

Mah(3raja had no other choice but accession to Pakistan. But when the Award . was 

in~de, public subsequ~ntly it contained a surprise. 40 

".'-Radcliff's award created in Pakistan an auger against India' which it could 

never shed. Actually it has been steadily on the increase since it came into 

existence. Perhaps the Bombay barrister realized that his two-nation theory was 
'I. 

untenable in the modern world. In his Presidential address to Pakistan's constituent 

.: Assembly in Karachi on 11th August 194 7 Jinnah declares : "We are starting with 

this fundamental principle that we are all citizens and equal citizens of one state ..... 

In course· of time· Hindu would cease to be Hindus and Muslim would cease to be 

·Muslims, not in the religious sense ..... but in the political sense as citizens of the 

· state."41 
· Where was this · idea of separation of religion from politics when he 

· enun'ciated his two-nation theory in his demand for partition ? 
,. ··;-·' 

The mantra of Jirinah fell on the president of Pakistan. Like Jinnah he also 

firmly · believes in the doctrine of Balance of Power. Formerly it was between the 

·HindU majority and the Muslim minority. Now it is between Hindu India and Muslim 

India or the Indian Union and Pakista;-; Tc illaintain this uneven balance he would 

. call m the United' States and China ::::.:: ,; .-:::: ::;L::::-:rc: 31ock of Nations . India too had 

to·train the balance in her favour by icck:::g to the Soviet Union. 

_,·:. ,_ . ... , 
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. , :.-·: )11 f~Ct .. a haif-century ago, .Pakistan and India were large Asian nations 

· fapipg. , ~ey~~e. problems of economic and political development. They ·shared a 
. ...__ 

~trn;ic ~~periel')c~ anc;i at their -birth were confronted with the task of charting a 

.CtJ';J~~: ·. iti .a .fundar:nentally changing International system.' rt would thus have 

. ~ry;i~d:tl)at both countries would follow similar courses, and in fact early policy 

. pronouncements by Pakistani leaders could almost .as readily have been made by 

Indians .. 

:. '<'·. Yet there.· were factors that led the two in different directions. Jawaharlal 

Nehru had. been the brain and voice of ·the Congress Party iri foreign affairs and 

when,Jndependence came he was able to translate his ideas of non-alignment, 

socialist orientatiof"!; arid "Asianness " into Policy. The Muslim League, on the other 

haqd,, had had little foreign policy-beyond support for Islam, and even after 

independem~~. "PoJitically aware Pakistanis did have certain attitudes, of course, but 

theS!3 VIJere vague and hardly constituted a basis for a foreign policy."42 

" , .. More ·important was, therefore, the factor of religion. The gulf that had 

emerged between Hindus. and Muslims over the centuries had been intensified by 

British colonial policy and Jed the Muslim League to demand a separate nation. Islam 

· would inform the foreign policy values of this new nation as a positive tie to other 

Muslim countries, but also in a negative sense of profound rivalry with India and fear 

of "Hindu domination." 

Pakistan excluded the possi~ility of accommodation and acceptance of 

Indian regional leadership as a means of ensuring their own national well-being . 
.... -

After all, they dAfined their very rationale fq_r existence as being "not India", and the 

heritag·e of confliCt had been intensified by orders of magnitude. through the horrors 

of 'partition.· A forthcoming approach on the part of New Delhi might conceivably 

have assuaged these concerns, but the lridians chose a policy of firmness, the 

armed.· conflict that immediately developed over Kashmir was seen in Pakistan as 

proof that.lndia did not accept the_ legitimacy of the Muslim nation. Kashmir became 

tiie'focus of relations between India and Pakistan- as a quarrel over territory, but 

even more as the ·symbol of tr.:::· ::~. :JggP- ;__~.-veen ·Islamic Pakistan and Secu1ar 

lndia. 

:- -.~. ' . 

. ,. •' 

' . 
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., :';;/.':}hl,l~ from its v~ry inception, Pakistan wasan "insecurity state" thatperce:ived 

·- ' it~eiflpot.·.bhly: as small and disadvantaged but as on the defe_nsive against a' real 
.-··~-2-_ ,·· .r.:··.•:: . . . . . . 

@d .pr~s.~nt threat, with its survival at stake. Constructing a force within South Asia 
; . ·.'. . . . . . . . 

· ~o. ~~~-~8.C!3; India was ·not fe_asible because India was m·ore powerful than any 
; ·.,- .... ,.. ' . , . 

,combination of other states within the subsystem. Thus a central element of Pakistani 

~-poficy h·~d. been to ·reach outside South Asia to find ~upport that might offset 

lndian.dominance within the system and to avoid bilateral arrangements that would 

put' P~kistan in a one-on-on·e. relationship with India. 
·. ~ . . 

· · ' : Pakistan initially sought to offset geopolitics through religion ; it was to be part 

·of:the. universal community of believers, and as the first nation to be formed in the 

· ·:name:'of · lsi~m .felt ::H-rc:l it should and would receive full support of the universal 
' ., 'I' . ~ 

:cdrririiuriify·of M~slims, the 'Ummah'. It was a matter of some convenience that most 

· ofth~. 1J~rnah lay' to the ~est of Pakistan, lending the western part of the new ~ation 
·pept'fl :vis-~ .. vis ·india. 

· ........ P~kistan als.o S(lW itself as the vanguard of would-be many new nations 
. ' ~ ' . , I . • ' , ·- I 

con1ir'lg to. independence in the following years. Although little tangible support could . .. . . . . . . 

be expected from the quarter for the time being, Pakistan derived satisfaction from 

its solidarity with Indonesia's independence struggle and with the Arabs in their 

resistance to the cre.ation of Israel. 

:! ... '.: -While· Pakistan recognized the fact of overwhelming American pre-
•: 

·dominance in the emerging bipolar world of 1947, Pakistan looked seriously for 

:strategic support from a sour~e that was so distant and unclear. The soviet ·union 
' ' ' 

, 'was bot l.miriteresting, but iri Pakistan's, early days, Stalin's hard-line policies offered 

::little entitlement. arid China . was still in ill-defined chaos43
. 

' .. 
1 :": ., < ~ 

. \ tn ,spite. of.lead~r~ like B. R. Amendkar and M.K.Gandhi, India was still ruled 

:ny locally entrenched economic and political hierarchies based on caste, gender, 

'class, region, and religion. In many areas, the jamindari system of feudal relations 

;dominated a ·primarily. rural society ar.d in~h 1ded three broad classes; landlords.,. 
' . . 

;tenant ·farmers, and ~ ~::!:.::.:..::-::~. !ndia lacked financial and technic;;;;:i 

''r-eSouh:;es, .basic and m~ industries, social services and enough food to~ 
: .: ~ ~ ~ 

'itself, . Most people workE::! ;r. the ::Jfo;mal sector, with little access either ~ 
. . :. \I ,· , ~: . 
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productive .':resources, land, .orator. forest, and capital or to education and 

empJpyment·, and were not represented in decision making bodies. Women, children, -·---- . 

:.and bon~~~ lapor~r5,a~ well as the Scheduled Castes and tribes, were ignored and 

·-~~ suff~red disproportionately,. The founding fathers expected the Central 
' . 

~qv_~rn,~~ntJo play the main role in solving these problems. Their goals were to 
•• < 

unity~~p1e ~ natipn; ' n~xt to build modern industrial state and promote ecsmomic 

gro.Wth, ,and _in the. course of thos~ achievem~nts, to reduce poverty and inequalities. 

: ~C!n<:lhi.;Jajd this out ~!early . "Recall the face of the· poorest and the weakest man 
. ·-:··· ·, '·:_- --_.· •'. -- . 

· whO!ll-Y0\-1- may have seen and ask yourself if the step you contemplate is going to 
- . . . : ., ·: .. - ~ ' . . ' - : . . . ' . . - . 

b~Rf: ~Qy_,_u_~e to; him ; . ·.· In other words, will it lead to self-reliance ?"44 

···'The--new· constitl:ltion . outlined social and economic policies to rectify 

in.equaiities,,~md , shift. power to the weaker elements. Five decades' worth of 

amendments and· laws continued the assault against _untouchables and bonded and 

·_ child"·'labour: ';'And in a crucial . way, the ln~ian civil service, pride of the British 

Empire; ,took: on pri!Tia_ry" responsibility for translating all these new plans into reality. 

In e!S~~~~i,QQ th~ ·degree of success that India achieved in meeting its founder's 

g~l.~ls!.;\"!~-~ing_ no.t ~q_ ROSitive _result. 
' ' . '·' . ·. -:• \• ~ .. . ' .- . ' -

· ·. Even before India achieved its independence, Jawaharlal Nehru, one of the 

:principal: figures in the Indian nationalist movement, had devoted considerable 

thought to independent India. He had been a delegate to the international Congress 

· ag~inst Colonial Oppressi_on and Imperialism held in Brussels in 1927 , and his 

de~p involvememt in anti-colonial nationalism profoundly shaped his views about the 

imp'ortance ·of keeping the country free from· any form of external domination. 

Consequently, r~ehru's approach was an effort to maximize India's autonomy in the 

coridtict of foreign policy in the immediate post-war era. Nehru played an ~active 
' , .. : ;.. .' . . .. 

,rore~iti promoting .'decolonization ·in Asia and also sought to limit the presence of the 

great powers on the continent. Even before India become formally independent he 

supporte(j the - Indonesian struggle against Dutch colonial rule and sharply 

condemned the Dutch attacks on. Indonesia in 1947-48. 
''.:.'I _: The sc-et t.:n ia d -:7::: Saut: A"'~, security has remained grim O"VS" ~ i=~ 

; harf decade:- To a larg:= extent the agonizing historical past, the mutual ii!Lc:est. 

·distorted perception and the uneasy relationship between India and Pakistan since 
' If· 
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. . . 
~947 are considered to be the cause of insecurity in. South Asia. Developments .in 

the' region since i947 have repeatedly demonstrated that conflict has resulted 
'·-~--

from the efforts to blur <md distort the natural power-hierarchy in the sub-continent. 
. . 

With regan:Ho the lndia~Pakistan conflict the partition of 1947 embodied the worst 

regairirof colonial ru:e ; the post-independence strategies and the processes of 

nation: and· state building. Pakistan was a geographical absurdity which ultimately 

led to the creation of Bangladesh. -The British knew that this was not a viable 

structure·· and· the last viceroy , Lord Mountbatten, had predicted that ·East Bengal 

-· would break>away from .Pakistan in a quarter of a century. 45 What he could n·ot, or 

did not/predict w.as that this separation, which came in 1971, would be preceded by 

an extremely: tortuous process including a full:scale war between India and Pakistan. . . . 

lnaqdition, to thi.~ the British indecision, conscious or otherwi.se, regarding the 

statu~ .. Of .·the princely States of Hyderabad, . Junagadh and. Kashmir added 

sigqjfi.canjly to the conflict potentially inher~nt in the Indo-Pakistan relationship. The 

concern :expr.essed about peace in the subcontinent after the position by Harold 

Macmillan from the opposition benches in the British parliament on 10 July, 1947 

clearly indicated that the British were not unaware of the consequences of their final 

act. 

·Thus, in the South Asian security complex, like most other post-colonial 
I 

security complex India and Pakistan were to learn out of a conflict between the 

. Muslim League and the Congress. Pakistan as a separate nation was not created 

until the departure of the British Raj in 1947. But it was created, especially by the 8 

million people who migrated from central India at that time of partition, in to image of 

c a staunch Islamic and glorious imperial past. 
,"-• 

· · . The partition of India was mainly a political decision taken by the British and 

agreed to by the ali India Congress to meet the demands of the Muslims for a 

separate home land. In economic terms, the partition of India could not be as abrupt 

and ~omplete as in the political sense because united India was an integrated unit on 

account of the econbmic policies framed by the British during their colonial rule. The 

· division of the' sub..r-..ontiilent , therefore, was bound to have a disastrel..!5 effect on 

the·· economics of both India and Pakistan. In the words of an ooserver, "the 

.. ,.,._. 
~- ._.,:. -

. - --," :· 
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8COfl(),.y: ()f lndiP-!"J empire W3S Violently Vivisected. 46 as a result Of the partition of 

. India-into tv10 separate. independent and a sovereign states. 
·----. - ,, :)-.. , .. : .. ' ~ -;- . . . . . 

,,._·.-.On~ other side, the Mislim League was formed in 1906 to represent the 
. . 

interests.caf;tbe lslamic minority in British India in· the movement for freedom from 

colouial dpillil 1ation. Its lear!ers · became convinced through the years of struggle 

\nfitl).th~ .British Raj that their people would become oppressed and even destroyed 

in ~n)ndep~fldent, Hindu-dominant India. In 1940, the league voted to demand a 
' . . . ' . . . . 

separ:ate . state -for the Muslim population of South Asia. Through the persistent, 

~ng . !e_adership of its president Mohammed Ali Jinnah, ·this objective was 
_.· .;,: . '" .. '. . 

reali?E!d wh~n.the Sritish Raj, in departing in 194 7 set the mechanism, to establish 
•;'; .- ·, •·' r , ;· 

for. n13-tipns instead_ of .one . Those districts under British control ( about three-fifths of ,, .. , ·,'' . . . 

th~: ~!JQ~ontinent) vvhere Muslims are predominant would become Pakistan ; the 
. . ! ' - . . . . 

dist~igt~.wnere Hindus were in the majority would become India. The remaining areas. 

- princely _states not under direct British administrative control-would accede by their 
- ., --·- -

own determination tc. eHher country. ·.· ·.· :.''·;-:· . ·.·. -

···-·< , . cThis division created two wings, a smaller but more populous East Pakistan, 
-

.and: R·-larger,. dominan( West Pakistan, separated by 900 miles of India. It also 

·created· a ·number of disputes over the appropriate process for occasion of the 

pfinc~ly states of British India into the new nations. 

· ·thus,·the·debris of the Partition of India in 1947 clouded India's relations 

with Pakistan. The pre-partition political conflict between the Indian National 

Congress and the All India Muslim League coloured the perceptions of the policy

makers of the . two countries regarding each other's motivations and strategies. The 

Indian· Leader'~ accepted partition, but not the two-nation theory, which was the basis 

orl which Pakistan had come into existence. Most Indian leaders believed that with 

·the ·withdrawal of British power from the sub-continent, the dust of the pre

Independence era would sett~e down and that India and Pakistan_ would be able to 

·come closer and· establish· harmonious relations with each other. This found hope 

of thfi..: Indian \eae-ers died by subsequent events. Nehru's dream of teaceful and 

brotherly Jsb..GI:S ;-r.r.th ?akd.::!l went in vain. The Pakistani iead=4~ r--· "'a".F-d 'i"'P-W 

India as a· country that is ·out to .undo partition and dismember their country. This 

perception ocminated their foreign-policy thinking ever since 1947 . 
. -- ... "--
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;;: ··.··,·:~ina:speech, Nehu said :'ln regard to Pakistan, the position has been a very 

·~ ~i;pr bne owing to-the way Pakistan was formed and India was divid.ed. And there 
~- . . . . 

m.we nat only .. been all the upsets. that you knew but something much deeper, and 

.tbatcis;~t,complete emotional upset of all the people in India and Pakistan because 
. . . . . ·~-- ' 

~\ · :Qf tffis.:, if:~rs a. very, difficult thing to deal with a psychological thing which cannot be 

/ 

dealt with superficially . . . .. There is no doubt at all in my mind that it is inevitable for · 

lpdi~- and Pakistan to have close relation, very close relation.s, some time or other in 

fytt!re,;.t;~ary._not state when this will take place., but situated as we are, with all our 
; ! . . -~. . ' - . . . 

pa~t,~·~e .panr~ot qe just indifferent neighbours. We can be either rather hostile to 
~ .· ·-- . : . . 

~ach})~h,er or very friendly with each other. Ultimately we can only _be really very 
l· .•. . 

friendly, whatever period of hostility may intervene in between because our interests 

are so closely interlinked· .47 

. . 
I • •; 

1 
_ .• : During the entire pre-colonial phase, security threats emanated principally 

f[onithe states beyond the north western was the long history ofthe so-called Hindu 

period,_. CIPproximately spanning . 1500 BC to AD 1000, which was beset with 
.. 

. invasions by the AiY~ms, the Achalmenians, the Greeks, the Parthi9nas, · the 

. Kush~vs and . the Huns. There was the relatively short Muslim period, stretching 

from the Turkish raids in AD 1000 until the mid-eighteenth century which was also 

.pharacterized ·by invasions by the Turks, the Afghan and the Mughals who followed 

·:each other in close succession. 

·During this entire period there really was 'no theory of war and 'no system of 

·defence', ·to speak· of. 48 And, despite the introduction of cavalry during the Muslim 

·period, 'there was no 'militar)t tradition developed in lndia.49 The infantry was neither 

'trained nor organized nor even equipped as a serious ar,ms of war. There was just a 

,:multitude of people assembled without reference to rank and file. 50 

· It was only after the arrival of the British on the subcontinent, and with their 

.final ·occupation of what is now South Asia, that a modern defence system was 

really organized and Britain established a network of client buffer states that 
::~ . . 

··cons1Duted. a prorecth.'e barrier between other competing pDWe~-:-s and the land 

app1aac:!E:s tc' !i ,~,.;=, atrd had not, whenever necessary, arry su:::-;:.; .. -co::~~ ~a 

mifrtary showdown beyond the borders of India. 

. . ' ,. ·~ 
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l'. · · -· ·,lndia's:independeilce l:-:1 1947 ·and the process of decolonisation of Asia and 
I 

~,Africa' thereafter: induced a desire among the newly independent states to forge a 
. ·--.:.__ . . - . . 

UJJity fpr:creconstruction of the nati~ns ravaged by Western colonization. The Indian. 

~er:stryp.even before the dawn of independence wore the visions of world peace 

and an equitable intema~ional -order on the edifice of Afro-Asian unity. The Indian -.·· ' . . - . 

national Congress spearheading the struggle for Indian independence dreamt of an 
'· ........ ,··· . 

~sia,~icFe.~eraJi_on.: The_ f-11 !ndia Congress Committee in its Bombay session held in 

July 1921 took note of a resolution passed by the citizens of Bombay in April 1921 
', . ' ; .• ~ < • - • • . 

·wgiqg _Aig~ t9;p_rqmote feelings of amity and concord with neighbouring states with 
'I .' --::; ". . - .-: ·' • ~.. . . 

~ view. to establish goodwill and sympathy to formulate a clear and definite foreign 

policyt~r-lndla. 51 
· 

' . • I . : . ·-:~-. .: ,,, -·' .. -

-., . Anti- imperial_ism became the cornerstone of the foreign policy of Congress 
. . . 
and provided an opportunity for the States of Asia to come together. Gandhi 

... :. " '' ~:.· -:· . . 

obseryed that the common lot no less than territorial homogeneity and cultural affinity 

· was bringing the Asiatic races wonderfully together and they seemed determined to 
··, ·: ··:·· .. 

tak·~ theirfullest share in world politics. 52 The INC saw the emergence of a great 
. -~- ' -~ . '· ' . - -

Asiatic Federation as inevitable and participation of India_ in the Union of the 

oppressed nationalities of Asia as the precursor to the freedom of every nationality 

.. Jo bring _about World . peace. The Congress world-view maintained that no nation on 

· .ea,rth ~an really be .. when other nations are held in bondage. 53 

.;-: 

' ·· · India's role in the fight against imperialist repression was pivotal since she 

·,(;was considered to bo the key stone of the arch of imperialism. The leadership of 

·::~nqiari National Movement before and immediately after independence set before 

',themselves arragenda .for regional cooperation and Unity in Asia. 

> -~:- < Freedom became thus. one. at the b~acon lights and it remained so ever 

· since· liidia was under British rule, but had been struggling for freedom. Though 

'.!freedom was earned on Augul:)t 14 and 15, 1947, the price was too enormous to 

r describe iri human tern: .. The country was partitioned into Bharat (India) and 

-·Pakistan~· now two independent nations. After the departure u~ the British in 1947, the 

_: oiiSdi ...;~;..,ati· ..... , ;., the C%i"?.a - and indeed in the wortd .- '"'·-· -~'-'' ~ : ~;~ty changed 

.' necessrtating the designing of a wholly· new concept of nati~ai security. 
-··' . 

·~" ' 
' . ::: 

: ;_ 
·.;. ·,"'" ··-···, 

. .:r: ;:_ ··,.' . 
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.. >; Hence, India achieved independence under Independence Act. 1947 and so 

emerged two nation states carved out of the boundaries of the erstwhile British India. 

The·country was divided, partitioned, rather vivisected on the basis of the two-nation 

theory on. the basis· of Teligion. After partition most of the people appear to· have 

r-ecqriciled. with secular .India and have stayed back. During the exchange of 

population, Le,, Hindus to India and Muslims to Pakistan most of the Muslims stayed 

back;;:i,n India and their population, who left Pakistan for India, were primarily not 

receivec! .as Hindus ,but as Pakistani refugees. Similarly, the Muslims from India to 

. · Pakist~n were, basically and primarily not received as Muslims but as Indian 

r~.fug~es ,., Mohajirs .; though the country was partitioned on the basis of two nation 

tt,l~()!Y." Thus,, the outcome of partition, so far as two communities are concerned, 

was . a st~~mge phenomenon. Both Hindus and Muslims became strangers in their 

·own country. Since their birth, tensions began between them, dragging them into 
.. •·.. . . . 

four wars. However, last war (1999), was most crucial in its consequences. 
' ': '\,'--: ,~~ '. ; . . . . 

..... '+The British Raj would be succeeded by the Congress Raj and the Hindus 

. would,virtually be the dominant power. Gandhi would boss over Jinnah if he joined 

the .Government. Fear and ambition drove Jinnah into the arms of the inventors of 

Pak, a separate, independent, Sovereign state of the Muslims, exclusive of the non 

Muslims. He adde.d to the basic scheme the non Muslim majority province of Assam 

to makEL it balance 'Hindustan'; going back to Lord Curzon's design of balancing 

Hinqlj majority provinces by Muslim majority .provinces plus a province where the 

. Musli1J1S were not in a majority, plus the centre divided into two, the one balancing 

the other. This improvement_ upon the1 doctrine of balance of power did not originate 

in a British brain. It was specifically made in India. Jinnah also made an amendment 

. to the ... British Policy of 'Divide and Rule' .. When Gandhi called upon the British to 'Quit 

ft1dia~:he said 'Divide·and Quit'. 

· · ·Pakistan and India met their crest with destiny as independent nations 

· .. within ·twenty four hours of each other. In his very first statement as Prime Minister 

'of Independent India, Pandit · Nehry declared that ' we look upon the world with clear 

.:md:friend!y eyes. I bring today to my friends in P_akist::!fl that same message ....... 

We· have common consensus and friendship 1s the basic necessity.' The 

Independence of India and Pakistan signaled the beginning of the end of Western 

·'. 
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Colonialism a.id the emerg~nce of new nation states in much of Asia. and Africa:· Fifty. 

years after the achievement pf their independence, .India & Pakistan, with 29 
-~ . 

/ 

percent of the. world; population, have made significant economic, social and political 

prpgress, btit-they continlie to' confront niajor. challenges. In South Asia, there is a 

wide range of opinion on~every issue r€1ating to the evolution of India' and Pakistan 

Although the .British wisely left their Indian colony peacefully in 1947; the violence 
. . 

that accompanied partition shaped the development of the two states and set the 

.. stage for four wars · betWeen them. 

The emergence ·of new . political leaders at the helm of affairs did not 

improve matters. They had n~ defence policy to speak of. Also, they had come to 

·conclusion that in the post-independence situation in India it was not possible to 

. continue to follow a forward policy in the north and have blue water navy in the 

South. The country simply did not have the means to do both. Poverty stricken and 

problem · ridden India had, in their view, other priorities. to judiciously use her 

unexploited resources. Furthermore, they had _a different political goal, which was to 

contribute to the promotion, of peace and welfare of mankind. 54
. Certainly a 

commendable go~l but hardly in· consonance with the British imperial . strategy of 

pursuing a forward policy was there but, the Indian political leaders viewed ' the 

Indian army arid its leaders with, alarm, and suspicion' verging onjo a 'deep rooted 

/ paransia .. 54Post- ind13pendence lndi~ thus neither had the power nor the political 

inclination, nor the military expertise to pursue a century old national security policy 

designed by_(3reat Britain. 

./ 

The global· strategic environment too was. hardly favourable. The post-world 

war II bipolar system had projected onto the international system two superpowers . 
. . 

· in a·· total .state of c::onfrontation, determined to absorb othercou,ntries into .. .their 

spheres of influence. The situation between the US and erstwhile USSR and the 

newly independent countries was so asymmetrical, and the pressures so greatthat 

the_latter. were forced with the problem of maintaining their independence. 

Though hidia, becau~e of her 'gjgantism', ~A.-as more fortrmate in withstanding 
.. 

·suctr _x!:etiiiil pressures than many other~ ... ~Ide .• ~ coanbies, the refusal 

by the superpowers to accept, in the initial stages India's proctairned determination 
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. to feud for herself did not argue well for .the establishment of a viable secwity 

policy: 

The regional security enviromimnt had also changed considerable, from the 

time· of tbe British, It had Clearly ~e heated and unstable. On the Western 

flank, the· new ·India had now to fuce_an unfriendly and sUS'f)icious Pakistan with 

whom difficulties · had surged over Kashmir - difficulties that finally exploded into a 

military. conflict only a year after the independence of the . subcontinent. On her 

northern frontiers -·soon after the termination of the ·Chinese civil war..:. India had to 

reckon with the Chinese occupation of Tibet. A frontier, kept quiet by the British, had 

become alive and unstable. And, on her eastern frontier - an addition to unfriendly 

East Pakistan - India was confronted with a totally unstable Burma where the . ( - . 

ongoing civil war between the ·central government and the different Communist 
. . \. . 

and ethnic forces had generated a ·highly uncertain situation, the ramification of 

. which could indeed be horrendous for eastern India where rumblings of discontent 

among. the tribal grc;>ups were increasingly. becoming visible already in the immediate 

aftermath of Indian independence .. 

lri sum, dimensional external pressures on India were already building up at 

the .time of independence, to which she had to respond._ But since,. the new political 

leaders were unable to take over the British mantle, and were unwilling to a6Gept the 

. British concept of defence strategy for the subcontinent, they had to design a new 

one to force national security problems - problems that stemmed essentially from 

the outside at the time 

It is true that the paths and strategies of social, economic and political 

developments pursued in each of the South Asian countries were .. in a general way, 

a continuation of the pre-inqependence 'inheritance'. The socio-cultural identities 

· which were characterized by the factors ·of continuity and overlap defied the 

territorial bound~ries of the new states: The economics were characterized by the 

simultaneous existence. of dominant feudal and pre-feudal sorts of- modes of 

·prod.uction ·along with a marginal and, in snn-te case-3. entirely dependent modern 

-~GtUi. These economies were also fl~U. with. ;:~J "'' ':::1 tendencies of mutual 
. . . . 

~..;Ompetition and incompatibility awing to their . differing growth potentials and 

directions of development. Politice~lly, the British transferred power to broadly 
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:Similar sets of elites but soon the varying socio-economic infrastructure irl" each of the 

___ · respe_ctive countries started asseft1ng themselves and~ determining, to a larg~ extent, 
·-::--:---·:.. ··.:- . . 

the respective .foi'ITls of polity ~~f ·sf¥les of politics in the various countries. This 

tbroughtabo~significant cha~m the composition of resting..elites and pormcaJ 
. . . . . 

·, / forces and, consequently, is the. structure and dynamics ofthe political systems. The· 
I . 

~brea~own ·of the parliamentary experiment in Pakistan ._and the emergence of a · 

coropetith/e party system· in Sri lanka, as against the long innings· of one party . . 

deminance in India,_ illustr~te the point vividly. 

· It ~as inherent in · ~ -~-- composition of the freedom - seeking 

groups/movements which succeeded in India,· Sri Lanka and Pakistan during 1947-8 

that their respective paths and strategies of nation building· could diverge 

significantly in several respects. There .. emerged in the South Asian Countries a 

clearer emph~~is on particularistic, religious, ethnic and linguistic 'comp~nents of 

their respective social fabrics that on the secular and universalistic goals and 

t~n9encies in the nation-building · processes. The emphasis has been on Islam and . . ' . . . . 

· ,Urdu i.ri Paki~tan,- on Buddhism and Sinhalese in Sri Lanka, ·on Hinduism in Nepal,. 

on the di~er~n~ sects and varieties of Buddhism in Burma and Bhutan and on !slams 

and· Bengali in Bangladesh. In India also, under the professed goal of secularism, 

/ ·. secretarian forces have gradually be.come powerful in the political processes. As a 

consequence of these divergent developments, the politics of na~ion building in each 

ofthese countries· has got entangled with the minority-majority dilemma. And owing 
. ' . ~ . 

/. 

·_ f?: ~h~ SOCio-cultural continuities in the region, the resulting tensiOnjS and complexion 
-~ . 

have:found easy and, at times, magnified reverberations across national boundaries. 

J~;.regional'relations have naturally been affected.by such reverberations;55 

· · While Partition was sought for and granted on the basis of what came to be 

called the 'Two Nation' theory and while subsequent Hindu-Muslims\ communal 

tensions in Jndia and Pakistan have been cited in support of this theory and have_ 

· beell :used by inte~ested parties both within and outside the subcontinent to ·vitiate 

anti· erilbrrter bilateral relatiOI'JS, -bet~• the. two co~nbies, in r.eality, the 'two-. 

nation; th~ ~~~the name, g~ cy .iinnah to the. two states' theory.- The Muslim 

L~~ue .leade~hlP-' Vias to ambn.fuus :and adamant on having a state to itself over 

·.which: ·lt_.-.'could -~preside unchanged In particular, Jinnah's impatience and 

'.,:' 
. :· 

. - .·-

: ·.· .. ' ., , . 
" . ' . 

. I', 
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_idiosyncrasies were allowed to play a. larger than rrfe role by the. British. This has now 

_ beeri documenteo. 56
· The support pro_vided to Jin~ah by the Muslim officers in the 

·~ -~.....:. . 

. British Indian Army and administration, who naturaily had vested interests in reaching 
. ' . 

the heights of ttieir careers in a new and ~arate Mu$Hm State, still remains to be 

fully assessed and aceounted for. 57 

The seeds of Partition lay not so much in the so-called antagonism but in the 

narrow and selfish political interests of the Hindu and the ·Muslim power-seeking 

elites. The-communal factor was emphasized by them in this power game which they 

were asked to play through political parties and electoral exercises. Th.is input of the 

British political culture gradually resulted in communal and religious polarities in the 

pre-independence Indian political scene which were deftly escalated and exploited by 

the British rulers for the imperial governance of India. The British introduction of 

legislative . measures, communal representation, - administrative and educational 

. policies, and the art of dealing with the fre'edom movements - all that has been aptly 

described as the British strategy of divide and rule made no insignificant 

contribution ifJ making the partition finally inevitable._ This. communal malady did not 

subside with the creation ·of India and Pakistan and the withdrawal of British rule. It . . . 

got transformed_ into Indo-Pakistan rivalries and conflict and became an excuse for 

the great powers' continued intervention in the subcontinent. 

India-Pakistan relations, for most .of the period since independence have 

. been marked by ·confrontation with each other, resulting in an arms race, four 

unproductive wars and the wastage of their scarce resources on arms instead of 

· using . tbem for the developmental purposes to ameliorate the problems of the long

suffering people on both sides of the border. 

Indeed, the partition of the Indian sub-continent in India and Pakistan was 

inevitable. But the organizing ideologies of India and_ Pakistan h~ve created a clash 

of values which defy any solution to the conflict relations between the two. 

Consequently. South Asia has ~ined an unstable strategic environment. Indian-
. . . 

foreign policy has operated unc:ierthe chalterrQE of_ hostile neighbours, particularly 

-_Pakistan and Chi~a. and in =• :J-!6 • .tttio: d crder .which remained enmeshed in 
- . . . . 

power politics which haS kept the areas of confrontation alive rather than help ease 

them. ··India's concept of national security has, therefore, been b~sed more an 
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external· threats than an internal threats. She has had to constantly guard its core 

~ ·national values of survival, territorial integrity and.political independence, secularism, 
------- ' 

/ . 

democracy and economic well-being. Pakista has quite now and then made serious 

bids to subvert the valtles·tflrough·wars, proxY war, sowing internal dimensions, and 

military alfiances. ·India in tts quest for security of . the system and its core values, has 

had ·to embark on various strategic machinations and policy options which have 

charaCteristics of being reactive and· defensive in nature. 

The most critical component of South Asian regional cooperation whenever it 

becomes fully viable has to be a state of normalized relationship betweens the two 

major states of the region - India and Pakistan. In other words, South Asian 

regionalism presupposes an end . to distrust between them. Keeping this 

fundamental reality in mind, we will analyse' the inherent political contradictions that 
. . 

bedveil their relationship and see why it is unlikely that the situation will change for 

the better in near future. 

The essence of Indo- Pak suspicion is political. In this connection three points need 

to be kept in mind. One, this suspicion originated in the Cong~ess-Muslim- League 

rivalry during the freedom struggle; two, the said rivalry was not communal in 

essence but it was given a communal appearance by the Muslim league to serve its 

own political interest; and three, after the partition, the said conflict resulted in two 

_conflicting models of nation building with India's emphasis on secularism, 

democracy and federalism and that of Pakistan on Islam, authoritarianism and a 

centrally controlled administration. These two models have not only been mutually 

incompatible, but having been professed in two contiguous countries with the same 

socio:- historica experience, with no natural boundaries, and with a record of 

conflictual relationship that developed immediately after independence over 

Kashmir, they have become patently antagonistic threatening each other's basic 

principles of state policy. · 
. . 

The Hindu - Muslim comri1unal ricts that accompanied partition of the sub-·. 

continent and the unpre< :edeui=L·nrro-~~•=Y papulation . movements that took place irr 

the-midst of viol~ !"ere left deep scars an the national psyche of both India ana 

Pakistan. It is estimated~ about fiftEen i:iillion Hindus and Muslims were involved 
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in these cross-national migrations. Of this, a little less than half . were Indian 

Muslims who migrated to Pakistan.· In Pre -1971 Pakistan, they constituted about 10 .......... ___ 

· _percent of t~ papulation of Pakistan (20~rcent after the secession of Bangladesh) 

NtJmencany they-'were not large enough to dominate· Pakistan's politics, but the 

circumstances under which the state was . created and the nature of pre-partition 

politics of the Muslim League earned for them a unique status and purpose which 

otherwise is denied to an immigrant communi!Y- Comprised of relatively more 

educated people, members of the Indian civil service and the Indian Army, noted 

business and, most importantly, leaders and sympathizers of the Muslim League 

which spearheaded the Pakistan movement, these immigrants constituted a political 

force to recon with. It may be noted that many top leaders of the Muslim League 

were categorized either as "refugee" or "returnee", In this list were included no 

less important leaders than Mohammad Ali Zinnah and Liaquat Ali Khan. Among 

· the industrial leaders of Pakistan many belonged to such business communities of 

western India as Memons, Khojas and Bohkas. In fact, about three-quarters of the 

so call~d "twenty two families" who are said to control Pakistan's economy are from 

. outside Pakistan:58 

The Muslim immigrants who moved to Pak in search of a better home 

naturally had a stake in the viability of Pakistan. This explains their insistence on 

strengthening those forces which they thought would help build Pakistan's unity -

Islam, Urdu, and the negation of federalism~ The Muslim League, both on account 

of its immigrant leadership as well as the large following that it had among the 

immigrants, represente·d these theories of nation-building. Another party which also 
I 

strongly advocated these .ideas was Jamaat-ul-lslami, ~gain a party having a large · 

following among the immigrants. With the gradual decline of the Muslim League it 

was this party which attracted most of the disillusioned immigrant Muslim 

Leaguers. 59 

The urban-rural dichotomy in Pakistan's politics also owed its origin partly to 
. . . 

the immigrant factor. Because the iTTmTigrants contributed to a rapid urbar1izc:~tio11 of 

Pakistan, which is one at the fastest in the developing world, their infll.Jerlre in 

politics was considerable. 50 Shahid Javed Burki analyses this dichotomy in terms of a 

political cleavage between, what he calls "insiders and outsiders". The former were 
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·· tile people who lived in the provinces befme partition·; they were generally rural and 

conservative in their outlook. The so-called 'outsiders' who came from India were 

.. / 

--... 

more educated and urbanized and relatively more progressive. They were 

concentrated in · urban areas - Karachi, Lahore, Hyderabad, Lyallpur and. 
. . . . 

Rawalpindi As a result, Pakistani society was 'born polarized'. The conflict between 

these two groups, writes Burki, "determined the course Pakistani society was to 

take on the road to economic and political developnient."60 

Closely related to these issues was the question of relationship with India. 

Although Theodore Wright; one qf the leading authorities on Muslim politics in the 

subcontinent, has said that foreign policy is one area in which it is most difficult to 

establish a distinctive immigrant stance,62 still if one probes deeper into the theories 

of ·statecraft that were propagated by the immigrants we find their essential linkage 

with foreign policy in general and . relations with India in particular.· The birth of 

Pakistan was the culmination . of Jinna's fight for the recognition of his two-nation 

theory; therefore! the very survival of Pakistan as a nation-state demanded a 

conscious .and continuous effort to keep that theory alive. It was this element which 

drove a sharp wedge in the r~lationship between India and Pakistan. Islamic 

Pakistan and secular India became anathema to each others for the simple reason 

that the very survival of the states d~pended upon an assertion of precisely those 

theories which had resulted in tlie partition, namely the two-nation theory based on 

religion versus the one-nation theory based on the territorial and historical concept of 

"Mother India." 

Without going into the details of the origin and development of Muslim 

nationalism in India, it may be worthwhile to recapitulate in brief the maj_or forces at 

work during the phase when Muslim separatism gathered Momentum.63 The four 

important landmarks are the establishment of the All India Muslim League by Md. 

Iqbal, a Muslim poet and philosopher, to ventilate the idea' of a separate homeland 

.· for th~ Muslims of No!ihwest India; the echo of the said sentiment in 1938 at the 

provincial meeting Of the party in Sind; and finally the formal adoptiori of this 

demand by the Musiim I eagHe atits Lahore session in 1940. 

An analysis of the evolution of Muslim separatism from the estabiishment of 

the Muslim League. in 1906 through the creation of Pakistan in 1947 clearly reveals 
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that far political reasons.and otherwise modernist Muslim leadership toorecoursed to 

., communal tactics . According to Paul Brass, the elite Muslim felt threatened by the ..... __ 
fast risingJiimiu middle class.aoo they therefore articulated their grievances in such 

a way thaHhey -would evolve-a response from the-Muslim masses. To achieve this 

goal the Muslim elites built Ml:fslim national myths and images by r-eferring to their 

glorious past and Islamic heritage.54 This thesis, however, has been challenged on 
. . 

the grounds that the sense of Indian Muslim Identity, distinct from the Hindu identity,· 

was already existent in Indian society and· easily discernible in the 19th and 20th 
' 

centuries ·. It is, therefore, argued that it was not the elite leadership which led the 

Muslim .masses but that the latter led the elites to speak in a particular language.65 

Whatever be the actual reality, the fact remains that the Muslim elites articulated the 

grievances of their coreligionists; their own material interests were at stake in _the 

face of the challenges posed by an emergent Hindu middle class and they stood to 

gain politically from the provisions of separate electorates which the British Indian 

- · government had introduced. 56 

The M-uslim League l_eadership w~s not in the hands of orthodox elements. 

On the contrary, it was criticized by the Muslim clergy for its lack of 

religiousness . 

. What is ironic :in the fact_ that the Muslim leadership was thoroughly 

westernized and secularist and had never claimed religious leadership while 

Mahatma Gandhi had always presented himself as a Hindu and, under his 

leadership, the Congress, in spite of its secular-socialist philosophy, had never 

projected the image of a golden or authentic organization. Furthermore, the more 

respectable uJema like Maulana -Abut Kalam Asada and Maulana Hussain Ahmad 

·Madani had irrevocably committed ·themselves to the congress, and other Ulemas 

like Maulana Abut Ala Mandolin and Mashriqi were implacably posed to the League ,. ' 

and its irreligious leadership. 67 

Even the mobilization of Muslim masses by ·the Muslim League was in 

response-to the::Congress de::ision of 1938 to launch "a movement of-mass Muslim 

contachrran:.ia ta·bling ~="within ~e Congress fold on the ;_,__ u~ a ;;,u:..,ai:....;. 

prog~mme and thus to gripe the League out of existence. 66 .Thef'efore, the league 

was practically devoid of any strategy to register the support of the Muslim masses. 
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But when the socialistic appeal of the Congress and its policy to register the support 

~- of the Muslim masses came, it was viewed as a ·political threat and the League, 
-.... ... 

which feared to lose its only potential constituency, was forced to employ populist 

· methodS. Uke the Congress it could have 'opted for progressive socio-economic 

policies. Indeed, Iqbal, in his letter to Jinnah in 1936, had p~aded for such in order 
, . . . 

to ·ameliorate the poverty of the Muslim masses and thereby bring them into the fold 

ofthe Muslim League. This was not done.69 l~stead, the League Leadership decided . . 

to make the· religious sentiments of the Muslim masses in ~rder to gain their 

support. But this could not be done without the help of the . mullahs-who had an · 

inbuilt · base among ·the Muslim masses. The league was obliged to give its 

commitment in Islam to win. the · support of the maullahs. It was this commitment 

which was enshrined in the two-nation theory propounded by Jinnah in 1940. The 

/ · problem in ·lnd~a, · said Jinnah, is not of any intt;r-commercial character but 

manifestly of an international one, arid it must be treated as such. He concluded by 

saying : , '~It is extremely difficult to appreciate only our Hindu friends fail to 

understand the real nature .of Islam and Hinduism. They are not religious in the strict 

/ 

. . 

sense of the word, and it is a dream that the Hindus and Muslims can ever evolve a 

t. l"t " 70 common na 1ona 1 y ...... · 

The ideology of Pakistan based on the twin pillars of Islam and the two nation 

theory, was the product of the political maneuverings of the Muslim elites; it had no . 

intellectual content until the ulemas joined· the Pakistan movement. No th~oretical 

discussion, critical examination or detailed analysis of the bases of this ideology, .or 

of the implications for the. state it was to give birth to, were taken up. Between 
... 

·1940 and 1941 Muslim nationalism was concentrated in a one word programme-

Pakistan.71 
· 

The expedience of the political leadership of invoking the religious 

sentiments of the people so as to enlist their habitual obedience became. a feature 

of Pakistani PoliticS Which the political elites still find difficult to abandon. The .slow 

pace of ptmucal de-velopment in the country and the rise of the Tnilltary as. a political 

.farce tlleE=...can be .attrib.uted ·largely to this phenomenon. Howe.=r. it must be noted 

. that in-the governance of the country there has been no alfiance oetween the political 

and · religious leaderships. The strategy that the former (including · the military 
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leadership which has developed .an · almost equal claims to rule Pakistan)· has 

followed is· that of reaching the masses in the name· of religion over the heads of the 
--.-.-..... 

/ 

religious leadership. It is thus a case of state-sponsored Islam. To understand the 

impfteations of this stn:rtegy; . we ·have to analyse the importance that each 

successive goveynment has given to the Islamic ideology as the most important pillar. 

to 1he nation building and also the states rble in indoctrinating its armed forces in 

Islamic values and a sense of mission. The fact that India's freedom struggle at the 

end was jeopardized by a demand for partition of the country; the fact that India's 

independence was greeted by an unprecedented Hindu Muslim holocaust, the fact 

that India and Pakistan were engaged in armed conflict. over the question of Kashmir 

almost immediately after independence , the fact that the raison d'etre of Pakistan 

not only differed from that of India but tended to thrive at India's expense, and 

. finally, the fact that India fought four of its five wars with Pakistan have made the 

latter the most important foreign policy factor . in Indian politics. We have seen how · 

. the so-called foreign hand gimmick in Indian politics. included Pakistan. Pakistan is 

alleged to be· subversively operating· in the communal riots in India, in the 

insurgencies in the north-east (before the dismemberment of .Pakistan), then in 

Punjab for Khalistan 'and a~ present in the Kashmir valley. 

Indeed, lndia and Pakistan lost the ver.j first opportunity to work out a regional 

detente that came their way when the finishing touches were being given to the 

modalities for the transfer of power in the subcontinent. Of course, the responsibility 

was not t~eirs alone. At the time India became independent it was . thought that 

. since both the Iridian and Pakistani armies had previously belonged to one common 

army under· the overaU British command the security of both the states could be 

enshrined in a regional security doctrine to which both the states should subscribe. 

It was probably with this idea in mind that Lord Mountbatten, the last Governor 

General of India, suggested a joint defence council consisting of both Indian and 

Pakistani representatives to take care of regional security. This was a tall order 

cousiaaing. the- amnunt of distrust that had generated betwee!1 the two countries. 

WJ±Morns-Jt:mss., wt-ro. was then serving in India as · ~ :::~,..,a. :..i an advisory 

m.tl .• ,.rittee attached to Motintbatten, suggested that a mr.""'.est beginning be made 

. such as with coope ation in development research. The t=;,;_;, c effort, however, was 
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/ rendered.- fuble. as Jones refledeq 36 years latter, by Mountbatten's personal 

ambition which was to remain the . Governor General jointly for both India and 
---·--......_ . 

.Pakistan. This Smnahwas unwilling to concede as he had himself stated a claim to 

the Governor .. · Generalship ·of Pakistan·. Morris-Jones writes : "Whatever· little · 

lingering hope there may have been for ]oint authoriti~ was lost that day. Instead 

of Li~ing his influence to build initially modest institutions on which he had ·the 
. . . ' 

capacity to be· somewhat insistent, be preferred to stake everything on his 

· continuing to preside at the· top. Through that weakness he. ensured that his 

. personal loss became the more serious loss of the subcontinent. 72 

Besides Mountbatten's personal ambitions and the deep-rooted distrust 

between the political leaderships of India and Pakistan was the element of the 

personal ambitions of military officers of both the countries that .stymied a joint 

defence -system for the subcontinent These officers through their long association 

with the . value · system of the British . military culture were imbued with 

p-rofessionalism ·and "were quick to apprise their new masters of their own 

expectations. Thus, early efforts at joint security arrangements came to nothing and 

the British were gradually phased out of senior command positions, removing the 

last link betwe~n the Iridian and Pakistani armies. From that point on, defence 

questions have remained at. or near the focus of attention for the two 

govternments. 73 

On the question of how much Pakistan influences Indian politics it must be 

conceded that nothing can be said in precise words. B,ut the fact that the 

mainstream Indian Politics is heavily Pakistan - centric in· its external dimensions 
. . . ' . -

speaks volumes for the relevance of the Pakistan factor in Indian Politics. 

In Lndian politics, the image of Pa~istan is that of an enemy which is beset 

upon destroying the Indian state both by armed aggression as well as internal 

subversion. For the ultra-right Hindu chauvinists Pakistan is not only a symbol of 

/ . humiliation inflictet;i upon. Mother India, it also prevents India's ten per.cent Muslims 

fmm iden!Ifymgthemselves whole.hearted, with. India An Indian Muslim's loyalty to 

L. . ....;-;.;. ·is &iF-r SilSjJSCled in a Hindu chauvinistic eye am:- ~; = aisL. . ..,e of Pakistan 

· next door is deemed to be its ·primary cause. For tt:Je !eft, Pakistan is an outpost of 

Western imperialism; both the nature of the Pakistani state as well as its external 
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linkages convince the left that it is a part of the capitalist conspiracy aimed at 

destroying the lndiah state. The .left considers the Indian state as a bourgeois state 
~-. . 

but not one which is beyond _ redemption. Congress rhetoric probably contributed 

· some·. what tQ .this thin.kirig. Fonowing the middle of the road policy the Congress 

party also:-views Pakistan as a symbol which tends to destroy the basic fabric upon 

which . its image of India rests. It thmks that all the four tenets · of India's nation 
' . . ' 

bunding, namely, secularism,· democracy, federalism and socialism are ur1der 

constant threat from Pakistan either directly or indirectly. The cumulative effects of 

.India's power, its image of itself, and the distrust syndromes that govern its relations 
. . ' . ' 

with Pakistan and vice versa, has created mood in the region in which the smaller 

states tend to suffer from the uncomfortable_ feeling of "sleeping with an elephant", to 

borrow . Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau's · phrase describing Canada's status in 

relation to-the super power America. Till the Bangladesh war this anxiety was not so 
. . 

pronounced as Pakistan was big enough to neutralize India's superiority to a 

considerable extent. But after the· war as the power pattern in the subcontinent was 

restructured, India emerged as the· pre-eminent power, This, invalidated its small 

neighbour hitherto- pursuade strategy and diplomatic manaeuvrability in the region; 

the psychological apprehensions roused by India as a "colossus" made them develop 

their links extra-regionally. Recent evidences have suggested that in the immediate 

. aftermath of Bangladesh, Bhutan had proposed close regional interaction among 

itself, Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Sikkim ostensibly to meet any possible Chinese . 
. ' . 

intervention. The fact that the idea was mooted by Bhutan whose foreign policy was 

dictated by India and the fact . that the idea apparently di~ not materialise tend to 

· suggest that proba"Qiy both Nepal and Sri Lanka opposed the move for them it was 

not China-but ·India which was the threat. 

The upper class Hindus, who constitute the ruling class in India today, 
. .\ 

/ ·vehemently opposed the legitimate demands and aspirations of the Indian Muslims 

who wanted to preserve and foster their own way of life,. based on their distinct 
. . 

eutture-·and religion. But the Hindus would not allbw this. The ~!ematic suppression 

af Ml:sit .. r:::trtt:ure as exemplified in the "Biddha IV1= ~." ;:,...! ·~·. r& a:f Wardha and the 

-compulsory singing, by all school children, ·af the ;dolatrous song." Bande-Mataram" 

which offunded Muslini retigious sentiments i"i'"iade the Muslims ·all the more 
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. convinced that simple majority rule in India constituted a threat to their religion, 

culture and way of. life?6 This strengthened their demand for a separate state of 
~----

their own. The Hindus could not look with wour upon this iegitimate claim to self

determif stion . of ·.the· Muslim · . They did every . thing possible to prevent its 

implementafion. But when they realized that the demand for Pakistan was too strong, 

too soundio be ignored orsuppressedthey ultimately had to agree to partition. ·Yet 

they did it with a great deal of mental reservation on their part.77 They believed that 

· Pakistan would collapse; they did not expect it to be economically vi~ble, nor did they 

. think the Muslims were capable or experienced enou~h to administer a state. "It was 

their hope", as Sarwar Hassan has pointed out, "that it would collapse by itself and it 

was their plan to assist it to collapse."78 Anybody who would make a dispassionate 

and impartial study of indian actions and policies during the crucial months of 1947-

48, following the partition, would be convinced that India was seriously aiming at the. 

·annexation of Pakistan. The occupation of Junagadh and the adjoining states; 

police action in Hyderabad; invasion of Kashmiri refusal to give Pakistan her financial 

dues arid military equipment under the various agreement of the partition killing' 

looting and driving away of Muslims from India; encouraging the flight of capital and 

the migration of technical personnel, mostly Hindus, from Pakistan -·all ~hese steps 
. . 

were dictated by the overriding objective of annexing Pakistan. But thanks to the 

dynamic leadership of the Quad-e-Azam, Md. Ali Jinnah, these plans to undo the 

partition were frustrated. 

Nevertheless, the designs to threaten Pakistan's existence as a sovereign 

.state. continued. Of these some outstanding instances may be cited. In 1950, the 

Muslims otVVest Bengal were massacred in large numbers. They were persecuted 

to such a~ extent that maiti~l law had to be imposed in certain parts of West Bengal; 

stin the Muslims continued to live in a state of perpetual fear and misery. To quote 

the words of Liaquat Ali Khan : "When the day starts .. . . . . they do not know what 

/ their fate would be at its end; when the sun s13ts they do not know whether they will 
. . . . . . . 

!Ne:to =.another day."79 In the face of this :grave prcwar-atinn when large number. 

· uf 'tsa::ssefl persons were pouring into East ?~ i, u-.~· ~ were only one or two 

. minor riots in East Pakistan. Yet, the lndiar; Sovemment t~reatened to take "Police 

action" in East Pakistan.· "By the final wofr;. ct Man:::h, 1 950, whatever Delhi's 
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intentions", writes ian Stephen~ a former Editor of the Statesman "war had nearby 

Come;' the two countries were within a hair's breadth of it Troops had been moved 

on only -in Bengal but more pecturbingly in the Punjab. ln~'s armored division, to 

which no reai'"Pakistani counterpart e-xisted, was pushed followed in a way which 

threatened Lahor-e."80 This'· grave situation was saved by Liaquat Ali Khan wtio 
. . . . 

rushed:io New Delhi. His visit resulted in the signing of the famous Liaquat - Nehru 

Pact which aimed at giving protection and certain fundamental safeguards to the 

refigi()us minorities in the two cOuntries .. 

The communal-killings, the Partition and the utter chaos of those years were 

regarded by most national leaders of India as their failure, but this also created a 

degree & mental antipathy towards the Muslim League. It may or _may not. be 

.. historically correct to blame the Muslim League entirely for the communal situation 

that developed in India in the mid-forties; but the reality that affected Indian policies 

towards Pakistan was not what in actual fact the. Muslim League's share in the . 

catastrophe might have been, but what the leaders of l.ndia perceived to be the role 

of the Muslim League (and later of Pakistan) in the sub-continent. 

It is necessary here to deal with one of the continuing myths about Indian 

attitudes to the Partition. The. occasional ?eclaratory statements made by the leaders 

of the Indian National Congress during 1940-46 on the essential unity of India have 

often been cited by publicists in Pakistan as evidence of Indian Leader's mental 

reservations in accepting the partition, the mention of the ultimate goal of !ndian 

unity in the Congress resolution of June 1947 accepting the Mountbatten Plan has 

also been· quoted as· evidence of Indian leaders not being reconciled to the 

partition.81 In retrospect, however, we fe~l that what~ver might have been the depth 

of the feeling against the partition in the early years, effective · opinion in the 
' Congress, had not only reconciled itself to the _partition idea by the end of 1946, 

but had in fact begun to regard partition as "a goodriddance."82 The.most significant 

pointer in this regard was. the public controversy between Abu I Kalam Azad on. the 

~ hand and Govind Ballabh Pant and Vallabhai. Patel on the other regarding the 
. . 

relative merits of the plans preserrteri by the Cabinet Mission and Lord Louis 
I . . . . 

Mountbatten.83 To hard-headed Congress leaders like Nehru and Patel, the retention 

of a. strong centralized authority in a divided India was an infinitely better choice than 
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. . . 

the only other thpt was availab!e; a loose Indian confederation in which the Muslim 

LeagiJe and the Princes together would be able to prevent any effort by the Congress 
~~ ------...__, . . 

. / 

to mould in it-s own way the country's domestic and foreign policies. If some 

declaratory statements were still made regarding tile laudability of the objective of 

Indian unity, they may · well be regarded as the normal attempt that all politician-s 

make everywhere-to make a vital change of policy look as consistent with the past 
. ' 

as possible by the expression of pious hopes and platitudes .. If the Indian leaders 
/ . . 

. had felt as strongly about the division of India as the leaders of some other 

diVided nations feel about theirs, the prevention of the consolidation of Pakistan · 

could have become the first item on the list of Indian foreign policy priorities. It is 

worthwhile in this connection to quote from two of the early speeches of the two men 

who made Indian policies although in both of the statements, made within the first 

few months after freed?m, the goal of reunion is mentioned as a vague and distant 

possibility, the operative . parts of both were meant to reassure Pakistan and allay 

'any fears about India that might have existed there: 

Patel said at Rajkot on 12 Nov. 1947 :I bear Pakistan no ill will ...... leave us 

alone, to pursue our own salvation, and stop meddling with our affairs in place, like 

far off Tripura. We shall then settle down to our respective destiny. May be, after we 

have become prosperous, they themselves will awaken to the need for reunion in the 

interest of both. It is neither our business nor our interest to force a reunion. We only 

wish to be leftalone. : .... 84 
· 

Nehru declared at ·the Aligarh Muslim University on 24 Jan. 1948 : Pakistan 
) 

.... has come into being rather unnaturally, I think. Nevertheless, it· represents. the 

. urges of a. large number of persons. I believe that this development. has been a 

throwback,· .but we accepted it in good faith. I want. you to understand clearly what. 
. . 

our present view is. We have been charged with desiring to strangle or crush 

Pakistan, and to force it into a reunion with India. That charge or many others is 

based on fear and complete · misunderstanding of our attitude. I believe that for a 

variety of. reasons it-is inevitable 1:haf India and Pakistan should draw closer to each 
. ' . . 

other or else they will come ir:r!n r::o.nffict Tnere is no middle way, for one have 

known each othe( too long to be mdifferent n~ghbour. I believe indeed that in the 

present c~ntext of the wortd India must develop a closer union with many other 
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neighbouring_ countries. But aU,this does not mean any desire to strangle or compe! 
~ . . . 

-~J:~kistan . Compulsion there can never be, and an attempt to disrupt Pakistan will 

r-ecoil to-India's d~advantage. If we had wanted to break the Partition? It was easier 

to-preventit thantotrytoc-dosonowafteran that has happened. There is no going 

back in history. As- a matt-er of fact, it is to India's advantage that Pakistan shoutd be 
/ a secur-e and: prosperous state With which we can develop close and friendly 

relations, if today, by any chance, r were offered the reunion of India and Pakist~n I 

would- decline it -for obvious reason I do not want to carry the burden of Pakistan's 

great problems. I have enough of -my own. Any closer association must come out of 

a normal process and in a friendly way which does not end Pakistan as a state, but 

makes it an equal part of a larger union with which several countries might be 

/ 

• - 85 associated .. _ · 

_It is not the non-acceptance of the Partition, but the terms of its acceptance 

which created a real problem- to the leaders of India. The partition had become 

necessary because a part of the ~ody of India had become diseased and the only 

way to preserve the health of the rest was to ·perform a major operation. Pakistan 

was by definition ·a . less modern state; the Muslim league a reaction only and 

medieval party. _A· perusal of Nehru's writings on the Muslim League, both in An 

Autobiography and the Discove!"Y of India, would reveal an image of the 

organization and its le~ders ~hich could not have created respect for it. As earl~ as 

April 1940, _ a month after the Lahor~ Resolution was passed by the League 

demanding two sovereign states in India based on the theory of two-nation, Nehru 

had said that though he could not regard the Hindus and Muslims as two nations, 

_he did regard those who talked inthis vein as belonging to a different nation with 1 

Whom ·we could.riot live together.86 The course that Pakistan's domestic and foreign 

policies took after freedom further deepened this feeling, the increasing 

dependence on the collaboration with the West, the eagerness to befriend all 

India's adversaries,87 the emphasis on religion in the state ideology of Pakistan, the 

gradual collapse- of demoaaCy- in Pakistan, tr-: ri.se of a military regime in its ptace -

the denial of eq1,1al rtgtrts to :lE- ••• iltmHk:s m the Constitution,and the one track 

-devotion to the cause_ of limi:tir.g_and curbing !ndia _:_all appeared on the continuation 
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of·a··, lopg story wh~ had . begun to unfold itself in the early decades of this 

country.88 
--.._ ____ . 

It is also necessa1y to point out.tbat the aceeptance of this view of Pakistan 
. '·- . 

/ py some· other · muntries and the condeuu ~ation of Pakistan in some circles 

perhaps further stLeugtllet led the beltef in ihe correctness of the assessment of 

· Pakistan. The mai.n point to be noted is that though the partition was accepted by 

• Indian leaders without mental reservations, there was, in their acceptance of the 

Partition, an inherent a~ersio~ to any close or friendly relation with a leadership 

which had led the peopte of Pakistan "astray and thrown the process of history" 

backward. 

As against their aversion, .it must be noted that there also existed, in the 

minds of Indian leaders, a belief that Indians and- Pakistan constituted the same 

people and that in ttie long run India and Pakistan were· bound to develop close or 

intimate . relations. They . were, therefore, genuinely interested in avoiding any . 

situation which might adversely affect the people of Pakistan. It was not possible for 

· Indian leaders to d_evelop any xenophobia· in relation to Pakistan. 

The Partition of India was mainly a political decision taken by the British and 

agreed to by the All India Congress to meet the demands of the Muslims for a 

. separate homeland, In economic terms, the partition of India could not be an abrupt 

and complete as in the political serise because united India was an integrated unit on 

account of the economic policies framed by the British during their colonial rule. The 

division of the sub-continent, therefore, was a demand to have a disastrous effect 

. on the economics of both India and Pakistan. In the words of an observer, "the 

. economy of Indian empire was violently vivisected89 as a result of the partition of 

India . into two separate, independent and sovereign states. Since the_ sub 

. continental economy had been developed as a single economic unit, the division of 

Pakistan and India were impelled to enter into some kind of arrangement which could 

affect the · sustenance of their respective economies. immediately after 

independenc-e, the . two count:Iies signed a standstill agreement under which gnnrts 

moving-from one country :.L ;.; ...,; otter would be exempted from customs d'u'ly, = .~. 

in fact, wrnrt. amounted to a customs union between the. two countries vvas set 
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up;90 This, however, was an. interim arrangement It lasted only three months. 
/ . . 

___ following which the two countries became· locked in a prolonged "tariff war." -- . 

The ~ sfu.W.Janhadbei:ome steadily worse since the Direct Action 

Day. of~ Mustir'n League in AHgust 1946, when it was known that India was to be 

partitioned un. communal lines, minorities in both the Muslim and the Hindu majority 

areas began to leave their homeland. and to migrate to the areas where their 

C9mmunity would be in majority. The problem was made extremely complicated 

~hen it was realized that in the Punjab almost half the Sikhs would be left over. in 

pakistan. TheSikhs~in the West Punjab were being pushed out" by the· Muslims even 

qefore June 1947 when the Mountbatten scheme ·of partition was announced. 

Afterwards they started pushing out the Muslims from East Punjab. During August 

and. September the two Punjabs had almost entirely ~riven out their minorities 

although it was brought about at an immense cost in human suffering, material loss 
' . . 

and unm~ntionable barbarities. In the Punjab, the minorities problem ceased to exist . 

as Well as in the Frontier Province I Baluchistan and Sind. In Bengal, however, there. 
,/ . ' ', . ' . 

was no such total exchange. From time to time communal tension disturbed the 
' . 

peace of the. two . Bengals but it reached dangerous proportions ·at least on two 

occasions, once . after the devaluation of the Indian . rupee in 1949 and the 

consequent trade war between the two countries and again during the Press War of 
. . 

-1951 Which was followed by. certain troop movements in both countries. The last 

spurt of movement of minorities in either _direction came just before the introduction 
, . . 

of the passport system between the two countries, but on this occasion it was 

caused not by any.la~ge scale action undertaken by tl:le majority community but only, 

~y a fear in the mind of the minority aboUt their future occasioned by the imposition 

~f .restriction on · free moveme~t of persons across the border. Its leaders became 
. : 

convinced through the years of struggle with the British Raj that their people· would 

become oppressed and even destroyed in an independent, Hindu-dominant India. In . . 

:1940 the League voted to demand a separate state for the Muslim population of . 

South Asia. Through the-~ answering leadership of its president, Jinnah, 

this objective was 1 ·;·=-•• ~ the. British Raj, departing in 1947, 

mechanism, to ~...biSh two natior.S instead of one. Those districts under British 

control .(about three :-;n11s of. the sub-coiltinent) where Muslims were P• ~~uli 1inant 
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would become Pakistan;. the districts where Hindus were in the majority became 

India. The re~aining areas - princely states set unoer direct British administrative 

control would accede by their own determination to either countcy. 

This division created two wingS, a . smaller but more po~-East Pakistan, 

and a larger, dominant West Pakistan separated by 950 mites of tndia. It al:;o 
. . 

created- a number of disputes over the appropriate process for occasion . of the 

princely states of British India into the new nations. The most strenuous of these 

disptrtes has b~en over Kashmir, a former princely state on the ·border between India 

and Pakistan-that had a Muslim majority but a Hindu Maharaja. The dispute over 
-

which country it belongs to has led to two wars between India and Pakistan and an 

unresolved resolution for a plebiscite. Even today, military units of the tWo countries _ 

fire· artillery rounds at each other on the Siachen GlaCier, a small, uninhabited 

Himalayan plateau 20,000 feet high at a cost of $ 6,000 per soldier per year, with80 

percent of the casualties "environment induced" just to assert their mutual claim to 

control a divided Kashmir. 

Pakistan commits one-third of its annual budget to the· military, in part to 

depend its claim to Kashmir but also· to protect itself against the <:Ianger of attack 

from India, its imposing and more powerful neighbour to the ·east. Pakistan's 

ambiguous status on the development of nuclear weapons, which has compromised 

military and economic aid from the United States, while also calling "for South Asia to 

be a nuclear-free zone, reveals how seriously the government takes the threat of 

India's nuclearcapability and dominc:tting presence in the sub-continent. 

The dislocations and · bloodshed of partition taxed to the limit the meager 

human resources of the new nation of Pakistan, which lying· on what had been the 

outer edges of British ·India, lacked adequate administrative services to pull itself 

together. Jinnah assumed the chief executive duties as Governor General in the 

interim govt. Unfortunately, he died only 13 months later. Liquat Ali Khan, who 

became his successor as prime minister in 1948, was assassinated 3 years later, in · 

1951. The Musfi~ League, \'Vhich had been imported from British 1ndia, -~~~ 
_control of a t.! afy;, '::1 I taiiU, ad aQcilda to the indigenOUS b-acfifiu~::::l 5Ui:Irce; of . 

/ 

provincial power : wealthy landowners and tribal leaders. Even though a constitution 
,._ 
::, 
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was adapted in 1956 that affirmed the common sovereign identity of the two wings 

of Pakistan as an Islamic republic, the country clearly was in political disarray. 

· ·. ·Realization of ineqJ:tatity in pawer understanding inspire keener desire tri 
. . ~ . . . 

. assert equaflfy hstates... Souttr Asian regional cooperation was enthusiastically 

laudecL not least because it-could improve ·political climate of the region, the critical· 

component of ·sAARC whenever it becomes truly viable has to be a state of 

normalized relationship between the tWo major states of the region, i.e. India and 

-Pakistan: Peace and order in South Asia will not be produce of military equality 
. . . 

betweerrlncfta and Pak, but depend upon a lasting .perceptiorr of military stability. 

South Asian regional cooperation provides a good framework precisely because it is 

not Gt forum for resolving bilateral issues but it promotes the habit of consultation. 

· The process, however, can go only thus far, and no further, if India and Pakistan 

deadlocked on even how far abjure war by a solemn treaty. SAARC presupposes 

an end to distrust between India and Pakistan. 
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CHAPTER IV ------
. . . 

INDO-PMRELATIONS: 

/ India achieved independence, under the Indian Independence Act, 1947. 

The country was divided, partitioned, and rather vivisected on the bases of the, two

. n~tions theocy 0n the basis of religion. The people who were supporters of "Partition 

belonged to the hinterland. After partition most of such people appear to .have 

reconciled with secular India and had stayed back. During the exchange of 

· population, i.e., Hindus to India and Muslims to Pakistan, most of the Muslims stayed 

back in India. and their counterpart, who left Pakistan for India,· were primarily not 

received as Hindus but as Pakistani refugees. Similarly, the Muslims from India to 

Pakistan were, basically and primarily not received as Muslims but as Indian 

refugees or 'Mohajirs', though the country was partitioned on the basis of two-nation 

theory - Hindus and Muslims. Thus,· the outcome of partition, so far as two 
-

communities are concerned, was a strange phenomenon. Both Hindus and Muslims 
' 

· becar::ne strangers· in their own country. 

The Partition is not only an evil but also a sin. We could not avoid it earlier 

and now it is, may be, an accomplished fact, but by mutual dialogue on the people to 

people basis, the partition can annulled to bring prosperity, happiness and peace in 
. . 

the Indian sub-continent. India and Pakistan have been at odds during almost the 

last 50. years. In all this time, the security and socio-economic imperatives have 

been ignored with the result eminently-manifest to one and all. Notwithstanding, there 

is·a broad consensus amongst the people of the two countries at the mass level. 

What were t~e real causes that led to the partition, who was responsible for 

breaking up the integral unity of India; it may not be difficult to find answers to such 

questions. But it was not necessary to concede the demand for partition and creation 

of Pakistan that wnutd have · avoided so much·. of bloodshed and . wholesale 

destruCtion of properties .GD.Khosla in~ Reckoning" states:· 

There are, and always been diffBrences betweens the beliefs, habits and 
. -

outlook of the Muslim and the non-Muslims. But these differences were no more than 
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1.86 

.. 
··an expression of inaMdual personafdy. Such as may be observed in members of 

_ one family where the peculiar traits and features of one branch may be marked 
~- .. . ·. . . 

enough to~ it from another .branch, but.do not give rise to temperament 

/ incompatibility-or-o]leR-hostility. 1 

ForlJ\IeT' a thousand years Muslims and non-Muslims had lived as neighbors 

and friends, despite these . differences, and it was not till the impact of British 

imperialism .that forced them to raise mental and moral differences around 

themselves and .consciousness of.their distinctive character was forced upon them. 
. . 

This consciousness-was· accentuated and exploited by the British rulers. It may not 

be possible to make an accurate estimate of the total loss of life of Hindus and 

Muslims and the extent of damage of the property caused by riots immediately 

preceding partition and soon thereafter. s,ut this was a heavy price and the memory 

of this painful and costly transaction will linger for . years till eternity and continue to 

embitter th~ people of the sub.,continent, till the very partition itself is annulled by 

mutual consultati~n and cooperation. Under whatever circumstances the country 

. might ~ave .been partitioned and whosoever might be responsible for the division, it 

is a ·curse. As such it, it is the bounding duty of the successors of the persons 

/ responsible for such partition to undo the same so that our brothern living in 

Pakistan, are united with us, as a part and parcel of Indian Nation. We need to 

/ 

. ' . / I 

·remind ourselves what Benjamin Disreali long ago said :Finality is not the language 

·of politics. And Jawahar La I Nehru said :Political wisdom consists in anticipating 

events and guiding them : 

The country is in need of such a statesman who can accomplish the job- · 

annulling partition with a view to bring Hindu-Muslim unity and lndo-Pak amity 

besides r-estoring peace, tranquility, progress arid happiness in the Indian 

subcontinent. We need to sort out our problems across the table, in consonance 

with the spirit of.Simla. Agreement. And ultimately aim ought to be the annalment of 

Partitiqn and re-unification of India, Bangladesh and Pakistan with the same bound· 

arise as, thoseat1he~tfrne ofpartition. 

The Pa!I:ikus Wtffi a ~. am played ·on the Muslim by their leadi:;F.:_ 5G" •-= . . 

became governor general. someone eJse rose to be the Prime Minister and so on. 

Their tinanders became big industrialists. Of the 22 big (industrial) 16 were Gujarati 
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speaking· and who had migrated from Mumbai. (like . the Habibs) or Kolkata (like the 
. . 

. Adamjis). What had the average Gujarati Muslim to gain from the partition, nothing, -------- .• .. _ . . . . . ' . . 
/ but th~ could flourish with Punjabi farmers as competitors. In Mumbai 

· and Koikata, -hEr,had to compete against the Bania, the. Marwari, the Parsi, etc. The 
c ••••• ' • 

Pofitician like M.A. Jinnah had the crown of Pakistan to wear. . . . 

Pakistan was a paradoxical absurdity for the Muslim masses although an 
' . 

. advan~~ge for . the classes to whom the leaders belonged. The sub-continental 

ummah-was divided and in 1971 went on to be bifurcated. Islam was not sufficient to 

hold the~ ;two-wingS of Pak, together. 2 

However, the unrealistic Two ..:.. Natio?s theory stood falsified by the efforts of 

the then Prjme· Minister Indira Gandhi who got East Bengal to emerge as sovereign 

country-Bangladesh. According to a well-known scholar Mushirul Hasan, the bitter 

and violent contest over power sharing culminating in the partition, gives out the real 

. mind of the leaders res-ponsible for the vivisection of India. What was the use of 

remorse ? The damage, which was irreparable, was done. 

/ The principal· problem facing the leadership of India's partition and the 

Ameri.can Ci~il War, ·was identical, in as much as should a nation be divided on the 

basis of religion or colour ? President Lincon refused and our leadership accepted 

partition. Both decisions led to widespread bloodshed. 

·However, even during such a situation, it was the great depression that 

stopped most of the growth, and consumer demat:1d. But World War II restarted the 

great American industrial machine, and soon, half the country was engaged in 

production for war, bringing fuU employment; but because of the scarcity of 

consumer goods, Americans saved. their money for the future and emerged as a 

great power. ·America emerged as a great nation while Indian peni'nsula remains 

fractured, weak and poor, as such one can see the land of plenty co-existing with 

poverty. 

lndia·is-miLreally a poor cOuntry, though most economists say ·sa. India is no 

a poor~ it is Indians who are poor. We are all like a poor villagE Brahmin .who 

can recite Vedas·and Puranas in flawless Sanskrit but has to beg for food everyday. 

This is the mismatch that haunts, as, mismatch betWeen knowledge and resources, 
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~ theory and practice, between ~nowing and how to do things and the 

whEirewishful to get things done. And of course, it is double talk that has given birth ........... __ . . . . . 

ta-partition.arui the problems associated with it. 

· We peaj:lle of India are born of the many vicissitudes of a long history, each of 

· the-many strands adding to its own special note of colour, of a sudden flash of gold; 

to the intricate pattern of national life. Out of this pattern emerges our multi-coloured 

populatiof)~ with its race mixtures, its various languages and its groups at all stag~sof . 

social evolutio~ yet all knowing no other home th~n India. We the people of India 

include them. all, both Hindus and Muslims, as they belong-to-the same stock. It is 

the same blood that courses in all our veins and npt that of Mongols, Arabs or Turks. 

The Muslims are only Hindu converts. We are not Arab, Turks or Mongols. We can 

· . no longer e~fford to permit partition of country as a springboard for further aggression 

. and further partition. The partitioned India deserves to be united. 

/. Historians will one day declare that the masses of ·united India both Hindus 

and Muslims timidly sleepwalked into the partition of India. They were only vaguely 

conscious of t~e real consequences of the two-nation theory. The Congress opposed 

this theory but yet finally allowed the break-up of th~ country precisely on the basis of 

. ·this theory. And tacitly accepting that we are not one but two people. But everything 

was done in half measures;. 

· · Theoretically, India could h~tve accepted the full consequences of the two 
. ' 

·nations theory and allowed total transfer of populations. Partition did take place at a 

cost no other people on earth have paid before Pakistan had driven out most of the 
. . 

Hindus fi:ort1 its territory. On this issue, it was true to its declaration. It wanted a pure · 

Jslamic state. The advocates of the two-nation theo,.Y lacked· the insight of the 

ultimate reality that they must learn to co-exist with others. The Partition of India was 

no solution to war problem and it deserves to. be annulled. 

It is crucial to have friendly ·relations with each other, and to change the 

unhappy context of the re.aoon. Then, imagines the kind of change that wouk:l 

~ ~~.J Pal$tan polled their material resoun :es. A ~'-'i""i7:i~'-~ fofre, 
not industrial infrastructUre Of ·India becomes part of Pakis1:an's Strength and· 

. .Pakistafl!s gee-strategic location as well as defence potential be-:::omes .as eXpansion 
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of lncfia's strength_ A subcontinent saw. confl.ict would become a power fact or of 

· great s.ignificance on the world scene. ------
. . On the _basis of Two..:Nati~ns theory, India for Hindus and Pakistan for · 

~-.India had accepted partition of this great ancient country in good faith, 

much against· its will, spirits ideal, and the very grain of its people, simpiy to 

accommodate wishes of our brothers, who had somehow come to believe that 

they will be happy and secure, if they lived separately. It was visible, known and clear 
' . ~ . 

· thaHt\ws mistaken concept and theory, that had -two distinct religious groups cannot 

live-peacefully and happily in the same land. As a matter·of fact true religion does 

not divide man from man, or separate humanity, there religion, rather provides 

human- bond of love, faith and unity between different people to the way of 

/ brotherf1ood. 

/ 

Muslim ethics is mainly social. Hospitality is one of the greatest virtues that 

Islam teaches.· It also preaches the Ethics of brotherhood of man and service of . 

, humanity.3 Despite the belief in the brotherhood of humanity, the country was divided 

on the basis of religion. India was partitioned. Pakistan ~as created on the basis that 

Hindus and Muslims are different people and cannot live in peace. Muslim majority 

areas were carv~d out for believers of .Islam. Religious perception helps to unite, 

man to man. No Rishi -, no Buddha, no Mahatma, rio Christ, no Prophet, ever tried 

to establish a religion. 

Pakistan resembles the lost, twin of lhdia and they look like. In Partition of 

India, millions had to leave their homes and hearths because of the compulsions of 

circumstances arid that too b~yond _their control. The terms of independence were 

such·· that perhaps, without accepting partition, some believe that Independence 

would not have come. Division is over, but its scars are still hurting the body politic of 

both countries. However, the wise of the three countries India, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh, realize that the neighbours can hardly remain constantly in a state of 

eyeball-to-eyeball animosity. And a new chapter of understanding and goodwill has 

. to be=inif!Ti4ed. A wider per-Spective has to be taken: The time has eome fu realize 

thiit ~ dlrinrusity soon acquired a new explo.=:::s\r.:; &,e,.~,,~ :::Jf politics. 

· Reafs:fic:ally enough, neither India not Pakistan can destroy the other. Tne utmost 
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they can.do is to inffJCt serious injuries on each other in the State of War. To the 

contrary, as Nikhil Chakravartl puts it: 
-·---~. . 

"It. is .~ difficult to visualizae that given the necessary goodWill, all· the •· 

problem mirlg Or.1 the way of friendShip can be settled without any rancaur or ill.-

feeling, but in1:hefullest of understanding as between two friendly countries. Friendly 

confederations South Asia comprising the huge landmas's of India and Pakistan will 

be a weighty ass~rtion of world peace. As the understanding progresses on its new 

path of friendship, it is bou~d · to attract the neighbouring states who would 

·understanding the value of amity instead of animosity. 

The very basis of healthy community existence is recognition of human 

rights. Our scriptures have not hesitated to emphasize the prime importance of the 

principle of common world family, brotherhood of the mankind. 5 Humanity as a whole 

is one extended family, with all the obligations of family membership. 6 History bears 

evidence to the fact that United India sent missions of love preaching universal 

brotherhood, a belief in the common brotherhood of mankind. Indians traveled out 

imbibed with the spirit of common brotherhood as envisaged by Guru Nanak: "None 

is my enemy, none ·an outsider, all are mine, my brotheren's . And consequence the 

hearts of people. Let us toil to wipe out not only physical poverty but also the 

spiritual. 7 

Timeless motto of universal happiness and peace is the heritage of this 

ancient Indian civilization, which assumed the character of Bharatvarsha in Bharat 

· . Khand. Here a nation, which Megasthanes noted "never invaded others and was 

never invadecf', existing long before the ideas of civilization evolved elsewhere. 

Thus, the Partition of India and creation of Pakistan, on the4 basis of two- · 

·nation theory is an outcome of the British diplomacy - "divide and rule", and we were 

ready and willing to be divided for individual selfish gain. After more than five 

decades of partition, it is evident that initially people of Punjab and NWFP were 

oppoSed to the creation of, Pakistan but now having been benefited by its creation 

wam-:tc. ~-~and more area to it. 

Indian sub-continent is being destabilized. Tne people who may have been 

responsible for creation of Pakistan belonged to hinterland and perhaps how 
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reconciled to secular India ·and_ have stayed back. Then there appears to be rio 
justification for continuing with India and its extension - Pakistan. At least amicable 

.--.. . .____ 

relations,_. cci,.opetation, mutual understanding between the two, is must for 

pe·rmanentJ>e~cer·in the sub-continent and also for correcting the past mistakes. · · 

This unfortunate division has unleashed a plethora of misfortunes, which 

spared us no respite to ·look for the hope. Still under the lid of the legendary Pandora 

box, hope lies in unification of the two States; may be in any form. Once it is 

achieved. not only Kashmir problem would wishes way but also a buffer 

'independent Tibet may not be a remote dream. 

Sardar Patel soon after partition had emphasized that : "if Pakistan does not 

change her ways, there may soon be a flare up. The nation must be quite prepared 

for any emergency. As far as India is concerned, she wants Pakistan to grow into a 

strong and prosperous country. Some people had talked of a possible reunion just 

now, · c:itleast. not until those who had elamoured for a separate homeland had 

reaped the harvest they had sown.8 

Four and a half decades ._are the sufficient time for realization that the 

partition of India on ·the basis of religion was a curse and deserved to annulled. The 

answertei Kashmir problems lie in the unification. Primarily the Muslims belonging to 

Bihar and Uttar Pradesh were for creation of Pakistan, bt most of them have not 

preceded to Pakista·n and have stayed back. They appear to have reconciled to 

secular · India during these 55 years. For cooperation, co-ordination and for 

establishing cordial relations and ultimately unification of India and Pakistan, it is the 

responsibility of Muslims the hinterland to build bridges of understanding. 

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad preferred Hindu Muslims unity, even to Swaraj, 

when he said : "If an. angel descends from the heaven today and proclaims from the 

Kutub Minar that lndia can attain Swaraj within twenty four hours provided I relinquish 

my demand for Hindu Muslim unity, I shall retort to it : No my friend, I shall give up 
. . 

$waraj, but not Hindu Muslim unity, for it Swaraj is del.ayed. it will be a loss for India, 

butif~ unity is lost, it will be a loss fa: :.:.~ whofc ,,=fktnd."9 
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Unification may not be just a far cry. Nature demands it. It is also in 

_ consooanee ·with the drearn of the great Yogi Aurobindo Ghosh, KNatwar Singh is 
-·-....___,· 

justffiet:tw.tlen·he says: " 
. .... ··~: .. ·' . ·-. . . 

This is ·in the handS of c;:asmic master, unseen yet all-pawertul. The recilly 

/ spilifuat iS.·beyond science and supe~stit:ion. Somebody, out march to folly might 

cease; in the meanwhile, let the cocksure shed claims to the infallibility of science 

of reaS<>n~{!ihe bell tolls for them too."10 

Our relationship with our neighbour is paradoxical in countries, one remain 
._~, 

seVOJTI ·enemies, but·. on the people-to-people basis one exude warmth and 

bonding. The common belief that the Muslim community as a whole subscribed to the 

. two-nations theory is -far from the truth. That the Muslims did not demand Pakistan . . .... ~!;:, . . . . 

as a monolithic and homogenous community is evident from the simple fact that 35 

million ·of them· preferred to stay back in India and have continued to live in this 

country after partition . . . ·: :::;1::·;·• . 
·· . What is even more relevant are the Mahatma's words, "The first thing is that 

politics have divided India today into Hindus and Muslims. I want to rescue people 

from this quoginere and make them work on solid ground where people are people. 

Therefore, my appeal here is not to the Muslims nor to the Hindus as Hindus, but to 

ordinary·human beings, and take many other steps so that they can make life better." 

The unification of the human world is underway; there is an imperfect initiation 

organized but struggling against tremendous difficulties. But the momentum is 

there and it .mu~t inevitably increase and conquer. Here too India has begun to play 

a prominent part. And if she can develop that larger statesmanship which is not 

limited by the present fact and immediate possibilities but looks into the future and . 

brings 1t nearer, her presence may make all the difference between slow and timid 

and a bold and swift development. A catastrophe may intervene and interrupt or 

destroy whafis b~ing done, but even then the final result is sure. For unification is a 

necessity. of Nature, ~nd inevitable movement Its necessit'f fer the nations is also 

dear, fur:without if the freedom of fue natiu::-.::r ri.ay =~ ::t any r:nomen(in peril and 

tap life even 'of the large and powerful nations insecure. The unification is therefore 
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to the interest of all. And only human imbecility and stupid selfishness can prevent 
1 

· i~e..but these can not stand forever against the necessity of Nature and Divine W.l. 

------· . The .P~rtffion of India must go and the greater bidia, the land of the 'lndu, 

, Bharat, be ~ agairL T~ reuniftcatio.n of Lndia and Pak. will be only the first step, 

because ultimately the goal is the reunification of all that was once the greater 

India and yJhich is today only small fragmented countries with no soul, no direction, · 

no sense. 

Pakistan was learn out of the partition of India. Historically speaking this 

process of creation of Pakistan contains some of principal attributes of Islamabad's 

foreign policy postures vis-a-vis India. The Muslim League waged a battle against 

the Indian National Congress for the political liberation of the Muslims 11 who, 

according to its leadership, were unable to attain their collective self-realization so 

long as they did not have a separate homeland. A general feeling of insecurity was 

so firmly embodied in. the minds of the leadership of the. Muslim League that it 

ultimately accounted for the establishment of Pakistan.12 This insecurity after 

partition got strengthened on ·account of several disputes which India and Pakistan 

experienced on ~ccount of the partitioning process. 

Pakistan -a Muslim State emerged from partition of British - India on August 

14; 1947 in pursuance to the idea of Separate State for Muslims on the 

subcontinent. The idea was the part of the theory that Muslims, by virtue of their 

religion - Islam arid cultural distinction, constituted a separate nation. Poet, 

Philosopher, Barrister, Dr. Muhammad Iqbal a Saproo · Kashmiri Pandit convert, 

·articulated the concept of Pakistan in its basic form in 1931, urban he proposed a 

separate Stat(3 comprisi,ng Muslim majority areas in North Western India. The All 

India Muslim League under the leadership of Jinnah adopted the concept in 1940. 

We never believed in a Muslim nation, but unfortunately, a Muslim Nation was 

carved out'of Indian Nation. We believe that converts do not make a nation, but we 

have an Islamic nation of converts. Partition. is the out of hypocrisy and has paved 

way for great violence and is likely to .......... ir; a b!::::dy \'i'aL Gandhiji remind Jinnah in 

September, 1944 when he said : "I find no parallel in the history for a· body of 

converts and. their descendents claiming to be a nation apart from the parent stock. 
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_ lndia was one Option before the advent of Islam. it must remain_ one in spite of the 
- . . 

/ change of faith of very large body of her children." The partition was forced by 
~----:.._ 

religioos-b~t. ignoring_that. religion unites and not divides. Thus, the genesis of 

~the India's pi-opiem lies. in the partition. 

-_ Only chaos followed the partition of lndia, · neither the Hindus .nor the 
. . . . 

_- Muslims, have benefited from the Partition. The people as a whole have suffered -

economically, internationally and spiritually: 

B.N.Jog 13 in his book. "Threat- of lslami Indian Dimensions", writes : 

Islam was born out of war, bloodshed, atrocities, desecration of idols, etc., 

and though decades and centuries had elapsed; it had become more barbaric rather 

than civilized. Religion sublimates the instincts of hate, revenge cir enmity but Islam 

tended the fires of base human instincts. The question may be rightly raised about· 

how can Islam be held responsible . for the politically motivated directed action 

programmed of the Muslim League. However, Pakistan had been demanded as a 

/ separate tsl~mic state and the fires of the d_irect action movement were being stroked 

by the Mullamaulavis in mosque. 
·. ) . . 

England had promised Independence to India and the Cabinet Mission Plan 

_had been prepared to achieve this end but had become the ca1,1se for conflict and 

_ statements. The atmosphere in India had reached ignition point and Hindus and 

Muslims were drifting further apart and the fitting reply Hindus had started giving to 

Jinnah's direct action had marked the beginning of a civil war. Maintenance of law 

and . order with the help of police and array was becoming more and more difficult 

. and almost impossible . After above mentioned press interview by SardarP\atel, the 

'British government took a momentious decision and Prime Minister Attlee_made the 

·relevant pronou-ncement in the British parliament in 20th February 1947 about to~al 

transfer of power to Indian hands. He' declared, "the British government has decided 

to totally withdraw its power from India before June 1948. To ensure this final 

transfer with the concurrence of . all_ conce~ Lord Mount batten is being 

_ appointect as the Last Viceroy of 1-... ::.: 

In a few years after the ~on of separate country for Muslims, the Pakistan 

government got Mr. Wheelan, archeological adviser of Pakistan to write a booklet 
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called '5000 years of Pakistan' .. It describ9? the greatness of the Pre-Pakistan and 

Pr&-lslam life; its culture is praised and it has lauded Pakini , If the stream of this 
--. ...____ .. 

eulbo_s glory starts _flawing again, the Muslim community will find it easier to. identify 
. . . . 

_ itseff ·wtth it a~d unity can be forged· again. India should certainly encouraged such 

thoughts. The future of India and its children, both Hindus and Musfims is 

interlinked. Rafigh Zakaria advised his Muslim brothem : it is time the Muslims in 

India understand that their Mure is linked with Hindus; they will have to co-operate 

with them and live in pea~e and amity. They win h~ve to be friend them in every cry. 

Muslims are as much rooted in India ~s Hindus. G.M.Sayid of Sing movement said: 14 

"Since we are the product of the plains of Ganga-Jamuna we are bound to 

associate with it. What are we to do with Iran or Iraq." 

When the idea of Pakistan was still unborn. Md. Iqbal, a versatile poet 

capable of touching Olympic h?ights, described India as the earliest country, and 

said : Religion does not teach us to · be enemy to each other. We all lndie1ns belong_ 

to one country, and India is ones". But when he propounded the two-nations theory, 

Iqbal limited himself to narrow confines of religious bigotry and short himself out 

· from a wide world to proselytize Islam. When this dire of Pakistan found that Pak is 

likely to be- created he confided in his English friend Mr. Thomson and confessed 

"The Pakistan Plan would be disastrous to the _British Government, disastrous to 

Hindus and disastrous to the Muslim Community.15 

Pakistan was a paradoxical absurdity for the Muslim masses although an 

advantage for the classes tci whom the leaders belonged. Those who might have 

needed the partition even it for illusory reasons, were deprived. Those who needed· 

nothiQg more were given a separate country. The subcontinental ummah was divided 

and in 1971 went on to be bifurcated. Islam was not sufficient to hold the two wings 

of Pakistan together. 

Iqbal lying on his deathsbed conveyed similar sentiments to Pt. Jawaharlal 

Nehru, when he went to see t:tim during his visit to Pakistan. This dilemma has been 

expressed by A Beg·: "The MtSlm dil:.,ut.a is this. Is it better for Muslims tc 

assimilate and thereby lose their identity or are they bound by Islam to preserve 

their identity and thereby· suffer the rr;-eiTtal, physical, social and economic 
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cori5e~ences. of non-assimilation."16 In fact, the first seed of Pakistan was planted 

. \JYhen the first non-Muslim was converted to Islam in India. "Neither Islam, nor 

----Muslims, were-responsible for the creation of Pakistan. Pakistan was the result of a 

very complex )n:te!p!ay of forces. If one can say anything with certainty it is that 

vested interests on both sides that played crucial role in urging about vivisection of 

the country. Com-munalism is not the product of religion as many people think, but 
. . j . . 

. the product of misuse of religion by vested interest". Pakistan was not a creation of 

religious history, it was a creation· of the modernists among Muslims. A highly 

westernized Muslim, Md. Ali Ji~nah raised the demand for Pakistan. Jinnah was 

hardly a believe or a practicising Muslim. Jinnah did not down even an elementary 

knowledge of lslam."17 

lnfact Iqbal saw the vision, M.A.Jinnah gave it a concrete shape, so goes the 

popular strong about the creation of Pakistan, perhaps the only modern nation other 

·than lbrad that own its existence to a nationalism inspired by religion. 

India on its part objected to the division of the country on the basis of religion. 

Gandhi was against in the beginning that he used to say that the partition of the 
. . ' 

country would be possible only over his dead body. He bled profusely Marks can 

be traced from his statement to Lord Mountbattern , when he explained that he did 

every thing in his power to 'keep India United'. 

Pak was a divided nation at birth. Islam provided it with its life force but it 

could ·not promote national solidarity. This is the Central paradox in Pakista!l'S story 

and it holds as· much significance today, as it did fifty give years age. As Governor 

General of , the new state· and the people's great leader Jinnah insisted that 

, . Pakist~n's primary concern must be the promotion of principles of equality and social 

justice for all its citizen. His Pakistan may have been realized. through religious 

expression but he. believed that it could be sustained through secular procedures. 

Before his death in· September 1948, be acknowledged that the job c:if holding 

Pakistan would be far more different than the one that made independence 

- possible. 

Partition and the basis on which Pakistan was carved out of United India in 

1947 instead of settling them in their own Status quos exposed to them the exptcs,Ve 
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· Q!lality of religious symbols .as the basis of nation building in converting the group 

riv~lry·before partition into international rivalries in the sub-continent national rivalries 
..... _______ ,: . . . . . 

m·the~ent 

~ afreeanciliation to the partition and a settled fact on the part of India 

and PakiStan's advocacy of a two-nation theory explain largely the hostile 

retationship between the two countries. Even Jinnah said : "We maintain and hold 

that Muslims and Hindus arB- two major nations by any definition or test of nation 

.......... ~- -we--are -~nati~nwith our .own distinctive culture and civilization .......... We 

have ourownl:fistirTctive outlook on life and of life."18 

The perception of India's agony over the partition in Pakistani rulers, created 

the impression that India would one day achieve its wish to rewrite all its lost 

- territories. As President Ayub Khan once said : "The Indian leaders have often 

stated that their true border extends from the Hindu Kush mountain to the Mekong 

river, that is to say, wherever the influence of Hinduism had existed in the past."19 

This fear of lndia~s ambitious. nationalism may not be without any basis. There was 

a strong current of opinion in India totally disregarding the fact of partition as a grave 

. blunder. Nehru said on 28 No. 1947, "India cannot and will not remain divided.- This 

is my _Conviction no matter how much I am criticized for having accepted the 

partition."20
_ Many Indians felt that "the creation of Pakistan was a tragic mistake 

which mightstill·be corrected, at least as far as East Bengal is concerned.;'21 

/ 

· Coming to the struggle against English Raj in India, Jinnah was earlier a third 

rank leader, the first ranks being occupied by Gandhi and other, the . second by 
. . 

·Muslims like Maulana Asad. Dur:ing Quit India movement in 1912, when the first two 

ranks wenf to 'Jail, Jinnah was able to depict himself as the sole leader of Indian 

Muslims. He fully exploited the fanatism of the illiterate followers and could gather 

enough support for division of the country into India and Pak. Lord Mountbatten, the 

negotiating Viceroy of India tired to dissuade him arguing that in care of Partition Pak 

would consist of two inconvenient" and vulnerable landmasses or the extreme west 

. aJ.ld east of lndia 

The P~• proved to be the biggest political crisis in India since the Battle 

of Plassey. Due to Partition, the unity of the country was thwarted and it ~.ad create-d 
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problem bolh at the national and the international ends. lt was an utter failure of 

-:......Statesman step resultint in mortgaging the future of the country . 
.......... 

P'aifition __ was the biggest tragedy of the 20th century. A perusal of the 

~Issued by Altof Hussain, leader. of Pakistan Muttahian Qaumj Mahament 

(MOM), . issued to lA new service at London on 17 September 2000 shows that the 

· Mohammedan community in Pakistan are repentant about their instance on partition 
~~-~ .. . 

of India .. The relevant portion of the. statements reads : 
' I . ' 

·. ~llle cfivjsion of the ·tndian sub-continent was the biggest blunder in the 

history of mankind. The dramatic statement is the first by a leader of the Mahajins, 

who worked the most for the Partition and migrated to Pakistan." 

These were primarily the Mahajion who were on the forefront of the 

separatist movement and creation of the State of Pakistan. Most of them willingly 

migrated to the Holy Land but today they have no destination and hence no destiny. 
. . . 

· They are condemned to languish in a tunnel sealed at both the ends.· This is due to 

thetr misconceptions, which still persist with them. They have not reconciled to the 

Partition of the country. They want to remain in Pakistan and at the same time wish 

to meet their relatives kith and kin in India. They aspire to be Pakistanis without 

identifying themselves with Punjabis. Baluchir Pakhtuns and Sindhis. Even today if 

the skin is scratched underneath it is not difficult to find that in the heart of their 

hearts they believe that both India and Pakistan belong to them. 

To note that Karachi, the commercial capital of Pakistan, has been in great 

turmoil during the closing decade of the 201
h century, there were thousand killings. 

The thing to note is that this is not Hindu-Muslim killings, they are Muslim-Muslim 
. . ~ . . 

killings. More important, though there had been Hindu-Muslim tension in Sindhi it 

had not been bitter. The truth is that Pakistan is receiving the price of its own Sius 

Pak has been nurturing, terrorism and waging a proxy war against India, ignoring 

that the guns can neve(solve the problems and can only complicate the issues. 
I 

It will never ,-be known whether Jinnah really said on his deathbed that 

partition 'IM:lS tbE biggest mistake of his life, but there is nci surer indication ttTan ·. 

Pakistan's · present· plight of how its founder's objective has turned into a 

nightmare. And even after the emergence of Bangladesh in 1971 had buried the tvvo 
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nation theory, Pakistan is now coming increasingly under pressure from various 
. I 

costive communities. The future of Pakistan looks bleak and that should be a matter 
--. . .__ 

/ of_,concem .to India. Of course, the idea .of Pakistan had come unstuck in 1 971 itself 

when-&pglad?5h· 00came an independent country. The same idea is under attack 
' ' 

fmm· anOther quarter with Sheika Hasina asking General Parvez Musharaf to 

apologise foF the atrocities committed by Pakistan is Bangladesh before it became 

free_ lfbedecides to apologise, he should do it fast because time may not be on this 

side.· 

The Partition was-a far more complex issues than it-had been understood to 

be. A detailed study of the event, along with the implication of the far-reaching 

decision, should show that the actual impact of the event still lingers . 

. And the events followed sproved that it was right. In these decades of its 
. - . . 

history·every major political change has· been witness to nerve-racking twists and 

turns. Smooth transition has hardly been the rule there . 

. Questions, debates and mistrusts of a shared social vision by its leaders 

/ arose in Pakistan 1from the outset.. Muhammad Ali- Jinnah and other Western 

.Oriented professional envision-ed a multiethnic, pluralistic and indubitably 

democratic country, free from the hegemony of any one group. In his inaugural 

address to the constituent Assembly of Pakistan three days prior to independence, 

in his capacity as its first President, Jinnah implored, "If we want to make this great 

· state ~f Pakistan happy and Prosperous we should wholly and solely concentrate on 

the well-being of the people, and especially of the masses and the poor.22 His 

vision of Pak was one of a profession of groups working together for the overall well

bemg of -tl"!e state regarding of ethnic or religious division. 
I 

Lead~rs from varying backgrounds recognized the substanting political and 

economic challenges confronting the new state, and most shared the conviction that 
I 

a popular consensus existed on its necessity, viability, and structured. 

· Btit-'ather -~ also evicted. Some factions initially wanted no part of 

P~ far diverse reasons. Supporters of the Punjab Unionist Party plaCed their 

loyalties with the British. their successors still do, as they educate their children in 
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British·,:- Styl_e schools, . speak English ~mong themselveS and value indigenous 

·~~ · aesthetics only as quaint historic relics. 
. . -.....,..... __ ' . ' . ':;· ... ":' . ·. ' . 

·~. many lstamist groups initially recoiled from the demand for 

Pakistan . .on· the Srmmds that ·Isla~ couJd not. be bounded by the borders · of a 

/ ''l'lirtitir1~te~ After pai.tii.ion, however, many with lslamiSt viewers migrnted out of 

necessity, to Pakistan. ·To them, the Pakistan of-1947 was a rough diamond; the 

poss~ilities of creating a dar-ullslam were new boundless, once their message was 

understand ,bY their. new compatriots. 

Indeed, despite the assumptions of the Two-Nations theory, Pakistan's 

formidable Musli~ population came from diverse practices and heritages. Jinnah, 

pluralistic view of Pakistani society W?S shaken somewhat in the mid-1960, and 

1970s as divisions and distinctions between different ethnic and class grouping 

· became more conspicuous. And the 1971 secession of . East Pakistan also 

contributed to · unease because not all voices may have a place to be heard in 

Pakistan. 

Robert Laparte, Jar's assessment of Pakistan's political development since 

1947 paints an uneasy and troubled picture. Pakistan is a state, Laaporte 

concludes, which after fifty years is "Still in the making", still striving to find a stable 

and effective form of government. He sees the two and a half decades from 1947 to 

_ 1971 as a time in which ordinary citizens were denied a role in public policy making, 

regular military intervention in politics began, and efforts to reconcile the political and 

economic interests of Pakistan's twc;> wings collapsed and led to civil war and 

division of the country. 23 
. 

Rfty years ago, when Pakistan came into existence, constitutional experts, 

economists, .p0Jiticians and administrators were almost unanimous in questioning 

the justification of a separate homeland for the South Asian Muslims. Even those· 

who had a keen sense of history and had watched the evolution of the idea of 

~ i'egar:d it impracticable . The strongest criticism came from the congress 

leaeb :r:;_wbJ were joir:Jed by the British Statesmen like Ante. f. the Sei , -~-::• y of State 

for tndia, .Mountbatten, the last Viceroy of British India, and Sir Regional Coupland 

in Voicing their.appr:ehensions about the new state. These who had fought for it were 
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. ~so aware. of the heavy odds agai11st which a new country was created. But then 

_ there were those who perceived a paradise in the contours of history which had -----' . . . 
/ given birth to thalargest Muslim state in the world. 

. . . 

It was -~this background that the post-independence developments in 

Pakistan were- judged. The Pakistanis were supposed to justify their existence not 

only by merely suriJiving as an independ~nt entity but also to demonstrate political 

acumen in fulfiliing the objectives laid down during their freedom movements. The . . 

logic of histOry th~ had created this nation was destined to serve as a reminder as 

·well as-a yeardstick for the social and economic uplift of the people for whom this 

territory was sought from the departing British Colonialists. 

Thus the burden of historical legacies remained active in shaping the 

intellectual evolution of Pakistan. Freedomfor Pakistan was not considered an aim 

in itself; they had to explain the rationale of its existence to the west, to the Indians· 

and .everi to the posterity. The west conceived it :a crime against civilization' 

. because· it had exposed the fragility of the British claim that colonial administration 

/ had inculcated the idea of unity and brotherhood amongst different religious and 

ethnic groups of the subcontinent. The congress leadership equated Pakistan with 

a sin that was comrl)itted against the 'holy' and 'sanctioned' unity of Mother India. 

The strongest of.all these paradoxes was that a nation-state which was created in 

the. name of Islam w~s opposed by the lslamicists who felt cheated by the 

secularist like Jinnah. With no administrative infrastructure and without a sizeable 

... middle-cl~ss, ·Pakistan started its journey in 194 7. 

However, democracy created Pakistan, the poor man's budget rang the bell 

for independence and Jinnah's formula of August 11 where state stands beyond the 

faith and the gender of its citiZens gave. this fifty years old nation a direction. We. 

cannot be free of history,· its glories and disasters always · sneack into our 

contemporary affairs but the vision of a better tomorrow is hameased by the lessons 

from rustory:an_d QOi by dreaming ·of the past. And there are plenty of lessons that can 
.. 

be leamedfrom·half a century's experience. If Pakistanis understand that the inner 

itigH:; oflristo.ical·events is judged not by the sue~..~-- .__,; ar; evert but by the welfare 

of tne· people involved in it, than the road to many more golden jubili is clear, 
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otherwise history loses. its essence and becomes just on burden on weak shoulders 

/ or a past. time for day dreaming. 
---:- ........ ...__ 

. · . ~$in relations defy reason and rationality. The objectives of a 

COUJlby's foreign policy ~re corisid~ed to be the promotion of a countr,·s defence 
I . . 

and ecoumnic interests. In case of Pakistan ideology takes precedence over all other 

interests .in the 'two nation theory' approach to Indo-Pakistan relations. Though some 

would attribute. this approach to fundamentalists alone but this equally applies to 

. those in the Pakistani Establishment who believe . in the so called ideology of 

Pakistan. 'The two-nation theory' was the raison de etre ·of Pakistan. This was the 

basis on which the partition of India was demanded in the pre-independence days. 

The demand for Pakistan was based in the name of Islam but even after more than 

fifty years afte~ independence apart from some cosmetic measures Islamic state is 

nowhere in sight even the Shariat Bill proposed by the former Prime Minister of 

Pakistan Nawaz Sharif in 1998 could not be passed by the National Assembly. He 

had done this exercise earlier also in 1991 with the same result. There was never 

/ ·any ·debate in the councils of the Muslim league before independence on the political 
' ' 

system, or what would be the security problems etc. of the new state. The very fact 

that Pakistan would be divided into two wings separated by one thousand miles of 

Indian territory and the security problems it would be confronted with were scarcely 

given any attentiol"). The bitter· controversies that the two-nations theory sparked 

between the Indian National Congress and the Muslim league were later translated 

into the foreign policy of the two countries particularly of the later. These were 

compounded by the problems generated by the way the partition was implemented. 
' . ' 

Th~ lndta became the 'enemy country' which had not accepted Pakistan and was 

out to undo it. . India was the only and the main threat to the territorial integrity and 

sovereignty ·of Pakistan. The idea that a country has a foreign enemy is easy for the 

mass of te people to understand, and it also provides a powerful stimulators to 

national ·unity. For Pakistan, India has filled this role. Consequently the primary 

.objective-cfPakistan's foreign policy has been to strengthen her position vis-a-vis 

mma:. 

Thus the only determinant of Pakistan's foreign policy has been its attempt to 

equality and parity ·with India if not superiority over it. From the early years of 
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.. -~. ~tary aiUahce and addurence to U.S. sponsored military pacts like the 

South-East A~ia Treaty Organisation and the Central Treaty Organisation. The treat 
....... _~, 

. perception-from India and the desi~ to.get.even with it for the grievance based on 

/ 

. . I' ' . . . . . 

the~,Jhere over its claim fQr-KaShmir haste the obsession of the Pakistan 

EstabfiSbment for the Indian State. That was the reason for that country to go to war · 

with JQdi.a-to seize the state by force. To give this obsession a veneer of ideology it is 

caltedlhe_imfinished agenda of partition: 

· The-Muslim League was formed in 1906 to represent the interests of the 

Islamic ,minority in.· British India in the movement for freedom from colonial 

domination. Its leaders became ~onvinced through the years of struggle with the 

British Raj that 'their people would become oppressed and even destroyed in an 

independent, Hindu-dominant India. In 1940 the League voted to demand a separate 

state for the· Muslim population of South Asia. Through the persistent, answering 

. leadership of its ·President Jinnah, this objective was realized when the British Raj,· 

in departing in 1947, set the mechanism, to establish two nations instead of one . 

. This division created two wints, a smaller but more populous East Pakistan, 

and a larger, dominant West Pakistan, separated by 900 miles· of India. It also 

created a number of disputes over the appropriate process for occasion of the 

princely States of British India into the new nations. The most strenuous of these 
. . 

disputes has been over Kashmir; a former princely state on the border between India 

·and Pakistan ttiat had a Mus!im majority but a Hindu Maharaja. The dispsute over 

which country. it_ belongs to has led to three wars between India and Pakistan and 

·an unres<?lved resolution for a plebiscite even today. 

The main th.ing was to split up a state. As Jinnah made an amendment to the 

British policy of "Divide and Rule', whereas Gandhi called upon the British tb 'Quit· 

India' and he said 'Divide and Quit'. Thus, not to split up a state but to split up a 

/ nation, and Jinnah, are of the Indian national Congress, discovered in his old age 

that''theHind~ and Muslims·were not two communities, but two nations, coexisting 

· under foreigri rule .. He held that upon the British with drawl each nation should 

separaidy eXist in its own hometam:i ~ aia"i went so far as to suggest an 

exctrclnge of population but did not mention rt a second time. But oncewas enough 

to rouse elemental suspicious and apprehensions between friends and neighbours 
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of .a thousand .year~:- In consequence of its intensive propaganda the league ·won 

<~ · 1946. elections .on the Pak~an issue, defeating the congres~ Muslims and 

~.MtJSii~ -~nd Krishak-Praja Muslims all over India, barringafew exceptions. 

When Congr:--eS,s_irisisted on ihcluding Mr. Asaf Ali in the Viceroy's Interim 

· Govemment~nd the British Prime Minister intervened in favour of Congress Jin.nah 

rejected ttie Cabinet Mission Scheme and his Muslim League embarked on a two

-pronged "Direct Action' against the British authorities and the Congress leaders. In 

p,ractice, it was a call to -the Muslims to resist Hindu~aj in succession to British Raj. 

Terriple riots broke out though the .League was persuaded to join the 'Interim 

Govemmenf by the Viceroy its aim was not to work but to work. Since the Cabinet 

Mission Scheme failed the British fixed on deadline for withdrawal, leaving India 

/ United or divided as the pa~ies desired. This ultimatum led to division· by consent is 

n,ot in the way that. Jinnah contemplated but as modified by Nehru and Patel. 
. . . 

Bengal and Punjab were also divided. Lord Curzon was dead, but his policy went 

marching_on .. 

·Thus Congress, an inclusive organization of Indians of all communities, got 

India, a':l inclusive homeland of all India's minus those who accepted Pakistan as · 

their homeland willingly or unwillingly. On the other hand, the Muslim League, an 

exclusive organization of Muslims only secured Pakistan, an exclusive homeland of 

Muslims . where the Hindus and Sikhs and Christians were treated with 

discrimination, suspicion and hostility, just because they were 'unbelievers'. Though 

·Jirmah personally made no discrimination on religious grounds the fanatical forces he 

· l;lad unleashed by his campaign. for Pakist~n and 'Direct Action' compelled him to 

·_ ,rnaJ<e ·Pakistan .an 'Islamic State' where Christians might live as Zimmies but 
. . . 

idolators h~d ·either flee, be converted or die, Almost the entire Hindus and Sikhs 
/ -

, population of West Pakistan was eliminated- by massacre or flight. In East Pakistan 

some Hindus were killed and one-third of the Hindu population fled, while two-thirds 

remained, thanks to the friendly attitude of their Musl_im neighbours. That unfortunate 

phrase 'exchange of population' gave a. handle to t'le Hindu fanatics in India who 
. .. . . 

. tooke- the law into. their own· hand;:, aid brought about a limited exchange of 

pop~lation b force. This was contrart to the Congress Policy cif a secular State. For a 

·:trme· it Jooked as if India was not a composite nation but a Hindu nation where no 
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.. Muslim was:5af.::~Gandhi fasted on this issue. He gained his object but lost his life at 
. - . 

~ · t~ hands of a tiindu fanatic. Sweets were distributed at various places in India by 
------- ' 

tbe~an'-s supporte!S... we are not yet out of the wood. As long as Pakistan 

remains ah Islamic monopOly the Hindu·. fanatics of India will go on threatening the 
• L - • 

: Muslims .including Congr.ass Muslims and Communist Muslims. In Pakistan, the 

Muslims themselves are under pressure of 'lslamisation' recalling the early days of 

Islam, while India. is. marching·~forward into the 21st century Pakistan is marching 

backyiar.dinto the 6th century. She has lost all sense of Nationalism and Democracy. 

East.Pakistan has broken away to preserve both. 

/ The lndo-Pak relations have. not yet become normal and are riot likely to 

. become n~rmal until there is a reversal of the policy of exclusion on religious 

grounds. Even in Bangladesh where the Founding Fathers established or secular 

State, there is a reaction. The Bengali Muslims fought the non-Bengali Muslims with 

Bengali Hindus as their comrades. Now afl. that comradeship has been forgotten. In 

the result the Muslims of Bangladesh too have lost their battle for democracy. It Will . 

take Pakistan, a long time to realize that Pakistan got her independence because 

India got hers, ,thanks to the struggle carried on by the Congress. If India losses her . 

independence Pakistan will also lose hers. Democracy is also a fruit of the Congress. 

struggle. Pakistan was a gainer thereby. If she has not it the reason is her isolation 

from. the mainstream. If she. ever rega.ins it this will be due to her sacrifice and 

suffering on the Congress model. She needs someone like Frontier Gandhi to lead 

her i~ ·her struggle for democracy. Lord Mountbatten elosed to be crown 

Representative. on the 15th. Aug'L1st 1947 .. On that date every Indian Prince was 

/ . · legally' free to decide for himself whether his .State would accede to the Dominion of 

India or the Dominion of Pakistan what is called Pak today was the site of the Indus 

· valley civilization 5000 years ago. It is a source of Pride to India. If it is the same to 

Pakistan this common heritage should unite them at heart . Most of the Muslims of 

· the sub-continent live in India and Bangladesh and share a common medieval and 

modem heritage. The Muslims af Pakistan are only 20 percent of the total. 
.. 

Acquisition of Kashmir will make ;;; ;.t.....o Jiffe:cei ,......, to their percentage. An arms race 

·will never give them parity or weigtr..age or veto in lndo-Pak affairs. The sooner they 

recog.nize the Common inter'e5ts the better. Economically and militarily this 

.. , ... -. 
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subcoritin~t is an indivisible unit as the British found it and Nehru made it The 

~ · division is r~ligious and political. 
~--

/ 

. . Relati~ with Pakist:m have come to represent the core interest af lndia's 

Foreign Policy. _This pre-eminence in four decides existence as an independent 

other's intentions, roles and actions: This phenomenon has seen them through 

(four/three). decl~red ·wars, and have not been able to prevent at least. another three 

undeclared ones - Siachen, Kashmir and Punjab - from being pursued without 

remorse. Religipn, distortect history and adversarial posturing for personal gain- have 

led to the ingraining of mutually exclusive ideologies upon the people. This in turn, 

has taken a heavy toll on a region which suffers from serious challenges to its 

national building activities and socio-economic development projects . 

. · The partition of the subcontinent into two countries merely confirmed an 

incorrect and historically untenable position that for religion to prosper in the sub-:

continent it required separate homelands. The use of religion by the intellectual and 

political elites led to the unfolding of a trauma where 15 million people, caught in a 

passionate malestorm, , cross migrated and over a million died in the process. The 

resultant . psychological sear on the general populace was exploited by political 

elites, mainly in Pakistan, to create a legacy of suspicion and mistrust that has 

·continued to be devil bilateral relations. 

In· ln~ia, partition along communal lines was sought to be counted by 

promoting a secular society whose function was to tackle the ills afflicting .. , ... 

ridden masses. 111. Pakistan, however, the converse was being attempted by trying to 

/ fost~r a nationaiism that was exclusively based on religion. But, within years of 

promoting the "official ideology", sub-national, cultural and pluralistic identities in the 

. new country began resisting the uniformity sought to be enforced under the guise of 

. r13ligion. The peculiarity of this race validating their respective ideologies comes into 

sharper focus· when India's secular model. is compared with other countries in the 

· . region. A Hindu Nepal, predominantly. Buddhist Sri Lanka and Myna mar:, Muslim 

Afghanistan and Maldives he.~ ~·~·verf:ett-Uueatelled by this projection. 
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The ideological race suited Islamabad ruling elites well. They were effectively 

able to project the· Indian secular model as a challenge to the creation of Pak:, which 
---. . .___ ' . 

gave them tha necessary excuse to raise the bogey of an Indian threat to their 

/· 

· independent eXisterJce. The ruling efrte in Islamabad had adopted the ideology of 

'Two Nations' essentially to build new basses of· public support for themselves. 

Apart from Mohammad Ali Jinnah and to some extent Liaqat Ali Khan, no Muslim 

League p(>llliciar.rhad an identifiable support base within the new state. Pakistan itself 

· was a unique experiment where a political leadership. that claimed support in Muslim 

minority areas of undivided India by heightening their fears of being submerged by 

the majority ~ommunity, had abandoned them dearing partition, and were now 

looking for new support structures on an alien terrain. 
I 

For· thiS~ elite, creating pockets of support in a countr-Y that was never 

exposed to the fears of being swamped by a numerically superior community, meant 

that the tenuous thread of a common religion had to be strengthened by playing up 

the Two-Nation theory, and the threat that Indian policies posed to it. This 'threat 

perception' went well with a people still traumatized by the horrors of partition, but it 

did not prevent the mushrooming of grassrciot. movements that sought inclusion of 

local elements in the rulling elite. By 4971, the once dominant Muslim League was 
' ' 

reduced to an insignificant party. and the ruling elite was controlled by the Punjabi 

. Pathan a combine which accounted for 75 pecent of the top military posts in 1968, 

and 56 . per cent of the ruling elite. This, however, did not end the anachronistic 

perception of the Indian threat within the. public. To the new ruling elite, the same 

misperceptions of the Indian threat within the pu?lic. To the new ruling e.lite, the 

same misperceptions already prevalent among te people were furthered for. their 

·own survived. 

The result of the erroneous propaganda efforts by Islamabad had led to a 

stereotyping oflndian intentions vis-a-vis Pakistan. The ...... in the threat from India 

may havE) undergone subtle change to keep pace with changing realities, but the 

threat has created an "india ~ Phobia . among the Pakistani politicians, makfng it 

impossible for any Pakistani leader to publicly talk pace with India withou:t being 

-dubbed a trailer to the cause. At one time or another, virtually every imported' non

Punjabi leader- be it Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. Asghar Khan, Khan Abdul Wali Khan, Quai 
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ym Khan, Benazir Bhutto, Jam Sadiq Ali or Gulam Mustafa Khar - have had their 

credentials doubted. 

Bhutto, mro sent a quiet ~ge to Mrs Gandhi whilst flying back to 

P~ after· th8 Simla Accord that was intended to reassume the Indian 

leadership of lslambad's jenuine desire for peacefully solving vexed potttical issues, 

changed times while addressing a rally in Lahore immediately upon arrived. He 

expounded tO the public his rationale for signing the Simla Agreement which did not 

speak-of-the- ne~d for peace with India. The Simla Agreement Was the only face · 

saving option- available to him after the humiliating defeat which wc;~s 93,000 
. I 

soldiers taken as POWs in India. 

The costliest misjudgment of lndi~ foreign policy was to bite the bait that the 

· Pakistani leadership offered by throwing of to two-nation theory as the alternative 

model for the region. Ever since, India has been embroiled, despite its global 

outlook, in a regional acrimony that has plagued every aspect of bilateral relations 

with Pakistan. Islamabad's ruling elite was able to create a feeling of vulnerability vis-

. a-vis, India and successfully externalize this exaggerated sense of insecurity to 

achieve its goals. 

India's Pakistan Policy was always been reactive and New Delhi is constantly 

engaged in a policy of denial. It has allowed Pakistan's ruling elite to use issues of its 

· choosing like _the communal situation in India for domestic gain, while Indian 

·reference to happenings inside Pakistan on issues like human rights, rights of 

women, children and minorities, are touted as examples of Indian interference whose 

_end goal is the destruction of Pakistan itself. The resultant threat misperception on 

· both sides of the border is always viewed from a worst case scenario angle. 

· The process of complete mistrust and suspicion began with Kashmir, where 

Pakistan preferred using force rather than dialogue and diplomacy to wrench a 

state. It hardened attitudes regarding Pakistan's motivations and led to the 

withholding of the 't!alrsfer of military stores and each balances by lpdia to Pakistan . 

. -This, in turn, led, tc -P-c:YJ.star. J.~-Tng lts fact over evacuee property C:l • ...: :r: giving 

active assistmce to the Razakar5 of Hyderabad.27 
. 
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. To this may be added India's disapproval of Pakistan's advocacy of the 'two

·ryation theory' based on religion. "'It was perfectly clear' said Jawaharlal Nehru, that it 
~....... . 
~impossible to divide it on the basis of separating reHgious groups on one 

side ot:-me- 9ther~"28 To accept Pakistan's 'two-nation thereof would mean a 
- \ . . 

coiJaPse.of the s~ularistic policy on which the Indian Union rests and a reopening 

ofthe qql,'!cf~?f:separatism through various religious sensitized ,groups. 

Accordingly, thetwo-riationtheory, which formed the ideologi~al basis for the 

partiliort::ot 194.7, had as its corollary a built' in assumption that after independence 
•, 

India aim·'P~kistan would possess not only juridical equality but· also equality in 

power terms and that this should be recognized by the world at large and particularly 

by the do!'Tlinant powers. The 'two nation'· theory was thus transformed into 
I 

Independent Pakistan's drive to achieve and enjoy power-parity with India. A 

perceptive western scholar of Pakistan Affairs has stated : · 

In large measure; Pakistani feeling towards India has been a continuation of 

the political struggle before partition ....... Mr Jinnah had never agreed to 

constitutional formula which would · have denoted lesser status for the Muslim 

League. India contained two nations;· one sovereign nation is the equal of any other 

sovereign ·nation ..... Many. political_ leaders and most of the articulate section of the 

population . have reacted with emotional intensity to any suggestion of Indian 

·superiority· on any field.Z9 

/ Pakistan's President Ayub, almost verifying this, wrote : 

The ·\yorld today is fighting for equality - equality amongst individuals as 

among. nations, regardless of whether they, are big or small. This requires an 

. unequivocal recognition by the world that every nation is entitled to equal rights and 

. opportunities. The degree of a country's sovereignty and self-respect is not 

determined by the size of its territory or its resources. This sounds simple enough .... 

Yet there are no means to enforce it. It is a world of the Big Two, Big Three or four 

·.or more .. lt is ·~ .who ~de over the destiny of the world and determine tts 

direction. Th;:-,,,ndler _ __.,tmtries, particularly those in the early sb.:.. 7. ln'i' :-:.t"ial 

d~opn1ent, belong to a lower Stratum of existence ..... we too have to establish 

our identity arm fight for a position· of equality and honour. 
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He continued in the same v~in : 

Tha.cause of aur major problem is India's inability to reconcile herself to our 

existence as a_ sovereign independent nation . . . .. At the back of it all was India's 

ambition to absorb Pakistan ortum her into a satellite_ 30 
. 

However, .even after partition of the subcontinent, the state in India still had to·. 

cautenctwith not only a large and disoriented Muslim minority but also a multi-ethnic 
' 

and ·nlulti-Jinguistic society. So the political elite in India naturally persisted with 

secularism as the glue that could hold in its modernization. The raison deters, idea 

that only a Muslim majority state in the subcontinent could ensure a fair deal to the 

Indian Muslim. Even afr\ter the creation of Pakistan with a Muslim majority, the 

Pakistani eljte found it expedient to reiterate Islam as the binding factor. This , they 

thought, could not only keep its two wings, separated by a thousand miles of Indian 

Territory intact but also keep in che<?k potentially centrifugal forces stimulated by 

ethnicity and language. 

· Implicit in these two approaches was the assumption that secularism in the 

case of India and Islam in the case of Pakistan would help ensure political justice to 

their respective citizens. India and Pakistan, therefore, sought their ideological 

security in secularism and Islam respectively. In other words, these two states 

adopted not .only different but also opposing strategies of state building, which by 

itself created certain tension in their bilateral relations. It was, perhaps, iresistable 

t-hat Kashmir would becom·e a symbol of _this ideological tension that 'underlay the 

political foundations of the two states. 

Pakistan's sense of insecurity stems from the fact that the creation of 

Pakistan with a Muslim majority failed to impart the necessary cohesion to the 

Pakistani state. The fear qf Hindu domination submerged the differences a'mong 

Muslims temporarily and they threw their collective weight behind Jinnah's demand 

-for Pakistan. One. Pakistan was created, as the. ethnic, linguistic and· sectarian 

differences among the Pakistani Muslims, naturally surfaced again. Jinnah. who 
. ' 

~ ~- rns two nation theory on the sole gr..i..":":d :hat 1-Hndt:.:s and 

. Muslims constitl,lted twO nations, was aware of this problem <!:'ld its impiications for 

· Pakistan. So, ·he found it expedient to make a political vdt:-;"ace once Pakistan 
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was conceded. Addressing the Pakistan Constituent Assembly on 11th August 
> 1947, Jinnah's exhortation to the Prospective Pakistani citizen was, "You are free; -- . ·. . . 

yOu_are free to go to your temples, you are free to,.-go your mosques or to any other 

~of woi'shjp m .the state of Pakistan.· You· may belong to any religion or-caste or . 

cr-eed that has nothing to do with the business of the state. We are starting with this 

fundamental.principie that one are all citizens and equal citizens· of one state. 31 

However, the creation of Bangladesh, the movements for separation/autonomy in 

Sind, North Westrrontier Province and Baluchistan, the struggle of the Maharajon, 

·.the·secretarian violence between Sunnis and Shias and the treatment meted out to 

the so-called 'Azad Kashmir' itself demonstrate that Islam has failed to ensure. 

political justice to these communities in spite of the fact that they are all Muslims in 

·an owecily Islamic State, Ironically, the father of. the s,o called 'Islamic Bomb of 

Pakistan Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan belongs to the Ahmadiya sect, which has been 

declared a non-Muslim minority in Pakistan. 
I . . . 

It was. the tWo-nation theory of Jinnah which was supposed to provide · the 

ideological and philosophical foundation to Pakistani Muslims in India, it was 

argued, were so much different culturally and ethnically that they constitute a 

·separate nation altogether. Bhutto described the struggle for Pakistan on the 

"glorious freedom .str!Jggle of the Muslims of the South Asia Sub-continent."32 Way 

back in·1051 the then Prime Minister of Pakistan, Liaquat Ali Khan had said: 

Pakistan· came into being as a result of the urge felt by the Muslims of the 

sub-continent to secure a territory, however, limited, where the Islamic Ideology and 

way of life could be practiced and demonstrated to the world. t:- cardinal feature of 

this ideology is to make Muslim brotherhood a living reality."33 

' 
That Pakistan was founded on Islam was also stressed by Ayub Khan, he said : 

. We in Pakistan cannot ignore the fact that our country is the product of the 

ideology of Islam. This is the foremost justification of its existence and we cannot be 

true-to ~istan without being true to its ideolpgy. 34 

The lstamic character of Pakistan· has been exploited ttme and again in ·order 

to uphold her distinct identity from that of "Hindu" India . Ever since 1949 when the 

objectives Resolution was adopted by the constituent Assembly of Pakistan the 
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Islamic. thrust had been a determinant of Pakistan's foreign policy in one form or the 

other. --........_ __ 
' 

· Ld~lly speaking Islamic Pakistan goes asymmetrical Vliith secular India . 
.... '~ . . . 

But it has atsn_pioduced a de~ strain in lndo-Pak relations. As an Islamic State 

Pakistan amsidets ·it her sacred duty to extend her protectionist role ·to all the 

Muslims in the sub-continent including those who are living in India . For her "the 

· Muslims,. insidePakistan and across the border in India ..... from one nation, though 

citiz~ns of two :States ....... Pa~istan therefore still considers the Muslims across the 

·borders as tier special responsibility and pressure."35 Therefore whenever there are 

some communal clashes in India, Pakistan media and also the political leaders find it 

~n occasion to ventilate with the Hindus does clearly negate. Two Nation theory on 

. which Pak was founded. II The fact that many millions of Muslims to live in India", 

/ Wave anti-Muslims and Hindu as Imperialists. Therefore at the global level or 

particularly at the Islamic meets such events are highlighted by Pakistan in order to 

mobilize diplomatic support against India. 

The Islamic base of Pakistan State manifacets itself in yet another form while 

shaping her relations with lnc;lia. The orderly coexistence of the Muslims seem 

perfectly content to live i~ India, raises the basic question of the identity of'Pakistan 

itself as homeland for persecuted Indian Muslims. It raises a question in secret 

moments of self-doubt, was Pakistan some kind of cosmic error. "36 

lnfact, Pakistan identity, history, geography and culture are all interwoven with 
. . . ~ . 

India. Therefore, their problem is how to hold themselves distinct from those of 

India. Any . intimacy with India threatens Pakistan's identity. Hence anti India 

:po~ture is -almoSt a national compulsion with Islamabad. 

For the same reason forces pulling Pakistan away from the sub-continent 

have been active . Since her inception in 1947. Her special bonds of friendship 

with the.Muslim coun,tries in the neighbourehood, like Iran and with those in the . 

· ·Midt;ile E?St and in the gulf region can· very easily be explained in this framework of 

== •=ysis.. These t;:etmtries are regarded. as the "dipk ... , ~;:::: ~ry" Gf Pakistan. Any 
.... 

'efforts on the part of India to strike special bonds with these cowitries are looked 

. upon as b;spass on Pakistan , natural sphere =f · :nterest. Mrs. Gandhi visit to 
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Saudi Arabia, with which Pakistan has traditionally had very intimate relationship, 

·was. regarded by · some in Pakistan as "a part of a concerted effort to isolate 

· .. Pakistan diplomatically .. 

. 'Pakistan · ai5o tried in 1950s to float an alternate model af international 

relaticms, when Indian approach of non-alignment and Panc:hshed model of world 

relations seemed to have caught the imagination of several Third w·orld countries . . 

Pakistan ·sought to build up an international Islamic Group with Pakistan as its 

epicenter. By hosting and organizing Islamic Conferences Pakistan on the one 

hand-hs.ped-to assume the leadership otthe Islamic World but at the same time they 

tried to mobilize world public opinion on the issue of Kashmir. Viewing international 

relations as a collection of religious constellations Ayub Khan dreamt that one of the 

pillars of these constellations will delinitely be Pakistan. 

The cultural diversities in Pakistan is yet another- detrimental of her foreign 

policy, Though predominantly Muslim State, the regional, ethnic and cultural 

diversities· in Pakistan have been as, if not more, strongly entrenched in her 

society as in India. 

The prevalence- of two different types of political systems in India and 

Pakistan is in itself a source of friction between the two. Pakistan's military projects 

and programme ever since Islamabad decided to follow alliance. and military aid 

strategy in order to attain "parity" with India have been suspected in the political 

perceptions of New Delhi: In the context of the hostile exchanges in the past these 

perceptions have not only hardened but have become firm convictions. The 

diverg_ence and divide in security perception, can to a large extent be attributed to the 

pre eminent role which the · military factor plays in Pakistan arid a fairly strong 

popular support which the democratic process enjoys in India. Any moves or 

initiative to restore democracy in Pakistan is convinced to be a threat by the military 

leadership and the ~asiest way to discredit such moves will be by proclaiming that 

they are·inspired and supported by India. India baiting seems to have acquired a 

. permanent place in the Foreign and defence policies of lslabad.37 

lndian Democracy in fact, rejects the ~'wo - Nations' Theory . The 'two -

nations' theory is legally and c constit..;j::nally unsound and socially and 
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sociologically reactionary. This theory was never- accepted by the Congress prior to 

indepen~ce and has been totally rejected by the Indian constitution. The 'two--- . ' 
nation'. theory. proceeds on the fa.llaciaus. and irrational assumption that religions 

· makes a nation: The presence of several multiracial, multi religious, multi lingual 

nation in the world is a standing territory to the fact tl)at the . concept of 'nation' 

. has not direct . relation with the concept of religion . 

. Gandhiji revolted against this 'two - nations' theofy, and he expressed his 

emphatic-disapproval of the pernicious doctrine of the 'two-nations' which came to be 
. . 

preached in support of the creation of""Pakistan prior to 1947, by declaring that 

Pakistan would be born over his dead body. Gandhiji's solicitude for the poor and 

humble of this earth needs no mention. Throughout his life' he was a champion of the 

downtrodden and thei'r saviour. History has naturally acclaimed him as one of the 

/ nobled of men. In Gandhiji's philosophy and practice difference in religion was 

. altogether immaterial. 

When Gandhiji expressed his whosehearted condemnation of the attempt to 

create Pakistan on the attempt to create Pakistan on the theory of 'two-nation

what Gandhiji meant was that this permi doctrine would ultimately mean disaster 

both for India and Pakistan, and that was proved to be true when both India and 

Pakistan celebrated the birth of the two respective Dominicus with great acclaim 

and -celebrations G<mdhiji was engaged in the significant though tragic task of 

quenching the fire .ofcommunal fray, which had overwh,elmed Bengal. In the 

address, which he delivered at Calcutta on 14th August, Gandhiji called upon his - . . . 
countrymen ·to celebrate the accession by a fast and prayer. It is not difficult to 

imagine how the aftermath of the division must· have caused great anguish to 

Gandhiji . He had' always looked upon India as one and invisible . He had never 

·believed in Jinna's two-national theory and never change Nationality. He considered 

himself ~s much of Pakistan· as· of Hindustan. So far as he was concerned, 

nationalism transcended religious differe_nces. It is also necessary to remember that 

the formation of .Pakistan and India did nat, in fact, proceed on and such theory. If 

the division of India- was based in the basis of Muslims being a nation separate 

from the Hindus and the rest, it would follow on a matter of constitutional law that the 
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. Muslims who rem~ed in lnclia would be alien and that is a proposition which is 

_ entirely unthinkable .. 
----.... 

EVery ·Sittgfe provision· of the cqnstitution toi:ally rejects the theory of two· 

·nations ·andpr~ that in lndia Hindu and Muslim. Christian, Sikhs, Parsis and . 

, .Jews· and all them, whatever their religion, are citizens who are equal in their rights 

and in the!t obligations.· Besides, it the basis of Partition was that the Muslim form a 
. -

· separate nation, why was it necessary to hold a plebiscite in the North-West Frontier 
. ~ ·. .. ·. . ' . 

Provinee :where 90 percent of the population was Muslim, why again were the 

legiSlatUreS .cOnsulted in Berrgal·and'"in the Punjab, which has Muslim majorities. It is 

/ true that in the result the provinces which had Muslim Majorities formed Pakistan; 

but this· is very much different from saying that the division of India into two 
. . 

Dominions was then made on· the basis that the Hindus and Muslim ,formed two 

different n'atio11s. The presence of over fifty million Muslims in India who are and are 

entitled· to be treated on citizens is a standing and effective answer to this 

. r.eactionary an unsound theory of ~o nations. India thus totally and unreservedly 

rejects. the theory of two nations and regards it as medieval, irrational and 

unscientific. 

The genesis of two-nations teory was purely political. The movement for 

creation ~ak.; came into existence not because Muslims could not live with the 

· :Hindus 'but because a section of modern English education, westernized Muslims 
. . . 

felt thatthey will not get their due share of political and economic power. And that in 

the Independent l,ndia they will be dominated by Hindus. It was poverty of the 

masses, as an Important to which the partition of Indian may be traced. Poverty is 

/ · equal thou~h curable. But it can be cured by economic pragmatism, and by no other 

.ideology secularism can not mean an anti-religion, all religions are given respect 

and freedom of activity, presided of course they do not impinge upon each other 
• I 

and presided further that foreign help, funds are not . allowed to be channelled 

. through Ostensibly religious organization for political pourposes. 

· The theoru of Pakistan was based on the concept of Hindus and Muslims of 

. two nations. Hindus and Musfnns 11.;;:;; .~ ;.= i, ,te. ,,,;,,gled all over India and in every 

region of India; Hiridu and Muslims might be having common ancestors, but they 

were proclaimed to be two Indians :- two nations. This premise to basze nationality 
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an r~ligion was c.ontrart to the every accepted historical definition, A Nation is a . . 

historically evolved stable community of language, territory, economic life and 
....___ . 

psycholo~ical make up manifested in a community of culture: None of the aQ<Jve 

characterized by itself is sl.ifficient to define a nation. 

On the other hand, it is sufficient for a single· one of the characteristics to be 

absent an.~ ~he nation ceases to be a nation. By. this test, it is evident that the 

Muslims. of _India could riot be ealled one 'nation'. Their languages are different 

-Ethnically, they_ are different. Between the Pathan and the Bengali Muslims, the only 

common feature is religion. Butihis is hardly sufficient to constitute a nation, 

Majorities of the Muslims in India are converts from Hinduism or descendents 

. of converts. How could they constitute themselves into a ·separate nation, converts 

nevery constitute a separate nation. The Hindus and Muslims have· lived together for 

centuries and are destined to live so for times immemorial. The share similar 

customs .and social behaviours and . the· difference of social practices has never 

been greater than those of Hindus of Punjab and those living in Madras or in Bengal. . 

They have been one and are destined to remain one. 

Has the partition solved the problems for which it was accepted ? The 

obvious. answer is : 

It has not solved the problem. Rather the problems have been aggravated. 

Aurabindo, predicted that in year ahead, India and Pakistan would ultimately 

come closer and stand united. In the words of Aurobindo, "Unity may finally come 

about under whatever from the exact form may have a pragmatic but not a 

fundamental. importance. But by· whatever mean, in whatever way, the division 

must go, unity must and will be achieved, for it is necessary for the greatness of 

India's future."126 

The ideology of two nation theory began to collapse· immediately after 

Partition. lndo-Pak problems cannot be effeetively solved until the partition is 

annulled, for the partition has solved no problems. It has neither brought peaceful 

. ·coexistence of the tWo states- L ,._::.:, and P3k;:::.~=tll - nor ,has it resulted into desired 
; -

.Hindu-Muslim amity. India has always stood for cooperation and friendship with all 
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and eriter;tains malice towards none. The past unfortunate incidents of armed 

· struggles of 1947, 1965, 1971 and 1000 are unfortunate events. ---. ·. :_._- T~'ell~,morethan50 years of continued hostility between the two countries,. 

· ar~ aU ~~ of the end of partition and unification of what nature has created 

·as one unevitable unit- United India. The Partition indeed was an evil. Millions of 

people were uprooted and yet it did not end in 1947 andfo·r many it was a long drawn 

unending· process. The partition went an for many years, with Partition, 'the birth 

places of many, their old homes became foreign land, to them. 

··. · From the. ~bove discussion, ·it became clear that the ideology of the Two

Nation Theory is a 'cure'. Most of Pakistan's problems with India are the outcome of 

the former's adherence to the ideology of the two-nation theory. That ideology is 

contradictory to that of India Pakistan is .a monolithic theocratic state with me religion, 

one language and one mind. On the other hand, India is the opposite- with many 

religious,· many languages, many communities and many minds. The divergences 

between the two countries are of a fundamental and multiple nature and they have 

out stripped any prospect of convergences between them. The foundations of the two . 

countries are not only distinct but different. India achieved independence and 

nationhood as result of the freedom struggle against the age old British colonialism. 

On the· other hand, Pakistan was the first country in the twentieth century born as a 

· result ofthe demand .by a feligious community. It was founded on the basis of the two 

nation theory,· h~lding that the Hindus and the Muslims were separate nations. The 

Father of the-Nation, Quid-1-Azam, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, had visualized it in 1947 

· itself that the role of religion in the governance of the country was dangerous and, · 

therefor:e, -he warned that the newly born country was not going to be a theocratic 

state to 'be ·'rested by religious priests. Advocating equal citizenship to all 

communities and hinting at religious freedom which would unshackle any kind of 

religious identity, he in his inaugural address to the constituent Assembly said, 
. ' 

...... ... .... in ttre course oftime, Hindus will cease to be Hindus and Muslims will 
' ' 

cease to be Muslims, not in the religious ~ense because that is the personal faith of 

the individual, but in the potitical sense as citizens of the nation."38 He further sairi 

" ........ change _your past and work together in the spirit that everyone of ~ou, no 

matter what community he belongs to, is, first, second and last a citizen of the state 
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with equal rights.~ he confessed on his death - bed that he committed a 'blunder' 

by creatingJhe state of Pakistan.40 as he foreseen that his successor were not 
~ .. 

-going to. upholclthe:¥alues he.strived for. The foregoing secular statements of Jinnah 

. amounted ta ¥contradiction of the twcrnation theory. Recently Ayesha Ja~l. the· 

distinguished is based Pakistan scholar said that Jinnah was against Partition of the 

Indian Subcontinent.41 he did not grant a separate country for Muslims. In fact the 

demand for Pakistan was a bargaining card for securing better deals for the Indian 

· Muslims. 

· The- secessiorr of Bangladesh-and Pakistan's humiliating military defeat at -

the hands -of India were the two defining events that continue to haunt Pakistan 

even today. The emergence of Bangladesh not only exposed the_ absurdity of the 

two-:nation theory, the very raison d'etre for Pakistan but also repeatedly reiterated 

the fact that religion alone was inadequate Jar Pakistan as a nation-state . . / . . 
. . . 

The founding fathers of Pakistan proposed the political idea on the basis of 
' - . ' 

the two nation theory as a homeland for South Asian Muslims. It suit~d then initially 

in order to mobilize . the Indian Muslims in the struggle to ward's nationhood. After 

the nationhood was achieved a controversy erupted. Pakistani Muslims of secular 

· mindset believed that religion was not the basis for nationhood and only common 

territory defines a nation. Their opponents argued that their common religion of Islam 

was adequate to form a nation. They ultimately prevailed. Thus, Jinnah's successor's 

finally flouted the secular valu~s he preached. Islam has remained _a dominant 

factor influencing the political destiny of Pakistan. It ensured the survival of the two 

;nation ·theory. But, unfortunately, Islam has failed to unite the Muslims of Pakistan, 

·create a national· ethos · and prevent the fractured nature of internal politics~ The 

\wish of the . founding fathers of Pakistan to create a homeland for the South Asian 

Muslims proved to ·be a nightmare. The initial setback came from the decision of a 

large section of the Indian Muslims to stay away in India. In the process they 

disappro\(ed the thesis that Muslims .in India were ill treated or exploited by the 

.Hindus. Today tndia commands the serond largest Muslims population among the 

countries of the wor:Jd. Th.us over 120 million Indian Muslims, almost equiv::.~nt to 

.the total population of Pakistani Muslims, are firmly loyal to the Indian nation aespite 

· - frequent provocation and allurements from abroad. Pakistan's former Army Chief 
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· . General. ~r Karamat has also confirmed it by saying, "Indian Muslims. remain 

_ loyal to India even after the formation of Pakistan as the home for the Muslims of the 
-..._____ .·-=.. '. . . 

Iridian ~»42 India, since time immemorial, has welcomed Islam and 

continues.Jo--~ a heaven for lslamies. It is one of the few non-Muslim majority 

countries that a allowS Mu~lims to conduct their life in accordance with Islamic 

personal laws. India is the biggest centre of Islamic literature in the world even 
.... : ' . 

after partition. when Muslim-majority areas broke away to form Pakistan. On the 

contrary, pakistan has not become the country of even all of its Muslim inhabitants .. 

Quite .nafi:owly,· ft is primarily the country of dominant Punjabi Muslims. Thus, it . : . . . . . 

repr,ese:mts only a section of its Muslim population ignoring the hopes and aspiration 
/ '/ . 

of the p~qple of Singh, Baluchistan and NWFP. 

I 
· The ideology of two-nation theory now popularly known as the clash of 

·civilization in the light of Samuel P. Hunt(ngton's thesis first developed in his essay "A 

clash of Civilization" published in Foreign Affairs and later expanded into a full

fledged book published in 1996 under the title of A Clash of Civilizations and 

· .. Remarking of World- Order has been at the root of the 54 years. old conflict between 

India and Pakistan. It is the real core issue between the two. countries. The most 

significartfact is that the Pakistani army is the guardian of the ideology to two-nation· 

theor)r,4~ which never hopes to abandon it. 

"The most dangerous country" these are words used by Saymour Hersh in 

an ar;ticl~:.:published in the Statesman. The words are a description of Pakistan. The 
' ' 

question~ how did.Pakistan, founded on 141
h August 1947, grow into a dangerous 

state. It is· true that. Pakistan created by M A Jinnah on the. foundation of an irrational 

/ .. two-nation theory, was crippled at its birth. Jinnah himself called it a "moth-eaten 
-

Pakistan". The Boundary Commission did not give it what it wanted, the whole of the 

Punjab and the whole of Bengal, Delhi and Calcutta and corridor from Karachi to 

·Calcutta. 

Mr .. ~s award created in Pakistan an anger against India which it 

could never shed. Actually, it has been steadily on the increase ·since tt came into 

existence. Pei4iaps. me· Bombay barrister realized that his two-nation ..; r=.-1 y was 

. untenabf¢ inthe modem world. In his presidential address to Pakistan·s Constituent 

. Assembly. i~ Karachi on 11 August 194 7. Jinnah declare : "We are starting with this 
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f.w;tda~aLprinciple. that we are all citizens and equal citizens of one state .... In 

cours~/~f ti;ne Hi~du would cease to be Hindus and Muslim would cease to the 
'~----. 

Musfi~ oat.in -the religious sense ..... , . but in the politicaLsense as citizens of the 

sima ~J\'Ji~rjm, Speeches and statement, 1947-1948 (1989) where was this idea 

of~~,~~ .reli~ion from pofltics when he enunciated his two nation theory in his 

demand fur paFtition. It is the· USA which encouraged Pakistan to become a 

dangerous state even in those days when· its armed forces were busy liberating 

South Vietnam from Communist rule. America has pampered Pakistan and made it 

/ an Ataler Gharer Dulal, a spoiled child, even when it was ruled by a dictator.44 
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·--....... CHAPTER-V 

'HA"\AND. PAKISTAN: THE WARING PARTNERS 

War and Conflict is an inevitable legacy for any country. And the region like 

South Asia . is .no exception to this rule. It has · witnessed · a whole range of 

manifeStation from informally expressed diplomatic displeasure to full scale ~ar. The 

· expressed issues in such interstate conflicts ·in the region have included territorial 

disputes, economic issues, threat to political stability and national security, communal 

disharmony and danger to the very survival at one participant or the other. The 

most acrimonious relationship has, however, been between India and Pakistan who 

have gone . to war with each other for several times before & after partition. And all 

these. wars have brought out in bold relief the extent and intensity of the great power 

involvement .·in the region. This is· not to imply that the great powers have simply 

exported to and imposed upon the subcontinent conflicts created outside the region 

local roots of conflict in the region have,m of course, existed, but these. local roots 

were largely the creation of the historical melting - pot process, colonial rule, and the 

great powers have linked their states and strategies with these roofs in order to 

advise and inflate them much beyond their inherent proportion. Before we take up 

the various aspects of the great powers' involvement in the Indo-Pakistan conflict, 

the regional roots of wars and conflict in the subcontinent must be identified and 

analysed. 

India and Pakistan how fought three wars in 21 years, two of them over 

Kashmir ~nd one over Bangladesh and recently 1991 Kargil War. All the three wards 

marked the aftermath of Partitjon of the sub-continent. Pakistan rilsked war with 

India in 1948 and 1965 in persuit of its commitment to gain control of Kashmir. The 

1971 war arose from the Pakistani Attempt to prevent by military means the 

se~siort of what was then its eastern province. But India's territories integrity has 

not been threatened as seriously since the 197i war as rt has been threatened by 

Pakistan's ill-conceived intrusions across the LOC intoa the Kargil district of J K 

in the· Summe~ months of 1999, to physically occupy territory on the Indian side. To 
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.. some exltent: the Pakistanis have succeeded in internationalizing the Kashmir issue 

through their intervention in Kashmir . In fact, the military action initiated by Pak in · -...... 
Kargil cfistrict has- completely derailed the Lahore peace process . Contemprorary 

studies·~gge~ts that it is ·misperceptions about the intentions of one's rival rather 

than rivalries overreal estate or mutually conflicting nationalism that lead to war. In 

1948 and. 1965 the rules of Pakistan failed to perceive correctly how India would 

reactto attempts to ;seize Kashmir by infiltration and military force. The Pakistanis 

had-a cGmpletely unreal faith in the fighting ability of their own soldiers and the lack 

of this ability in the Inc! ian troops. 

Pakistan's perceptions of the realities in Kashmir also proved to be 

hopelessly wrong. The Kashmiri Muslims did not rise against their government and ' . . 

the Indian forces received all the civilian cooperation they needed to defend the 

valley .. 

· ,. Similar misconception about possible Indian responses also led to the war of 

1971. The 1971 war heated the Shimla Agreement of 1972, the only one between 

the two on Kashmir to date. It binds the two countries to the line of actual control 

stemming from the 1971 engagements, .and to secure a settlement of the dispute 

entirely through peaceful means. There is enough documentary evidence today to 

suggest that Zulfikar Ali Bhutto would personally have preferred to settle the 

Kashmir issue more or less along the line of actual con~rol. He would not because 

this would not have been accepted by the people of Pakistan, especially in the wake 

of the defeat in Bangladesh. 

For 15 years Pakista_n and India have abided by both the letter. and the spirit 

of the Shimla Agre~ment. But now it is entirely impossible that Kashmir will become 

the Casus belli for a fourth war between the two countries. Was it by accident or 

' design that- India and Pakistan got locked in this most dangerous game of 

brinkmauship ? A million troops pn either side of a border that has been mutually 

violated three times in less than 40 years can be no new year joke. Especially when 

many thouSands of them stood almost eyeball to eyeball, grimly attired in battle 

armour, ready to pounce upon one anotl =. 3tudents of h-ar have tried to show that 

war breaks out, more often than not, as a result of gross misperceptions of each 

other's. intentio·ns, capabilities and potential resources on the part of belligerent 
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/ ~- Henry StoCflS_inger,. an American political scientist, has shown in Ia book 
r 

· that misperceptions were at the root of the India Pakistan wars of 1948 and 1965. 
~-~ ' 

Perceptions get seriously distorted when mutually unfriendly or hostile 

~ents S4ffer lack of information and communication. 

·But. one thing is important that, during the entire pre-conolial phase, security 

t~reats· · •· emanuated principally .from the States beyond the . north western frontiers 
. . . 

~f. the subcontinent. There was the long history of the . so called Hindu period, 
. . 

. approximately spanning rseo-B C. toAD 1000, which was beset with invasions-by 

the Aryan, the Achruminious, the Greens, the parthians, the Sakas, the Kushous and 

the Huns. There was the relatively short Muslim period stretching from the Turkish 

raids in AD 1000 unitil the mid-eighteenth century, which was also characterized by 

invasions by the Turks, the Afghans and the Mughals who followed each other in 

Close succession, 

· Dyriti.9 this entire period , there really was 'no theory of war' and 'no system 

of deferice', to speak of. And despite the introduction of cavalry and cannon 

during the Muslim period, there was no 'military tradition developed in India '. The 

infantry was neither trained nor organized nor even equipped· as a serious arm of 

war. There was just 'a multitude of people assembled, without reference to rank or 

file. 

If. ·war only after the arrival of the British on the subcont'inents, and with their 

final·occupation of what is now South Asia, that a modern defence system was really 

organized. 

The firstwarwas 1947-48 war which caused partition of India into India and 

Pakistan and tarnished India's image-into second Indo-Pakistan war of 1965. If in 

nre2, India had been defeated by a powerful enemy, in 1965, she had been 

iTnpassed by a w~aker one. If the 1962 war had . . . .. the Indian Government to seek 

external aid; the 1965 war had resulted in the mediation of an external power- the 

/ Soviet Union -thus furth~r illustrating lndia's inability to manage her own crisis. 

The another important event that tarnished India's image was paradoxically. 

the Third Indo-Pakistan War or the Bangladesh Crisis in .1971. Though here, India 

won the. War , contributed to the partition of Pakistan, and successfully defied the 
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Chinese and.Arnericans, her image did not improve. India was now considered a 

~ full-blooded regional power with hegemonic design s of her own - a state of affairs 
-.__:.__ - . . . ' 

. that disqualifies a nation· from playing the type of role that Nehru had defined. And 
- . . - . 

_lastly the:_:·Kargll war held in- May July 1999 turned into bloodier and intense ahd 

.the Clinton administration intervened to help defuse the crisis. On July 12, the 

. Congress also turned up the_ heat on Islamabad, when it passed the "Sense of the 

House Resolution 2Z7" declaring that it was culpable in sending armed insurgents 

_into .tbeJr]dian territory, whne stressing that India and Pakistan "resolve all of their .... ~ 

differences within t~e framework of the Simla Agreement in order to preserve peace 
I 

and security in South Asia. It also suggested that the administration lock loans to 

.Pakistan from international financial institution. Following this agreement, beginning 

/ on July 11, · the infiltrators began retreating. from Kargil as India set July 16 as a 

deadline for the total withdrawal. On July 12, in an address to th~ nation, the· 

_beleaguered Sharif defended his July 4 agreement with Mr. Clinton as well as his 

request to the intruders to withdraw from the Indian territory. He also defended his 

kargil Policy as something designed to draw the attention of the international 

· community to the Kashmir issue. In this war, more than 400 Indian soldiers, 671 

i[ltn.iders; and 30 Pakistan-i regulars were , killed excluding those that were wounded . 

. The Vajpayee Government was. blamed quickly for this low of life despite to 

.. -intelligence reports about the intrude~s. although paradoxically, the war unified; the 

pountry and.~rought a positive ..... in Indo-American ration as 0. 1 

On July 14-16, 2001, Summit talks were held at Agra, between V. cc M., but 

<they .failed as .the latter insisted on Vajpayee to accept the K_ashmir dispute as core 

issue which Vaj. rejected. Although both leaders had,agreed to meet again during 

:the Nov. UN General Assembly meetings, it did not take place as-India was angry 

/ ; over the suicide bom~ attack of the Jammu and Kashmir State Assembly building or 

Octo. 1, in which -40 innocent civilians including the three terrorists who had caused 

.,the blast were killed. Vaj took a tough stance indicating that he would not talk to 

·Mushraf centrers he ceased supporting the cross border terrorism. Neither did 

.:foreign minister Jaswant Singh ~ -jre s .... ; reduied trip to Pakistan to talk to his 

.counterpart. Relations between 'j-re two cour.t::es again turned tense resulting in 

:intense exchange of fire along the LOC. But the question to explore is why has this 
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conflict ha$. become so difficultto resolve. Why have India arid Pakistan taken an 

-inflexible position ? How c;m one explain this intractable conflict ?·-We want to 
~--- . ' ' -
~in this iafte.-.Q.bifity hy the two countries in terms of their mutually exclusive 

claims· made ~o· the st2te on the basis of historic, political, ethno-religious, legal, 

strat~gic, , a,~ hurytan rights factors. Thus, these four events, in different ways, 

c6ntributed to th-'a;movernent of India and Pak way from their goal of a role player in 

the international system. The two countries were no longer considered to have the 
.. . . . . . . 

·moral au~i1oritytQ r:n.er:fiate or fight'for great cause. India, thus, lost her prestige when 

she lost a war and got impassed in another, and did not regain her prestige by 

winnin_g the second inflict in which she was involved. When a nation loses a war -· 

even. if she is. a victim -· her favourable image gets eroded and is replaced by an 
' ' . 

image ,of nation .that is incapable of looking after her affairs. On the other hand,. 

when she wins a war, the favourable image. is invariably replaced by an image of 

n1istrust. 

Thus British India was divided and a new state· called Pakistan was born and 
~ ' . . . 

Bangladesh born during 1971 in blessed. and fire as an independent country due to 

growing economic .and political differences with West Pakistan which led East 

:Pakistan todeCiare independence in 1971 as the new nation of 'Bangladesh'. 

The emergence of Bangladesh was one of the most important political 

. developments, iri South Asia. As the process of its creation shows, Bangladesh at its 

'birth, was a ·reaffirmation of civil society. Its . . . . . . were representative and 

participatory dempcracy ina pluralist setting. Bangladesh, rising like a phoenix from 

the ashes of war, of course, represented a statement about "basic needs : ford, 

,safe. water,. the. lirni~ation of widespread poverty and human misery." KBut it also 

.·signified 'social. statement about "human deignity, security and a feeling of 

, belonging. · 

Aptly has it been· remarked "For individuals, the state is like a house. It 

provides shelter, a structure. But society .:.. society is the home that provides the 

' satisfa'ction of human needs . . . . . . . many . . . . . . . Societies are . threatened 500 m 

within. The-State may hold l:l'=i. power, but the threat results from the disintegi·ativa, 

ofthe social fabric.'The representative State denies society a house. In pre- 1971 

Pakistan,·.sengalis of erst'.vhile East Pakista,n found the state denying their society 
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the·. hpuse. they wanted . Hence. they went for to build their own new house, the 

sovereign state ofBangladesh. 

The initiative-that greW in Bangladesh to engineer South Asian Cooperation 

. may bS reasonably viewed as a move to urge the States of South Asia to build . . 

appropriate houses for their respective · societies through cooperation. The 

repre~ve State denies society a home, but as it happening in South Africa, a State 

.can reclaim society by empowering its people .and building bridges of confidence. 

Th~brief December 1971 war between the· two countries had far-reaching 
I 

consequences for the India sub-continents, changed the power structure of the sub

continent, pricked the bubble of the two-nation theory and put Indo-Pakistan 

relations in new perspective. To super power response to the crisis in Bangladesh, 

both in the'United Nations and outside, the psychological pressure on India, first by 

. the movement of the enterprise on a shady enterprise to the Bay of Bengal and then 

the massive vote· in favour of a US inspired resolution calling upon both India and 

Pakistan to cease-fire and effect withdrawal to their respective territories, 2 recalled 

the stance of the global actors vis-a-vis India and Pakistan during he cold war 

period. The psychological inputs, however, failed to produce any worthwhile outputs,3 

India not only ran over the Pakistani defences in erstwhile East Pakistan, but was 

successful in penetrating deep into West Pakistani territories also. The collapse of 

Pakistani defences in Bangladesh resulted in the full of military junta in Pakistan 

which paved the way for Z.A.Bhutto to ride the Crest of anti-Junta wave to the 

president lodge in Islamabad. 

The resolution of the major problems arising out of the 1971 war produced a 

noticeable improvement in Pakistan.lndia relations. However, this improvement was 

achieved at a slow pace and the normalization process suffered from periodic 

disruptions for one· reason or another. Similarly, their efforts in the eighties to 

accelerate te peace ·of improvement of their relations were disrupted time and again 

or were slowed. down due to the legacy of acrimonious relations, divergence in the 

perspectives of the two states on a number of bilateral, regional and international 

issues, and the ~ bitateral ~· vbtems .. 
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, However, the periodic crisis in their relations were never allowed to cross a 

__ pojnt which could make these unmanageable whenever the dialogue was interrupted, 
---Pakistan or.lncfia took the initiative within a couple-of weeks or months to revive it. 

> The r~ ·feature of· their diplomacy was that they never completely stepped 
- ·' -

/ 

talking to each other. In fact, there was. more interaction between Pakistan arid India 

(juring the eighties than in the past. In addition to the use of the normal diplomatic 

. channels, the heads of state/government, foreign ministers, and semi or officials 

. !1let fom1aUy and informally to discuss their problems. They did not always succeed in 

resolving . the problems but the fact that they did not give up talking on the 

contentious issues made it possible to de-escalate periodic crisis in their relations .. · 

, In fact, the 1971 debacle and dismemberment effeCtively ended the espousal 

of the Two-Nation theory and the cease fire on all frovits ordered ~y India after the 

full of Dhaka · buried the myth of Indian plans to undo partition forever for the first 

time, a new opening appeared within sight with the signing of the Simla Agre'ement. 

Bhutto momentarily had given evidence that a sense of realism was sweeping 

through Islamabad. But he too fathered and preferred to galvanise a shell-shocked 

people by asking them to resist Indian hegemonies. 

_ The 1974 PNE at Pokhran gave Bhutto another opportunity to drive home to 

his· people India's desire to be the regional hegemonies. It also provided him with a 

legal cover to pursue ttie nuclear weapon option. The nuclear weapon issue, along 

with Islamabad's 1 irredentist claims on Kasbmir, symbolized the deep rooted 

. suspicious and misgivings that both sides have had of each other's intentions and 

·actions. Democratic intentenders between persistent_ bouls of military dictatorship 

have not altered· the existing adversarial perceptions, and all issues in bilateral 

· forums 'like the intentions behind building_ the Tulbul Project or extending railway 

'lines across international borders, are driven by these perceptions. Trade, culture, 

sporting contacts and people to people relations have suffered, despite a common 

desir~ on _either of the border to interact more closely Zia's martial law that won 

without popular supPort, was unable to correct the existing misperceptions. A change 

of government iQ a New Delhi in 1977 had presented a unique opportunity to create 

new bases -for bilateratism. but that too won squandered by Zia to ensure his 
' ' 

personal survivaL The Janata Government, in a spirit of trying to undo the wrongly 
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perceived~~ in _P~kistan of India attempting to dominate the smaller nations of the 

__ ~~gion,: wa§::ready to put the 1971 Indo-Soviet Treaty on the line, if it helped in 
-~- . -~ . . .. 

creati~~bere of trust and amity. But the defeat of the Janata government 
: .: . •' <,; c. • • 

and theSO~et!r1vasion of Afghanistan gave Zia the necessary opportunity-to traint 

(he incorvilj:J.Iadira Gandhi government with dominating ambitious and also rebuild. 

bridg~s:~,the US which world allow the resumption of arms supplies and economic 

aidtoP~~- . · 
! . . 

·::n\e'rhirdWar of 1971, was most crucial in its consequences. After this war, 

a nlliTtberof-·regional- and extra-region~! factors emerged in-the sub-continent and 

around it, compelling the two countries to give up their state of hostility and seek 

mutual accommodation. A slow and cautious process of normalization of relations 

started between. them, which continued smoothly for a decade or so. 

In 1970-71, the people of the eastern wing of Pakistan- mainly Bengalese

. revolted against the .junta with the-demands first of autonomy then of independence. 

This was popularly known as "Bangladesh Crisis (1971). The military elite came 

- down. heavily on the Bengalese ·and mercilessly killed them. It also accused India to 

have· inteniened in the Pakistani· affairs to make the things more critical. At this 
! .,', . . . 

juncture, the United States began to normalize its relations with China, Pakistan's 

military he4ad of State Yahya Khan acted as the intermediary in the negotiations 

between these two countries. Thus, an undeclared axis l:>etween Islamabad, Beijing 

·and-Washington was formed. India apprehended that Beijing and Washington might 

intervene in. Pakistan, and instead of counseling her restraint might encourage a 

flare-up. ·what Yahya Khan planned was to involve China and the U.S. in a bid to 

thwart the.movements in East Pakistan, to resist the possibility of India's intervention 

in favour of the Bengalese, and virtually to encircle in India in this region. Given the 

possibility of outside interference in Pakistan, and for that matter in India- Pakistan 

affairs. India could n~t look upon the situation in South Asia with equanimity and had 

tq resp01id by involving the Soviet Union through the Indo-Soviet friendship Treaty. 

signed in August't971. 

tn f2-ct, -t:te Bangladesh crisis reveals the decisive influe,'""" v~ j"}e Untred 

States of America on Pakistan in its conflictual relationship with India. This also 

revealed the. United States' till towards Pakistan. Nixon's handling of the crisis was 
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completely pro-Pakistan and his pro-Pakistan attitude was nothing but a reward to 

Yahya Khan for his contribution to Nixon's China \(isit. 4 The United States did not 

---~-. ~emn Y.ahya Khan's .. military atrocities on East Pakistan. The Nixon 

Adffiini~n tended to see the crisis in the eyes of Yahya Khan in terms of lndo

P~-confr!Cl- Nixon did not come forward, to the terms of political settlement wanted 

by. the Awami League and India. Nixon's assurance that Pakistan was being worded 

into~a political settlement were proved to be false. 5 It can be said that Nixon te\oeing 
' 

thefme·ofPakistan and support to yahya Khan militarity and diplomatically landed 

both India-and Pakistan in a war in 1971. 

From the above analysis it can be generated that the Bangladesh Crisis in 

1971 marked the crescendo of United States' siding with Pakistan to the 
. ' 

discontentment of India without the diplomatic and material support from the United 

States , it"would have been ve'ry difficult on the part of Yahaya Khan to venture a war 

on India. Here Nixon could have adopted a neutral posture as the United States did 

in 1965 and made its military and economic linkage with Pakistan conditional on 

Pakistan agreeing to a· political settlement with Mujibar Rahman. It could not have 

been impossible .on the part of Nixon to exercise this course of action. As. he himself 

had stated : "I have probably the most unusual opportunity, the greatest opportunity, 

of any president in history. I may be able to do things which can create a new 

structure .of peace in the world.6 Instead he overlooked the regional imperatives and 

gave prominence to his global perspective. Because of the United States' direct 

involvement; a new dimension to the security problems of India was added which 

India was to neutralize without loosing sight of the China-Pak axis while maintaining 

its identity, .Vi&-a'-vis the Soviet Union. It also marked the emergence of India as a 

regional dpminant power in Sout Asia which made Pakistan more apprehensive of 

lndja's expensive designs. Further it bittered the relationship between India and 

Pakistan. 

In fact, Pakistan was a geographical absurdity which ultimately led to the 

creation of Bangladesh. The British knew that this was not a viable structure and the 

last viceroy. Mountbatten: had predicted that East Bengal wouid break away from 

· Pakistan in a quarter of a century. 7 What he ,did not, or could not predict was that 

this separation, which came in 1971, would be preceded by an extremely tortuous 
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process including a full-scale war betWeen India and Pakistan. In addition, to this, the 

British indecision, conscious or otherwise, regarding the status of the princely states 
"~-. ---

of ~d. Janagada_ and Kashmir added significantly to the conflict potential 
,-.- . . 

inherent in the: Jndo ~.Pakistan relationship. A part fro~· it, the actual territorial award· . 

' finalized by Sir Cynl Radcliffe was an .extremely buried exercise. Both India and 

Pakistan}esented the final outcome. In 1965, territorial disparities about Dahgram 

in the· east and in the west brought the two countries to war ultimately in 1971. 

hi,;he: Bangladesh war of 1971, responsibility for the outbreak of hostilities 

was·shafed by bath parties to some extent This can be understood in the light of 

what has been stated earlier, namely that India as the pre-eminent power in the sub

continent was basically interested in preserving and perpetuating in the statusquo 

and stability in the subcontinent Pakistan, on the other hand, had deep states in 

·upsetting the statusquo. It was only in the Bangladesh crisis of 1971 that India was 

interested in· altering the statusquo. This was made all the more urgent bE:lcause ·of 

the mounting problem of refugees from East BengaL The situation in 1971 was also 

viewed by the resting elite in lndi.a as 'an opportunity of the century' which had all the 

factors present in it to legitimize India's action (if it was a successful one, as it 

turned out to be) in cutting Pakistan down to size and thus eliminating for a long 

time to come Pakistan's chances to distort the natural power hierarchy in the · 

subcontin:ent in which India occupied the dominant place.8 A sense of urgency was 

injected into India's thinking in this . context by the then rapidly emerging 

rapprochements i.n Sino-America relations. This process, if allowed to continue 

without an urgent resolution of the Bangladesh crisis, would have favoured Pakistan 

and waulcthave had very adverse implications for India. 

It is interesting to note further that, whereas status-incongruence locked India 

and Pakistan into a conflict relationship, the outbreak of armed hostilities coincide 

with periods of near power parity between them, either actual or sb perceived. The 

status of near equality, in terms of relative strength or weakness, between .lndia.and 

Pakistan at the. time of the first Kashmir conflict was inherent in the confusion and 

disorder generated by the very act of Partition. 

This situation was radically altered by the dramatic developm~nt of the Sino

American reapproachment in 1971. US rethinking on China in this respect had been 
' ~ ... 
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induced . mainly by considerations that had very little to so with South Asia. The 

stalemate in Vietnam, the changing . strategic balance vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, ..... _______ . 

Which was slowly but definitely eroding American superiority, and domestic. 

· pr.essures for pj_)ening new economic avenues abroad contributed to this openi~g ·. 

towards China As. against this, India's significance to the US had started. to 

declin'e.9 As a result of this sudden shift in great power equations, the initial pattern 

of linki:)ges between the superpovyers and the regional actors was restored with 

. China weighing in· on the side of the US and- Pakistan. The major consequ.ences of 

.this shift were the Indo-Soviet treaty and the subsequent emergence of Bangladesh 

following the Indo-Pakistan war of 1971. Henry Kisinger, the then US secretary of 

State, was right when he said that "Bangladesh was not merely a local conflict, but 

an expression of a particular correlations of global forces. 10 

Primarily, .the Bangladesh developments had precipitated a situation in . 

which it has. become urgent for both India and Pakistan to come round to the 

negotiating table. As pointed out earlier, the requirements of the two countries are 

different. Nevertti~less, both share the need to readjust their relations. Pakistan 

today has been reduced to the position where it cannot but accept the loss of 

eastern half of its territory. Besides, its 90 thousand prisoners and more than five 

thousand square. miles of territory are being held by India. The immediate pre-

/ occupation of Pakistan, therefore, is to recover its men and territory. 

Further along with the old issues, Bangladesh is a new factor in lndo-Pak 

.. relations. As a third Party it has become an essential ingredient for any settlement 

between India and Pakistan. Bangladesh, however, does not represent a party 

outside the region but a new and vibrant unit in South Asia having as much stake a 

peace in_ the sub-continent as India and 'Pakistan. The trends in the future relations 

among India, Pakistan and· Bangladesh show that Pakistan may recognize 

Bangladesh and thus secure an agreement on the specific issue like prisoners of 

· War. Bangladesh may not therefore, be C!n obstacle in Indo Pak rapprochement. 

Fifty five years have passed, since then several developments have taken 

Piace · d~ these years affecting lndo-Pak relation. ',· =• 1971 was the watershed 

year in. P_?kistani: history. Its East wing seceded to become an independent country. 

This treinendo1,.1sly affected the power balance in the region and as a result several 
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new .developments took place in lndo-Pak relations. Pakistan's foreign policy and 

< India policy in particular experienced some changes. Eighteen years have passed 
_ ...... _____ _ 

since ther.J . Though we cannot say that the tractitional hostility between the two 

"urifo~~e brOther nations'11 has ended, yet it will have to be conceded that now 

for the past few years there is greater understanding between them. Some of the 

mistrust and confusion has been allayed and there have been signs of co-operation 

here andthere. Though it is always impossible to guess or to have promotions about 

the future, nor is it advisable in the study of international' relations, yet certain 

developments and events show positive trends now and even encourage us to think 

cautiously that one may looking towards· an era of co-operations overlooking, if not 

forgetting the erstwhile conflict and hostility. Thus,s the Two-Nation Theory failed on 

several grounds. Lack of reconciliation to the partition and a settled fact on the part 

of India and Pakistan's advocacy of a two-nation theory explain largely the hostile 

relationship between the two countries. Many Indians felt that the creation of 
' ' ' 

Pakistan was a tragic mistake which might still be corrected, at least as far as East 

Bengal is concerned. To this may be added India's disapproval of Pakistani, 

advocacy of the two nation theory based on religion. "It was perfectly clear", said 

J.Nehru, "that it was quite impossible to divide it on the basis of separating religious 

groups ori one side or the other."12 To accept Pakistan's 'Two Nation Theory' would 

mean a· collapse. of the secularistic policy on which the Indian Union rests and a 

reopening of the conduits ofseparatism through various religious sensitized groups. 

The INC completely rejected the Two-Nation Theory but accepted partition reluctantly 

as the price to pay to get rid of the British colonial rule and the intransigent Muslim 

'League. 

Can friendship begin at 55 for India and Pakistan ? Until recently, the Chill 

between the two seemed too deep for even post-cold war global warming to reach. 

These sibling states have fought four wars since their bloody division into two 

newly i~dependent states in 194 7 . 

. Talking does not always lead to solutions. But it is a start, working groups will 

now discuss a range of problems, from the Si2.chen glacier to the fight against 

terrorism .and promotion of trade. The senior officials and leaders of the two 

countries who will hope to meet again on January 2004 for direct talks on the 
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theories
1 
issues the future of much fought over Kashmir and ways to enhance 

peace and~secu·rity. 
-~- .. --... ___ _ 

In:~~: 1947, India and Pakistan emerged as two nation states, carved out 

of the bourn::farie5 · Qf the erstwhile British India Since their birth, tensions began 

between them, dragging them into four wars in a time period of less than twenty 

five years.· However, the Third War of 1971, was most crucial in its. consequences. 

After this-war, a number of regional and extra regional factors emerged in the sub-

. continent ~around it, compelling the two count~ies to give up their state of hostility 

/ · and seek mutual accommodation. A slow and · cautious process of normalization of 

relations started between them, which continued smoothly for a decade or so. 

On the eve of the thirty-seventh birthday of Pakistan, an alliance of banned 

political parties calling itself the Movement for the Restoration of Democracy 

bunched a campaign for a return to civilian rule in the country. The Indian 

statements in this regard, were held by the government of Pakistan, as constituting 

_interference in the internal affairs of this country. This happened at a crucial stage in 

the improvement of lndo-Pak relations, when a joint Ministerial Commission had. 

just been established to explore the possibilities of cooperation. India's attitude 

during the MRD campaign seemed to preclude the hopes for f\further improvement 

in bilateral relations. In fact, the process of normalization of relations received a 

major setback. 

There were a number of regional factors that led India and Pakistan to 

normalize their . relations, like leadership issue. Simla Agreement, Lahore 

Agreement, Pakistan's Search for a Middle Eastern Role, Psychological factor, 

Kargil isSue, Nuclear issue and. border disputes and others. 

Besides regional factors,· there were many extra-regional factors, which also 

provided an impetus for India and Pakistan to normalize their relations. But the 
. . , 

. question is whether the process of normalization or factors would able to absorb the 

present shock and begin to move forward again. On the whole, India and Pakistan 

have:fn r:~-1t years made a great deal of p~ :n no.rrna!izing their relations. The 

'present · setbacks are not likely to affect t'-'is over all process to the extent of 

stultifying .it An. improvement in internal political conditions m each country will further 
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reduce the possibilities of tension and conflict betweens the two. Let us start with the 

leadership issue that affects mostly to normalize lndo-Pak relations. 
·~----

The ·per$onality factor is being increasingly recognized as a crucial element, 
' .. 

perhaps even more crucial than some of the established institutions. It would. seem 

that in a country like India, it is the office of the Prime Minister which performs this 

role. lt is the Prime Minister who is the central figure in the foreign policy sector. It is 

he who decisions, and it is around him that the decision making process really 

functions. l"here is really no really other personality that has replaced the Prime 

Minister as a leader. So any analysis· of the decision making process of any country 

like ·India, Pakistan, Srilanka or others, has to centre on the leadership, his 

personality, his belief and his role. 

On the other hand, it can be argued that in a country like Pakistan, leadership 

Charisma plays an important role also, as it is clear from the role played by Zinnah 

down to Musharaffe. In case of Pakistan, the level of President's influence and the 

importance of his role is very much contingent on his personality, the magnitude of 

his interest and the security of his position within the political system like India. 

Hence, the personality factor and leadership perception of both the countries creates · 

a problem from time to time for successful lndo-Pak relations. 

There would have been a safe and smooth transition from the administrative 

state model to the participatory model as has been in the case of India; had 

Pakistani leadership been consistently articulare, effective and visionary. As a matter 

of fact, Pakistani polity has suffered since its inception from what may be called 

leadership syndrom. Conceptually and perpetually, leadership syndrom means that 

Pakistani leader~hip has been sometimes ineffective, and even rootless; at other 

times, there _has been apparently articulate, effective and visionary leadership, but it 

failed because of some negative qualities such as au-thoritarian tendencies and 

lack of politiQal discipline. This syndrome can be explained empirically by analyzing 

the behaviour and performance of the leaders in certain given situations in terms of 

qualities both positive and negative. 147 Tolerance of opposition is the essence of 

dewocracy. It is inherent in any demu""' =~·-- <;-vl up tr;at where there is a political party 
I 

holding an office in the government there should be another in opposition as well; 

and the party ~aiding. in the central govt. and another in the provincial govt. while in 
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·, :· 

pakistan all pOlitical parties and political. figures have been advocating loudly and 

< v.ociferously for a democratic set up of govt., while holding office in the govt. they 
---have been f!xtremely intolerant of any opposition - party or party govt. Two glaring 

examples can be cited here. Within a week of his assumption of the office of the 

Governor General, Mohammad Ali · Zinnah ordered the dismissal of the 

constitutionally elected Congress govt. in the North West Frontier and installed his 

·own defeated party in power there. Similarly, Z.A.Bhutto toppled the elected govts. 

· of NAP...:_ Jut in th~.NWFP and Baluchistan to.lodge his own party in power there. 

In fact, instability delays-and inhibits the-success of steps tak-en towards 

resolving or reducing qonflict. Regarding lndia'.s outstanding problems with Pakistan 
. . . 

the former British Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan, quoted Nehru as having said in 

1958 .. 

It was impossible to deal with the Pakistan· Govt, - they never stayed in 

office, for more than a few months they had no sound democratic system, there 

· ~as nobody who could settle any agreement in fact he (Nehru) was not at all 

/ · hopeful. 147 

In tune with Macmillan, it became clear that Jinnah Liaquat leadership did not 

create any. democratic convention. To create healthy democratic conventions, 

· Jinnah could have acted as a figure head like his counterpart in India, leaving the 

. real power with the Prime Minister. But he did not do so. He acted in authoritarian 

manner; nothing could happen in Pakistan without his approval. He left a legacy of 

confusion about the powers betweens the Governor General (later President) and 

the Prime Minister and about the latter's power to dismiss any govt. irrespective of 

the support. it enjoyed in the provincial Assembly or National Assembly. This paved 

the ·way for. authoritarisation and political instability for the future and belied the 

hopes fqr a federal set up. The dismissal of Prime Minister Khwaja Tazimmudin by 

Governqr General Ghulam Mohammad can be cited as an illustration. Later, 

Central Gabinets were instaUed and dismissed several times on the dismissed 

several times on the whims of the Governor General/President. Instability and 

/ ,Per-sonality factor also mak-es tt ''"i-''"'-ssibte fur the political leadership and the 

negotiator to adopt an accommodative give- and -take approach. Therefor~. the 
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lead~~~hip is~e should start from the Nehru - Zinnah's era, otherwise it will be hard 
~- j 

to reduce all international behaviour to unilateral actions and bilateral relationships. 
"··--~,. 

-Nheru, Lmdoubtedly, was the sole architect of India during most of the period 

ofhi$mandat8 (1947-64). Since he was also his own foreign Minister, practically all 

decisions were taken by/ hum personally, with the infrastructure support of the 
. ' . . 

Ministry ofExternal Affairs. There were really no other institutions to speak of with 

· which he could interact. 

The- factor of Status ·inconsistency in international relations has not been 

adequately emphasized and properly investigated, particularly with reference to 

interstate conflict a~d this factor has played a crucial role in the India _;_ Pakistan 

conflict. The Indian and Pakistani perceptions and self images of their power-status 

. vis-a-vis each other in the regional as well as the global contexts were so mutually 

/ incompatible that their driven to achieve these self-perceived status position brought 

than fnto armed clashes with each other: The supporting and aggregating impulses 

. and implications of the processes of state and nation building, as also of the 

historical eVolution of the two states, converged and were intricately enmeshed with 

.the question of status - incompatibility . This incompatibility has further determined 

· . their respective security and strategic requirements in general ·and their security 
' ' 

postures towards each other in particular. As a result it has conditioned and shaped 

the totality of their approaches towards _each other. It can be easily described as the 

main propelling· force behind the Indo-Pakistani conflict and their respective 

behaviors: The Nehruvian model envisaged very close and cooperative relations in 

all vital- matters ·betweeri India and its immediate neighbors - specially Pakistan. 

Nehru ·had even talked of forging a 'closer union', . 'confederation .. of independent 

states with common defense and economic possibility in South Asia. 15 India wanted 

Pakistan to be a friendly and cooperative member of this community, as a sovereign. 

independent state and a stable and favourable regional environment in South Asia 

. was necessary for both countries -which is possible only through the good relations 

of both the countries. 

The new strategy, in Ns ..... ·s view, i1ad tO be political, while accepting tt-.t 

normal expansion· of the anned forces, his perception emissioned the tackling of 

national security issues ess.entially through political initiatives. Designing a defence 
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policy ·was an anathema . to him. Immediately following. the partition of the 

subcori~inent; he apparently made it clear that India did not 'need a defence policy ----.:..__ 
since 'we forsee me military threats' and since 'the police are good enough to 

meet the securtty neoos.'16 

The quintessence of Nehrui's thinking on the whole problem of national 

·security ~ at .least at the time of India's · independence - thus was that the 

international configuration of international forces were a sufficiently good protective 

barrier for the-maintenance of India's ·independence, and that there was nothing in. 

the nature of a crisis -that· India may be faced with that could not be resolved 

peacefully . 

. At the global level, where the threat could have emanated from the politics of 

the cold war and the resulting super-power pressures, Nehru's perception led him to 

the conclusion that the exis.ting balance of power in the international system would 

guarantee India's security . 

. At the regional· level, N's whole thinking and strategy on national security 

was to seek out political solutions to situations of conflict. For him there was no other 

·alternative for a country like his own which, in his view, should have the ambition of 

playing an important role in the international system. Though Nehru did not take a 

benign view of · Pakistan - . gives his unhappiness over the partition of the 

subcontinent -:- his broad strategic thinking on foreign · policy pushed hini to avoid 

. any confrontation .. The Indian. decision to take the Kashmir question to the United 

Nations after the 1947-48 Indo-Pakistan war, for example, illustrated India's 

approach to confliction situations. 

··On the other side Pakistan is the other country, which would regard India's 

rise with alarm. This is, undoubtedly a factor that India will have to take into 

·.account. An eventual solution to Indo-Pakistani disputes would have to be sought 

· through serious give and take bilateral negotiations, but there appears to exist a 

general consensus in !ndia that there is no reason why India should forsake her 

larger military role in the ;:-::::.·, ;atio;;a! system because of objections raised · ::-~· _ 

neighbor. 
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At the global level, India built up her image · as a non-aligned, peaceful, 

frie!1_dly_ and anti-imperialist country. Considerable efforts were made during Nehru's 

--....___ premiership to .built up this macro image. That India was geJ;ler.ally successful in 

doing. so is evident from the. string of initiatives ·t~at were taken, the stack of friend 
. . . . 

agreementS that were concluded, the magnitude of conferences that were attended, 

and-the abundance of generally acceptable declarations that were made on a wide 

array of.international issues. When one evokes this euphoric period . India's good 
. . -

offices rDie in Korea, her mediatory role in Indo-China her initiatives in the non

alignment movement, and her firmly anti-imperialist rhetoric in the· United Nations 

come to mind. All this was done with considerable dexterity and with considerable 

prudence. 

_If Nehruian diplomacy was successful· at the macro level, it can not at the 

micro-level. If India was a successful performer internationally, she was not 

regionally. 

India's successful intervention in Bangladesh is a major landmark in Indian. 

diplomacy. It was this even and this crisis that. generated a major shift from the 

original Nehruvian tradition of concentrating on the affairs of the world to a more 
i 

practical and more power-oriented policy, . the focal point _of which was the 

mobilization of India's power to safeguard her national interests. And within this 

broad frliDlework, what has clearly emerged is the centrality of South Asia in Indian 

diplomatic thinking with a dimension and a coherence that did not exist before. 

Since, as the saying goes, nothing succeeds like success, it can also be 

argued that nothing fails like failure. The military impasse in which India found herself 

during her firSt encounter with Pakistan in 1948, and the humiliating defect that she 

suffered at the hands of the Chinese in 1962, eroded her image in South Asia. The 

big India, after all, was not that powerful. And as is often the case in such situations, 

the countries of the region felt themselves more free to diversity their foreign 

relations. Some of them even tumed to China to counterbalance or forestall any 

strong pressure that-may emanate from India. The cause qf our major problem is 

India's inability to , ·-"'"'''cile heGetf to our existence as a sovereign ;, .a_,_,"C"J,Jcrrt 

nation. At the back of it all was India's ambition to absorb Pakistan or tum her into a 

satellite. 
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. Pakistani leaders viewed the acceptance of a lower status vis-a-vis India, in I 

. therrt:~s·:·ofthe sub continental balance of power, as the very negation of Pakistan's 
------- . 

independent existence. This constituted a source of threat and insecurity to them. 

· The Indian leaders, on the other hand, saw any disturbance of the regional power 

hierarchy, by. way of Pakistan's. alliance first with the western block and then with 

/ China, as a source of grave danger· to· peace, security and stability in the sub 

continent Thus,· the question of status incongruence between the two states was 

intricately mixed up· with their respective perceptions of peace and security. What 

caused .parrition continued to cause conflict between India and·· Pakistan. On the 
• • - I 

other hand_. political instability, when viewed in the context of competition, rivalry and 

conflict among and within the ruling elites in India and Pakistan; offers further 

· interesting and valuable insights into their conflict relationship. It was the continuous 

_ conflict between the political, bureaucratic and military elites in Pakistan, which after 

Jinnah's death, adversely affected the evolution of a mature foreign policy including 

. 'the poJic~ towards India. In the early years several well-meaning attempts to reduce 

the salience of the Indo-Pakistani conflicts were frustrated owing to this internal tug 

of war. Since the' beginning of the 1960's, the undercurrent of rivalry between 

Bhutto on the one hand and Pakistani leaders like President Ayub, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahmnan and even Yahya Khan, on the other, drove Pakistan to the br.ink of war as 

/ well as into armed conflict with India several times. It is now known, for instance, that 

Bhutto, since 1962, had been advocating a war with India as against a much more 

cautious approach adopted by Ayub. The fo~mer was also n·ot happy with the 

·ceasfire of 1965 and the Tashkent agreement of 1966 which formalized this 

ceasefire. 17 Evens the British attempt at mediation during the kutch conflict (April-

·. May 1965) was delayed and complicated by Bhutto's intransigence. 18 Recent· 

writii1gs have also indicated that Bhutto had a vested interest in the 1971 India

Pakistan war and the eventual separation of Bangladesh from West Pakistan. 19 The 

result was that Pakistan decision-makers were almost driven to the state where that 

conflict -became-:-inevitable. The same Bhutto, after becoming the-Prime Minister of 

the new Pakistan in 1972~ also became the main architect of . a policy af detente with 

India.· HovrJever, Bhuttosss hawkish approach to Indo-Pakistani retati'"'' .::. oeiore the 

emergence of Bangladesh should not be understood as a purely individual and 

personal exercise. ' He was representing and articulating the approachs of certain 
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powerful. political interests in Pakistan, be· they some sections in the military or 

bureaucracy or even external influences. 
-.... -·-...... : 

· · . mtra-efrte_ conflicts and Competitio.n in India were a!so not devoid of important 
. . 

. iptPiications for·a policy towards Pakistan. In the ini~al period, Sardar Patel was 

the spokesman for a hardline policy towards Pakistan as against Nehru's approach · 

of g_vreater accommodation. One of the Patel's secretaries has written : 

Tem~entally, an matters of dispute with Pakistan Sardar was firm and 

unyielding tf:lC?lJgh he did not, except in matters of vital importance, trouble himself 

/ With details on which Panditji and Gopalaswamy had their way without interference 

from him. There is also no doubt that there was an undercurrent of militancy in 

Sardar's approach; .militancy was, however, nor synonymous with bellicosity or war

mangering. but arose from a realization that was the only language which Pakistan 

understood. 20 

Fortunately for Nehru, Sardar. Patel did not live long enough to influence 

policy towards Pakistan. Amongst the Political Parties, the Jana Sangha advocated 

a strong Indian Posture towards Pakistan. The same Jana Sangha leadership, 

when in power in India after March 1977 as a constituent of the Janata Party, 

claimed 'to be the Chapious of peaceful and friendly relations with Pakistan. There 

were .also a number of Dawlrish elements in the Congress but until Nehru's death 

they could not have their way easily. They did, however, put pressure on Nehru's 

successes, lal Bahadur Shastri, particularly between April and December 1965, to 

deal ~ith Pakistan firmly. They also opposed the payment to Pakistan falling due in 

.1965 underthe terms of the Indus Water Treaty. 21 However, as compared to the 

Pakistani situation, politics in ·India have had a much wider base and more varied 

issues for intra-elite conflict. Accordingly, the intensity of India as an issue in 

Pakistan's domestic politics was much greater than was the case in India - vis-a -

.vis the Pakistan issue.22 

The-~y and leadership style of Zinna. should be noted here. The 

influem:e C!f Dadabhai Naot:'oji and Gopal Krishna Gokhale cr; his own p-olitical 

vi~ brougtn him in close assoCiation with the Indian National Congress and he 

joined the moderate wing of this organization when in 191 0 and 1911, the Council of -
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the. AD lndii:rMuslim League suggested radical changes inthe league's constitution, 
' ' 

Jinnah was invited to participate in its deliberation and tender his well-considered -,- .- . . 
_ advice.-· ln consequence of discussion the All Indian Muslim League at its Lucknow 

·Session in- ,1_913- acknow~ged suitable self-government as one of its objects. The 

way to. rapprochement wa5 being opened for a long time' (191 0) and in compliance 

_ · with the desire of Maulava Muhammed Ali and Sayyid Wajir Hassan, Jinnah was 

. formally enrolled as a member of the All-India Muslim League in the Autumn of 

1913·. 

Henceforward, he became an active protagonist of both the political · 

organizations, Indian National Congress and the Muslim League - and till the 

commencement of Gandhi's Non-violent Non-corporation Movement, he continued 

to draw un_adulaterated approbation and admiration from both. Zinnah acted as a 

M~diator :betw~~n the- Hindus and the Muslims and strived to establish goodwill 

between the two communities, easily winning for himself the title of Ambassador of 
' Hindus- Muslim Unity. The Lucknow Past. of 1916 was, to great extent, the result of 

his efforts and it was at his initiative that the Memorandljm of the Nineteen -- Hindu 

• and Muslim members of the _Imperial Legislative Council - was submitted to the. 

British Government with a view to obtain for the Indian's a substantial measure of 

self government. , 

But the Nagpur session of the Indian National Congress which commenced 

_its sitting on December 26, 1920 proved to be the parting of war, for it was here 

that Mahatma Gandhi's programme of Non-Cooperation was finally adopted. Jinnah 

· vehemently opposed it. But this 'was the only dissentient voice' and as an inveterate 

opponent of Gandhi's tactics, he could no longer remain in the Congress. He 

resigned his membership· after more than ~wo decades of ardent association. 

Speaking on the Sixth anniversary of late G.K.Gokhale on 19 February, 1921, he 

told his audience that he was convinced in his mind that the programme of Mahatma 

/ Gandhi was taking them to a wrong channel. It was, thus, after the adoption of the 

plan ofN~ooperation at Nagpur that Jinnah could be said to have really joined the 

I eaw te for,: tr11 then. he had been placing his legs on two s.tools and was not in a 

position to devote his exclusive attetion to the furtherance of the exclusive cause of 

Muslim League ideology. The questioned to be examined here is a straight one -
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. wtiat led to· this change in Jinnah's · outlook ? His view point should be taken up first 

__ for dissection. That he was opposed to the Rowlatt Act was a fact beyond dispute. 
~---._ . . 

But in his crusade .for righting the country's wrongs he never followed Mahatma 

·Gandhi's p~gramme. In· his .·opinion, "What they· wanted was a real political 

movement based on. real political principles and based on the fire which learnt in the 

heart of ev_~ry man or his motherland. So long as they had not that as the basis, 

their progrjmme was defective." 

·It: was further represe;nted that Jinnah was· opposed to the policy of 

boycotting the Councils as it deprived his countrymen of a chance 'to fight face to 

~ace with the bureaucrats ? The Gandhian programme appeared to him to be not in 

confo~mity with constitutional and political methods. His discontentment about the 

t;>oycott of schools and colleges was great and he and understood the utter 

l:"lelplessness of students after their withdrawal from educational institutions. Gandhi 

had asked . them to spin the wheel for four to five house a day and then if any time 

. was available to devote it to learn Hindi. Jinnah emphatically said that this was 'not 

. really political movement'. The Gandhian programme, being b,ased on soul-force, 

. partook of a spiritual movement. Moreover, Jinnah could never imagine that non-

violent non-cooperation was a practicable device. The wearing a khadi also did not 

appeal to him. He· could however, appreciat~ the efforts of Indians to start 'mill after 

. _mill' in competition with for~ign manufacturers. 

Jinnah's opposition was only to the Gandhian methods of resisting the British 

Government, there was no possibility of his permanent bifurcation. He parted 

company with his colleagues of the Congress never to meet again. 

· That Jinnah ·assumed Muslim leadership to organize the Muslim· League on a 

/ sounder basis and to assert its representative character can hardly be questioned in . 

the light of his subsequent conduct. There was also no doubt Mahatma Gandhi's 

!eadership of the Khilafat agitation was detested by the entire orthodox section of 

the Muslim population. That Jinnah was bring by a d~sire to bring about the Salvation 
' . . ' 

of the Mu·satmaus can, to some extent, be accepted. No attempt to minimize .the . 
: . . / 

· ;:nl 1\..Cl ity of Jirrnah for his community can be based on ~=-~~:::>. lt is alsu a mere truism 

to state that the effects of the Khilafat and Non-cooperation Movements became 

. apparent long before their termination and that Jinnah saw earlier than any other 
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. contemporary Muslim leader that the advantage of his community lay in a policy of 

separatism. It was well stated : 'Jinnah repeated the performance of Sir Sayyid. He 
.......... 

erected himself like a strong wall . . . . . . . . . . . On this side of the wall, reorganization 

. woi-k took shape, and sooh the Musalman, under the green crescent bearing banner 

of Islam, fresh in . enthusiasm and happy with their new found faith, were up against 

all odds. n.23 

The Muslim tradition of isolation at best attracted Jinnah and his anxiety for 

the better:rnent of his community at the expense hold over his mental frame. But 

though his-appetite for the exclusive upiift·of his community was so keen, it does not 

· explain the whole truth about his dramatic change of mind. He was a misfit in the 

Indian National Congress after its assumption of a new complexion of agitation 

against the British Government and the new developments in the Congress no

cooperation and the new Gonstitution which made it more of a popular and mass 

organization were thoroughly disapproved of by him . 

. Besides, a man of Jinnah's personal ambition could hardly find sufficient 

scope for personal glory in the Congress which claimed the best intelligence in its 

fold and where men of all talents were in superfluity. As a member of the Indian 

··National Congress, he could, at best, be one of the top leaders, but in the league he 

had the. chance. of being recognized as the leader of a community which would 

blindly follow his dictatorship. His participation in the National Congress from an 

\ early stage of life till his viewpoint was rejected was natural in the absence of any 

other powerful political organization which provided an opportunity for his progress. It 

· has, therefore, been stated with perfect accuracy that Jinnah would never let slip an 

opportunity of. self-glorification. Jt has been said that the age of romance and 

adventure is ov.er and that under modern condition there is hardly scope for such 
/ 

medieval exploitS. 

The life of Jinnah shows that there ·is always adventure waiting for the 

adventurous. Such a scope in the · Congress of Mahatma Gandhi who had taken 

decided and practical step forward to dislodge foreign domination by his non-violent 

· non-coope~ation formulae was impossible. 
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Theri, · the character-and personality of Jinnah also deserve consideration 
' 

· --w.bile examine his motives of cutting adrift with the INC and acting in direct opposition 

, to it. H1s obstinacy became known even to those who came casually in contact with 

him. Effort after·-effort was made by the top-ranking leaders of the Congress to bring 

him rmmd. to the point of view conducive to the welfare of the country. But even a 

man .of Dr. Rajendra Prasad's sobriety and self-effacement had to admit later (in 

1,935) that this talk--of agreement with Jinnah failed. This caused him great sorrow , 

specially because ttie points which Jed to breakdown were trivival and to accept 

them .or 'show obstinacy over them was useless. In fact, Jinnah stood firm on his 

ground and never Jet slip an opportunity to improve his position and his prospects". A 

man with su~h traits of nature and temperament could not continue to find 

·satisfaction in the Congress ideology of sacrifice and Work. 

·But what happened afterwards i~ just the reverse of the earlier period of his 

political career and Jawaharlal Nehru's estimate in one sentence represents the 

whole truth about the later period. He states , "Later, unhappily, the old Ambassador 

of unity associated himself with . the most reactionary elements in Muslim 

communalism." It is difficult to agree with the editor or the Modern Review that "till 

1973 we.do not think that he knew his own political mind", for this would whitewash 

all his guilt in subsequent stages of the developments of events in India. His attitudes 

towards the Nehru Report, his part in the Round Table Conferences and his view on 

the Indian Constitutional Act of 1935 left no doubt regarding his position after leaving 

·the Congress. That he became a die - hard communist ins undisputed, though it 

may be admitted that after 1937 his politics assusmed the character of 

aggressiveness . 

. However, it may be stated with all frankness that in his rank communalism, he 

not only sacrificed the interests of his fatherland but also showed an extraordinary 

degree of implacability. Mr. Wyatt rightly observed : "In every incident Jinnah saw 

'the machinations of the Hindu mind, tricking and thwarting him and every occasion 

. was made. The vehicle for demonstrating his inflexibility, his intransigence and his 

adherence to the Central principle. I never met him without hearing, at least once, 

the standard unvarying lecture on the wrongs of te Muslims and the need for 

·Pakistan." 
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His varied spe~ches and writings bear eloquent the religious feelings of his 

easily inflammable community. In his presidential address at the Lucknow session of 

--~.the All lndia Muslim League (Octo, 1 937) he spoke in the strain of the early Muslim 

leaders and. said" : 'Hindi is to be the national languages of India and the Sande 

Mataram is to be the national song, and is to be forced upon all only the Congress 

masquerades. under the name of nationalism, whereas the Hindu Mahasabha does 

not mence:words. 

In- his presidential address at the All. Indian Muslim League session held at 

Patna in December, 1938, he gave~another sample of his communal frame of mind. 

He said : Muslim children must accept Sande Matram as their national song, no 

matter whether their religious beliefs permit them to do so or not. It is idolatrous and 

a hymn of hate against Muslims". In the same speech he blamed Gandhi for 

destroying he Congress ideals and said : "His ideal is to revive HindLJ religion and 

establish Hindu raj in this countr and he is utilizing the Congress to further this 

object". His bill of indictment against democracy was expressed in his sentiment that 

i_t meant only "Hindu raj all over India " in fact ,Jinnah , after this resignation from the 

Congress .• became the recognized leader of Musalmans alone and as su,ch nothing 

. was more tempting tohim than to say.and write things that pleased his community. 2
.
5 

It would however, be a wrong reading of Jinnah, if his services to the League 

are notfully appreciated. Under his guidance, as under no other leader's before him, 

the work of organization to the Muslim league was performed with startling 

efficiently. N.V.Rajkumar stated the plainest truth on laying down : "The credit for the 

efficient organization of a backward community undoubtedly goes to Jinnah. His 

brilliant leadership of the League during the last decade and the success that has 

come to it in every sphere of Muslim activity, is almost unbelievable, were it not a 

hard fact. 

Maharnmed Iqbal, the famous Urdu poet, writing in his private and 

confidential letter to Jinnah (dated June 21, 1937, Lahore) acknowledged him as. the 

only Musalman capable of guiding the desting of the Muslim community. He wrote : 

"! know you are a busy man but I do hor= yuu wm: s mind writing to you so often, as 

you are the only Muslim in Indian to day to whom the community has a right to look 

up for safe guidance. through the storm which is coming to N.W.India and perhaps 
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. . 

to the .. whole.of India." What Sayyid Ahmed Khan aspired for the Muslims in the 

nineteenth century, ·Jinnah accomplished it in the twentieth. Sayyid Ahmed 
-...._ 

embedded:_the lesson of separatism on Muslim minds and taught his community an 

/ 

object·. loyalty to _the British Government, Jinnah carved out a separate Muslim State 

by_ a process of Vivisection of his native land and aligned himself definitely with the 

British government. The two were the counterparts of each other. It can easily be 

doubted that there could ever been "Jinnah of Partition" without Sayyid's Pioneering 

activities, though Jinnah overshadowed Sayyid by virtue of his astounding practical 

achievement. 

· . After- Zinnah, Ayub Khan's political system had a great deal of flexibility after 

he was appointed as a president in 1965, though first appointed a as a martial law 

administrator in 1958 and the year 1965 was also very significant because that 

year also pought war between India and Pakistan over the Kashmir, resulting in a 

military stalemate and a renewed UN Cease Fire .. lnfact, his settlement in the 

Tashkent Agreement with India in 1966 became a tremendous political setback for 

Ayub.Khan. Though remarkable economic program being made at that time, wanted 

to follow it up with meaningful participation in political decision making .. The 

institution of Basic Democracies - not the new political parties, not even . the 

constitution of 1962 -gave he Ayub system much of its elasticity.· 

• Within a year of being reflected,.Ayub Khan had allowed Pakistan to be drawn 

. into armed conflict with India. The issue was Kashmir; from the evidence that has 

·· become available to date, it appears that Ayub reluctantly accepted the · advice of 

some· of his clo~e associates ·- among them Zulfikar Ali Bhutto - that the time had 

. finally come for finding a military solution to the problem that plagued relations 

·between India and Pakistan for nearly twenty years. Beginning a. September 6, 

1965,· the two countries fought a brisk war that lasted for seventeen days, when a 

· cease-fire was finally declared, Pakistan found itself in a situation that was to have . 

some unexpected co11sequences. But the most important outcome of this conflict was 

the open disaffection of many young ·generals with the conduct of the ·war. In such a 

·situation, Ayub Khan found it increasingly difficult to persist with his political 
. ' 

experiment. Finally, perhaps becaue of these two pressures - the narrow victory in. 
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the electio~ of 1964 and the aftermath of the 1965 war with India - Ayub Khan's 

health gave w.ay. · 
-------

·Economic downturn also contributed to Ayub Khan's political problems. As 

so often hapPen if) systems that the· not provide channels for the expression of 

dissent and disapproval, the movement against Ayub Khan took the form of street 

agitation. _It built up in intensity in the summer and fall of 1968. Despite several 

attempts to placate the opposition by granting them some form of participation 

without drastically-altering -the system, the agitation continued to grow in intensity. By 

the Spring of 1969, the movement had been taken over by two exceptionally 

charismatic leaders - Zulfikar Ali Bhutto in West Pakistan and Mujibur Rahman in 

East Pakistan. When Bhutto and Mujib refused to compromise, the military stepped 
. . . . 

in, demanded Ayub Khan's resignation, proclaimed martial law, abrogated the 

constitution, and appointed General Yahya Khan, the military's most senior officer, 

as president. The 1965 Indo Pakistan war interrupted the remarkable momentum of 
. . 

economic development that had begun with the assumption of office by Ayub Khan . 

. Up until then, the rate of growth in Pakistan's economy was among the highest in 

the developing ·world. The. war not only diverted toward military use the resources 

that would have otherwise gone into development; it also resulted in a sharp 

decline in the flow of external assistance. The nation was asked to tighten its belt 

and might have been willing to do so if tangible gains had been made on the 

battlefield .. But the war ended in a state of. confusion, with both India and Pakistan 

claiming victory. When the peace agreement was finally signed with India in the 

/ southern Russian city of Tashkent, its terms left the impression that the advantage 

finally lay with India: 

The Tashkent Declaration was to be the turning point in the political life of the 

admninistration of Ayub Khan. Bhutto, Ayub Khan's foreign minister, left the 

government, giving the strong impression that what had not been lost on the 

battlefield was surrendered at Tashkents. India's polity toward Pakistan, he wrote 

after his departure from the government, will shift from confrontation cooperation, to 

the spirit of Tashkent'. She w!ll now seek to convert Pakistan into her satellite by 

holding out inducements of peaceful cooperation". This was a serious warning. 

people thought - warming issued by a pers~n who, as the former foreign minister, 
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must understand the . full implication of what he was saying. Zulfikar Ali Bhutto's 

words. were to echo for a long time in the ears of those who had . always believed 

~~ t~atPakiStan had to be extremely vigilant if it was to protect its national integrity. By 

initially basin, his campaign against Ayub Khan on the Tashkent Declaration, Bhyutto 
·. .· . . . 

was able· to draw toward him the people who had become disenchanted with the 

. military regime Ayub Khan was an efficient administrator; he was also fully 

committed to the rapid development of the country, economy but he was not a 

popular leader. 

Bhutto Played -his· Cards well - Undoubtedly, Z.A.Bhutto emerged as an 

effective, articulate, visionary and charismatic leader, but he suffered from some 

negative personality traits, such as the lust for power, unscruplousness and 

intolerance .. He can be given credit for building democratic structures; he was 

successful in producing 1973 constitution within a short span of time. But his political 

conduct was questionable. He subverted the democratic structures and process 

which he himself had assiduously tried to build. He shifted freedom of speech, . . . ' ' 

exprE?ssion and .organization for which he himself had opposed President Ayub 

Khan when he fell apart from him. Even within his own party Bhutto did not allow 

differences of opinion: Instead of resolving them by mutual understanding and 

accommodation, be resorted to repression of the dissident voice, which resulted in 

the expulsion of several important and influential leaders who had been instrumental 

in the creation of man support for him.159
- Rigging in the 1977 election by the PPP 

. candidates undermined Bhutto's credibility as a genuine democrats and dealt a 
. . . 

severe blow to Pakistan's search for or democratic political framework. 

This was clearly evident during the Indo-Pakistan, negotiation between 

Bhutto and Swaran Singh in 1963, since the position of the Nehru Government in 

India had been greatly weakened as a result of the military humiliation inflicted by 

China. Similarly in January 1966, at the Tashkent Summit, India was in no position to 

make any concession on Kashmir because Shastri's government would not have 

. survived such an agreement, 150 
· 

Potitical instabifity ... u11tribut::-d to the Indo-Pakistan conflict in anottci nay 

also. The weakness and the ultimate breakdown of civilian political order in Pakistan 

resulted ·in strengthening the army's role within the political system. It was an 
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··unfortunate coincide!lce that, as a result of partition, Pakistan was curved out of 

areas·which had a strong feudal base that sustained the role of the Pakistani army 

in the subsequent years. This, in tum, thwarted democratic impulses and the 

devel~prttent)if -representative institute ones;28 Thus, the miniaturization of politics 

led to the continuous emphasis on external (in the case Indian) threat and conflict, 

forthat was the reflection of the new septum's ethos and its search for legitimacy. No 

wonder President Ayub Khan stressed the threat from India theme in his 1965 

election. campaign. 29 The Pakistan mmtary's vested interests in its own expansion 

and strength and its socialization process also kept alive the hostility towards India 

and, on accession precipitated armed conflicts with that country. 30 A notable aspect 

of the Pakistani military's dominant role In the political system and in Pakistan's 

policy towards India was the fact that the military machine received support and 

sustenance in a big way from the US military assistance programme to Pakistan. In 

view of these historical experiences, it would not e an exaggeration to say that a 

civilian regime in Pakistan, preferably with democratic inclinations, is an important 

precondition for place and stability in. India - Pakistan relations. 

Political instability, when viewed in the context of competition rivalry and 

conflict among and within the ruling elites in India· and Pakistan, offers further 

interesting and valuable insights irito their conflict relationship. It was the continuous 

. conflict between the political, bureaucratic and military elites in Pakistan which after 

Jinnah's death, adversely affected the evolution of a mature foreign policy including 

the policy towards India. In the early years several. well meaning attempts to 

reduce the salience of the Indo-Pakistani conflict were frustrated owing to this 

internal tar-of-war. Since the beginning of the 1960's the undercurrent of rivalry 

. between Bhutto on the one hand and Pakistani leaders like President Ayub, drove 

Pakistan to the brink of you as well as into armed conflict with India several times. 

It is now known, for instance, that Bhutto, ·since 1962, had been advocating a war 

with India as against a much more cautious approach adapted by Ayub. IThe former 

was also not ham with the ceasefire at 1965 and the Tashkent agreement of 1966 

which fonnalized this ~efire. 31 Even the British attempt at mediation ±.., ;, 'l::i the 

hutch confide (April-May 1965) was delayed and complicated by Bhutto's 

intransigence.32 Rec::-nt writings have also indicated that Bhutto had a vested interest 



in the 1971:lndia-Pakistan war and the eventual separation of Bangladesh from West 

-/ 
Pakistan?3 The result was that Pakistani decision makers were almost driven to the 

~--- ' ' . . . . . . 

state ~ -that conflict became inevitable. The same Bhutto, after becoming the 
. -

· Prime Minister-.ofthe new Pakistan in 1972, also became the main architect of a 
' 

policy_ of detente with India. However, Bhutto's hawkish approach to Indo-Pakistani . . 

relations before the emergence of Bangladesh should not be understood as a purely 

individual and personal exercise. He was representing and articulating the approach 

of · certain powerful political interests in Pakistan, be they some sections in the 

military bur~aucracy or even external influences. 

·Inter-elite conflicts and competition in India were also not devoid of important 

implications for a policy towards Apakistan. In the initial period, Sardar Patel was the_ 

spokesman for a hardline policy towards Pakistan as against Nehru's approach of 

greater accommodation. One of Patel's secretaries has written. 

· Temperamentally,· on matterns of dispute with Pakistan Sardar was firni and 

unyielding though he did not , except in matters of vital importance, trouble himself 
. . 

with detail, on which Panditji and . Gopalswamy had their way. without interference 

from him. There is also no doubt that there was an undercurrent of militancy in 

Sardar's approach; militancy was, however, not synonymous with bellicosity or war,. 

mongering but arose from a realization that was the only language which Pakistan 

understood. 34 

If there lived in Pakistan a single man of cellebral power and political 
--

leadership who was an admirer of Ja~aharlal Nehru, that Man's name is Zulfikar Ali 

Bhutto. His writings often glittering with imaginating and innovative concepts of 

domestic and foreign Policies for Pakistan, candidly reflect much of Nehru's world 

vie,w and his conceptual framework of non-alignment. Thus the admiration of Bhutto 

for Nehru Changed _the bitter scenario of lndo-Pak relations for some time .. 

Thus two facts come out from Bhutto's tenure (1 973-77). One his failure to 

regard political opposition as legitimate, a fact that cost him the vital support of 

smaU traeers, merchants ano shopkeepers who had initially given hii7i support and 

later l:)Ustained him in a power. In the _final analysis the weak institutionalization of 
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his Pakistan . people's party was, prove a crucial factor in the regime's inability to 

provide a "counterweighed" to the military and the bureaucracy. 
------: -

Towards_ the end of the Nehru en~, there was a slow erosion of the Nehruvian 

framework of roJe playing. Things did not function smoothly any more. The exalted 

image that the world had of India simply vanished. Though some signs of this 

decline ~re already visible during the closing years of the Nehru era, there was a 

real deterioration under his successors, never to rise again. Since imagery has much 
. . 

to do~Witn the role pattern a nation can play. India's role, (as origin;:lllY shaped by 

Nehrl:ij· thetefore -suffered a severe setback in the international system for which · 

Nehru was not sole responsible indeed. 

Nehru's immediate successor, Lal Bahadur Shastri, was· a self .effacing 
I 

person w~ose knowledge of the world was negligible, and whose interest in foreign 

affairs was l~ss than marginaL It would hardly be expected to him to actively follow 

what Nehru and designed, or to means out a Shastrian version of how India should 

respond to . the global international environment Besides, be neither had the 

inclination ·nor the time to interest himself in foreign affairs, since he was deeply 

involved in strengthening his domestic position, and since he was at the helm of 

affairs for only 18 months. Whatever Shastri did in international affairs is what he 

had to do maintain some degree of formal continuity, or what he was advised to do; 

attend the Cairo in· 1964 non-aligned conference; visit Moscos and London, also in 

1964; fight a war with Pakistan (1965) that was imposed on him; and finally and 

reluctantly, participate in the Indo-Pakistan Tashkent Conference convened by the 

Russian, on the aftermath of the conflicts. 

Shastri will thus be remembered. really as being the transition man who 

contributed to bringing into focus the limits of what India w\could really do in global 

affairs, and in making the appropriate adjustments in India's foreign policy by shifting 

her diplomatic focus to her immediate environment. · 

Lal· ~ur Shastri, was different, in fact very different, from his 
. . . . . . - .. ' 

p~ . !-ie was a neophyte in external affairs with the €;'!'!: ~ , ;tion of a trip to 

Nepal in March 1963 ·for discussions with Nepali leaders. and a brief period of 

assigned r-esponsibility tc deal with papers that come to the Prim-e Minister from the 
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Ministry. of · External Affairs during·· Nehru's lass illness, he hardly had any 

_ grounding in foreign affairs, in fact, none. There was nothing in his political life, 
.--·-...._, 

before or after assuming the prime ministership of t~e country, that gives any clue of 

any pl\erception that he may ha~e personally, had of international affairs, or of the 

configuration of international forces, or of the macro issues that faced the world. 

Most of the declarations that he made on such issues were a report of what Nehru 

t;tad declared before.· His whole political career centred around domestic politics, 

Where he ·had established a niclio ·for himself with the active support of Nehru. 

· Though, during his brief tenure as Prime Minister, he naturally had to deal with 

external matters including a war with Pakistan, he was probably uncomfortable and 

perhaps even insecure taking the complete responsibility of designing India's foreign 

policy on his · own since 'he was a marvelous success in the negotiations with 

Pakistan on the Kashmir question, and since he had ' infinite patience and 

inexhaustible capacity for endless talk, undoubtedly an ,asset in diplomacy. Moreover, 

India under Shastri, became more preoccupied with what was good for India and 

clearly it was a movement away from the preceding Nehruvian concern with global 

issues which had a great impact on South Asian relationships also. 

With Indira Gandhi at the helm , Shastri's politics of incorporating the Prime 

Minister's Secretariat in the decision making process was continued. In fact, it was 

, further accentuated, so much so that by the time Mrs. Gandhi was out of office in 

1977, it had become the crucial point of foreign policy making. Indira Gandhi took a 

number of initiatives to strengthen her hand like in 1971 for help the beleagured Sri 

Lankan Government against Janatha Vimukti Permuna insurrectionaries, to take 

military. action against Pakistan in the same year, to explode a nuclear device in 

197 4, to menge the Himalayan state of Sikkim with India in 1975 and many others. 

Thus, the Indira Gandhi period showed oh even f)10re decisive tilt towards this 

process of ongoing change. By the time Mrs. Gandhi was at the helm of affirs, India 

·had either lost an abandoned her original international role. And no attempt was 

really rriade to search for a new role, at least not during her first mandate, in the 

changed circumstances.· 

What India really attempted was to become militariiy strong by investing in 

research and development, and by buying sophisticated arms abroad, both of which 
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were given con_c:iderable boost under he'r mandate. The objective was to become a 

hegemonic power in South Asia by playing a much more assertive role than she had 
---·--. . . . 

even .done. before, . keep the nuclear option open by conducting an underground . 

nuclear.explosiOn·in May 1974; ·and launch into the space sector by blasting, in July 

t980. 

The principal thrust of lndia'sJoreign policy was then more power and region 

oiiented than one of seeking ,out a new global role for herself. Towards the early 

eighties, during her second mandate, Indira Gandhi sought out a more international 

rote. · Now ihat India had attined th~ status of a regional power, and was 

internationally recognized or such, she did make some attempts to seek a, more 

· global_ role by going oversees more than eighteen times attending the North-South 

Conference in Cancun in April 1981, and hosting in New Delhi a ministerial 

conference of 122 developing nations in February 1982, a non-aligned summit in 

· March 1983 and a Commonwealth Summit in November of the same year. 

If one were to extract the thrust of Mrs. Gnadhi's international policy, it can be 

summed up in a few words : · 

/ · "disarmament and ·development. At the different international gatherings 

/ 

Indira Gandhi did express .concern for peace." "She underlined the importance of 
. / . 

ensuring . the development of countries along with the prosperity of the developed 

nations in' circumstances of international peace and ,security". 

But all these initiatives and declarations did not lead to the establishment of a 

real framework that would have the p·arameters of India's new global role. This may 

be. partly attributed to the fact that Indira Gandhi disappeared from the political scene 

before she really had the time . to conceptualize her new global role .. But the · 

explanation partly lies in the fact that, notwithstanding her enormous experience, she 

did not have the mental make-up to define a role for India that was not closely 

connected with India's national interests. 

· S() the only real role that India played under lndrra Gandhi was, to use her 

tmTrtaJy clout to partition Pakistan in 1971, and assist the Bandamaika Government 

. which was being challenged from the _left, in the same year. In sum, the very 

concept of her role had changed. It had become more violent and more assertive in 
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comparison to Zia-ui-Haq's "lslamisation of a "repressive, unrepresentative" martial 

/law regime or attempt to fulfill . Pakistan's raison, dieter , it fanned sectarian 
. ·------...... . . 

divisions. And revealed the difficulties in achieving any scholarly interpretation of the 

Quaran and the Sunnah. In the event, the General bequaeathed to Pakistan a 

political process distorted by the eight Amendment which enabled his. successors to 

dismiss elected Prime Ministers with impunity and generated an atmosphere of 

"bjgotry, fanaticism and distorted values." 

Witn Zia's-violent death and ·Benazir Bhutto's return to power, democracy 

was restarted. But her first tenure in office (1988-90) wads noticeable for its dismal 

failure to live up to expectations which given the economic and constitutional 

constraints, she was unable to fulfill. If Benazir Bhutto becomes prime minister of 

Pakistan in the next two or three years, two young persons, both of the post-partition 

generation, will be presiding over the destinies of Pakistan and India. Benazir 

happens to oe six or seven years younger than Rajiv Gandhi. The stars governing 

their lives have seemingly created a string of similarities of a certain fibre of a Greek 

/tragedy. Both are inheritors of charismatic leadership, gifted with what one may 

described as charisma of association. Benajir's father, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, was 

removed from power and imprisoned and hanged by the man he had promoted to 

the office of army chief of staff superceding several claimants. Rajib's mother, Indira 

Gandhi, fell to the bullets of assassians that were members of her carefully selected 

bodyguards. 

Both have also lost a brother each Indira's assassination created a 

nationwide sympathy wave, riding the cresf of which Rajiv Gandhi won a massive 

electoral victory in the Lok Sabha in December 1984. Benajir has drawn 

unprecedented crowds all over Pakistan, since her dramatic home coming on April 

10 mostly because she retained in the minds of Pakistanis the fond memories of her 

father as well as a sense of gu!lt that they had allowed him to be mercilessly hanged 

in prison. . 

· Both Benagir Bhutto and Rajiv Gandhi are children of the era of the post

industrial revolution in the advanced countries "._j~ ~;"" world. Both are modernizer. 

Neither is a radical. If one were to judge Benajir Bilutto by her speeches and press 

conference since April 10, ~ne must also perceive her as a reconsider of the deep . 
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cleavages :that plague Pakistan's political life and heavily strain its relations with . its 

~ n!3ighbour amongst whom must now be counted a superpower: the Soviet Union. 
-·--..2_·. . . 

Urilike General. Zia-ui-Haq, she had categorically warned Pakistanis not to get 

involved with the Khalistan movement for, once again unlike General Zia and the 

other members. o~ Pakistan's present ruling cooperation, she has the farsight to 

reaf!Ze what.a, real Khalistan would mean for Pakistan itself. She has also very 

wisely told~·her, countrymen and women that if Pakistan tried to use the Sikh card 

today, India could use the Sind and the Baluch card tomorrow. 

Both have problems with their own political parties and their respective 

relations with other competing political parties. As in India the ruling Congress has 
. . ' . 

no rival at the national level, so in Pakistan, in a fresh and fair election, the PPP will 

win a landslide victory in national politics. But neither can the ruling Congress rule in 

all br even·a very large majority of the Indian states, nor can PPP hope to rule in all 

the three.· smaller provinces of Pakistan. India's. stable and experienced 

parliamentary democratic system allows !he fabrication of normal give and take 

relationships .between the centre and the states- whether or· not the latter are 
, I 

governed by the same party Rajiv Gandhi has suc_ceeded in making centre-state 

relations smoother than they were during his mother's time though there is room 
. . 

for a lot more to be done to establish a normal healthy federal relationship. Perhaps 

one of the two great tests, of Benajir's leadership in Pakistan will be her willingness 

·and abilityto work together with the other political parties that may be ruling in one 

'br niore pr..ovinces or building up political agitations for democratic rights. Her second 
•'• . 

'great leadership test will be in dealin~ with the army. ·she cannot afford to make 

the· mistake commited by Cora Aquino and come to power-with the help of even a 

section of the_ army,· in the unlikely event of a split amongst the Generals or the 

.-Jawans. Both the leaders have tried to leave the bitterness of the passing generation 

behind and together place India-Pakistan. relations on the track of durable good · 

/ neighbourliness iri· the days of dimming eight on the~ hofizon of international politics, 

.r-egional as well as globas, which was good to have. something to hope for. 35 

In fact, in the eighties, the sitation canged radically. The pattern of role 

'playing, designed and Jmplemented during most of the Nehru years, became 

irrelevant, even more so than during the indira Gandhi years. In the other hand, 
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India's new -and the growing determination to become a hegemonic power in South 

Asia required the. continuous expansion of military clout and its eventual utilization. 
~"'--...... . 

..... 

..... 

This role, already initiated by Indira Gandhi, was further developed by. Rajib Gandhi 

with- m<Jian inteiitention in Srilariks and the Maldives, and with India's new 

~r:mination to use, wherever necessary, the threat of her power to bring other 

nations of the region in line yvith India's goals. The focus on South Asia continued. In 

fact, it became- even more concentrated since solid foundations had been laid by his 

' · llJOther for a ieading Indian role in South Asian Politics. So the main thrust of Rajiv 

Gandhi~s polic;y c.ontinued in the same direction and made it the focal point of India's 

foreign policy behaviour . 

· · However, while orienting India's policy even more in the regional direction, 

Rajiv Gandhi, very early iri .his political career, had also evinced a far greater 

interest in global affirs than his mother. Anq there were clearly concerted attempts, 

during his mandate, to internally define and externally play an international role that 

was not linked .only to India's national interests. A new international role was 

conceived, but it had none of the characteristic features of the Nehru era. Features 

such as moderate anti-imperialist rhetoric, emulation and mediation that Nehru had. 

deployed were no longer relevant in the eighties. Besides, even if India had wanted 

to follow these goals, she could hardly do so since anti-ir:nperialism in the classical 

sense had. disappeared, since India had no longer anything to offer in terms of 
. -

emulation for other countries, and since India was no longer a mediatory power. The 

:times had indeed changed. To be more .effective at the global level. India had to be 

more radical, more committed, more down-to-earth and more directly involved in 

concrete issues than before. Thus a series of factors can be attributed to the shaping 

of this. new pattern at the different level. And right from te beginning, Rajiv Gandhi 

had displayed a penchant for international affairs. Its glamour was probably mere 

attractive. and· interesting than mundane and highly interactable domestic issues. 

Besides, world affirs gave him high visibility, whose impact on the domestic scene 

could only be beneficial. According to one journalist. 36 

Whenever he came to the UN c.amolex during his brief visit to New York, 

heads would turn and hearts would flutter. He looked handsome in his buttoned-to 

the neck Nehru ·jacket, he smiled a great deal, he was appropriately deferential to 
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more seasoned world leaders who had come to the UN that Autumn, an.d he made a 

_ c6uple of well-rec~ived speeches. Needless to say, media coverage of his trip was 
~-~ 

extensive and landatory . Thus, Rajiv Gandhi did go beyond his predecessor in 

doing som~thiog ·that· took India away from her immediate concern in many_ 

international issues with South Asia also mainly style with Benajir. International role 

playing virtually disappeared after Rajiv Gandhi. The string of Prime· Ministers who 

succeeded him-(V,P.Singh, Chandra Sekhar and Narasimha Rae) were either not 

/·interested In international affairs, or too encumbered with domestic politics, or too 

involved in regional polities to take any interest in designing a global role. The little · 

signs pf ·interest that did emerge during the Gulf War were short-lived; and any 

attempt to do something to ease the situation proved abortive. This was partly due 

to the fact that India was no longer a nation to whom the international community 
. I . 

·turned to. manage a crisis, and partly due to the fact that India was no longer a nation 

to whom the international community turned to manage a crisis, and partly de to the 

fact that the initiatives taken. by the G.P.Singh Government or by Rajiv Gandhi as 

Opposition leader had other motives than really doing something to manage the 
. - ' 

crisis. Though Rajiv Gandhi's decision to project himself as a mediator in the Gulf 

crisis ·was a manifestation of the interest he had developed in international affairs. It 

was overshad_owed to quite an extent by his very obvious intention of gaining some 

_domestic political mileage in the forthcoming elections. 

·The V.P.Singh Government's decision to send an emissary _to Baghdad, 

.Washington and Moscow was neither well-planned nor well thought-out, without any 

broad proposals to extricate the area from the critical situation. Besides,s the whole 

initiative was carried out at the forei~n minister's 1\evel, which did not give te political 

weight· to the -Indian. action that was needed to have any meaningful impact . 

Furthermore, it would seem that the India's interest in the Gulf Crisis during the 

V.P.Singh mandage was influenced more by .the desire to rescue 180,000 Indians 

stranded in Kuwat and Iraq than of really wanting to play a mediatory role. 

The Chandra Shekhar government was in an even worse situation. It played 

less of an international role. than the preceding government . Neither the Prime 

Minister nor his foreign minister, V.C.Shukla. were _interested in or concerned with 
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what was h;wpening in the. world. Both of them were completely. bogged down by 

domestic affajrs, ·though South Asian or Regional Matters were rather neglected. --......... 

:· Domestic constraints for · the Narasimha Rao government are equally 

considerable,· almost comparable to some of his predeces~ors. He is neither firmly 

installed, since he does not have a comfortable majority in Parliament, nor does he 

have a firm Gontrol over the Congress Party since he has often been challenged by 

formidable contenders who are out to dethrone him. Therefore, notwithstanding his 

.considerable knowledge of foreign affairs - much more than any of the other post

Rajiv Prime Ministers - it iks hardly possible for him to think out and shape a new 

· global policy for India. India's foreign policy will, therefore, remain tilted on the 

regional_ side, the basic underpinning of which is hegemony over South Asia . 

. - The rapprochement that characterized Pakistan India relations during 1982 

and the early part of 1983 began to unravel in August - September 1983, when the 

top Indian leaders issued statements sympathizing with the opposition agitation in 

Pakistan. Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi expressed her regrets on the efforts of 

the Pakistan government to suppress the anti-government agitation launched by the 

· Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD), a 9 Party Opposition coalition 

dominated by he Pakistan People's Party (PPP). She also expressed concern over 

the torture of Mrs. Nusrat Bhutto and demanded the release of Khan Abdul Gaffar 

Khan.37 These viewers were orchestrated by India's Minister for external affairs, 

. Narasimha · Rao,· and India's ambassador to Pakistan, K.D.Sharma. The latter 

declared that the Indian leadership had simply conveyed the sentiments of the Indian 

people on the developments in Pakistan and that if the rights of the people were 

violated in the neighboring country, India could neither stay quiet northern a blind eye 

towards such development. 38 

The drift in their relations was accelerated by several other developments. 

India's objection to the dinner hosted by Ziaul Haq for the Islamabad-based 

diplomats at Gilgit (Nov. 1983) ; India's charge that the Pakistani authorities had 

kidnapped two domestic servants of· an Indian diplomat in Islamabad who, 

however, were found to be .ii New Delhi after a couple of days (Jan, 1964), 

reciprocal expulsion of airline employees based . in Lahore and New Delhi (Feb. 

1984); Public reaction In Pakistan to the hanging of Maqbool Butt .(a kashmiri leader) 
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--·-

in lridia. (Feb 1984) and the consequent postponement of India's information 

minister, .visit to Pakistan (Feb. 1984). 
/ . 

The Foreign Secretaries of Pakistan and India met briefly in Feb, 1984 at 

Udipur while participating in the SAARC meeting, but it was not until their May 1984 

meeting at Islamabad that an attempt was made . retrieve the dialogue.39 They 

signed a protocol on group travel, and three important visits were scheduled -India's 

information minister, H.K.L Bhagat's once postponed visit to Pakistan 7-11 july; 
. . . . 

Pakistan's Foreign Secretary's visit to India :. 18-21 July; and the 2nd meeting of the 

Pakistan -India JotntCommission at New Delhi in the first half of August. 

However, only Bhaghat's visit could take place because a new crisis erupted 

when India accused Pakistan of active involvement in the Sikh insurgency in East 

Punjab. This was accompanied with severe criticism of Pakistan's arm.s 

procurements and an assertion that Pakistan might soon attack lndia.40 There was an 

unusual movement of troops by the two countries in. the border areas in Sept-Oct., 
' . 

1984, coupled with a report by Western sources that India was planning to launch an 

air attack on Pakistan's nuclear installations.41 The consequent escalation in tension 

generated from in Pakistan that if something was not done to reverse these negative 

trends, the two countries might be plunged into another armed conflict. While the two 

governments were still not sure about the course of action for defusing tension the 

assassination of Indira Gandhi on October 31, 1984, halted the escalation process. 

Ziaul Haq went to New Delhi to participate in her funeral and assured India's new 

Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi, of "full support of the government of Pakistan in efforts 

to build a relationship of truct and confidence between our two countries and create 

·a secure and tranquil environment in the region.42 Rajiv Gandhi reciprocated these 

sentiments in his reply to Ziaul Haq. "The many common ties between our peoples 

provide a good basis for a relationship of mutual trust, peace, friendship and 

cooperation between our two countries.43 

It was after an informal meeting between the foreign secretaries of the two 

countries on the eve of the SAARC meeting at Male, the Maldives, Feb, 1985, brief 

meeting between Ziuai i-l-c-::j aiid Rajiv Gandhi in March 1985 at Moscow whElE- .• ·~i 

attended the funeral of the Soviet leader chernenko, and detailed meeting between 

the two foreign secretaries at Islamabad in April 1985, that the bilateral dialogue 
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iN~ revived. The joint communique issued at the conclusion of the April falks 

.reiterated the desire of the two 'sides to forge a peaceful and cooperative relationship 

on the basis of the principles enunciated in the Simla Agreement. They also agreed 

to ·adapt vario~- measures to "diverstty and strengthen" cooperation in various fields 

. as well as "to create an atmosphere of mutual confidence, harmony and trust.44 
. . ' 

.. 
Zia Rajiv Parleys 

· · These posilive sentiments were reinforced by . Pakistan's foreign minister's 
. . 

two visitS to Jndia, in April 1985 to participate in the NAM ministerial meeting, and in 
i . . 

July 1985 for the 2nd meeting of the Joint Commission. Ziaul Haq and Rajiv Gandhi 

met four times during Octo-Dec. 1985 : Octo : New York ; Nov: Muscat, Oman, 

December ; Dhaka and New Delhi. The last of these meetings a step over in New 

Delhi on Ziaul Haq's way back from the Maldives proved most fruitful. Ziaul Haq and 

Rajiv Gandhi agreed in principle on expansion of trade and economic relations, and 

/ decided to reopen the dialogue on contentious political issues. They also made a · 

verbal commitment not to attack each other's nuclear installation. 

· As a follow up of the Zia Rajiv Parleys, a number of positive developments 

took place in Jan~Feb 1986 which included five high level meetings. An agreement 

. was also signed to open telephone circuits between Labore and Lucknow, Delhi and 

Islamabad, and Delhi and Lahore. They also agreed to resume negotiations for the 

repoenint of the Khokra par- Munabao route. 

The Finance Minister's meeting produced an agreement in principle to allow 

the private sector to trade in 42 itesms. The . two sides agreed · to strengthen 

telecommunication, telex air links and shipping arrangements. The defence 

secretaries discussed the Siachen glacier issue and related matters. The foreign 

secretaries exchanged viewers on the no-war pact and the treaty of friendship, text 

of the treater tor no attaching each other's nuclear installations, and the overall 

framework of their relations. 

The positive impact· of these developments could not crystallize as these . 

. were punctuated wtth polemical exchanges on Pakistan's acquisition. of we.aoons 

from the US. The Indian govemme'!t employed all normal diplomatic channel as 

well as. visits ot Cabinet· members and senior officials to commence the U.S 
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Administration that· it should discontinue its military assistance programmes for 

__ Pakistan:.Vice.President George Bush's visit to India in 1084 and Rajiv Gandhi's 
~ '·'·. . -

visit to ~ U.S. in 1985 provided India with useful opportunities to express strong 
' ' . 

·.opposition· to the U.S. arm transfer to Pakistan which naturally irritated Pakistan. 

· Zia's India Policy 

The much famous "Peace Offensive" on India ~lso needs to be discussed 

here. General Zia adopted the policy of covert war with India. It meant a war on all 

fronts, barring the actual battle front. The "Peace Offensive" was another stratetic 

move in. the regard. Pakistan offered India a No War Pact. India Instead of 

~ccepting_ it, offered a broader place treaty which unfortunately impinged upon the 

_ &overeignty. of Pakistan directly. Pakistani objection were mainly to India's insistence 

that Pakistan should make a unilateral declaration not to concede any bad to any 

/ foreign power on its territory. This gave Pakistan a clear· out leverage over India and 

a . prop agenda tjrade followed. This was indeed a diplomatic success to be rejoiced 

·at by Pakistan; No doubt, the Pakistan Ambassador in India was right when he said 
I 

: "For the first time in our history of relations with India, we have been able to force 

!'ndia to take ·a defensive posture in diplomacy."45 Pakistan also meddled in India's 

!nternal ethnic problems. The Govt. of India has been accusing Pakistan of aiding 

and abpting terriorism in Punjab. 

At the newly-forum of SAARC also, Zia maintained hostile pos!ures and was 

successful in lobbying against India on several issues including the l1;1dian 

interventio_n in Sri Lanka after the July 1987 adventure war too close and the two 

countries almost came. toa the bring of an actual war. 

The Zia-era in Pakistan saw the emergency of another new issue. between the 

two co~ntries. This was the Siachin Glacier issue. A limited was has been going on 

betweens the two countries on this issues, with considerable losses to both sides. 

This has further complicated the relations between the two countries. 

Thus looking at the whole eleven years' span of the Zia era in Pakistan we 

can safely inf....- that Pakistan's India Policy during this period was. 3 bundle of 

contradictions; contradictions in proclamations and_ practice. It was rati:er a hawkish 

· policy phrased in some of the most deceptive words and presented in an enchanting 
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manner. As a result, it is often claimed that the military government in Pakistan after 

taking. power in that country has made a special new demarche in extending a hand 
-...,. . .___ 

--of friendship to India and has undeavoured to accelerate the process of 

normalization of relations with US. The fact however, speak otherwise.46 

According to one observer he "produced an absolutely brilliant India Policy. 

Seek pe_a~ on the battlefield, step up the ideological war. Whip us a climate in which 

the sun of fiiendship was kept blazing by sweet rhetoric. And in the shadow of that 
. . . 

Stln ram and give sanctuary to those force within India which could fight for 

theocracy:· Do riot use the- Pakistani Army to try and break up India for three very 

good reasons. First, because it could not, even if it wanted to. Second, it was needed 

to run things at home. Third, there was far cheaper away of achieving the same aim 

·-make Indians fight themselves."47 His personal brilliance and finesse apart, such an 

_India policy was highly detrimental for the betterment of lndo-Pak ties as also for the 
. . 

maintenance of peace in the region. It was rightly observed by the lndin Press after 

his tragic end in the air crash on 17 August 1988. "lndo-Pak relations reached their 

Nadir during his rule."48 

"An Ultra-rightist dominance in Pakistan has always thrived upon its hostility 

towards India. Because of the lack of popular legitimacy, the legitimacy of a 'hostile 

India does help along with other similarly presumed induced and propagandized 

threats.49 

Apart from the domestic reasons, Zia used the pretext of a hostile India to 

make the maximum out of the existing international situation in this part of the world. 

This also helped him in successfully countering the growing Indian influence in West 

Asia as also in proving his Islamic credentials both at home and abroad. 

lndo-Pak Relation under Rajiv- Benezir Leadership 

Then there was a shift from Zia to Benazir in· Pakistan as in India fromn Indira 

Gandhi to his son Rajiv Gandhi. Benajir's coming to power was hailed not only in 

Pakistan but c:~i~a equally warmly in India. Since it was expected, vii me basis of her 

earlier statements from time to time, that her arrival an the Pak scene would help 

improve bilateral relations between India and Pakistan, speculations have been ripe 
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since that day as. to whatwould be heflndia policy will there be a shift from General. 

Zia's beaten track, or the sub-continent will. continue to be the "Continent of Cricle". -. . Tfle shift was expected because premier Benazir has always stressed not only the 

·improvement" 9f ties but also of adding the dimension of friendship to these relations. 

Tb.is she has cherished with a degree of sentiment, common and natural among the 

people of the two nations. She wrote : "I symbolize a new generation, I had never 

been an .. Indian. I had been born in independent Pakistan. I was free of the 

cprnplexes and prejudices which had torn Indians and Pakistanis· apart in the bloody 

trauma of Partition. Perhaps the people were hoping that a new generation could 

avoid the hostility that had now led to three wars, burying the bitter past of our 

parents a.nd grand parents to live together as friends. And I certainly fell it possible as 

/I walked the warm and welcoming streets of Shimla. Aid we have to be divided. by 

walls of hatred or would so, like the once warring countries of Europe came to 

bring with each other. 50 

Therefore the question is will there be a fundamental change in the attitude 

and approaches of Pakistan's ruling leaders due to Benazir's political personality, or 

should it be interpreted that a vibrant and new leadership in Pakistan might prove a 

positive factor in forging better relationship with India ? Whether India and Pakistan 

will be able to.dispel the lingering mutual misperceptions and ment away historical 

hostility persisting between them. To what an extent Rajiv Gandhi and Benajir 

Bhutto. will be able to contain extra regional powers' interventionist role in the sub:. 

continent? These are . some of the key questions that are of seminal importance in 

analyzing and evaluating relations between the two countries. Perhaps one may 

pr,oceed from the central ·premise that leadership in each country would not· be 

tempted into risking either the country's vital national interests or one's political 

/ c~reer sheer out of clan for improving relations between the two countries. The test 

of their states manship lies in how best -they can serve the interests of their 

respective societies without jeopardizing the interest of the other party . There are C! 

layge numl::>er of bilateral problems facing the leaders of india and Pakistan. On 
-

·some afihese contentious issues, Pakistani leader Mrs. Bhu~ has clearly reiTerated 

that these would be 5olved within the framework of the Simla ,.o.,greement. She also 

expressed optimism about the positive result from her meeting with Rajiv Gandhi 
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: '· , ... 

during the. fourth SAARC Summit held in ·Islamabad at_the end of December, 1988. 

Rajiv'Gandhi also came back home commenced that the policies of the PPP "will be 

much better than the previous policies". Such an optimism on the part of Indian·. 

· .leclder' has 59rne justification in ·the roots of political background of Mrs. Bhutto. Her 

rise to politica~ power is a· unique phenomenon. Having witnessed the gruesome 
' . . . 

drama of her father's exit and execution, and having suffered.and sustained solitary 

confinement as weU as political exile for a long period, she refused to surrender 

before the authoritarian regime of Zia and more an easy exit for him. Despite being 

a • Young Muslim lady, she demonstrated political audacity and indomitable will 

power to carry her relentless struggle on against the bloodcurdling threats of tl:le 

Zia regime. This is bound to make her a different leader from predecessors, even 

including her father. Given the background, she represents the forces of democracy 

and modernity fundamentally opposed to these of militurism and orthodoxy. Her 

intellectual schooling at Harvard and Oxford has helped her to imbibe liberal values 
. - / . 

of- democracy, and of rule of low. ·Soon after assuming the office, Mrs. Bhutto 

· ·reiterated that sh~ would endeavour her best to strengthen roots of democracy in 

Pakistan. Simultaneously she cautioned the countrymen against antidemocratic 

forces which are bent upon reversing the process of democracy.51 In her speech 

she emphasized that here priority would be to tackle the problems of · poverty, 

economi~ stagnation,_ and spur the developmental tasks to ensure social and 

economic justice. This, she emphasized, required conditions of peace and stability at 

home and conflict free security environment at regional and global levels. 

In her first address to the nation on radio and television, Benajir vehemently 

attacked Zia's "narrow-based foreign policy", which she added, had 'created an 

unnecessary environment of security threat for the country."52 She underlined the 

necessity for making a realistic assessment of the situation, including Pakistan's 

Afghan Policy. On Pakistan's foreign relations, she " hoped for stronger links with 

the United States, better relations with Soviet Union once its pull out from 

Aftghanistan was completed, maintenance of traditional tier with China, 

cnnsotidation of friendship with the Muslim countries anri understanding with India. 53 

If she wants to, as she does, remove deep-seated hostility with India, she 

will have to minimize the role of military in the decision - making process. Because 
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over.the years the military ruling elites have projected India as their arch enemy 

number one~ 
.----~ 

/ 

· The ~ss Of normalization of relations between India and PakiStan has 
. . . 

begun wilh the. sigl1ing of twice agreements between the two governments. The first . . 

agreement calls upon the two parties not to attack each other's not'to attack each 

other's nuclear installations. It also provides for exchange of locational data on 

nuclear facilities that inClude nuclear· power and research reactors, fuel fabrication, 

.uranium enriChment and- reprocessing-facilities. The first clause of article one of the .. 
~g_reement binds the two nations to refrain themselves from "undertaking, 

encouraging or participaticipating directly or indirectly, any action aimed at causing 

the destruction of, or damage to, any nuclear installation or facility in the other 

~ountry.,;54 The second agreement is related to cultural cooperation that aims at 
' 

"promoting ·and developing relation in the realms of art, culture, archaeology, 

education, mass media and sport". The third agreement is related to the avoidance 

of double t(:lxation on income occurring from international air transport. These 

agreements -have of course set in motion. of process of reapproachment between the 

two countries. The then Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi has described them as a 'break 

through' in the bilateral relationship of India and Pakistan. Prime Minister Benajir 

Bhutto has aJso ~xpressed optimism· that the agrteements will-contribute to creating 

'.'momentum for peac:e and friendship between the two countries. Undoubtedly, these 

are vitally important · confidence - building measures towards better mutual 

understanding. Both the leaders have express~d their willingness to make a new 

beginning in the relations of New Delhi and Islamabad in te interests and welfare of 

their people as well as for peace,. tranquility and stability in the sub-continent. 
- ~ . . 

~enajir · reiterated that · since both te governments in India and Pakistan· are 

'democratically elected, they have 'legitimacy" to enter into political dialoque to sort 

. out bilateral problems. It is true that she has good oppqrtunity to respond favourably 

to India's friendly gestures and improve relations with it. This opportunity should not 

t;>e. missed hy both the leaders. Moreover; international climate is also _propitious for 

-Such a begiJ 1mng. 

Benajir Bhutto it seems is picking up the trades from where her late father 

was made to leave. She has already stated that she wants the historic Shimla Pact 
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. to be the basis ofrelaticinship with India. She has dismissed the "No-War Pact" would 
\ . . . 

resolve the different issues between the two countries ? We felt that the Shimla 

Agreement had a le~itimacy, and we must approach step by step the problem of 

resolving the iSsue to help· build the confidence as we emerge from one day to 

·another . ..ss Sl;le has already emphasized upon the need to improve the people to 

people relations. As a result of such an approach, vis and travel facilities have. been 

made · easier. And according to press reports. Bilateral trade between the two 
. . 

·countries has. doubled in the first three· months of the democratic government In 

these connections, SAARC has added a new dimension to improving the lndo-Pak 

ties. Several, programmes to be undertaken under the aegis of SAARC, would 

positively improve lndo-Pak relations. These include the SAARC passport. scheme, 

the holding ·of South Asian Cultural Festivals and the SAARC Audio Visual 

Exchange Programmne. Thus India and Pakistan could now under the auspices of 

SAARC, have the option of taking all those steps which they otherwise could not 

because of their domestic political compulsions. 

Of late, two issues have been greatly impinging upon lndo-Pak relation, the 

. First being Indian acquisitions regarding Pak aid and sympathy to the terrorists 

operating in Punjab, and the second, the Siachin Glacier issue. Of course, both are . 

Zia Jega~ies. Regarding the. first, Prime Minister Ms. Bhutto lias assured the Indian 

Government -that she would make maximum effort to stop help to the territories. 

Tough she has not been much successful in it, yet, for this, ~rs. Bhutto need not be 

blamed; She is. sincere when she says that playing the Sikh card would be disastrous 

for Pakistan. Her problem is that . the mischief in Punjab remains. the exclusive 

preserve of the lSI. Here the Indian Govt will have. to exhibit patience and show 

restraint considering· her precarious conditions vis-a-vis the Army and Opposition 

ruled Punjab. The other issue was the Siachin Glacier. She has avoided any sc~thing 

. attack on India regarding this. and has expressed a keen desire to resolve this issue 

through peacefulnegotiations under the Shimla Agreement. She noted with regret 

that this was the First ever violation of the Shimla Pact by India. Here also a co

operative. and compromising Indian stand would be he{pful in resolving this 

complicated iSsue and talks regarding this were expected to be held in Islamabad. 
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Thus, from· all account the first months of Benajir Bhutto's rule were indeed 

_ encouraging. There was indeed a noticeable shift in Pakistan's India Policy. The shift 
·-:----.. 

was manifested clearly in two aSpects, first, · the overall improvement of the 

environment .in. Which the two countries interest. Severity of propaganda has gone 

down. and measures for the restoration of confidence and goodwill have been taken. 

Second; the importance of people to people relationship has been recognized and 

preliminary steps have been taken in this re·gard, in the form of relaxed visa and 

.... travel facilities. The exchange of information material both trough bilateral and 

SAARC channels has been agreed to.· And it has been decided to do more in this 

regard. However, much will depend upon the stability of the democratic government. 

Any internal crisis, leading to the destabilization of the Govt. can obstruct this 

process of normalization. But given the state of affairs now, we can look towards the 

scheduled meeting of the joint lndo-Pak Commission in July 1989, with a degree of 

optimism. 

Concludingly, lndo-Pak relations should be conducted more cautiously, albeit 

with a greater sense of understanding each other's susceptibilities. One need not be 

over enthusiastic due to the induction of democratic order in Pakistan. Also one 

need not be too much pessimistic about the "atmospheric changes" arguing well for 

bilateral relationship of the two countries. 

There is a good will; but this is not the end. Indeed, a lot is yet to be 

achieved before the shift in Pakistan's India Policy is clearly manifested. It will 

depend upon a number of factors apart from those directly concerned with India and 

Pakistan. Bt the trend so far has been encouraging and whatever we have achieved 

in the form of mutual understanding to shun confrontation and return to normalcy is 

very significant. To quote Winston Churchill, " This is not the end, it is not even the 

beginning of the end. " 

With Zia's violent death and Benajir Bhutto's · fall, new. political scenario 

started in Pakistan. Nawaj Sharif became the Prime Minister of Pakistan having 

won the elections with an ,unprecedented majority in the National Assembly. His 

stand. on India-Pakistan relation was cv• ~. ,;~; ,. and unambiguous. He developed the 

permanent state of hostility between tr.e two countries.' Nawaj Sharif declared his 

intention to initiate dialogue with India to resolye all outstanding problems. It may be 
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remarked here that during his earlier tenure as Prime Minister (1990-99), he had 

met former Prime Minister 
·---------. 

of India P.V. Narasimha Rao several times during 

. international conferences and he had got a direct line with earlier Prime Minister 

Chcindra Sekhar: Prime Minister Dev Gowda had written to the former Pakistan 

Prime. Minister Benazir Bhutto offering her resumption of constructive dialogue. 

between the two countries, Benajir procrastinated in responding to the Indian 

initiative. It can be hoped that Nawaz Sharif will pick up the thread and reopen the 

communication between the two countries. 

The: new environment-in-the world dictates that India and Pakistan normalize 

their economic relations as early as possible. The new government in Pakistan 

. headed by a businessman should be aware of the mutual benefit that will accrue to 

both the countries. India could be helpful to Pakistan in several spheres in its 

economic development. 

· However, the main problem that Nawaz Sharif may face would be how much 

autonomy he would be allowed in decision-making by the Pakistan's military 

bureaucratic establishment. It is known that in Pakistan's relations with India, 

Kashmir, the nuclear weapons, etc. are the issues on which the establishment does 

not allow the elected governments to have any say. An analysis of the evolution of 

India-Pakistan relations during the fifty years since the independence of the two 

neighbours will, however, be helpful in understanding_ the formidable task the leaders 

of the two countries face. The roots of the disputes to go back into history, religious 

and politics of the Indian sub-continent and developments that led to the emergence 

of independent India and Pakistan in 1947. The partition of the sub-continent and the 

. consequent bloodshed, violence and disorder left behind a trail of bitterness and 

rancer. This also promoted an enemy image of each other which has created a 
) 

midset of hostility and antagonism both at the elite and also at the popular level. 

Although these are early days in the long process of normalizing India

Pakistani relations, most South Asian have welcomed the new approach of Prime 

Minister Nawaz Sharif and LK.Gujral of working together to manage the conflicts 

and find solutions to the proble-1"~ between the two countries. In India, there is a 

sense that there will never be a better opportunity to s.top cross-border terrorism and 
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th~ long confrontation with Pa~dstan over Punjab and Kashmir which has already 

~~cost over 50,000 lives. -.... ~- ' . 

•· The new lrydian Plime Minister is one of the few Indian leaders who enjoy the 

goodwill of a ·large section of the Pakistani intelligensia. The opportunity this historic . . 
"flulai" offers must not be wasted. Even more important now than the historic fluke 

is. the path breaking courage shown by both the prime ministers, and particularly 

Prime Minister Nawaj Sharif, in taking on the hardliners. Gujral too, despite the 

fragility· of this government, has gone more than half way to respond to his 

counterpart so that, so111ain Newaj Sharif noted at the Male Summit both countries 

c'ould perhaps learn to live like civilized nations and put these uncivilized activities 

behind us. Fortunately is seems that the majority of the people of Pakistan have 

transcended the hatreds associated with the partition, fuelled regularly by wars and 

the fomenting of communal feeling, and now desire, like most Indians' friendship. 

However, with Zia's violent death and Benazir Bhutto's return to power, 

democracy for restored. But has first tenure in office -(1988-90) wads noticeable for 

· its dismal failure to live up to expectations which given the economic and 

constitutional constraints, she was, she was unable to fulfill. 

Benajir's fall however, had far more to . do with the fact that she had 

"stepped on the army's toes" than the charges of corruption and political horse

trading held out agains~ her. Mqre, here privatization and pro- US policies made 

the· regime "Barely distinguishable from its Muslim League rivals. Under Nawaj 

·Sharif (1990-93) it was more of the same confrontationist politics, a crisis in Sind 

and Politics, and charges of corruption, all of which had dogged his predecessor. 

The disparate character, of his Islam's Jumhoori ittehad (IJI) coalition with such in 

incompatible conStituents as the Pakistan Muslim League and the Awami National 

Party, the Jamat- I - !slami and both the Mohajir Quami Mahaz and the Jamat-1-

Uiema-!-lslam made the government rickety, unstable. Ultimately Nawaj Shariff 

' found that there were_ teo many circles to square. While his attempt to reconcile the 

twin goals of economic liberalism and islamisation trapped him no end, his Gulf 

. War policy and the Shariat &i1l ,_;, uve l; :e iast nails in his political coffin. During ; = 

second administration (1993-&9) , Benazir was politically in a mu~h stronger position 
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than in her first tenure and seemed headed for a full five year term. Sadly, besides 

·~the endemic Civii;War in Sind, Punjab again proved to be her nemesis. 

/ 

Hot on her heels, Nawaz Sharif was to return to power with a "creshing 
. . 

. victory" an over-whelming, absolute majority in the National Assembly with 135 seats 

in the bag against the PPP's nearly 19 while Punjab was his key area of support , 

both in the NWFP and Baluchistan, the PML made impression electoral gains. 

Initial .successive electoral gains. Notorious e_ighth Amendment, ousting an 

unsympathetic Pres.ident browpeatjng a recalcitrant . Supreme Court into submission 

and maneuvering a change in Army House made him no. dearth of enemies. 

In sum, he squandered his political ~apital somewhat recklessly. All the 

while glaring social enequalities, deepening incidence of poverty and massive 

inequalities in access to power made the state increasingly vulnerable Pakistan's 

·five nuclear tests (May 1998) brought their own compulsion for the impact of 

sanctions on an economy teetering on the brink of collapse led remorselessly to 

the declaration of a State of emergency (July, 1998). 

On the foreign policy front, Shari has already indicated his desire to resume 

a bilateral dialogue with New Delhi, whether such a dialogue would create tangible 

results is debatable, but it would certainly improve the overall atmospheries. Key 

questions still abound about Sharif being given the latitude by the establishment to 

suggest variations of the present approach in Kashmir, the nuclear questions, 

mutual reduction of military bridgets, bilateral trade and people to people conducts. 

The Establishment which has become an arbiter. of sorts, though the creation of the 

Council for Defuse and National Security (CONS), would be unlikely to allow Sharif 

substantial beeway to seeking resolution of its outstanding problems with Indians. 

For the moment, they would be content in allowing Sharif to resume a bilateral 

dialogue, to do away with the impression that Pakistan was the spoiler of peaceful 
I 

negotiations in South Asia. Such an approach would also please Washington which 

has supported the resumption oJ a bilateral dialogue. 

There is a feeling that Sharifs overtures to New Delhi to resume the 

bilateral dialogue are necessitated by economic compulsion. Without reducing 

tensions with India, Sharif would be hard pressed to ask the armed forces to curtail 
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their expenditures. But given the fact that since 1 988, the armed forces consider 

large · military budgets necessary, irrespective of the shape of the economy ----
Wakistan~s economy has been in this type of crisis a few years ago as well). 

Secondly, any_-noimalization of relations with India would mean resi relising from its 

long held position on Kashmir, a policy that would bring both political opposition and 

the Establishment together. 

On Afghanistan, during the election campaign, Sh-arif was at pains to point 

out the-mistake of unabashedly supporting the Taliban. Three factors seemed to 

have delenuined-·Sharif's · approach to the Afghan question. First, support to the 

Taliban has led to Islamabad's isolation in Central Asia, which during his first term in 

office was given enormous importance. Sharif has always believed that the Central 

Asia Republic could be used as bulkrark against India and through closer ties with 

Central Asia, Islamabad could attempt secondly, being alliance partners of the 

Awami _National party, which can opposed the creation of the Taliban for the fear of a 

Pashtun backlash, Sharif also had to criticize Benazir's policy, despite it enjoying 

strong support from a ~ection of the -establishment, notably the lSI. Thirdly, Pak-lran 

estrangement over-Afghanistan could be rectified, if Sharif is able to change tracks 
. \ 

in Afghanistan and use his government's influence with the Taliban to work out a 

broad coalition with at least one of the major ethnic/secretarian groups. Having 

learnt some lessons from his first term in office, it could be expected that Nawab 

Sharif would not attempt to take on the establishment immediately. Despite the 

/ large numerical majority in Parliament, Sharif will seek to draw a careful compromise 

in keeping his political interests untouched, while trying to tackle the economic men 

in the country. Similarly, in other areas Sharif would try to work within the newly 

created system. Such an approach would rule out any major deviations from its 

present India Policy. Despite overwhelming economic compulsions, Sharif would be 

unlikely to make moves for normalization of relation with India. Similarly on 

Afghanistan, Sharif would seek to work with -Washington to make the Taliban and 

other ethnic factions come into a broad based coalition. 

· Relations between India and· Pakistan during the past four e.nd a half 

decades have bee" marked by mutual distrust, acrimony, suspicion and 

antagonism. Both countries have witnessed changes of regime in their respective 
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capital, raising hopes of optimism as well as seeing them being dashed to grounds 

. during this period. The event of Congress (I) government led by Prime Minister 

--~Narasi~ha Raoin New Delhi in -July revived the hopes of providing fresh impetus to 

the process of. rapprochement between New Delhi and Islamabad. The concomitant 

factor was the. advent of lslami Jamhjoori lttched (IJI) government led by Nawaj 

Sharif in Islamabad in early November 1990 which also made some pronouncements 

designed to normalize relations with India. 

In July, 1991 new government handed by P.V.Narasimha Rao was installed 

in office- in ·New Delhi. The common factor between the two governments in New 

Delhi and Islamabad was that both were democratically elected regimes hence 

speculation hat-serious attempts would be made to rid their mutual relation of the 

Jirix that has taken a heavy toll on both sides of the border during the past four and 

a half decades. Soon after taking over Prime Minister, P.V.Narasimha Rao said in 

Press interview on July 6 this year that his Government would endeavour to 

normalize reiations with Pakistan by forging better links between the people and two 

governments while keeping aside matters where reconciliation was not immediately 

·possible. He further added, "India has always extended a hand of friendship toward 

Pakistan, we continue to persuade them and continue to forge friendship and good 

relation in as many fields as possible." 

Prior to the advent in New Delhi of Congress(!) Government headed by 

Prime Minister P.V.Narasimha Rao, the Predecessor government of Prime Minister 

Chandra Shekhar and made attempts to bring Indo-Pakistan relations on an evesh 

keel, bufwithout any tangible achievement. The Foreign Secretary level third round 

of talks between India and Pakistan held in Islamabad from December 18 to 20 

though registered "some progress" towards defusion of tension in bilateral relations 

but Kashmir issue, Pakistan's complicity in abetting terrorism in Punjab and Jammu 

and Kashmir and mutual apprehension's about each other's nuclear programmes 

remained the main irritants which evaded any satisfactory solution, while apprising 

Lok Sabha about the Progress made at the third round of parleys between India and 

Pakistan. The then Foreign Minister of India, V.C.Shukla told Lnk Sabha on 

/ December 1990 that India would initiate political tend talks with Pakistan as soon 

as the time for it was "propitious". 
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·The then Prime Minister Candra Shek~r·s style of cultivating "first name term" 

· _ · with his Pakistan counterpart, Nawaz Sharif, since the two first met in Male in tlie --...... _· . 

/ 

November t.990 at the SAARC Summit, has given rise to speculations in political 

cirCle in New Delhi about the beginning of a new era of . . . . . cordial in the 

. $Ubcontinent. Reinforcing this was Prime Minister Chandra Sheehan's style of having 

talks with Nawaz Sharif fairly frequently over telephone a step which ignored the 

tracfrtion of successive Indian Prime Ministers to deal with his or her Pakistan 

~ounterpart with a certain degree of circumspection. However, this over enthusiasm 

. of Chandra Shekhar government failed to bring any diplomatic dividends for India 

despite its claim that its Pakistan policy was firmly under control. 

Despite ·the major irritants, both New Delhi and Islamabad execised enough 

caution to allow a·ny let up in the ongoing Foreign Secretaries level talks between 

the two countries. The fourth round of . Parleys between the foreign secretaries of 

India and Pakistan scheduled to be held towards the end of February 1991 in. New 

Delhi was ·postponed because of Pakistan's Premier's visit to Beijing during that 

period. However, in early August 1991, it was announced by Islamabad that the 

Pakist~n Foreign Secretary Shahriyar M. Khan would be visiting New Delhi on 

August 18, 1991 as a special envoy of Pakistan Prime Minister to convey to the bew 

Indian government Pakistan's desire to resolve all issues and problems by "fair play 

find justice". 

Nawaz Sharif government's qecision to send its foreign secretary to India for 

talks was welcomed by India. While briefing media persons in New Delhi in this 

·regard, a spokesperson of Ministry of External Affirs said in New Delhi on August 8 

this year that te Indian government had always been willing to have discussions 

with Pakistan to reduce tension in bilateral relations. It was hoped that specific and 

·realistic suggestions for resolving critical issues would be forthcoming. The sudden 

decision of Nawaj Sharif government to send Shahari yaras "special envoy" to New 

Delhi especially on the eve of the Commonwealth Summit and the ensuing session 

of the United Nati.ons General Assembly was seen in political circles in New Delhi as 

essentially a public relations exercise to help Pakistan : "lnternatinnalize" the Kashmir 

issue. 
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However, on his arrival in New Delhi on August 18 this year, Pakistan foreign 

secretary, Shahariyar M. Khan his counted any misapprehension by asserting that 

he had come "in all sincerity, please be sure that there is no element ·Of our taking 

advantage of his visit" He furtheradded that he had come a three-day visit as a 

special envoy of Pakistan's Prime Minister and his current visit "Stand on its own 

and should not be rmked to the on-going dialogue between the two countries. By 

making such statement, the special ·envoy tried to dispel the impression that his visit 

was intended at taking political advantage. However,s the observers in New Delhi 

felt that Pakistan had taken the exercise of sending a special envoy to India in order 

to impress western capitals that on its part Islamabad continued to be sincere, 

flexible and accommodating in defusing the tension in bilateral relations. During his 

three day sojourn in New Delhi, Shahariyar M. Khan, special envoy of Pakistan 

. Prime Minister, had . meeting with Prime Minister, P.V.Narasimha Rao, Defence 

Minister, Sharad Power and Foreign Secretary, Muchkund Dubey. In his meeting 

. with Indian Prime Minister,s the special envoy delivered a message from INawaj 

Sharif. Though the nature of contents about Pakistan Prime Minister's message to 

· . his Indian Counterpart could not be known bu it was widely felt that Shahariyar in his 

meeting with Narasimha Rao had touched . upon specifier though an elaborate case 

was made for getting out of the oldmino sets so as to initiate determined efforts to 

normalize relations between the two countries. 

Making a pointed reference to the message sent by Pakistan's Prime 

Minister through his special envoy, Prime Minister , Rao in an interview published in 

.Khaleez Times, a Dubai-based English daily, datelined in August 27, 1991 said 

that the Nawaj Sharif had promised to do certain things to help improve bilateral ties 

when asked if there were any specific suggestions on Kashmir and nuclear arms 

race in the Indian subcontinents the Prime Minister said : "It is a general kind of 

suggestion. It remains general at the moment and presumably includes all issues". 

Asked to comment on Shahariyar's statement that the sincerity of Pakistani Prime 

Minister's ·desire to give a new orientation to the Indo-Pakistan Relations would be 

proven on the ground in ensuring weeks, Prime Minister of :Iidia said : "We will see 

· what t'ley mean by that, Nawaz Sharif promise a difference on the ground level. All 
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that one can say at the moment is we will wait and see for ourselves what difference 

there is .n 

Similar feelings ·were expressed by Minister for External Affairs, Madhav 

Singh Solanki who in a Swuo motu statement made in Lok Sabha on August 23, 

1991, said that l~dia hoped that in the coming month, ,the message conveyed 

recently by the Pakistan Prime Minister, for r;10rmalizing relations would be 

translated into. concrete action. ,He further added that the special envoy of Nawaz 

Sharif was· apprised that India had consistently worked for the establishment of 

tension free and good neighbourly relations between the two countries within the 

framework of shimla Agreement "We believe this to be in the interests of the people 

of our two countries and of peace and stability in the region." 

Commenting on his recent visit to New Delhi, Shahariyar M. Khan, Foreign 

Secretary of Pakistan said in Islamabad on August 25 this year that he had received 

an encouraging response from the Indian Prime Minister and other leaders to 

embark on a new chapter of friendly bilateral relation. With the impetus provided by 

Pakistan's assurance on a fresh, sin~ere effort to resolve its problems with India, the 

New Delhi was reportedly drawing up a schedule for bilateral contacts at various 

levels in the ensuring period which could include the Siachen imbroglio, cut in 

armaments by two sidE;!s, apart from the subjects that figured in the ongoing dialogue 

betWeen the senior officers of both sides. 

In view of the ongoing parleys between the senior officials of the two 

countries, it is obvious that there is genuine desire and willingness on both sides to 

defuse tension in their bilateral relations. The thorny issues like Kashmir problem, 

and misapprehension about each other's · nuclear programmes should be shelved 

for the time being to keep the ongoing process of normalization of relation alive. It 

would be in the fitness of things to raise the level of talks the ministerial level and to 

thrash out the technicalities. And then summit level meeting between the Prime 

Minister of .the two contries should be held as soon as possible. 

Peaceful and friendly relations between India and Pakistan angur well not 

only for both the' countries but for the entire region of South Asia. This will also help 

in strengthening the SAARC. One can hope that leadership in New Delhi and 
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i'slamabad would act judiciously to usher in an era of peace, prosperity and stability 

in the subcontinent. 57 

Indo Pakistan. relations require a· new thrust so that the tWo countries come 
.. . . . . 

out of fifty four years of bloody conflicts. This is possible only if the leaders on both 

sides have a dialogue with an open mind. 

For the last 55 years Indian and Pakistani leaders have indulged in shur self 

/ elusion, dreaming of friendship with Pakistan vis-a-vis India as a possibility, whereas 

fhe history of India-Pakistan relations negates any such possibility. Pakistan's sole 

objective has been made, through goodwill and generosity to find a peaceful solution 

to all our bilateral problems. We have been snubbed again and again. 

Throughout the long years we have tried to find excesses for Pakistani 

actions. At first it was a military dictatorship· in Pakistan which was to blame when 

Benajir was elected she spouted nothing but abuse at the United Nations Human 

Rights Commission, and every other for a imaginable, otherwise it was the lSI which 

. sponsored and has carried out insurgency in Kashmir and other parts of India. 

There was this continuous refrain that the people of Pakistan wanted peace. Then 

faith was reposed in the business community to bring about change in India 

Pakistan relations. Pakistan was a creation of the two nation theory. The same was 

reduced to ashes when East Pakistan broke away from its western half. Kashmir 
. . . \ 

remains the last fig leaf of the failed two-nation theory. Pakistan can never give up its 

claim and effort to internationalize the issue. Otherwise it stands to lose the very 

raison d'etre for its existence. It is irrelevant which section of the Pakistani State is 

for peace or for confrontation, Pakistan as an entity cannot give up the Kashmir 

issue if it is to. survive President General Musharaf has made it clear, in no uncertain 

terms that any progress in India - Pakistan relations depends an progress on the 

Kashmir issue. Whether it is commerce, people to people contacts, or cultural 

E3Xchanges, there has to be a movement first on the Kashmir fronts. The question is 

how can· India give any further concessions. Even if we were to agree to the LOG 

oeirig converted into an international boundary, we would still be losing 55 percent 

· of the i.-c:;~r itor y which belonged to the erstwhile prmcely state of J & K. Pakistan has 

:35 percent aryd another 20 percent has given away unilateraily by Pakistan to China. 

So where is the room for further concessions? But Vajpayee is ray of hope in the 
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surrounding darkness. He gave more importance to humanitarian than political 

- .. issues : So, dialogue with an open mind is needed. 
---~, 

Vajpaye~ has not only. invited Musharaf, but has given him undeserved 

legitimacy. It. is <;iifficult for the Pakistanis to challenge the CEO of Pakistan for 

declaring himself President, he has the strong argument that he has to talk to the 

leader of the world's largest democracy from a position of strength. Besides, itgives 

him a term of five years extendable at his own whim and fancy. He could always cite 

the example of his military predecessor Zia-UI-Haque, who literally remained 

President for life. 

This great yearning for a place in history seems to infect every leader in 

India. Is it the complex that India has had no great mean since Gandhi and Nehru. 

Most great leaders of the world were born in the 1 ~th century. The 201
h century 

produced no awesome charismatic leaders, except · perhaps for Nelson Mandela, 

that also if one wishes to place him on the same pedestal. 

Nehru had his idealistic vision cif Afro-Asian solidarity, particularly for an 

lndia-Chian detente. He led the Non-Aligned movement and fought colonialism on 

/ .the world stage. There were misjudgements on Kashmir, Tibet, China and other 

matters. But he has assured his place in history. There are times when the 

personality of one man gives him far greater importance, on the world stage, than is 

warranted by the political, economic and military strength of his country. Nehru was 

one such personage. 

Indira . Gandhi made her name through war and not peace. The 

dismemberment of Pakistan in 1971 may well have been her greatest achievement 

coupled with the nuclear explosion in 1974. The emergency, Operation Bluesta~ and 

her economic policies left mucl:l to be desired but she has left her imprints on the 

sands of time. He image of the "Durga" and destroyer of institutions will also not be 

forgetten. 

Narasimha Rao became Prime Minister by accident; he was not even a 

Member of Parliament. He will be best remembered for initiating economic reform, 

demolition of the Sabri Masjid, and corruption assuming gigantic proportions. The 

demise of the Congress also took place during his time. He was succeeded by Shri 
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V.P.Singh. The duration of short timed Prime Ministers like V.P.,Singh, Dev Gowra 

/ and I.K.Gujral hardly made any everlasting impact on the domestic as well as on ... ______ _ 

Foreign Policy fronts. 

Now one cdme to the . prestfnt Prime_ Minister. By making India a nuclear 

weapon power, he has already assured his place in history. However, there are very 
. . . . 

.few other achievements in th~ past three of his tenure. The second generation of 

economic reforms has not taken off, there is no investor confidence in India and the 

$angh -Parivan is aligned against him. The BJP is· losing ground in UP and Gujrat, 

and has no major presence in-the other states in India. The NDA is glared together 

in an effort to keep the numbers on their side for the survival of this government. So 

Vajpayee takes the gamble by inviting Musharraf, after the failure of the cease-fire· 

in Kashmir. The recent incidents in Tamilnadu have further tarnished the image of 

the BJP. 

There is nothing to suggest, taking the past history of fifty years of deceit on 

the part of Pakistan, that this Summit can lead to a successful start of a new chapter. 

It would be too much to expect any concrete result in July, but it is equally doubtful if 

a process can be started which will eventually lead to peace or a final solution to 

peace or a final solution to the Kashmir problem. Bhutto's unfulfilled promises to 

Indira Gandhi, the Lahore visit followed by Kargil, the total disregard for the 

unilateral cease fire in Kashmir, do not augur well for an understanding of any kind 

between the two countries. 

There are grave doubts if Musharaff can deliver the goods. There are many 

that feel that only a military dictator in Pakistan can dare to make concessions. It is 

becoming clearer that the Pakistani President/military dictator does not have the 

support of the political parties in Pakistan or the fundamentalist groups. The real test 
,. 
will come after the summit, when Musharaf will have to show some real progress in 

curbing terrorism in J & K, for the dialogue to continue towards a satisfactory 

·outcome. 

The West Asian Cauldron continues to boil and share seem no chances for 

any real peace in the region. Anot'ler !eng-standing dispute between Turkey and 

Greece, over Cyprus, is making sor.re progress. CBMs have been instituted and 
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greater trade and cultural exchanges are taking pla~e between the two sides. The 

._ foreign Minister ofthe two countries have been having cordial meetings. Turkey still 
-~ . . . 

adheres to Ataturk's principles and. is not fundamentalist, though the religious parties 

have made considerable headway in the last decade. 

· The West Asian problem, and Kashmir, are more difficult to resolve because . . 
both have the involvement of die hard Islamic fundamentalists unlike Cyprus. This is 

.the crux of the matter and it remains to be seen whether Musharaf can curb the 

Taliban, -his own terrorists outfits operating outs of Pakistan, and a lslamicised 

Pakistani army sympatheticoto-the Jehadis. 

No doubt there has been US pressure. But Vajpayee has made this sudden, 
I 

and unexpected, volte-face for his own reasons, the major one being to leave his 

foolprints on the sands of time. 58 

The summit talks between Pervez Musharaf andAtal Behari Vajpayee, to be 

held at Agra duririg July 2001 is, therefore, a right step in the right direction. 

Saner. voices in Pakistan are asserting <=!nd urguing those who fees 

concerned to end the five decade long lndo-Pak conflict on Kashmir. Find a solution 

·and begin the battle against poverty. That is the message. Indo-Pakistan relations 

require a new thrust so that the two countries come out of these long years of bloody 
' 

conflicts. This is possible only if the leaders on both sides have a dialogue with an 

open· mind. This is what Mr. Vajpayee has been wanting. General pervez 

Musharraf, too, has suddenly shown a degree of willingness for talks. He has openly 

stated that he is coming to India to make history'. We need peace on the sub

:continent will tackle poverty and that makes the history. 

Atal Behari Vajpayee made this clear when he pointed out in his invitation to 

General Pervez Musharraf that our common enemy was poverty. Pakistan, on the 

/ 'economic front, needs peace. even more than we do. The Indian economy has been 

growing at a steady 6 percent annually whereas Pakistan's has been hardly 

growing at all at around 2 percent. The G.eneral's . recent decision to cut the defence 

budget for the first time in history - indicated that he recognizes that the jehad is 

becoming unaffordable Pakistan·s Jehad foreign policy extends not just to Kashmir 

but to ·ago Afghanistan as well and increasingly the world is beginning to become 
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less tolerant of such an attitude of Pakistan. As APJ Abdul Kalam said 'a developed 

India 2020 , or even earlier, is not a dream. It need not even be a mere vision in the 

~~---~.minds of many Indians. It is a mission we can, all take up and succeed'. 

/ 

The· Agra Summit had arcus~ 'unprecedented enthusiasm among the 

·people of the subcontinent and no other Summit had ever done in the past. This 
. . . 

was not the first Indian Pakistan Summit and other meetings between heads of the 

two_ countries have been held in equally historic circumstance unlike other Summits 
. . . 

this was the first meeting to produce not even a joint statement as happened at 

Agra. The newly self· anointed President of Pakistan General Musharraf had-taken ' 

to India a three-point agenda. First, he wanted India to accept the centrality of the 

Kashmir issue. Second, he wanted India to agree on a structured arrangement for 

talks on Kashmir. And thirdly, he wanted India to promise a time-frame for concluding 

an ·agreement on Kashmir. 59 Pakistan was going to focus only on this and as the 

President had himself stated he would agree to discuss anything else if there was 

time left. It is not difficult to know that Islamabad could not have been so ignorant not 

to know that this agenda could not succeed at the Summit. Then why did Musharraf 

press forward with this agenda. That is the essence of India-Pakistan relations. It 
\ 

would be na"ive for anyone to believe that this agenda would have led to making of 

history. A yearning for changing history requires denial of past history. For this, it was 

necessary to jettison Simla Agreement of 1972 and the Lahore Declaration of 1999 

which Gen. Musharraf announced atleast twice before and after the Summit. 5° 

The failure of the Summit had come about because there was no negotiating 

space left for Gen. Musharraf from the narrow mandate he had taken from the 

political class in Pakistan in the run up to the Summit. From Qazi-Husain Ahmed of 

the Jaina at..:l-lslami to Gen. Gul Hameed, former Director of lSI they were 

unanimous that he should not develop cultural and economic relations with India until 

the Kashmir issue was. resolved. This has won him on return from Agra support 

from the fuf)damentalist and the militants outfits.· The question arises if Gen. 

Musharraf had known that his Kashmir iine had no flexibility and was unlikely to 
' 

provide any scope for a cornpromise what did he hope to get at Agra. The question 

is often asked does Pakistan want to solve the Kashmir question ? Gen. Musharraf 

had early and after his take over, had stated that tensions and conflicts between 
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India and Pakistan would remain even after the Kashmi"r i!:)sue is resolved: The only 

ahswer to this question is that Kashmir is nbt only a territorial issue between the two 

-. neighbours but. an ideological dispute. As already noted it is the enemy image of 

· ·India that lie~;' at the root of Pakistan's hostility to India. Kashmir is not the cause of 

India Pakistan conflict but it is its consequence. The root of this conflict goes to the 

ideological dispute which had led to the partition in 1947. India Pakistan represent 

two ideologies and two worid issues.61 India seems unwilling to deal with the 

consequences of acknowledging the real problem. Kashmir is. not the central issue 

in Indo-Pakistan relations it is the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.62 Pakistan's India 

policy is also rooted in its insecurity vis-a-vis the larger neighbour. India is many 

times larger in size, population, econom,ic strength and scientific and technical 

development.. Therefore Pakistani establishments long term aim is to keep it 

engaged or somehow cut it down by divisions and splintiering. That is why Pakistan's 

former. lSI Director. Ge. Javed Nasir has talked of inflicting thousands cuts on India 

or what the former foreign minister threatened that there would be hundreds of 

Kargil. The Agree Summit has not been able to fulfill the expectations of the people 

of India; and Pakistan and was a failure in all respects but one . It has broken the 

deadlock between the two countries created in the wake of the Kargil war and the 

. October 1999 military coup. The Agra Summit has also highlighted the complexity of 

the issues that bedevit the relations between the two countries and which do not 

ad~it of easy solutions. 

-' Just as war is not an option for Pakistan it is no longer an option for India. 

Average person in both the countries is ready for a change having realized the futility 

·of prolonged hostility which never seems to bring tangible results but add o·nly more 

· misery . At the ordinary level of existence the vast majority of the people of India 

and Pakistan would like nothing better than to consign the planners of both the 

countries to the. neither region in perpetulity. If the impose has got prolonged 

beyond its natural life span, the Indian leadership is as much to blame. If Pakistan 
. . 

ha~ artificially st~nted its growth by remaining is India's shadow for half a century, 

· the Indian leadership too become or tr_ich like by adapting a Pak tinted woffi:Mew: 

whatever the .sins of omission or commission in the past, the Indian leadership must 

appreciate the altered ground realities. Today, India and Pakistan are seen to be 
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~the most Painful. squabber of the second half respecting Indians and Pakistanis felt 

_ ashamed of Mr. Klaus Natorp, a specialist on the Indian subcontinent, said in a ----- _·. . - -

dispatch ill the 'Frankfurter Allegmeiul Zeitung' about the dilemma of foreign 

dignitaries· visiting- Pakistan over the Kashmir issue. "No guest can escape it 

/ (Kash!Tlir). Pakistani politicians and military are obsesses by the theme", he wrote . 

Recently in her visit'to United States, Benazir Bhutto was addressed as the 'Madam 

Prime Minister of India' by the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of the 

Senate in an official recepia . Later on when he was asked about the mistake, he 

clarified that Benazir in her meeting with for two hours talked about Kashmir and 

India_ arty. She did not make even a passing reference of Pakistan and other 

countries. Thus in his sub-conscious mind her picture as the Prime Minister of India 

has, emerged. What the chairman was trying to point out was the obsession she 

carried about India. Later on she regretted for this. 

But enough is enough much water h'as flown in Ravi since than we will have 

to stop it otherwise we will become a victim of langhing stock before the world. It is 

heartening to note that most of Pakistani top intellectual and right thinking persons 

have started thinking positively in this direction. Even Gen. Musharraf has asked the 

hardcore mullas and other elements to stop anti Indian propaganda. In 1930, 

/ Muhammad Iqbal saw the vision and got Pakistan after nearly two decades. On this 

1251
h anniversary of the father of nation, can't one see another vision of a 'United 

India and Pakistan again',. The models are before us. The world is shrinking. 

Globalisation is the creed now. In the recent year we have seen the union of 

Vietnam, the co-llapse of Berlin was and the disappearance of communism. The 

sworn enemies of yesterday have become bossom friends rather brothers. The 

Germanys can unite, Vietnams can unite. Efforts are being made to unite South and 

North Korea. The same can happen here also. Vasudhaiva Kutam Vakam is an old 

adage here and is a part of India's global vision. 

We do not foresee this union today or tomorrow or in near future. But this can 

be reality say atteir-·1 0 or 20 years or even after 50 years . But this will be possible 

only if we see this vision today and· pave the way for it. There is no disoute in the 

world, which can not be solved. Particularly family disputes can not linger on forever. 

We have close cultural, emotional and family relations with the common people of 
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·the people. The sooner we met in the better it will be. · 
------

· In tms ?irection some beginning has to be made. Let us not touch the 

disputed issues. Bilateral trace, culturC~I and educational exchange should get 

precedence over the political matters.· Let there be heart to heart talk between the 

people of both the countries. Mistrust can be replaced by truste and once it is done 

the problems of Kashmir and Karachi will evaporate. This was also what was 

vlstJalized by Mahatma Gandhi nearly 50 years ago. "It is open to both the new states 

(lndiacrnd"'Pakistan) to aim-at ......... a family of independent world states. If by our 

efforts such ·a world federation of free and independent states is brought into being. 

The hope of the kingdom of God, otherwise called Ramarajya may legitimately be 

entertained. There can not be a better occasion to make a honest beginning for this 

than the proposed meeting of Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee and Ge. Pervez 

Musharraf in July 2001 in the Historic town of Agra. 

In 19th April, 2001, Prime Minister said his fresh offer of talks with Pakistan 

was subject to Islamabad "stopping cross-border terrorism and dismantling the terror 

infrastructure". He also reiterated his commitment to talks with elected 

representative and promised to create more jobs. 

At a press conference in Srinagar at the end of his two-day visit to the state, 

Vajpayee said ; if Pakistan denounces the policy of terrorism and dismantles the 

terror infrastructure, I as the Prime Minister would waste no time in departing a 

senior foreign ministry official to discusses the modalities of talks with Islamabad. I'll 

send a foreign rninistry official to Islamabad tomorrow to chalk out the agenda. India, 

he said was ·ready to discuss with Pakistan all issues including Kashmir which has 

remain unresolved for last 50 years. 

Pakistan to welcome the offer. "I hope they'll reply because it's important 

that talks take place . But the talks can't be held urban we've militants stationed on 

. the border."The doors are open for all, included elected representatives and 
. . 

various other Sections of public opimum, who were interested ln talks with the 

government Justifying his move of fresh offer of friendship, he said how long will 

India and Pakistan continue to live in an atmosphere of violence and hatred. "There 
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must be an end to this. Despite failure an hopeful that my fresh offer of friendship 

will succeed : The issue of Kashmir has been dragging on for the last 50 years, but 

the changed global order following the Iraq war makes it necessary for the two 

oountries to held talks. 63 

In truth, there fs considerable domestic opposition in both countries to 

resuming the dialogu. Since entrenched interests are opposed to normalizing 

bilateral relations, their resistance can be exaggerated and used by the political 

leadership to equivoeate in this matter. Much depends on the political will of the two 

leaderships to explore the peace process, and how strongly international influeAce is 

e)(ercised upon them to get serious. 

Hopefully,. the lndo-Pak leadership would be mindful of the systemic factors 

that favour the generation of political will to ; proceed with the bilateral dialogue and 

peace process. These disparate but wide ranging factors include: the several Track 

II efforts that are proceeding; attempts by common citizens to re-establish people to 

people contracts; and initiatives taken by SAARC and the chambers of commerce to 

enlarge bilateral trade relations. Beside4s, a new post-Simla generation is coming 

into positions of responsibility in both countries that is most largely concerned with 

economic betterment and less with dwelling on the stultifying memories ·of a bitter, 

conflictual past. A ray of hope , emerges from the fact that the twice-weekly .... that 

plies ·between New Delhi and Lahore continued to operate at full capacity at the 

height of the kargil conflict over six weeks ahead. 197 Pakistan's excluded the 

possibil_ity of accommodation and acceptance of Indian Regional leadership as a 

means of ensuring their own national well being. After all, .they defined their very 

rationale .for existence as being "not-India", and the heritage of conflict had been 

intensified by orders of magnitude through the horrors of partision. A forthcoming 

approach on the part of New Delhi might conceivably have assuaged these 

concerns, but the Indians. chose a policy of firmness. The armed conflict that 

immediately developed over Kashmir was seen in Pakistan as proof that India did 

not accept the· legitimacy of the Muslim nation. Kashmir become the focus of 

relations between India and Pakistan as a quarrel over territory. but even more as 

·the symbol of the struggle between Islamic Pakistan and secular India. 
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, Thu~ . .from its. very inception, Pakistan was an . "insecurity State' that . 
....... · 

perceived· itself not only as small and disadvantaged but as on the defensive 

against a real and present threat with its survival at stake. Constructing a force 

,within South Asia to balance India was not feasible because India was more powerful 

than any ~ombination of other States within the subsystem". Thus Central element 

of Pakistan policy has been to reach outside South Asia to find support that might 
·fl . 

offset Indian dominance within the system and to avoid bilateral arrangements that 
.-' ~. ' . 

would put Pakistan in a one-on-one relationship with India. Pakistan initially sought 
... ·· :· 

·to offset geopoliti~ through religion : it was to be part of the universal community of 
).• 

believers, and as the first nation to be formed in the name of Islam felt that it should 

and would receive full support of the universal community of Muslims, the 'Ummah'. It 
i' .,:. 

was a matter of some convenience, that most of the 'ummah' lay to the west of 
;.': u • 

/ 

Pakistan, lending the western part of the new nation depth vis-a-vis India. 

Pakistan also saw itself in the vauguard of what would be many new nations 

coming to independence in the following years. Although little tangible support could . ... . . ' . . 

be ~xpected from that quarter for the time being, Pakistan derived satisfaction from 

its .solidarity with Indonesia independence struggle and with the Arats in their 

resistance to the creation of Isreal. 

While Pakistan recognized the fact of overwhelming American Predominance 

in an essentially unipolar world of 1947, it would be some time before Pakis~an 

lopked seriously- for strategic support from a source that was so unclear and so 

distant. Pakistan's foreign policy, lauffeted from many sides, would go through a 

se.ries of fairly ·Well defined· phases over the next half century. One element or 

a11other would be most prominent at any given time, but with little change, this menu 

of options would comprise the elements of the stream of Pakistan's foreign policy 

on it flowed over a very rocky bed defined by hostility toward a vastly stronger 

1(ldia.65 

Pakistan -infact had witnessed leadershiup vacuum. For the first time, this 
.. 

phenomenon tame in evidence after the demise of Jinnah Ali Khan. In the eighties , 

~after 6hutto's execatiOJJ there was created a leadership vacuum. There is no dearth 

of politiCcill~-in Pakistan. Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, Nawabzada Nasrullah 

Khan, Asgar Khan, Khan Wali Khan, .G.M.Syed and others have there leaders of 
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Bhutto's. stature .. · Benazir Bhutto trie_d in vain, to invoke street power by emulating 

the example of Phillippine's Cory Acquire to project a charismatic leadership66 

--..___ However, after Geneml Zia-ui-Haq's death by aircrash hopes are being pinned on 

her inthe November 16 election. 

·;..-· 

Since its mception there has been ideological confusion in Pakistan. It is an 

offshoot of the leadership syndrome. This confusion revolve around the issue of 

·how to conrrelate . the democratic aspirations of the people with their Islamic 

aspirations. -WI:tenever this confusion was the worst confounded, there was created 

an ideological vacuum. At times attempts were made to fill the ideological vacuum. 

Formulation of ideology rests with the political leaders and intelligential. There is 

no dearth of politicians and intellectuals in Pakistan. What Pakistan lacks is the 

tradition of evolving consensus on certain vital issues of national concern; 

encompassing political, social, economic and cultural fields. Looking back, one finds, 

the . responsibility of state building and nation building was developed upon the 

Muslim League, which had spearheaded itself as the vanguard of Pakistan 

movement. But it failed to give an ideological content to the movement, except for 

propounding Two Nation _Theory, which did not rest on infallible grounds. Pakistani 

nation builder did not have a clear perspective on problems, much less to their 

solutions that the new state would face. A queer mixture of lslamism and secularism 

was reflected in the . minds of Jinnah and Liaquat. The specific ideological 

confusion prevailed over constitution- making. 

In this connection, it will be pertinent to refer to 1949 objective Resolution, 

which was pushed through by_Liaquat Ali Khan. It took over five years to work out 

the resolution was framed, its wording in the first instance seemed to satisfy both the 

lslamists and the secularists or modernists. But when the reports of the Basic 

Principles Committee, which was appointed to work out the resolution, came out, it 

simply disappointed everybody.68 The ideological confusion became manifest in the 

modification of reports one after the other, particularly in respect of Islamic 

provisions. This. prompted Maulana Maudoodi to remark : "If a secular and godless, 

instead of Islamic· constitution was to be introduced ...... what was the sense in all 

this struggle for a separate Muslim homeland. We ·could hav·e and it all without 

that."69 
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In tb~ wake of leadership vacuum, there prevailed ideological vacuum. 

--~ Political leaders having been thrown to the oblivion by the bureaucracy and army, a 
. ·---. . . . . 

lip-service eontintJed to be paid to Islamic ideals for more than a decade and various 

forms of democracy.were conceived and projected-:- such as -controlled", "guided" 
/ 

and "basic~ and were thrusted upon the people much against their wishes. 

·-To fill :the ideological vacuum, Z.A.Bhutto's PPP raised fqLirfold slogan to 

formulate- -Pakistan's ideology : • Islam is our faith , Democracy is our polity, 

SocialiSm -is our economy and All--Power to the People". Poperlist approach to 

· politics lee- to 1970 elections - for the first time based on adult franchise and 

, . relatively free elections. It was not a mean achievement but it became a casuality of 

the leadership syndrome.203 

/ 

/' 

Of late, lndo-Pak relations appear to have entered into a new phase. 

Conscio.us of the unfavourable political image created lay his orgy of collecting arms 

frorri the l).S.A., China. and the Arab countries, President Zia of Pakistan has held 

out to India to olive branch- of a no-war pact. But this cannot disguise the 

contradictions ·inherent in the relationship between the two countries Pakistan's 

adventurism manifested itself in several wars, culmir1ating in the war which led to the 

emergency of aangladesh as a separate sovereign state. India herself had offered a 

ncrwar pact to Pakistan, but this was turned down by the latter. President Zia's offer 

~of a no-war paCt caught the Indian side totally off guard. Not surprisingly, India's 

·procrastination over her reply was put forward in the Pakistani and Pro-Pakistani 
. . ' 

International press as a sign of her reluctance to mend the fences with that country. 

A flury of aide memories criss-crossed between Islamabad and New Delhi while the 

two Ambassadors, Abdeus Sattar and Natwar Singh, made frantic air dashes to 
' 

their respective capitals for urgent briefings. 

Then came the visit of Mr. Agha Shali, Pakistani Foreign Minister, to New 

Delhi for talks with India's Fore!gn Minister, Mr. P.V,Narasimha Rao, and also with 

Prime-Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi: The talks dragged on for four days, but nothing 
.. 
very ·.concrete emerged, except that ti wa~ agreed that they should be continued at 

the crfficiallevel. Although Mr. Narasimha Rao biG ?aHiament on February 19, 1982 

that after the-recent discussions, India and Pakistan were in a position to undertake 

specific_ consideration of the elements which could constitute the substance of an 
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.. agreemtm.t on non-aggression, it was couched in diplomatic verbiage which could 

_ mean anything or nothing. Mr: Rao added that both sides had detailed discussions 
-·-...:....__. . 

on areas of bilateral cooperation and that it was recognized that such contact had to 

be maintained,, at various levels on a frequent and regular basis. ·In addition, to 

allay Pakistan's fears, Mrs. Gandhi categorically declared that, pacts or no pact, 

India would never attack Pakistan.· She also agreed to the setting up of a Joint 

Commission to review Indo-Pakistani relations. 

Almost immediately after his return to Islamabad, Mr. Aga Shahi resigned. 

Aithough this was · offensively attribated-to his failing wealth, diplomatic observers 

believe that there were significant differences between him and President Zia over 

the manner in which he had conducted the negotiations in New Delhi. Whatever the 

real reason, the recent outburst of his elder brother, Mr. Aga Hilaly, at a meeting of 

the United Nations Human Rights Commission in Geneva shows that the Pakistan 

. offer.of a no-war pact is not as sincere as it is made outs while discussing colonial 

and alien domination, Mr. Hilaly ta.lked up the Kashmir issue and tried to equate it 

with self determination for ~he people of Palestine and Namibia. It naturally evoked 

strong protest from Mr. B.R.Bhaga( who was leading the Indian delegation at the 

Geneva meeting. He asserted that Kashmir won an integral part of India and it was 

for Pakistan to vacate the aggression in that area. Saying that the two countries are 

committed to the Simla agreement . for a peaceful solution of the problem through 

bilateral discussions, Mr. Bhagat wondered only Pakistan chose to · make 

propagandiststatements at international forums. 

The reason, of course, is obvious. Pakistan wishes to use the offer of a no

·war pact as a smoke screen for her adventurist activities. She uses the presence of 

Soviet troops in Afghanistan as a pretext for stepping up of acquisition sophisticated 

armaments, including nuclear weapons, but the interesting fact is that more of her 

armoured divisions and air force units are deployed near the Indian frontier rather 

/ :than. on the Afghan border .. Quite pertinently Mrs. Indira Gandhi wondered why 

. President Zia should produce the no-war rabbit out of his braided hat shortly after 

:having signed the arms deal with the USA 

· · .: There is also a feeling in certain quarters that Pakistan want to avenge her 

:defeat in the previous lndo-Pak conflicts. President Zia is on shavy grounds on the 
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domestic front ahd the only way in which he can remain in power is by making a 

__ ~pectacular attack on India (while talking of peace in the same breath) and grabbing 
. ------- . .;:) . . ' . 

/ 

/. 

that portion of Kashmir which is still outside his physical control. With direct of . . . 
incf~ct help from USA and China, President Zia hopes to whip up the Pakistani 

trenzy ov~r Kashmir and consolidate his position within his country. 

Even so, the Indian govt. and the people of India would like to see lasting 
' .. 

peace established between the two countries. But it cannot be unilateral. There is 

deep-distrunt in India about the intention of Pakistan. Islamabad's special relationship 

·with USA and China - a relationship which is proclaimed and advertised almost and. 

nauseum·is a fact which cannot but cause worry to India. 

What should India do in this situation ? India must remain ever vigilant in 

regard to Pakistan's moves and counter-moves. She must acquire modern and up

tO-date arms from whichever country is prepared to sell them to her. It is unfortunate 

that this arms race is diverting so much resources from economic development to 

the instruments of war and defence, but India has got no option in the matter. She 

must also continue to nurture her friendship with the USSR - as a counterpoise to 

the blatant support given Pakistan by USA and China. 

Meanwhile, the dialogue must go on for what is worth. A voidable irritants 

should be removed and the scope for extending trade and cultural relations and 

improving the postal, railway, telephone, telegraph and travel facilities between the 

two countries should be pursued. Exchanges may also be made in educational 

scientific and technological fielos to mutual advantage. India has already extended 

her hand of friendship in many of these areas will Pakistan respond ? 

Two new generations have come into existence in both the countries since 

the partition of the sub-continents, while this opens up the prospects of a better 

relationship in the not-too-distant fulure, it may also mean that headliners in both the 

countries would get the upper hand over their more moderate compatriots and try to 

frustrate all attempts at reconciliation. · . . 

Simla Agreement 

Since the transformation of Pakistan into a modern democratic state is most 

' desirable, "the present leadership in India has shown willingness to strengthen the 
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hand of the Bhutto government .by approacn1ng the lndo-Pak question- in a 

_ conciliatory tone. India's main objective has been to persuade Pakistan to settle the -----. . 

mutual problem between themselves. In this respect, the Simla Agreement, despite 

. its severe 'limitations, could e considered as historic for its reflects the urgency for 

. evolving . a common approach to minimize antagonism between South Asia's two 

oldest rivals. 

The rise of new power reiations Sino US-Pak axis with the Soviet Union at 

the back -of India increased the antagonisms between India and Pakistan. The Simla 

Agreement signed in 19n did not heal the grounds suffered by Pakistan in the 

1971 war. In an interview to a foreign magazine, Bhutto viewed the perspective of 

.adjustment with India under the Simla Agreement, as "dim".71 During the phase of 

implementation, of the Simla Agreement, Bhutto's altitude seemed to have hardened 

by the United States' announcement of lifting of the arm embargo on Pakistan on 14 

March 1973 and supplying it with 300 armoured personnel carries, aircraft engines, 

military spare parts and parachutes. This move of the United States of America was 

very much resented by, Foreign Minister Swaran Singh of India in the Rajya Sabha, 

that it would strengthen Pakistan's anti-India and militaristic policy.72 

From the very day of signing the ~imla Agreement onwards, though many 

other agreements were signed relating to trade, commerce and aviation between the 

two countries, the relationship between them had not been cordial enough to avoid 

mutual conflicts suspicious and aggression for all times to come. It would be idle to 
\ 

, · say !hat Pakistan had forgotten its humiliat.ion of 1965 and 1971. Kashmir was still a 

major cause for confrontation between them. 73 Pakistan only waited for time and 

opportunity to strengthen its bargaining position and get on edge over India by 

growing militarily with the help of external power. This has always been the 

perception of Indian leaders that the external factor is the main stumbling factor is the 

main stumbling block to durable peace believe, the two countries.~4 

The Simla Agreement of July 1972 seems to have put both ·India and 

Pakistan on a course of gradual normalization of their relations. The protocol signed 

in ·New Delhi between the two countries an 30 November 1974 resuming 

expectations has raised considerable expectations in India with regard to the 

prospects of . fruitful .economic cooperation between the two countries, including 
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some sort of a regional framework for trade in the sub-continent The two countries 
' ' ' 

' ' . 

· ~uld extend the. most favoured nation treatment to each other, in accordance with -- . 

the provisions oH~e General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs. To begin with, trade 

:would_ be· conducted on a government to - government basis or through public 

sector agencies. However, private trade could also take place by mutual agreement 

/in specific cases. At a later stag~, the private sector would be given a bigger role. 

The tWodel~gations concluded that there were immediate trade possibilities in items 

like cotton, engineering godds, jute manufacturers, iron-ore, railway equipment, rice 

and tea?5 A.former trade agreement incorporating the clauses of 30 November 

1971 protocol was signed on 23rd Jan. 1975, which came into force with immediate 
. :. ~ 

effect and was to be valid for one year with a provision for extension by a further 

period of two years.76 As a starting point for the resumption of trade, India agreed to 

import 200,000 bales of 15 to 16 inches staple cotton from Pakistan at a price 

ranging from 33 centres. The_ structural changes that have taken place in the 

economics of the two countries over the years and revival of trade on the 

established pattern may not allow traae in the traditional commodities. 

· Though, there is considerable optimism in the Indian trade circles about the 

lndo-Pak trade prospects, as reflected in the mass media, Pakistani press appears to · 

be somehow skeptical about such prospects - its contention being that both the 

/ .13conomics are cQmpetitive and not complementary and the nine years of rapture of 

_ commercial -ties between the two economics had brought a lot of changes to the 

pattern of bilateral trade and commerce. The external trade of each country has 

certainly been following different courses of development during the past decade. 

At the same time, Pakistan is in the habit of linking up politics with trade, thereby 

creating doubts about the viability of any permanent arrangement between the two 

_countries. For instance, it Pakistan is willing to supply raw cotton on a permanent 

. basis, in return, say, for jute products for the next five years, both the countries can· 

. conveniently plan the acreage under these crops. But the past Indian experience with 

Pakistan has shown that the fatter was willing to sell cotton only when the demand in . 
' ' ' 
' . 

-the international market was low. Even the current agreement was signed when raw 

, cotton stocks had piled up in Pakistan. Therefore, trade with Pakistan may have 

follow the same pace as that of building mutual trust in their other bilateral dealings. 
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. Although the Simla Pact of July 1, 1972 did not inclyde. any formal 

undertaking for war avoidance it however pledged to normalize Indo-Pakistan -- . 

--relations: and ~e disputes peacefully. In the Simla Pact, both New Delhi and 

./ 

Islamabad expressed their opposition to the threat or use of face and their respect for 
. . . 

each other's territorial integrity. Apart from settling details regarding building a new 

relationship •in the situation. India and Pakistan pledged to · hold talks for the find 

settlement of their territorial disputes, the formation of economic, cultural and 

·scientific. ties~,and_the restoration of diplomatic relations?7 

· Nevertheless, the Simla agreement gave an opportunity to the two warring 

states to put an end to their conflicts and · confrontation and promote goodwill 

harmony leading· to the establishment of durable peace in the sub continent. 

According to an Indian author, "In the Simla agreement India and Pakistan agreed to 

follow the policy of peaceful coexistence. That the basic issues and causes of conflict 

be devilling their relations for the . past 25 years could be resolved by peaceful 

means;· they shall always respect each . other's national unity, territorial integrity, 

political independence and sovereign equality and that in accordance with the charter 

of the UN they will refrain from the threat or use of force against the territorial 

integrity and political independence of each other. Both governments also undertook 

to take· all steps within their power to encourage the dissemination of such 

information as ·would promote the development of friendly relati.ons between them _78 

From any account, the Simla agreement provided a suitable framework for 

bilateral· cooperation and avoidance of future outbreak of hostilities in the sub 

· continents. The tW'o countries restored diplomatic relations, returned their captured 

territories, released POWs and resumed communication, postal, telegraphic, sea

land and air-link . But, beyond that no substantial progress was achieved to seek a 

permanen~ solution of Indo-Pakistan conflicts. Some Indian Writers expressed their 

antagonism that whey the final settlement of the Kashmir dispute was mentioned in 

the text of. Simla Agreement . As pointed out by Pannalal Dhar, "What was gained on 

the battlefield by the Indian armed· forces was frittered away by Indian political 

leadership in Simla treaty by conceding that Kashmir dispute still existed and that 

both India and Pakistan would meet in future 

' . 
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CHAPTER VI 

lndo-Pak Relations- Its impact on the SAARC 

No natior:t in the present world can live in total isolation. In pursuit of one's 

own national interest, independence, survival and development, an interaction takes 
. . 
place. among and between nations which marks the characteristic of the present 

international system and other subordinate state systems. The international system is 

dominated by·~the super power whose major- aim is to increase their sphere of 

influence in all parts of the globe. The subordinate state systems such as South Asia, 

South East Asia, Middle East, Africa and Latin America are rife with regional conflicts. 

and wars largely rooted in their historical territorial and psychological claims. Though 

both the international system and subordinate systems are affected by each other, 

the former basically sets broad limits, context, and direction of regional conflicts in 

the subordinate state systems.1 

' ' 
South Asia, where lives a large number of the human race, is passing through 

a difficult situation. Conflicts between the. countries of the region are assuming new 

and complex forms. External forces are also impinging upon the region in ever more 

powerful ways. Interactions between the two trends are making each more 

pretentious .. 

South Asia, over the years, has become a theatre of diverse kinds of 

conflicts. There are on going ethnic, regional, ecological, linguistic and border related 

tensions within the states as well as between the state in South Asia. The nature of 

conflicts has a wide range starting .from ethnic conflicts within states to inter-state 

disputes over lack of demarcation of mutually acceptable frontiers between states, 

viz. India - Pakistan, India - Bangladesh. These wide ranging conflicts in turn have 

acquired new dimensions in the context of globalisation especially in certain issues 

such as cross border terrorism, flow of arms/ drugs that have arrested international 

attention. Similarly,· the· flow of refugees across borders due to the inability of a 

concerned state to protect the rights of . its ethnic minorities is also arresting 

international attention. The flow of Tamils of Sri Lanka in to Tamil Nadu, Chakmas of 

the Chittagong Hills Tracts of Bangladesh to the North East Indian state of Tripura, 
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Napali. Bheetanese from Bhutan irito Napa! and India are cases in point. The 

_ magnitude, depth and dimensions of conflicts in South Asia have had an adverse .--- . ·. --

/ 

impact on the quality of governance, developmentand inter-state ties in the region, 

India, a combination of factors such as historical circumstances that drew the 

boundaries of these states under colonialism, gee-strategic aspirations of the post 

colonial states to exercise control over vital strategic regions, an inherent urge of the 

marginalized social groups to fight for self determination and struggles to capture 

scare resources towards developmental purposes among the rival states have 

.· cumulatively contributed to the complexities of conflicts on South Asia and hamper 

the smooth operation of SAARC. 

The region is at a loss to understand and adjust with the varied and complex 

implication of the end of the cold war. The one superpower situation on the one hand 

and the growing economic fortification on the other are shrinking the prospects of 

resilience and manoeuvrability available to the South Asian countries earlier. It is 

indeed unfortunate that even under such pressures and uncertainties, the countries . . \ . . . 

of the region have not been able to put their act together and advance regional 

understanding and cooperation. Perhaps, the respective internal chaos and 

disintegration is not allowing them to think boldly and constructively, perhaps the 

· countries and the region lack visionaries and statesman; perhaps, the politicians· in 

·. command of the respective state structures are preoccupied with the avenues of 

·cooperation and short term gains denied to them by the mighty and powerful at the 

global level. 

. On the other hand, India, wedded to westerri liberal institutions, though with 

. minor adjustments, has not been able to establish its relative advantages in meeting 

_the people's requirements. The. economic conditions of the . two most populous 

nations thus remaining utterly unsatisfactory, and that in contrast with the spectacular 

economic performance of some of their small Asian neighbours with meager natural 

endowments, both .are seeking fresh remedies. Besides, the common ailments like 

covetousness. and corruption even among the top echelon, gross inefficiency and 

irresponsiveness of the officialdom, increasingly poorer performance of all state 

institutions, with the resuitant loss of credibility by the leadership and the erosion of 
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people'.s faith in a better future,· raise pertinent questions about the suitability of either 

set up.:· 
-...-"...._--.:..... 

Any stu~y of peace and stability in South Asia has to take into account the 
. . . 

behaviour of India or what others perceive the behaviour of India. The neighbours 

very much feel the self-awareness of India's pre-eminence and India's quest to 

assent itself in the- affairs of the region. Every Indian neighbour, except perhaps 
. . . 

Bhutan and Maldives, is involved, at least, in one dispute with India like. sharing of 

river waters; tension relating to the border, ethnic-religious conflicts, territorial 

·dispute,.' nuclear policy or the desire to get declared as a champion of peace, 

involvement in one another's internal problems, to mention a few. Each state in 

South Asia perceives a threat to its territorial integrity from their neighbour in the 

region, India in particular. The fear of Indian dominance keeps them away from 

cultivating closer bonds based on common historical and cultural homogeneity. 

Smaller South Asian states felt that they are confronted with India which is imperial in 
. -

·outlook and difficult to persuade.2 It is true that India has problems with all its 

neighbours in South Asia but that is because India alone ·shares land or maritime 

borders with other states in the sub-continent. The core geographic location and 

ethnic religious, pluralism3 made India the common factor in any study of inter-state 

relations in South Asi~. The dispute that r_narred India's relationship with Pakistan is 

different from its difficulties with Nepal or Bangladesh or Sri Lanka. This fact needs to 

be recognized while making analyses of the nature, trends and shifts in bilateral 

-relations in South Asia. What should be borne in mind in this context is that the 

·success or failure of regional co-operation in the region depends on the positive or 

·.negative ·nature of India's bilateral interaction with Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh 

and Nepal. There exists no major difficulties in India's bilateral relations with Bhutan 

and Maldives. All of the South Asian states except Pakistan have already been 

brought within the matrix of an Indian security system which is regional rather than 

national·. in scope. In some cases, this is through formal agreements, in others 

· through the unilateral extension of the , Indian system to neighbouring states4
. 

Obviously only Paksitan posed a challenge to the Indian qoctrine of regional-security. 

Thus ~he major hurdle to this united but rather unique form of regional security has 

been Indo- Pak relation. 
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India and Pakistan are the traditional rivals in the region. So the basic 

· question of regional co-operation is the question at lndo-Pak understanding. The -·--

·' 

relations between India and Pakistan are the keystone for South Asian co-operation 

of any kind 5 and· the relations between those two counties suffer from the crucial 

dichotomy of unmitigated personal warmth and undivided national suspicion and 

animosity.6 A fundamental and long-term improvement in relations between these 

two counties needs to be achieved for the viability of regional co-operation in South 

Asia.· What is required is a reconciliation of the basic contradictions with regard to 

. political values, political frameworks, international perceptions and attitude.7 

The Indo-Pakistan strife over Kashmir continues to get remarkably worsened 

and certainly not significantly better. Owing to the sensitivity of the issue, there is a 

great deal of suspicion between the two largest countries in South Asia. In the more 

recent past, the delay in arriving at an agreement on South Asia preferential trading 

arrangement which has now been ratified was mainly due to Pakistan's reluctance to 

place faith in a matter where India was involved. Worse still, this mistrust between 

two of the leading countries within South Asia has even provoked the eruption of 

conflict and confrontation. To get over this chequered and embittered tangle between 

India and Pakistan is no easy task. 

While on the post-War- European scene there had loomed a common threat 

and a common hostile ideology, the countries in South Asia have faced no such 

common antagonistic or threat perception. Si~ilarly, unlike South East Asia, South 

Asia did not entertain fears from countries such as China or Japan or the ideology of 

Communism, which could have brought them together like the ASEAN ·countries. 8 In 

South Asia; not only was such a common threatening ideological force perceived, 

India herself, which is geographically at the core of South Asia, is looked upon with 

fear and suspicion by the smaller countries within the' region. There is a lurking fear 

that India nurses hegemonic ambitions and could subsumes the smaller neighbours. 

This had militated against smoother cooperation in South ·Asia . 9 

Any discussion of how much SAARC has achieved since its inception is 

immaterial from .the perspective. What is important in retrospect, however, is whether 

SAARC has taken any firm steps to fulfill the objectives proclaimed in the charter or it 

not then whether it is in th~ process of dong so, 
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On the other hand, the use of the goal achievement criteria in assessing the 

performance of SAARC is· useful in separating the rhetoric from the reality of 
-'·-.. .. _ 

progress made through co-oper~tion. As in all organizations, SAARC functions 

through objectives which are both explicit and tacit in character. According to the 
\ 

charter., ~he organization's scope of activity is clearly centred around the goals at 

accelerating economic growth and promoting social and cultural development 

through collaboration in various fields of· activities. But, in working out the modus 
I ' 

operandi of the organization, political leaders have accepted that _in as much as 

politics plays a crucial role in shaping the.future growth of the SAARC, the process of 

cooperation must also provide a dividend which must result in ameliorating the 

political condition within the region. Even though the social and cultural dimensions 

have a stronger base for cooperating in the region due to historical factors it is the 

progress in the political and economic arena which will in fact determine the overall 

efficacy of the organization. 

To state in mutedly, the achievements of SAARC in the political realm have 

been very. limited, the original .boldness with which political leaders initiated the 

process of cooperation a decade ago has yet to be matched by programmes which 

_ can draw the regional body close to its ostensible objectives. In working out the 

modalities of cooperation, SMRC has only succeeded in establishing an acceptable 

political understanding for proceeding with the debate for cooper~tion, but has not 

been able to agree on political condition which would be acceptable to all the parties 

for implementing the core economic objectives which are inherent in the. general 

scheme of regionalism. As a result, organizational activities to date have been caught 

in the vortex of a 'spill-around' process where the. scope of regional stakes have 

increased signific~ntly, by without increasing the level of regional decision making or 

. moving beyond the state, encapsulating strategy of what might be conservatively 

ter_med as veiling only with non-contentious issues. 10 

The achievement of SAARC is not possible as ever since both the countries 

felt threatened by e·ach other. The story of lrido-Pak relations has been mainly a story 

of conflict. It was expected that the Simla pact of July1, 1972 would usher in a new 

era in the lndo-Pak relations. Although Simla pact did not include any formal 
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undertaking for·war avoidance, it, however, pledged to normalize relations and settle 

disputes peacefully. 

The Simla Pact remained a non-starter. Even today, after 30 years of this 

agreement, there is no sign of rapprochement. Threat of war looms large and even 

there is· _irresponsible talk of the use of nuclear weapons. Pakistan has, for the last 

. few years unleashed low-cost proxy war against India by training and financing 

terrorist outfits to kill innocent people, create terror and destroy properties in Kashmir, 

Punjab and some other parts of India. Such activities create animosity and not 

friendly relations. In fact, Pakistan is waging war against India in all but name. 

India's desire to live in peace with Pakistan has not been reCiprocated, India's 

the then Prime Minister, I. K.Gujral and Nawaz Sharif, the then Prime Minister of 

Pakistan made sincere efforts . to come to some settlement but Pakistan's 

governmental machinery has aborted these attempts. Thus the future of South Asia· 

seemed to rest entirely on India and Pakistan. 

All South Asian countries have to play their due role in determining whether 

the region will remain locked in conflictual relations or progress towards regional co

operation: For more than fifty years now, the still volatile Indo-Pakistani antagonism 

is the major obstacle. Yet, in view at India's pre-eminent position in the region, its 

attitude is th~ most important determinant of South Asia's future. 

Thus, although nature has created the Indian sub-continent as a single 

strategic whole, and although relevant parts of the subcontinent have been a single 

strategic area for long periods in the past, during the past four deca~es inter-country. 

relations throughout South Asia have been poised by conflicting perceptions of 

thereat, which have been of four main types. First, one South Asian country feels 

threatened by· another directly, and believes itself to be the victim of actual or 

potential aggression by the other. In the second type a South Asian country under 

threat from a country outside South Asia suspects the latter has an accomplice or a 

proxy within South Asia. The third type is the intrusion of super power rivalries into 

south Asia in forms which mal<e, or seem to make one South Asian Country an 

eneniy of another. The most pernicious type is the fourth in which two or more of the 

first three types interact with each other and reinforce all of them. 
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The clearer and the most durable example of the first type is the relation · 

between India and some of its neighbours. If for no other reason:__ though there are -----..... . . . ' 

qther too-:-the disparity between the size of India and the size of most of its 

neighbours. the· latter harbour a perception that they feel threatened by India. 

Pakistan has felt so ever since East Pakistan broke a_way, with India's help, to form 

· Bangl(=!desh. But India itself has not been entirely free· of it. Within weeks of becoming 

independent, India come under attack from Pakistan over Kashmir. India believes 

that it was Pakistan again which was the aggressor in the 1965 war between the two 

countries, and many Pakistanis agree with that.1 0 

Pakistan is also an example of the second type of that perception. It feels 

threatened by the Soviet Union. But it also suspects that India might act on behalf of 

the Soviet union, and for the Soviet Union's reasons even if not for India's own. Sri 

Lanka also feels this fear to some extent. Both Pakistan and India are also examples 

. of the third types. In the implacable confrontation between the United States and the 

Soviet Union, Pakistan is· or is perceived to be on the side of the United States and 

India on the side of the Soviet Uniori. Through these actual or perceived roles of the 

two main South Asian countries and their mutual antagonisms, the global cold war 

between. the. two super powers extended down into South Asia. So did the Sino

Soviet cold war through India's connection with the Soviet Union and Pakistan with 

.China. 

These cold war extensions are examples of the fourth and worst type. Worst 

because they form a vicious cycle. In fact two vicious cycles, cause and 

consequence aggravating each other within each cycle and between them. Pakistan 

feels threatened by India and for the reason, though not only for that reason, turns to 

an alliance with the United States. India sees a threat in the alliance more than it · 

sees one in Pakistan alone, and throws itself open the special relationships which the 

Soviet Union has developed with it. That aggravates Pakistan's insecurity and it 

seeks an even d~:!eper American embrace and the cycle repeats itself. So does the 

. other cycle. As relations between the United States and the Soviet Union become 

more bitter, so do the relations between India and Pakistan and as these latter 

relations deteriorate each of these two countries allows itself more willingly to get 

drawn more tightly into the ever rising bitterness of the global cold war. 11
_ 

. ' 
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So long. as this goes on,. South Asia can never resume being a single 

strategic whole, and unless it does, South Asian regional co-operation will remain 
----..... 

superficial. Neither India nor Pakistan will allow economic cooperation between them 
~ . . . 

to· grow ·beyond· a point as long as they are unsure of continued peace between 

themseives, and such is the pre-eminence of these two countries of the region that 

· . ~ill also. not go very far unless it goes far enough between India and Pakistan. 12 

Therefore if South Asian regional cooperation is to grow, the barriers of real or 

perceived hostility which divide the region up will have to come down. 

( / 

The most obvious thing in this respect is that their own relations with each 

other are more within the jurisdiction and compliance of the South Asian countries 

themselves than are the actions of the global actors and their impact upon this 

region. The second and more important reason is that it is the dissensions between 
. ' 

. the South Asian Countries themselves which creates opportunities for the super 

power conflicts to intrude into this region. These dissensions provide not only 

opportunities for the intrusions, they are the basic cause, and this is the third and 

most important reason. 13 

The cleavage between India and Pakistan-is the best examples of one which 

has continued to exit as a creature of the mind long after it vanished as a real issue. 

It is also the best example of the use made by extra regional powers of the gateway 

given by the mistrust between India and Pakistan: From the moment they became 

.independent, India and Pakistan became embroiled in a war o,ver Kashmir. Whether 

the causes of the war were created by the two countries themselves or a tramp set 

.for both by someone else has been a subject or various interpretations. But no one 

doubts that if they. had mutually decided to settle the dispute, no one could have 

prevented them from doing so, and that if they had settled it the subsequent course 

of relation, betw_een them could have been very different. 

· Since they chose, not to settle it and the war dragged in, and also aggravated all the 

other issues outstanding between them as.a result of the partition of India in 1947, 

the whole complex of their domestic and external policies acquired a certain 

,predominant slant which particularly influenced their policies, but the whole way of 

their looking at things and their relations with the major external powers. As this slant 
. . 

persisted it caused two things to happen. It created an opening for external powers 

. ' 
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and their interests to intrude into South Asia and having gained entry to strengthen 

the_slant since it suited them to strengthen it. 

Secondly, ;Jt inh_ibited the autonomy of action ·of both the countries, though not 
; . . : . ~. . .. 

perhaps to_ same E;lxtent in the two countries. Initially India and Pakistan might have 

/ .been guided by their own reasons in adopting the kind of relations they accepted with 

the major f?OWers but certain compulsions gradually grew out of that which gave the 

major_ powers and added capacity to manipulate events in South Asia and diminish 

the autonomy of action of South Asian actors. 

So, the dissensions between India and Pakistan first became an opportunity 

for external intervention, and then gave the interveners opportunity to expand their 

intervention; and then become a cause of further intervention. The South Asian 

countries· concerned became less and less able to check this process, because 

within some of these countries strong interest arose which acquired a stake in the 

continuation ofintervention. These interests often did not represent a majority opinion 

within their country but were able to ensure continuation of the intervention despite 

-the ~eavy price .the country concerned had to pay for it. 14 

·similar ·questions, some economic, some related to security perception, are being 

raised in- other South Asian countries just as there is renewed examination of the 

politicaland military consequences which India faces as a result of its relationship of 

mistrust with its neighbours. The central point about this widespread questioning is 

that whether mistrust of India by its neighbours and the reverse mistrust by India are 

founded on fact or fiction the fact is that they exist- and are strong enough to 

. persuade the whole South Asian region to go on suffering the political, economic and 

·strategic distortions they have imposed upon the policies of all the countries of the 

region. Therefore, the fears must be accepted as real and tackled as such, both in 

·their economic and political manifestations. Any proposal, such as India's that 

Pakistan should ·nat allow US military bases on its soil, which seeks to reassure India 

·against superpower military intrusions into South Asia, is inadequate if it does not 

simultaneously reassure India's neighbours against military, political or adverse 

.economic intrusions by India. Similarly, any proposal, such as Pakistan's no war pact 

proposal to India, is inadequate of ·it does not also pressure India against extra 

regional intrusions_ which in the given context became a threat to India. Therefore, the 

/ 
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mistrust arising from the inadequacy syndrome must be comprehensively tackled 

because the mistrust itself is comprehens_ive; it affects all neighbours and all aspects 
-~-

of their relation with India and also SAARC rute security . 

. ' 
Asymmetry is not peculiar to the South Asian region. It exists globally. Though some 

200 members states of the United Nations are politically sovereign equals ,in all other 

respects they are unequal. In varying degrees, asymmetry is found among the 

countries in various regions and sub-regions resulting in various kinds of arguments 
' . 

for mutual accommodation and understanding.· The most striking positive political 

phenomenon in the contemporary world is, indeed, the emergence of grouping of 

nations formed with a view to promoting national interests through regional and sub

regional cooperation. A new dimension has thus been added to another 

contemporary world trend namely the growing interdependence of the nation states 

. through mutually beneficial cooperation. Among the countries of South Asia 

asymmetry is placed in sharp relief as a major factor in shaping their security 

perceptions ~or a number of reasons. Important among them . are : The vast 

superiority of India in economic and military strength and the misgivings in the minds 

/ of her neighbours a;; _to how India would use this enormous strength in her relations 

with the neighbours. Unresolved bilateral probfems have fuelled these 

misgivings.The continuing trend of widening disparity in economic and military 

, respects· between India and her neighbours excepting Pakistan has accentuated the 

fear complex among India's neighbours. 

The slower pace of India's neighbours in developing sound political institution 

capable of countering and containing the turbulent centrifugal forces inherent in the 

state of. underdeVelopment. . 

· Differences in ideology, political and social structure and regime perceptions of 

national interests. are also applicable, even to India, as observed in her changing 

foreign policy postures following regime changes· and their bearing on relation with 

. neighbours. An opt example is the Indo-Bangladesh agreement on sharing of the 
' .. 

. waters of the Ganges which underwent many changes which are perceived by 

· Bangladesh to be regimes changes in India, thus hindering growth of stable bilateral 

relations. 
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. . - . . 

Peculiar manifestations of the "big-small neighbours" complex is also a point in this 

connection in the form of a fear psychoses for both the big and small neighbours. The 
---- . 
· symmetry in economic development seems to take. on a different complexion when 

viewect-in the reg"ional perspective. 

Thus in these cases the mistrust, asymmetry hamper progress of the SAARC 

and it is no wrong to say that lndo-Pak antagonism is the major obstacle for the 
f • . 

successful operation of the SAAR C. 

Until the mid 1980s, South Asia was notoriously the largest section of the 

world's population which had been unwilling or unable to produce a regional 

organisation. This was mainly because of prevailing Indo Pakistan mutual suspicions 

or more generally, because of Indian beliefs that such an organisation would be a 

device. for concerting anti-Indian coalitions or, by contrast, the fear held by all the 

neighbours of India that it could become an instrument for promoting India's regional 

hegemony._ 

Moreover; conflict and cooperation are also the outcome of the geo-political realities 

of the region. One _of the most important geo-political realities of the region is, of 

course, India's population resources, economic and military power, as compared to 

those of its South Asian neighbours. Equally important is the centrality of India's 

.position in South Asia. While most of. the other South Asian countries are not 

associated with each other through common borders, almost all of them have 

.'common borders with India, either by land or sea. 

Their international relation in South Asia comprises mainly reiations with India. The 
. . . . 

constant presence of a number of grievances against India in most of the South 

· Asian countries is largely the result of the situation. po is their apprehension that 

India harbours hegemonistic designs in the region .. When India pleads for collective 

self-reliance and warns against allowing external powers anyfoothold in the region, 

"as it often does, this regarded as a proof of such designs. Thus, while India would 

like all the South Asian countrie_s to cooperate in the political field in order to prevent 

the -region from being involved in the power politics of the major external powers, 

most of India's neighbours welcome the latter's involvement in South Asian affairs 

_with a view to safeguarding their own autonomy vis-a-vis India. This keeps India also 
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. ": 

w_ary of the designs of its neighbours, e·ven the smallest ~f whom can pose a threat to 
' 

:_' · its security,· it prepared to allow itself to be used as a base for a great power hostile to 
. ---;~.. . ' . . . 

India. 

Apart from these geo-political realities, history has contributed in a good 

measure to the long prevailing atmosphere of disrupt in the South Asian.region: This 

i? particularly true of the relationship between India and Pakistan. The greatest 

obstacle to the rapid growth of Pakistan _as a result of the then partition of India in 
~ ' . . . . 

1947, after bi.tter and bloody struggle, in the atmosphere of mistrust which has cast a 

deep shadow of suspicion and distrust in the relationship between the two countries 

since their birth as two independent states. 
I 

The South Asian policies of the external powers, particularly the United States 

and China, further. add to tensions in the region. Being unhappy with India's foreign 

policy based on its own independent view ·of world affairs and seeking to restrict the 

role of. externar powers in South Asia as far as possible they have consistently sought 

to limit India's role in South Asian by bolstering up the anti- There is, thus, no doubt 

that the existence of these differences between India and its neighbours creates 

serious hurdles in the path of the speedy growth of such cooperation. 

· India prefers a comprehensive peace, friendship, cooperation and treaty with 

.Pakistan for providing a solid foundation to the future course of their relations. India 

wants treaty aimed at promoting beneficial bilateralism in all aspects of lndo-Pak 

relations. A mere no-war pact can be no remedy to the irritant that characterises 

_lndo:,.Pak relations. India believes thaf a comprehensive lndo-Pak treaty alone can 

~olve the real problems of their relations and usher the two countries into an era of 

peace, friendship, harmony, and cooperation. India views a treaty with Pakistan as a 

_culmination of the process of normalisatiori,\whereas Pakistan views the no-war pact 
'• 

.as the first step which will pave the ·way for future normalisation in due course of 

time. As such, there exists a gap between the perceptions of the two countries. 

So far as the irrita~ts are concerned, India believes that some of the current 

/ Pakistani policies\ and . moves constitute major hindrances in the way of full 

.normalisation of relationship between the two countries .. These are : Pakistan's 

import of disproportionately large quantities of highly sophisticated and 
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technologically advanced offensive weapons. Secondly, Pakistan's nuclear 

programme which from all indications constitute the ability- to enrich uranium, 
··--..__ 

posse~sions of the nuclear trigger, open talk of Islamic bombs and assertion of 

Pakistan's right to manufacture nuclear weapons - all indicate that the Pakistan_ is 

following a weapon-oriented nuclear programme. Thirdly, Continued. Pakistani 

support to anti-India elements, particularly to the extremists in Panjab, the North-East 

and Kashmir who continue to get help and training in Pakistan. Fourthly, Pakistan's 

· unwillingness to open trade relation with India, as reflected in its decision to import 

.Americans instead of Indian whea't. Fifth, Pakistan's attempts to forcibly occupy 

Siachen Glacier. Sixth, The continuance , of anti-India propaganda by several 

Pakistani leaders and sections of the press.Seventh, Sino-Pak relations with their 

known anti-India character. Eighth, Pakistan's apprehension that Indian emphasis on 

bilateralism is aimed at imposing its hegemony on Pakistan-. Ninth, differences over 

the provisions of the Indian draft of a peace-friendship cooperation treaty and the 

Pakistani draft of a no-war pact. 
' r 

And finally, Pakistan's encouragement to anti-India activities in Kashmir and 

its continued desire to activate the Kashmir issue in all international forums. 

All these irritants, believes India, are keeping the Sino-Pak dialogue over no

war pact peace treaty limited and unproductive. Pakistan on her parts regards India's 

unhelpful role in the· Afghanistan crisis, growing strength of India's power, India's 

refusal to sign, NPT and later, the CTBT, India's nuclear structural interferences in 

.. Pakistan etc. as the major hindrances in the way ·of full normalisation of their 

__ relations. The existence of mutual suspicions, fears and dis~greements continue to 

k~ep the process of lndo-Pak normalisation slow and limited even during the era of 

their mutual relations in which the leaders of both the countries fully realized the need 
,_ 

for full normalisation. Only by adopting a mere positive approach, by exposing their 

mutual anxieties and concerns and by adjusting there national perceptions and 
' . 

correlating them to the poiitical and strategic imperatives of South Asia and the world 

at large, the two countries can overcome the existing era of continued suspicions arid 

fears. what Mr. N. T. Kaul observed in his article, 'India in South Asia' (World Focus, 

Fourth Annual Number, November- December, 1983), while analysing the scope of 

lndo-Pak normalisation as.a part of drive for peace and stability in South Asia, holds 
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true .even today. To quote him, "Unless therefore, Pakistani rulers are willingly ready . 

_ and sincere to enter into a long term. agreement with Indian leaders to stop their ·-- . . . . . . . 

subversive activities and encourage more peaceful and fruitful ventures there is little 
- . .. . . . ' 

likelihood of any lasting peace and friendship between the two countries. At the same 

time,. it is necessary that any. suspicion in the minds of the Pakistani people about 

India's. intentions· and motives regarding Pakistan be removed. "It is for the purpose 

there is every need to maintain and develop further the present system of increased 

·contacts betWeen the two countries both at the formal governmental as well as non

. governmental informal people's level". 15 

Strategic schism is an inexorable offshoot of this intricate and incongruous 

regional predicament. Asymmetry in security parameters of South Asian states and 

the differing perceptions of threat to systemic security, regimes security and territorial 

integrity constitute major obstacles for the growth of strategic harmony in the region. 

There is a fundamental dissonance between India and other South Asian states 

about.the question of security : "while the f6rmer regards the entire region as forming 

its security parameter and wants latter to collaborate with it in keeping the external 

powers. out of the regions political and ~Jiitary affairs, the latter welcomes the 

presence of the external powers b~cause they see the principal threat to their 

security in lndia."16 Consequently, -while the fear of the neighbours' 'ganging up' to 

enfeeble India's regional pre-eminence is an ever present phobia afflicting Indian 

diplomacy, a recurrent nightmare that frequently distorts Indian assessment 

envisions a South Asian neighbour becoming "a Trojan horse of an extra-regional 

power threatening India's strategic interests''. 17 

Inevitably, despite frequent lip service to the common ideal of non-alignment, 

South Asian states have perceived widely divergent foreign policy. Major global 

powers who display a marked tendency to fish in troubled waters have also played a 

significant part in aggravating South Asian Cleavages. As a commentator observes : 

"Complicating further the evolution of strategic consensus in the region has been the 

pronounced propensity of the superpowers ~the Soviet Union, the United States and 

China to ·evaluate South Asian regional groupings in the context of their global 

. strategic moves".18 In particular, the two co~e countries of South Asia, l~dia and 

Pakistan, have followed conflicting Diplomatic paths whereby the South Asian 
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. strategic. divide appears to be an extension of the global East-West bipolarity. Thus, 

dichotomous international linkages not only vitiate the political atmosphere in South 
-~ . 

Asia but also constitute a grave impediment for mutually beneficial and corporative 

coexistence. · 

. Furthermore, a variety of longstanding bilateral disputes pollute the South 

Asian environment. At the root of the crisis gripping South Asia, is of course, the 

acute Indo Pakista.n animus. The genesis of this antagonism can be traced to the 

traumatic . partition which simmered the subcontinent, brought Pakistan into 

existence, and left a legacy of enduring bitterness. The almost intractable problem of 

Kashmir, the attendant issue of the Siachen Glacier, the sordid history of a number of 

wars and the horrors which inevitably accompany the same, mutual recriminations 

regarding ill-treatment of minorities and recurrent accusations about 'interference in 

internal affairs', a spiraling arms race typified by an incessant quest for nuclear 

· capability - all these are merely outward manifestations of the ingrained attitude of 

mistru_st and hostility which afflicts Indo-Pakistan relations. The basic reason for the 

estrangement between the two principal South Asian nations is quite obvious : While 

India has persisted with its 'big-brotherly' psyche displaying an apathetic attitude 

towards the fears and sensibilities of its sensitive sibling, Pakistan has remained 

inflexibly intransigent about acquiring a "parity relationship" with India in terms of· 

Political Strategic status and military armed strength. Consequently, the desire to 

utilize SMRC as a vehicle for 'one-upmanship' is not only an irresistible temptation 

but also. a major constraint for the credibility and effectiveness of the organization. 

India ..:. Pakistan conflictual situation provides the greatest challenge to the 

entire range of issues on the new world order agenda - the asymmetry of intention 

on the nuclear issue, the ferment bid by Islamabad to sponsor terrorism across 

international borders, its destabilization efforts in Punjab and Kashmir, shielding of 

human rights abuses under the guise of national sovereignty and the presence of 

·deep rooted and ingrained hostility towards each other that has always kept tensions 

. at high levels, and increased defence spending and. the propensity to use force to 

settle disputes. 

In fine, SMRC has been bogged down due to several reasons. These are, 

among others, the divergent perceptions of the two countries,· demographic 
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configur~tion of.the two countries that renders each the so-called legitimate right to 

__ . intervene, and above. all the question of identity. Needless to say, India has always 
-----. 

been ·a dominant factor in South Asian politics. Regardless of the historical period, 

the geopolitical. environment or the socio-economic conditions, the country· always 

occupied the central stage in the area. 

/ The disintegration of the center of power after World War II, and the final 

establishment of seven foreign states in South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

Nepal, Bhutan; Sri Lanka and the Maldives) did not diminish the importance of India. 

First ofall, new and independent India dominated the whole area geographically. She 

is the only country that is either contiguous to, or has a large coastal line with all the 

other six states, while none of them have any common borders with each other. Her 

geographical~ centrality is accentuated all the more by the important fact that there is 

no other country, equally big in size and sufficiently close by, to counter the 

predominant Indian position. 

The leverage, at least theoretically that India has over the other countries of· 

the region is therefore, exceptionally powerful. Land locked co.untries like Nepal and 

Bhutan, for example, can hardly survive economically without India's cooperation. 

Most. of what they produce is marketed in India, and most of what they consume 

comes from India, not to speak of the fact that nothing can ingress to or egress from 

there to other countries without India's approval. Bangladesh is heavily dependent for 

water on India's Gangetic plain and Pakistan's main source of water supply for the 

agriculturally rich Punjab emanates from rivers that originate in or pass through India. 

Though the in~ular character of the two island states (Sri Lanka and the Maldires) 

makes them less vulnerable to Indian pressures, their proximity at the vast Indian 

coastline and the strong ethnic Indian presence in the two areas, nonetheless, makes 

them heavi.ly dependent on India. 

The regional ramifications of gigantism are far reaching. 19 The leverage that 

lnd.ia has over her neighbours is considerable. In 
1 

fact,. this is more significant in 

international relations than in the domestic sector. On the positive side, this makes it 

possible for her to protect neighboring· countries against external threats, to assist 
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them econc:iinically, and to permit them to benefit from the educational, medical and 
. . 

~ even employmentfacilities that exist in India. In fact some do.20 On the negative side, -·---. 
Indian 'gigantism' has engendered considerable . fear and .mistrust among the 

neighbo~irig countries which is inherent in the asymmetrical situation.· 

.The third characteristic feature is 'the subcontinent's geographical unity and 

religio.:cultural-ethnic diversity. Its unity stems from the fact that the subcontinent is 

'indisputably a geographical unit' which is marked out by nature as a region by 

. itself,21 and which has features that clearly separates it 'as a· whole from the 

surro.unding regions.22 'It is no exaggeration,' confirmed Sir Richard starchy, 'to say 

that it is possible to go from the Bay of Bengal up to the Ganges through the Punjab 

and down. the Indus again to the sea, over a distance of 8,000 miles and more, 

·without finding a pebble; ho~ever small'. 23
. 

, 
Historical experience shows that friendly relations can be easily evolved between 

nations geographically separated by great distances. The reason is obvious : there is 

no quarrelsover controversial borders, or distribution of river waters, or ethnic cross-

, border linkages, or other typical contentious issues between neighbolering countries 

that overshadow their relationship. On the other hand, the likelihood of immediate 

neighbours falling out with each other is weater when their constant need is to reach 

a compromise on everyday problem or, in certain cases, to solve disputes inherited 

from the past is not matched by an adequate ability to negotiate peacefully and 

successfully. 

In the world, there are certain things which can't be changed. Among them ate some 

facts of geography like India's central position in South Asia, its having a land border 

with or direct access by sea to all the other countries of the region, which do not. have 

such 'borders between themselves, and its vast site and resources. This situation 

can't b(3 altered or remedied. All. concerned must recognize these facts and adjust 

themselves tc:i it- India as much as its- neighbours. Each' has to keep in mind. the 

susceptibilities of the other, arising out of the facts of geography. 
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/ 

· The South Asian political environment has been furt;her. vitiated bi geo

political factors that have unleashed an arms build - up in India with aid from Soviet 

Russia and in Pakistan· with aid from the United States. They have deepene.d the fear 

psychosis in mutual relations. Though till now the region as such has been· spa~ed 

. direct super power intrusion, super power presence at times bordered on the region 

with the Russian presence in Afghanistan and the increasing presence of both USA 

ana USSR in the Indian Ocean. Apparently the strategic interest of each super pOV\fer 

is to see a balance of power in the region which at least would not be more favorable 

~o its adversary. 

History, asymmetry and geo-politics have combined to , produce some 

awesome contradictions: As members of the UN and the non-aligned movement, the 

countries of the region are committed to goals and principles which are directly 

antithetical to the anachronistic security doctrines as a legacy of the colonial era

which underlay the present bipolar power configuration with all its frightening 

implications. 

One such is the co'ntinuing great power domination. A modern variant is the 

extension of the concept of the sphere of influence. Side by side with their own 

spheres of influence commanding strategic~areas and materials, the super powers 

find it an expedient strategy to boost selected countries as "regional powers" urider 
. "' 

one ncime or other. India has the unique privilege of being treated as one of them:by 

both super powers. 24 Though India has been prudent and cautions and has not 

claimed such a status for itself, the mini ~rms race between India and Pakistan, ~ith · 
its unclear undertone,25 increasing expenditure on arms by both and allegations and 

counter allegations against each other, naturally have the effect of deepening the 

distrust, fear and suspicion that already vitiated the South Asian political environment 

and distorted inter - state relations. 

As the foregoing analysis shows, the security perceptions of the countries in 
. . / 

the region are currently focused almost. entirely or preeminently "on external threats 
- . . . 

as perceived by them. Threats to the national security of a developing country whfch· 

are rooted in domestic caus~s. · like the problems of national cohesion ,poverty, 

disease, illiteracy, are not adequately reflected in their secur!ty and strategic 

concerns. 
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.. The harsh geo-political realities cannot but have their impact on the 

d~loping countries including countries in the South Asian region. In all likelihood 

ea6h of them. has tried to raise its defense capability as much as its resources 

·permitted. To the--extent the South Asian countries had to depend on external aid in 

building up such defense capability, this region became further polarized between 
. . 

thedwo power blocs. This particularly affected relations between India and Pakistan. 

In sum, the geo-political environment beyond doubt favoured the existing 

bipolar power configuration in its various manifestations. It distorted the_ security 

perceptions ·of the developing countries. Combined with regional . and domestic 

factors, it produced a security dilemma, clouding an objective perceptions of the 

paramount importance of the overall nation building process to the security interests 

of ~II the states in the region. It would be unrealistic to expect any easy or immediate . 

change in this scenario. 
'/ 

Indeed, SMRC, embracing a quarter of the world's population is an important step in 

thi~ direction and offers a unique opportunity for meaningful coo,peration· in nation 

b~ilding efforts and the creation of a climate of mutual conftdence, trust and 

understanding essential for peace, stability and progress in the region. 

~he basic factor behind the· slow growth of regional co-operation in South 

Asia is not economic, but political. As Jigme Wang Chuk, the king of Bhutan, 

opserved at the first SARC summit (1985) : 'In the geopolitical realities of our region it 

would be unrealistic to ignore the primacy of the political factor, as in the final 

an.alysis, it will be. the political environment of the region which will determine the 

. shape and scope of regional cooperation in South Asia'. 

As in the economic field,, so in the political, the basic element is the centrality 

of India's position in the region and its vast size, population, resources and economic 

c:md military power as compared to those of its South Asian neighbors. This keeps 

almost all the South Asian neighbors of India apprehensive of the latter's supposedly 

l)egemonistic designs in the region. India's plea for collective self-reliance in the 

r~gion and warning against allowing exte~nal powers any foothold are interpreted by 
' 

/them as born out of such designs. This leads to a peculiar situation in the region. 

While India wants all the South Asian countries to cooperate in the political field in 
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:_order to safeguard the region's autonomy and security vis-a-vis major external 

_ powers, most of India's neighbors are constantly on the look out to forge political and -- . . . . 
other linkages with those very external powers in order to counter balance India and 

safeguard their own autonomy and security against possible encroachment by India. 

This makes India apprehensive about the designs of its neighbours though it has not 

much to fear from any ~me. But even the smallest neighbor, in league with a great 

power or as the la_tter's base, can seriously jeopardize India's security. This keeps. 

India constantly on its toes and had in the past led to the forging of its special 

relationship With one -of the then super powers. All these have created a situation 

· which cannot be described as conducive to the growth of regional cooperation. 

Political and security factors such as Pak entry into western sponsored 

military alliance system, Indo - Russian alignment, Indo - China and Pak-China 

. relations have, to a large extent,· influenced the foreign policy perceptions of the 

major states of South Asia and India- Pakistan relations in particular. 

Diversity of opinion prevails from country to country in the region regarding the 

security issue. While India, the core state, is inclined to evolve a security framework 

in regional terms, the majority among the rest of the states tend to be guided more s·o 

by interregional rivalries and fear perceptions, leading to trans - regional linkages. 

Thus, Pakistan's security frame has been conditioned by its antagonism towards . 

. India and .of late, by Afghan issue. Nepal and Bhutan have the problem of weak 

buffer states. Bangladesh is moved by powerful emotion of nationalism, independent 

identity, being almost surrounded by India. Sri Lanka is an Island Republic, whose 

orientations have been not only bound by its status as a south Asian state but also by 

. the great power politics in the Indian Ocean. 

Thus, while some states in the region have in the past pursued policies that 

have admitted various forms of foreign interests, India, in line with its policy of 

opposing foreign powers in the regional affairs and partly motivated by its close ties 

·· .. With Russia, has been-opposing H. Nevertheless, it too had to conclude a friendship 

treaty with the erstwhile Soviet Union, which although not ostensibly a defence pact, 

had acted as one and was a source of weaponry supply to it. In later years, however 

. India came closer to USA also. Thus, the situation changed to a great extent. 

Besides Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh have also been displaying a pro-west 
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inclination, while Nepal has been showing desires to consolidate links with .external . . . 

~~ · power including China and United States. Maldives, the only South Asian state 
----· . . ' . 

/ 

witho.ut any bilateral -regional differences, h~s close ties with certain extra regional . 

powers inCluding the United States. 

Nevertheless, the states of the region have, on occasions also displayed 

'some collective and cooperative orientations . in their external relationships. For 

example,. in 1950's,. India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka cooperated in promoting Colombo 

powers and later the Afro-Asian movement. Most of the states of South Asia are 

memb.ers of Non· alignment Movement and subscribe to its objectives. 

· It follows, therefore, that the states in South Asia, despite some collective 

initiative have more or less exhibited asymmetrical and competitive attitudes towards 

each other .. They have not been able to settle their territorial disputes, boundary 

disputes and. disputes over sharing of river waters. They have failed to· evolve a 

common regional policy in the United Nations regarding declaring South Asia as a 

Nuclear Weapon Free Zone or a common stand on the nonproliferation treaty. 

Instead, they have engaged in efforts to win supports for their goals from nations 

outside the region. Pakistan, for instance, has been canvassing for the support of 

West Asian countries in its dispute with India over, Kashmir. The latter, no doubt, 

have been voicing sympathy for Pakistan's position, but have not attempted to 

intervene· .in any tangible way. ·Even on occasions, Pakistan has been raising 

. questions of safety of minority rights in India in international forums like Organization 

· of Islamic Countries(OIC). The two neighbours were.unable to respond coherently to 

Afghan imbroglio or Iraq's aggression against Kuwait, the neighboring gulf region, 

nor on multilateral intervention in theory but American intervention in practice. 
. . 

· Likewise, Sri Lanka has been trying to elicit support from the countries outside the 
' 

region withrespect to India's intervention in its internal affairs. 26 

To avoid hypocrisy, the·overriding role of power considerations, geo-strategic 

and economic constraints have to be underlined, as ideological aspects are to be 

thought only of secondary importance. This can be illustrated by the strategic 

relations both Pakistan and India evolved during the heyday 'of the cold war. It was 

an authoritarian Pakistan, ruled by martial law for many years that took sides with the 

US, the leading democracy and advocate of human rights. On the other hand, India 
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despite its proud. heritage of being the 'world's largest democracy, established 

__ strategic links with the former Soviet Union, the very antithesis to a free, democratic 
-·:-__ . . . . . 

system. 

Although only of minor relevance in formulating the basic concept of foreign 

policy, - a common ideological outlook, however, can play an important role in 

·implementing such a concept, or to put it in modern commercial language, in 
. . . . -

/ marketing one's. own -foreign interests. It is well - known that to a large degree 

diplomacy depends on symbolic gestures and rhetorical appeal to values shared by 

both countries or the respective group of countries. Here, the ideological component 

of a country's foreign policy profile can be highly instrumental. To give one recent 

example;. the changed international system after the break up of the Soviet Union 

and the end of the bipolar bloc confrontation forced India to design a new ;marketing 

strategy'. Projecting itself as a champion of non - alignment had lost its rhetorical 

appeal. Rather, a new ideological coinage was needed. It was soon -offered by a 

recently awakened obsession, to which some US and ·Western politicians feel vi~tim, 

by having discovered a, vaguely defined 'lslamist threat' as the new 'ideological evil' . 

Fear of a well - organized, internationally operating terrorism, an increasing number 

of terrorist attacks on highly symbolic targets like the World Trade Center in the US, 

'seemed to give credence to such a perceived threat. Consequently, India projected 

·itself as a free and democratic bastion against lslamist terrorism which had alrea.dy 

/ spread to, Indian soil in the Kashmir Valley with the help of Pakistani. collaborators. 

This leads to another assumption. One may deduce that for India, as well as 

·for Pakistan, ·the hostile neighboring country is needed as. a negative example to 

. clearly define one's own ideological image. The adversary is projected as. the 

:opposite pole in order to impress common ideological bonds on like minded or would 

·be strategic partners: 27 

Most states have ideologic~! underpi~nings of some sort. Ideology, in a broad 

sense, is "a set of closelyrelated beliefs or ideas, or even attitudes, characteristics of 
. ' . 

a group or comm(mity."28 "It provides the believer with a picture of the world both as it 

·should be ...... "29 For states in South Asia, particularly for India and Pakistan, the 

ideological foundations of their respective states were inherent in the very nature of 

the movements that led to their emergence. 
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-----~_When India and Pakistan were partitioned on the basis of religious affiliation it was 

not the two nation theory as such which led to a. basic ideological antagonism 

between the two countries. Rather it was the ideological antagonism framework 

within which India and Pakistan formulated their respective political, philosophical, 

constitutional and normative. principles. The ideological antagonism turned into a 

conflictual bilateral_ factor because of its subsequent instrumentalisation by both 

countries in their domestic politics and foreign policies. 

/ 

Another source of conflict in South Asia has been created by the antagonistic 

security strategies. This conflictual factor has also been of utmost importance. 

One way of co-existing with a hostile neighbor is by turning one's back to 

· each other and looking at the opposite direction. ~trategic alignments, foreign 

relations and economic ties are being forged with neighboring countries bordering on . . . 

the opposite boundaries. Overall gee-strategic orientation and foreign interaction are 

diverted from the inimical neighbor, while a heavily guarded border ensures a well

protected rear. A telling example of such a strategy was given by the two German 

states, shielded from each other by the proverbial 'Iron Curtain'. 

Quite the reverse of this strategic approach, however, has been followed by 

. India and Pakistan. What m·ay be described as their basic security dilemma is the 

fact that their very security strategies are bound to make them clash with each other. 

When the viceroy of British- India finally handed over power to the two new 

states, independent India joined the international community as the legal successor 

to British - India, while Pakistan, in terms of international law, was recognized 'only' 

as a new state. Perceiving itself as the right heir of a former colonial power, the 

Indian Union also took over the imperial security strategy. Accordingly, the entire 

subcontinent - from the Himalayan barrier in the north to the adjoining areas of the 

Indian Ocean in the South was considered by India as its legitimate security sphere. 

No outside power .. rio non regional international actor was to be allowed to interfere 

in Indian's sub - continental sphere of influence. It was only much later that this 

security was formally announced. This was done on tfie occasion of legitimizing 
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. lndia'.s interference in Sri Lanka's Tamil conflict in .1983. First termed the 'Indira 

Doctrine', ithas since been changed into the 'South Asian Doctrine'. 
~----. 

·Pakistan, on the other hand, soon learned its lesson during the first Kashmir 

war. In spite of being strong in terms of population, territorial size and resources, it 

nevertheless could not match by itself India's over whelming might. Instead, it had to 

cope with the ·geopolitical disadvantage of living next door an over shadowing 
. . 

neighbour. The only way to compensate this imbalance was by aligning with outside 

powers. Analyzing its foreign policy and security strategy through out the decades, 

one encounters what might be called the 'strategic leitmotif' of Pakistan to establish 
.I 

friendly relations with strategic partners, be they the US or China or Saudi Arabia, in 

order to counter balance India's great military force, it's playing the role of a regional 

power and its aspirations to a higher international states. Pakistan's risky arms policy 

of secretly obtaining a nuclear deterrence has been inspired by the same leitmotif. 

. · Consequently, instead of backing off from e(:lch other, both hostile neighbors 

went on a collision course. Where India considered non alignment to be the best 

guarante.e of its national sovereignty , Pakistan opted for an alignment. This, in turn, 

was perceived by India as a fundamental threatto its security. Unable to overcome · 

this basic. security dilemma, both countries have ended up by stockpiling nuclear 

deterrents in their hidden basements, purchasing fighter aircraft and developing or 

acquiring ballistic missiles as carrier systems. · 

India and Pakistan have been locked in mutual hostility for long and arms 

race is endemic in their relationship. Conventional arms race was tolerated, even 

aided and abetted, by great powers including the United .States. But their nuclear 

options and capabilities are seen from different perspectives. Indeed, the nuclear 

arms competition between the two countries not only heralded a more dangerous 

dimension to their enmity but also was detrimental to global arms control and 

disarmament regime. At least, this is the position that Washington takes in regards to 

its non-proliferation policy in South Asia. Security is the principal motivation of India's 

and Pakistan's nuclear options, like any other country possessing or aspiring to 

possess nuclear weapons. As for India, it was the war with China in 1962 that 

spurred the drive towards attaining nuclear capability. 
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India officially downplays the Pakistan factor in justifying its nuclear capability. . ' -

/, As an Indian author has written, India's main strategic goal ......... " is to build a small --. ' 

but credible nuclear arsenal; in India's nuclear planning, Pakistan occupies a 

·. subordinate position.· However, it is the India Pakistan equation that comes to the 

forefront. The reason is that the thing does not belong to South Asia in a strict 

geographical sense and it is an acknowledged NWS in the existing non- proliferation 

regim; Moreover, New Delhi's threat perceptions from China ,lose some justification in 
. ' . . . 

· view of the important advances in Sino - Indian relations in recent years. For New· 

. Delhi, however, these are no consolation. Rather, the fact that China is a legitimate 

NWS, and India is a potential nuclear force, reinforces Indian resolve to carry its 

nuclear option. Also, from this point of view, New. Delhi thinks that the standard 

American practice of targeting India and Pakistan regarding proliferation is 

"misguided and even insulting".30 In short, at present both India and Pakistan are 

nuclear - capable countries and it is feared that any future war between them may 

not remain confined to conventional fighting. This fear is reflected in the statement 

niade by the then CIA Director, James Woolsey, while testifying before a Senate 

committee on 24 February 1993. He said: "The arms race between India and 

Pakistan poses perhaps the most probable prospect for future use of weapons of 

mass destruction including weapons."31 

Moreover, in the Indian opinion South Asia is not a "distinct zone but a sub

region and an integral part of Asia and the pacific."32 For all intents and purposes; 

therefore, the nuclear issue has become another boniest contention between the two 

South Asian adversaries. Both sides put.forward differing perspectives of the problem 

·as to befit their perceived security interests. So far as the. NPT is concerned, 

Islamabad has frequently offered to sign it if India also did so. But since India has 

·categorically refused to join the treaty, Pakistan's sincerity in making the offer largely 

motivated by American pressure, cannot be tested with any certainty. India has 

regarded the Pakistani offer as a bluff, 'but it is a bluff New Delhi has been unwilling 

to call.'33 

However, the regional situation in South Asian politics may undergo a change 

if India and Pakistan, both regarded by military analysis as threshold nuclear powers 

with the capability to develop nuclear weapons, actually acquire such a capability, 
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such an, eventuality"would, beyond doubt, raise the level of threat to the sec;urity of 

__ the region.· But even that would not diminish the rationale for regional cooperation. -- . . 
Those countries would command more destructive power. But nuclear powers have-

. not so far used nuclear weapons against one another for fear of mutual destruction. 

India and Pakistan cannot do. so either without destroying themselves. 

Hopefully, the perception of such a common danger may herald a radical 

change in the chemistry of their .relations, making· it more conducive to good 

neighbourly relations and friendly co-operation. Of course, the leaders of both 

countries deny having any intention of developing nuclear weapons and reiterate 

their commitment· to the peaceful uses of the nuclear power. In any event, for 

industrially and technologically advanced India waiting to enter the "high-tech" age 

and for Pakistan, enjoying comparative prosperity with the· highest per capita income 

in the region, military confrontation at this stage appears to-be totally irrational. 

Globally viewed, though _the acquisition of nuclear capability by the so called 

threshold .nuclear powers would mean a further proliferation of nuclear power, its 

impact on· global security would be rather marginal. No greater threat could 

·conceivably be posed to international security than 'what already exist in the huge 

and deadly nuclear arsenals in the possession of the two power blocs and the 

continuing ve_rtical proliferation by ttiem. 34 Admittedly, the emergence of new nuclear 

powers adds a new dimension to the stature of international security and power 

config,uration. But their nuclear capability is unlikely materially to affect the present 

power configuration in the foreseeable future: 

The relations between India and Pakistan are the keystone for South Asian 

cooperation of any kind and it is these two countries that have in fact turned to one or 

the other of the super powers for the supply of war.material and modern weapons to 

meet their defence requirements and, to be more explicit, to meet the threats of war 

they seem to perceive from each other.· Under .the circumstances, it is difficult for 

other. countries to take seriously their possessions against the intrusion of super 

power politics in the region. Neither the Simla Agreement of 1971 between India and 

Pakistan nor the subsequent discussions between them on their respective proposals 
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for a treaty of peace and friendship and a no war pact seems to have removed their 

__ mutual fear and suspicion. 
-·-·--. ·. 

India was the first to test a nuclear device at Pokharan in 197 4. Pakistan has 

since pursued a determined policy of nuclear research aimed at devising its own 

process of enriching uranium in such a way that it could be used both for peaceful 

purposes and for making weapons. Pakistani leaders have made periodic claims of 

their nuclear status technology: " .... We will go for nuclear status even if we have to 

eat g~ass."35 Kofi Annan argued that th~ nuclear tests had highlighted the indo-Pak 

te~sions and. call Kashmir an international problem of grave concern. 36 Both India 

and Pakistan have refused to sign the nuclear non-proliferation treaty or to accept 

international inspection of their activities related to research and development in the 

field of nuclear power. 

The nuclear tests conducted by india (and Pakistan) in may 1998 raised troubling 

: questions about the strategic future of south Asia. In India, the heated debate that 

followed tended to present nuclear weapons in extreme terms, either as source of 

instahility and conflict or as harbingers of peace and stability in the region. The 

desate reflected, if anything, very little appreciation of the reality of nuclear weapons. 

(Basrur 1998). This in itselfseemed to bear out Stephan Cohen's wary comment in 

the mid nineties that "several half doctrines, more appropriately half backed 

·doctrines,· have circulated in the higher levels of the Pakistan military and among 

Indian civilian planners (Cohen, 1995 : 23). The National Security Council (NSC) / 

which is entrusted with the task of strategic planning was created after the nuclear 

tests of 199a. Recent reports indicate that the NSC is still some distance away from 

formulating a coherent nuclear strategy owing to serious differences among strategic 

experts on its advisory board. For all these reasons, there is room for apprehension 

_that India's nuclear future is an uncertain and even dangerous one. 

. Pakistan_ continues to fear· that India had hegemonies intensions in South 
. . . 

Asia, Particularly in relations with Pakistan (The Tribune, August 5, 1985). It views 

the fast growing power of India 'as a dangerous development for the security and 
,. 

integrity of Pakistan. India's secularism and its advocacy of people to people 
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relations is viewed as attempts atthe cultural invasion of Pakistan. Further, Pakistan, 

Particularly due to the Soviet intervention and continued presence in Afghanistan, 

viewed growing. Indo-Soviet friendship and cooperation as a danger signal for its 

securitY." As ·a way out, Pakistan . regards the acquisition of ·U.S. weapons, 

development of highly close ties with China and U.S.A., and the strengthening of 

Pakistan by developing its own nuclear technology including the ability to 

manufaCture weapons, as the sine quo non of Pakistan'? ·secui"ity and developmental 

. needs. The continued desire to secure Kashmir further makes Pakistan adopt a very 

cautions approach to wards relations with India. It, therefore wants a sort of no war 

pact with India which will reduce the security threat to Pakistan from its eastern 

borders but which will not in any way check its drive to strengthen its military might 

and to acquire full nuclear technology. Pakistan wishes to have perceptibly reduced 

level of hostility with India but would like to be left alone to pursuer its options of 

defence and economic linkages away from it. While. Pakistan is keen on concluding a 

simple agreement to exchange· guarantees on non-use of force, it wants to leave 

.~sicie the basic question of how the twocountries stand in relation to each other In 

the context of the world and the security environment of the sub-continent. 

' 
In an interview to "The Muslim" - a Pakistan daily, Prime Minister Rajib. 

Gandhi gave a categorical assurance to Pakistan that India had no designs against 

any of its ·neighbours, especially Pakistan. He however, .called upon Pakistan_ to stop 

acquiring highly sophisticated offensive weapons and respond positively to India's 

fresh initiatives to establish confidence and tru~t between the two countries. The 

quantum jump in the level ·of arms , technology in .the regions, resulting from 

Pakistan's present policy of importing U.S. weapon can-only work to the detriment of 

the people. Hoping that a more positive response would be forthcoming from 

Pakistan, the Prime Minister advocated the need for bringing about a sort of de

escalation, step-by-step approach for normalization. This, he said, was necessary for 

making successful the forthcoming ministerial level lndo-Pak joint commission talks 

on the issue of no-war pact I treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation. He · 

cautioned agains~ a nuclear arms race in the Indian sub - continent, ~aying that it 

would only subject both the people to crust fate on earth. The rivalry between India 
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and Pakistan in developing nuclear power has thus added a newer dimension to the 

_ problem of security in the South Asian region. 
'·-'-.. 

Ethnic moyements have challenged the constitutional legitimacy of virtually all 

tl:le states in South Asia.37 Ethno-nationalist movements have not only created 

serious security problems but have very often spilled over into bordering states 
/ ' . 

· thereby creating major inter-state conflicts, although, such conflicts have not always 

/ 

been violent. Ethnic movements have however, occasioned the use of arms between 
. . . . ' 

conflicting nation - states in South Asia, or have .threatened to give rise to violent · 

conflict between them. India and Pakistan fought two wars over Kashmir. India and 

Pakistan went to battle over the :liberation of Bangladesh, and the war came after a 

bloody civil war that resulted from political repressions of Bengali ethno nationalism 

"by the. west Pakistani political elite. 

The claims by the Pakistani establishment of clear evidence of collusion 

between various anti state ethnic movements in Pakistan and the Indian state cannot 

be explained by commonality of ethnicities or group solidarity across borders. Such 

cases illustrate a fundamental point: Nation State often develop independent stakes 

. in ethnic conflicts and inter state-conflicts stemming from secessionist or separatist 

ethno nationalism need not necessarily. result from ethnic or group solidarity across 

territorial boundaries of nation-state. The vertical dimension of ethnic competition or 

confiicts that is virtually common to all ethnic disturbances in South Asia, because 

the ethnic communities have defined themselves against the territorial nationalism of 

the state. 

Inter- ethnic group relations in South Asia continue to be fragile not only due to the 

arbitrarin~ss ·of the state, but due to the manifest structural limitations in the power of 

communities to build social capital. This is adequately reflected in the great variations 

that often exist between intra and inter - segmental networking in South Asia. South 

Asia is in serious jeopardy by separatist ethno -- nationalism and the states are 

required to organize their strategies to saf~guard borders from internal dissolution 

and external intervention. 
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. Ambivalence is a basic characteristic of the multifaceted issue of ethnic 

mo.bilization. Its tendency-is to escalate to separatist movements and its potential to 

spill over at the regional level. Its ambivalent nature is caused by the fact that the 

ethnic crisscrossing of the national boundaries between India and its neighbouring 

countries can work both ways: it may support regional cooperation and, at the same 

time, is likely to hamper it. Demographic and ethnic problems tend to cause 

disharmony among the South Asian States, but they. also work in a positive way by 

contributing to building regional consciousness and cooperation. 

It is conducive to intra regional cooperation insofar as it opens up informal 
' -

channels of communication and people -to -,people contacts when direct interaction 

between the state governments is deadlocked because of burning conflictual issue. 

On the other hand, it aggravates strained relations between inimical neighbours 

. ·when the concerned ethnic group draws support, .both material and moral,· from its 

/ 

contiguous ethnic group outside the state to be able to cooperate among themselves. 

The South Asian governments have to ,look beyond their respective national interests 

and identity priorities on a regional rather than strictly national basis. If this is 

impeded by. ethnically based polarization in their own multiethnic societies then 

governments naturally tend to give priority to their natio)lal concerns. This is in 

particular the case when a government suspects its neighbouring country of aiding 

- and abetting an ethnic separation movementacross the border. Consequently, it will 

· resort to a confrontational attitude vis-a-vis its neighbour, as is presently 

demonstrated by the renewed tension between India and Pakistan on account of the 

Kashmir conflict. In this context the optimistic assumption that old conflict in the 
' ' 

region have lost much of their edge, unfortunately, has to be corrected. It seems to 

be the tragedy of the South Asian states that their cautious effort to overcome the 

manifold obstacles and move towards . regional cooperation are frustrated by 

long-standing conflicts. Ethnic separatist movement seems to be particularly prone 

to lying dormant for sometime, but may flare up again as a consequence of political 

group mobilization and overall political transformation in their respective state. 

The phenomenon of ethnic conflicts is also linked to the core issues of the 

Indo-Pakistani antagonism, i.e. the elites' ideological perceptions of the concept of 
'nation' - how does the central leadership define and by what means does it 
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proniote 'nationality' and 'national integration' in m.ultiethnic states. In essence, the 
. ' 

controversy · .revolves around the relationship between 'nation' and 'state'. ----..... ~-

It has been observed that 'Nation' is the cultural embodiment of the state. 

One complements the other to the extent of being virtually synergized. Threats to the 

nation state emanate from within as much as assail if from without. As regards, the 

. threats from within, ethnic heterogeneity - under-scoring sectional localities - is one 

of its major. concomitants'. 38 

.. · . Ethnic . conflicts arise when the multiethnic personality of such a state -

centric nation is n~t adequately expressed in its power structure and its political

system. If it is.reduced to the virtual dominance of the major ethnic group, then the 

very rationale. of the 'nation' is jeopardized and provokes political self-assertion of 
' 

minority ethnic groups. In South Asia in general, and in India and Pakistan in 

particular, the discourse of the substance and spirit of 'nation' is beset with strong 

. emotive .. invocations. It is Viewed as a potentially explosive issue because it offers 

large scope for maneuvering. and mobilizing the people. Furthermore, it can be used 

by the central leadership of its domestic opponents for manipulative purposes. The 

controversy on the 'secular' or 'pseudo _secular' nature of the Indian sate is a telling 

· ex~mple. 

· In this context, it , was rightly stated that internal factors are the most 

problematic obstacles to regional cooperation. Just to take one example, the issue of 

.,cross-national ethnic and religious, minorities poses enormous difficulty for the states 

within the region. For example, no South Asian Country is able to defend its claim of 

.domestic jurisdiction while dealing with the struggles of ethnic and religious 

minorities. Even when each South Asian Cowntry is most reluctant to interfere in the 

domestic affairs of another c0untry, and . each entertains its claim of domestic 

jurisdiction, contemporary events have repeatedly proved that ethnic minority 

/ explosions· not only strain bilateral and multilateral relations but 'Sometimes even 

create inter state crises. 39 

,Discussing the ambivalent :-epercussions of nation~building and ethnic 

mobilization, one soon ends up by analyzing the causes for conflict between the 

. South Asian States. Since the Indo-Pakistani antagonism is the core obstacle to 
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regional Cooperation, two basic determinants of their conflictual· relationship are 

outlined below. -·--. 
Given the ethnic composition of South Asia, and the manifest non-

coincidence of national and state boundaries ofthis region, it is doubtful whether the 

geo-political vision of the contemporary South Asian State system will ever achieve 

the desired security of ethnic stabilization of the sub-continent in 'new millennium. 

The relationship between ethnic identity assertion and security will therefore, 

continue to remain indeterminate both for and in spite of the state. 

To sum up seven of the eight South Asian states have inter-state ethno 

/ political problems which are now the principal source of inter-state tensions and 

conflicts in the region. India has ethno ·political problems with ·each of the five 

neighbours with whom it shares international bordersders. Pakistan has serious 

ethno. political .problems with Aftganistan. Nepal and Bhutan have a latent ethno 

political cause of tension. Inter-state relations between Pakistan and Bangladesh are 

strained· by an ethno political issue. This ethno political issues hamper the success 

ofSMRC. 

Throughout the late fifties and early sixties the influx of refugees from 

Pakistan to India continued to be a source of trouble. For Indo Pak relations even in 

_1971., a large. number of Hindus and Muslim refugees crossed over to India after a 

military coup down and massacre war let loose in East Pakistan by the Government 

of Pakistan. The influx of refugees became an important reason for the outbreak of 

war between India and Pakistan in December, 1971. Thus, after partition, the 

· refugee problem came to be a source of big strain of lndo-Pak relations. Even after 
/ 

50 years of partition the problem of illegal migration of refugees from Sindh 

(Pakistan) into India continues to be there. 

India, being the territorialy biggest, population wise the largest,· development 

wise technologically and industrially the most developed country of the South Asia, 

displayed ·and continues to play a big role in the successful operationalisation of 

SMRC programmes for cooperation and development among the member states. 

India has accepted the SMRC as a voluntarily organized association of sovereign 

equal states ·for consolidating and expanding regional cooperation for development. 
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India firmly believes that SAARC spiri.t can help the countries of South Asia to 

__ develop and to resolve their bilateral issues outside the SAARC platform. 
. -- . . 

However, India's. role in SAARC is bound to remain limited because other 

countries, with the exceptions of Bhutan and Maldives, fear India and have 

bilateral disputes with India; Pakistan at the SAARC platform gave a call for limiting 

the arms race in South Asia, and yet it has been instrumental in generating an arms 

/ race by importing or getting high technology weapons from the United States in the 
. . 

naine of parity or balance with India. India has a very long sea coast to protect, 

longest border with China - a country opposed to lndiC)'s interests, and a big land 

border with Pakistan, Nepal and Bangladesh. As such, its defence requirements are 

bigger than Pakistan and yet Pakistan wants parity with India. lndo-Pak conflict 

despite the new hopes generated by Rajiv - Benazair is a reality of South Asia. 

lndo-Srilanka conflict over the withdrawal of IPKF from Sri Lanka, lndo-Nepalese 

.differences conflict over the trade ?nd transit treaty Indo-Bangladesh conflict over 

Farakka and Chakma Refugee issues, the continued problem of terrorist activities, 

smuggling and drug ·pedaling etc., all combines to make SAARC environment 

unhealthy for the growth of regional cooperation. In July 1989, Sri Lankan boycott of 

SAARC Foreign Ministers' Conference reflects that brittle nature of SAARC fabric. 

Sri Lanka has failed. to realize the difference between bilateral relations and 

regional relations and this constitute a danger signal for SMRC. 

India's predicament regarding its role in SAARC results from the fact that if 

: it decides to play a leadership role, it is charged of being a hegemonistic power, 

·and if it keeps restraints and ·plays an equal role, the SAARC fails to function. Just 

as ASEAN countries· have realized the natural leadership role of Indonesia in 

ASEAN, the SAARC countries must also accept India's role as the biggest and 

relatively most developed country of South Asia which alone can serve as the 

. nucleus for the development of SAARC and thus the question of regional power 

status creates· an irritation between the member countries of SAARC other than 

. India ultimately. hampering the successful operations of SAAR C.· 

As is well known, the Kashmir issue has difficult historical, religious, ethnic, 

· socio-political and economic dimensions. Several attempts to resolve it over the last 

· five decades have not been successful. The US also supports the Pakistani 
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viewpoint.that Kashmir is a core issues resolution of which has to be part of a 

·--~9mprehensive approach to other issues. It clearly suggests that Kashmir issue 

could not be treated in isolation from other problems between India and Pakistan 

which include nuclear proliferation also.40 Pakistan also believes that unless the 

~ashmir problem is. first resolved it would be fruitless to proceed with establishing 

any bilateral cooperative measures to defuse bilateral tension with India. Since for 

Pakistan, India constitutes the· basic security threat and therefore, it insists that 

· Kashmir and the nt..JGiear question are closely linked and resolution of Kashmir 

issues is a necessary pre-condition for the nuclear disarmament in South Asia. 

In fact, both India and Pakistan strongly support their national positions on 

Kashmir: India's position since 1947 is that Kashmir's accession to India in 1948 

cannot be challenged and questioned anywhere. India also supports the view that 

any issue between India and Pakistan should be resolved bilaterally according to the 

provisions- of the Simla agreement of 1972 and emphasizes that it should not be 

made international. On .the contrary, Pakistan not only challenges the accession but 

also demands that a plebisite should. be held to ascertain the wishes of the people 

of Kashmir as per the Resolution of the United Nations. Although, throughout the cold 

war period the US also held the view that Kashmir was a disputed territory but it 

never questioned .the validity of its accession to India. But the post cold war era 

.seems to have brought . changes in the US perception about Kashmir due to its 

strategic location. 

The core of the continuing dispute between Pakistan and India has been 

· Kashmir where vast resources have be~n drained from the budgets of both 

countries by two large armies facing one another for decades over a disputed 

'boundary. Like all complicated and perennial problems, the problem of Kashmir may 

have become trapped in hackneyed definitions and misdefinitions. 

It is because of a divided and disputed boundary in Kashmir that we have had two 

large .armies facing one another in anger, referring to each other as enemy. And it 

is clear that the resulting arms race and elite rivalry has greatly impoverished the 

· general budgets of both Pakistan and India. If it has benefited important sections of 

· the political and military elites of both countries, it has done so only at the expense 

of the general welfare of the masses. So long as the arms race continues, the 
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economies of _both countries are: likely to remain severely distorted, and there may be 
'' 

~ little genuine prospect of improvement in mass welfare or the large scale economic 
. --. 

development of either country. 

The paradox · of Kashmir is that in all the debates, bargaining and 

negotiations in the decades which proceeded 1947, nobody on any side predicted 

that .it was 'going· to be Kashmir, of all things, which would become the cardinal 

problem in ·the future of the peoples of the subcontinent. There seems to have 

· discussions about everything else,. about this majority and that minority, about 

undivided Punjab and United Bengal, about· joint electorates and protected 

electorates, absolute Centre - province relations, about this constituent Assembly_ 

or that, about a weak centre and a strong centre, and so on and so forth. But nobody 

seemed to have talked about Kashmir. How is it that in all these discussions none of 

the founding fathers of Pakistan or India even once predicted what was really going 

to become the crucial problem ? .Were they so lacking in foresight that none could 

anticipate that within a matter of months, it would be Kashmir that was going to be 

the base, interminable and pivotal problem facing the subcontinent for the next five 

decades ? That it would be Kashmir which would lead to a large standing armies 

facing the another -in anger, causing the economic impoverishment of the entire 

. subcontinent ? Kashmir has become the security pivotal and interminable problem. 

·As things stand today we ourselves keeps us prisoners of superficial definitions of 

who we are or might be. 

The subcontinent could evolve its political identity over a period of time . On 

. the pattern of western Europe, with open borders and tariffs to the outside world, 

with the free movement of people, capital ideas and culture. Large armed forces 

could be reduced and transforms in a menance that would enhance the security of 

each nation. The real and peaceful economic revolution of the masses of the 

subcontininent 11\fOU!d then be able to begin which is .41 

Kashmir has been the most major issue and a bone of contention between 

India and Pakistan, . The partition gave rise to many disputes and problems. All of 

these disputes except the dispute over Kashmir were solved gradually through 

mutual negotiations one through the mediation of World Bank and another through 

Arbitration. Despite a series . of lengthy, firing and patient attempts by· many . 
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individuals , nations and organizations, a solution to the Kashmir issue acceptable to 

both India and Pakistan has yet to emerge. Since 1947, it has been a major irritant in 

lndo-Pak relations. 

India, since ~ 948, has been maintaining that Kashmir is an integral part of 

Indian Uniori· and its accession to India is full and first. For India, Kashmir problem 

. meal}_s the issues cif securing the liberation of Pakistan occupied Kashmir. Pakistan, 

however, still advocates that the future of Kashmir is yet to be settled in accordance 

. with the wishes of ttie people of Kashmir. As such there are present strong Indo 

· Pak differences over the issue and Kashmir constitutes a determinant of the 

. bilateral relations between these two South-Asian countries. A reviews of lndo-Pak 

relations since 1947 shows the its impact on the SAARC has been disproportionate 

and as such, the SAARC appears to be too dim. 

Even without further effort one can easily· state that the role of the great 

powers in the regional conflict in South Asia has been both vital to and inseparable 

from. of the regional roots of the conflict. Whereas 'the regional roots lay in the 

history of the evolution of Indian and Pakistan as independent entities, in the status 

incongruence in the subcontinent , in the Kashmir dispute, etc., the two parties to the 

conflict received the confidence and actual capacity to enter into hostility with each 
/ . . ' 

· other from their respective allies and supports amongst for the great power. The 

great powers, on the other hand, found the South Asian conflict an essential 

regional component. of their own conflict as signified in the cold war. They , 

therefore, found it irresistible to feed and reinforce the regional roots of the South 

Asian, The great powt?r involvement was so deep and pervasive that one is tempted 

to believe that the great powers, in pursuance of their global and regional 

objectives would have invented a conflict in South Asia if none had existed. 

As has been discussed above United States has remained an intrusive and 

external power in the relations between India and Pakistan. It has always taken 

·advantage of this growing hostility between the two countries for its own national 

interests and · carried towards Pakistan to ensure its . dependence. United States 

strategic imperatives placed Pakistan in the category of an ally in a global 
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confrontation and lridia in the low priority- bracket .of a potential regional power."42 If 

the United States was really interested to normalize relations between India and 
~.--. 

Pakistan, it would not have resum.ed military aid to Pakistan after the 1965 war and 

meted out an eqUal treatment to both India the victim and Paki~tan - the aggressor 

in the. 1965 and 1971 wars. Its complete identification and tilt towards Pakistan 

reached its height in the 1971 war. In all international forums the United States has 

been always on' the side of Pakistan on the Kashmir issue. Had it been really 

· interested, it could have made supply of military aid conditional. on Pakistan 

. abandoning the Kashmir issues or accepting an Indian compromise on this issue. 43 
· 

But to force Pakistan to such a stance would mean abdication of all the imperatives 

of Pakistan remaining an accomplice in the United States' global strategic system. 

This does not mean that the United States was not averse to continuation or 

repetition of wars between India and Pakistan, which entitled the possibility of India's 

exposers to Soviet influence. 

-This policy of balancing one against the other was the old game of the cold 

war phase - the guiding principle of the international sovereign state system and 

blanace of power. Of course, this policy stance was more the cause than the 

consequence of India's tilt towards the soviet Union. As a result, the United States 

policy, instead of· restraining Pakistan has widened Pakistan's appetite for more 

arms and ammunition to spend to India from a postion of strength. Had India 

·expressed its nuclear option like China, a new power relation would have emerged. 

It can be said that the main strategy of militarily arming Pakistan by the United 

States is more the cultivation of Pakistan as an ally than containment of Indian's 

growing power.44 and opposition to the rise of a strong independent centre of power 

in Asia ~ 45 It has been seen that notwithstanding all changes in the configuration of 

·power relations in the global system. Pakistan has survived as an ally in the United 

States' global system. Pakistan's intimacy with China in an era of Sino-US rivalry, its 
. . 

dependence on the Soviet. Union, the military and security pacts like SEATO and 

CENTO during the close of seventies though Irked the United States but the strategic 

importance of Pakistan to America's global interest particularly in the west Asian 

region led America to treat Pakistan as it did. The advocacy by some of a theory of 

'scrupulous . detachment' by the policy makers of the United States to lndo-f?ak 
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rivalry,46 sounds s~nse but is vastly undone, because of the play of real politic in the 

_____ Unit(3d States; strategic outlook. 

. . 
So long Pakistan does not cease to be a partner in the United States' global 

strategy, the United States would remain as a preponderant factor in lndo-Pak 

relations. Though there has been a do-escalation of nuclear brinksmanship between 
. ' . 

the Soviet Union and the United states achieved recently at Geneva. the possibility 
. . 

of .de-escalation of national interests at global level between the super powers is far 

from remote. Hence Pakistan will count as a frontier state to the to the United 

States.47 In any conflict between India and Pakistan the United States is to maintain 

a posture of neutrality and ~on-partisan stand would be too costly a conclusion. The 

removal of this external factor exacerbating the bitter conflict between India and 

Pakistan largely depends on India working out a good relationship with the United 

· States not at the risk of closing Soviet Union's goodwill which India should have 

not by tarnishing its non aligned identity. Its susceptibly leaning towards the Soviet 

· . Union could be corrected establi_shing a good relationship with both the United 

· States and China not causing apprehensions in · the Soviet Union about the 

bonafides of India's friendship. 

India fully realized the importance of normalization of relations with Pakistan 

·for keeping South Asia free from power rivalry, arms race and super power 

interferences. India further fully realized that normalization with Pakistan beside 

helping her to concentrate fully on internal socio economic development, strengthen 

her vis-a-vis China. The ability of China and to some extent of the USA _fully to 

exploit' lndo-Pak conflict/confrontation for keeping Pakistan dependent for security 

and its defence needs, ultimately limits India's ability to concentrate on her internal 

· development. i3y pumping huge guantitities of sophisticated and advanced 

technology weapons into Pakistan, the USA, is indirectly forcing India to spend large 

sums on military purchases from the Soviet Union and other countries like France 

and England . India; \/~,'ants a normalization in relations with Pakistan as a means for 

. checking the impending arms pace. India is greatly concerned about the "possibility 

of third party linkage" in form of foreign military bases in Pakistan and the possible 

fall out on India's strategic interests. India is, therefore, keen to pursue lndo-Pak, 

talks over no-war pact/treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation. 
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The' third broad Indian strategy was to eliminate or reduce Chinese influence 

_ ori the states. of the region. Though India has consistently frowned upon any 

. ,-·--;;bnormal external presence in South Asia, China's presence has been increasingly 

singled but as the most bonafied of all of them to India's national interests. Much of 

. Indian diplomacy is, therefore, geared to the task of monitoring Chinese presence in 

·the region, competing with her northern nieghbouring in the areas, and eroding her 

influence wherever possible. 

In this connection, Indian diplomatic strategy and the pressure exerted by 

India have varied from country to country~ Great pressure has be~n exerted on those 

nations dependent on India, while it has been more indirect and more subtle on those 

nations which were less dependent. 

The SAARC is essential for accelerating the economic development for 

building individual and collective self-reliance and, also for . enhancing the SAARC 

countries' bargaining strength in multilateral forums. The SAARC has created forum 

to evolve unified policies regarding women , children and transference of 

technologies of agriculture and to set up a food bank. 

Indian goods have proved to be very competitive in Pakistan where demand 

for consumer products is relatively high. At one stage, when cheap and industrial 

products started reaching Pakistan, it was felt that these would convey a picture of 

India to Pakistan which was different from what they had been made to believe. 

·Also imports from India in some cases started hitting the local industrial sector that 

is why some item~ were completely banned. That is why lndo-Pak relations have 

remained paged at iow levels. 

The fruitful implementation of the efforts to further strengthen the lndo-Pak 

normalization and development of more cooperative economic and cultural relations 

came in June 1983, when .the first meeting of lndo-Pak Joint Commission was held at 

Islamabad. In this meeting foreign ministers of the two countries not only exchanged 

the instruments of satisfaction pertaining to the establishment of the joint 

commission but also more significant progress on substantive matters. 

The commission set up four sub-commissions on (a) economic matters 

dealing with industry, agriculture, communication, health, science, and technology,; 
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(b) Trade, education, culture, space , social science,· (c) Traver! tourism. The 

success . towards the institutionalization of lndo-Pak economic trade and cultyral 
-·--._ - . 

. relations is indeed an impo!tant break through. It has brightened the hopes that 

through mutual accommodation and good will, the two countries shall be in a 

position to narrow down further differences over the issue of no war pact and a 

/ treaty of peace and friendship. As a resulfof negotiations through sub-commissions 

it was. agreed . to exchange the visits of businessman and industrialist for identifying 

opportunities .for collaboration between them. 

·The state of economic warfare between the two countries ,has now partially 

:· ended. Although Pakistan has been able to do without trade with India and India, in 

spite of much hardship to her people_ and damage to her economy, has been able 

to hold her- own it is· not a situation from which either could continue to derive 

·-·satisfaction for long. If trade policies in the two countries were determined by 

economic considerations, the flow of goods and commodities between them would 

undoubtedly have been much larger than in the past year. Peaceful and happy 

_ relations between them would certainly help in the process. 

,\ 

In view of recent changes in the global economic system, there is 

considerable s9ope for lndia and Pakistan to collaborate in the economic field. India 

and Pakistan cannot remain aloof from the trends of · world wide economic 

liberalization and globalisation. Th~ economies of India and Pakistan are 

complementary in more than one way. The SAPTA agreement betweens the 

member countries of SAARC provides ample scope for bilateral and regional 

· cooperation in the field of trade and consumers. At pre'sent, Pakistan, is importing 

several items from'other countries at a relatively higher cost. Those items could be 

imported from India on cheaper rates. For instance, Pakistan could import . fibres, 

textile machinery, consumer goods and intermediaries and it can export pig iron, 

scrap, wheat, and long-staple cotton to India. At various SAARC meetings Pakistan 

has disclosed that in all 571 ,items c9uld be imported from India .. Various iterns, at 

present, are routed through Afghanistan or via West Asia. Similarly though Pakistan 

is a large tea importer, it imports little from India despite the lower price, superior 

quality and lower transport cost. The false notions hitherto held, in this regard have 

to be discarded. 
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Specific long-term agreements between India and Pakistan would certainly 

help .in discouraging wasteful expenditure. Joint economic and commercial ventures 

between the two countries would not only boost the morale of the business 

community of both the countries but also be ·conducive to accelerate the pace of 

economic activity. If the government of India and Pakistan agree to lift out moved 

restrictions and prepare a cost-effective economic strategy, cross-border trade and 

· investment will flourish. 

The economic reform programmes of the SAARC present a blue print for 

considerable impetus for improvement of economic relations between India and 

Pakistan. Both the countries are also under IMF - led economic adjustment which 

. signifies that among other things 100 percent foreign ownership is allowed jn most 

industries. These developments will certainly encourage viable economic relations 

between India and Pakistan. 

· · There is no doubt that there are important economic reasons behind the slow 

progress of SAARC particularly in the field of trade, industry and finance. There has 

been a feeling among the elite of most of the members of SAARC that cooperation 

in these fields would mainly benefit India and not the other .countries of the region 

whose interests might indeed suffer as a consequence of it. In view of India's size, 

population, resources and level of economic development as compared to those of 

the other South Asian countries such apprehensions are quite natural. In this 

. connection it may be recalled that the areas now included in Pakistan as well as 

Bangladesh constituted the rural hinterland of the industrial base of undivided India. 

This was true even with regard to those products like cotton in Pakistan and jute in 

Bangladesh which was produced in bulk in those areas. However, it is not beyond 

liuman in~enuity to device measures to safeguard the interests of India's /smaller 

neighbours against the plausible adverse effeCts on them of such cooperation. It is 

. also to be .noted that the smaller countries will gain immensely by gaining access to 

a much larger market that can be provided by their own territories if the entire region 

if South Asia becomes available to them for free sale of the goods and services. The 

problem ·created by the growth of vested interest in close economic relations with 

the West. in certain influential sections of the bourgeosie in several South Asian 
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: countries, because of high profits tj1ey earn from such relations, may be difficult to · 

overcome 

There is also . a greater · realization of the importance of economic 

development and the pot~mtial of free trade as under lined by the SAARC 
' ' 

- commitment to work for SAFT A within the stipulated time. This is a very interesting 

· trend which de'picts th~ changing perception of the relatively smaller SAARC 

member states who are no more apprehensive of the dominance influence of India 

· a-nd are interested in speeding up cooperation in trade and transit. Describing the 

trend, Muni says that the 'Big is no longer awesome and ugly instead it is becoming 

beautiful.48 In such an environment of enhanced trust and understanding amongst 
I 

the regional players, SAARC can increasingly provide an effective mechanism for 

effective and durable cooperation benefiting all the countries of the region. 

Given all these, it seems that there had tremendous potentiality of regional 

cooperation among the South Asian countries benefiting each for there respective · 
/ 

development. But unfortunately, it is due to the strained relatio-nship between India 

and Pakistan that the SAARC has been a regional organization with a low capability. 

Since most of the time SAARC forum is infected with bilateral and contentious issues 

between India and Pakistan, it has lost and is loosing its credibility. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

The world has cultivated itself into a global village, in the real sense of the 

terms. The earth has shrunk and distances have virtually ceased to be. In such a 

state of affairs, the meaning ofnationally and polity are also changing day by day. 

· · . Now. geographical boundaries have no relevance. Hence, a tendency of unity 

beyond borders. Various nations have come into a fold, for creating a common 

forum or group,. in order to secure their interests - commercial, cultural and political 

as well. European Union, Arab League and ASEAN are some examples of the 

some approach. SAARC is an experiment on the same line. SAARC is a small 

organization, with only seven members, but this does not lessen its importance. 

SAARC is the best example of small, but pretty and apparently insignificant , 

but really very important. SAARC is the first major step of a long journey towards the 

regional integration on the pattern of European. Union. The increasing degree /of 

regional cooperation among SAARC countries would prove to be of immense socio

economic and . political importance to this region which is the ultimate aim and 

objective of SAARC. SAARC consists of seven countries viz, India, Bangladesh, 

Pakistan, Bhutan and Nepal in Indian Subcontinent; and . Sri Lanka and Maldives in 

l(ldian Ocean. It was established on gth December 1985 after four and a half years 

of ground work. The basic aim of the Association is to. accelerate the process of 

economic and social development in member countries through joint action ,in the 

agreed areas of cooperation. All the seven member countries are separate nations, 

independent and sovereign and have their won identities. But these nations have a 

common history. Five· of these, viz, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and 

Maldives have a shared colonial past. The rest too, viz., Nepal and Bhutan had 

managed to remain free of the shackles of direct slavery, but they were also under 

immense imperi~l pressure, bound by treatise~ Hence, a common past again. 

Further, all the SAARC nations have a common heritage and culture. By and 

large, it's a homogenous· region, more or less like Central Asia or Western Europe. 
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However, it took almost four decades far the South Asian nations to conclude that . . 

·they badly required a common platform for improving material relation and 

~----developing cooperation for their economic growth. 

The idea ofregional.cooperation in South Asia was first mooted in November 

1980. After consultation , the Foreign Secretaries of the seven countries met for the 

first time in Colombo in April 1981. This was followed up, a few months later, by a 

meeting of the Committee of the whole, which identified five broad areas for regional 

·cooperation. The foreign Ministers, at their first meeting in New Delhi in August 

/ 1983, adapted the Declaration on South Asian regional Cooperation. The Heads of· 

State or Government at their first SAARC Summit held in Dhaka on 7-8 December 

1985 adopted the Charter formally establishing the South Asian Association for 

Regional Cooperation (SAARC). 

The objectives, principles and general provisions as mentioned in the SAARC 

charter are as follows : 

Objectives : 

• To promote the welfare of the peoples of South Asia and to improve 

their quality of life. 

• To accelerate the economic growth, . social progress and cultural 

development in the region and to provide all individuals the 

opportunity to live in dignity and to_realize their full potentials. 
' -

• To promote and strengthen collective self reliance among the 

countries of South Asia. 

• To contribute to mutual trust, understanding and appreciation of one 

·another's problems. 

• To promote active collaboration and mutual assistance in the 

economic, social, cultural, technical and scientific fields. 

• To strengthen cooperation with other developing countries. 

• . To strengthen cooperation among themselves in international forms 

on matters of common interests; and 
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• To cooperate with international and regional organizations with s.imilar 

aims and purposes. 

Principles 

• · Cooperation within the framework of the Association is based on 

. respect for the principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, 

political independence, non-interference in the internal affairs together 

states and mutual benefit. 

• Such cooperation is to ·complement and not to substitute bilateral or 

multilateral cooperation. 

• Such cooperation should be consistent with bilateral and multilateral 

obligations of Member States. 

General Provisions 

• Decision at all levels in SAARC are taken on the basis of unanimity. 

• Bilateral and contentious issues are excluded from the deliberation of 

the Association. 

· SMRC is thus a manifestation of the determination of the peoples of South 

Asia to cooperate regionally, to work together towards finding solution to their 

common problems in a spirit of friendship, trust and understand, and to create an 

order based on mutual respect, equity and shared benefits. As South Asia's first and 

only regional organization, its performance, problems and prospects are of vital 

interest to the people of the region. SAARC does not appear to have done too badly. 

Not being a formal security oriented alliance as block, and with 'bilateral and 

contentious issues' specifically excluded from its deliberation, the Association has 

neither solved, nor was it intended to solve, any of the contentious problems that 

plague and divide the nati<:>ns of South Asia. But it has emerged as the region's finest 

confidence building measure. No doubt at its present stage of evolution, SAARC is 

· faced with several constraints in the form of differing politico security perceptions of 

the member states, diversity in terms of their size and levels of development, besides 

economic disparities. In such a setting, SAARc is likely to play a crucial role in 
~ ' 

bringing the member states and their people close, to realize beneficial integration at 
' 

an international level. 
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Though the · regional organization has already survived many severe 

setbacks than any other such organization in comparable conditions, today, despite 
. ~----

'the fact that old disputes and disorders in the region continue under new clothing, 

/ 

yeta positive trend is growing, though hesitant, with regard to functionalist approach 

. of SMRC, as c:t sure catalyst to regional understanding and confidence buildin-g.' It 

is hoped that regional cooperation in the non-political, economic, social, cultural and· 

scientific fields will not only help the SAARC states to overcome problems of. poverty . 

a'nd backwardness, but will in turn lead to cooperation in the political sphere among 

the South Asian Countries in future, as political trust and cooperation are regarded 

essential for any economic cooperation to bear fruit. 

The highest authority of the Association rests with the Heads of State or 

Government, who meet annually at Summit level. To date, eleven meetings of the 

Heads of State or Government have been held in Dhaka (1985), Bangalore (1986), 

Kathmandu (1987), lsl~mabad (1988), Mate (1990), Colombo (1991 ), Dhaka (1993), 

New Delhi (1995), Male (1997), and Colombo (1998), respectively. The Eleventh 

SAARC Summit was held in Kathmandu (2002) while the 121
h Summit was stated to 

be held in Islamabad in 2003.2 

SMRC is thus a manifestation of the determination of the people of South 

Asia to Cooperate regionally, to work together towards finding solutions to their 

/ · common problems in a spirit of friendship, trust and understanding, and to create an 

order based on mutual respect, equity and shared benefits. Since its establishment in 

1085 and twelve subsequeQt SAARC Summits, SAARC has been 'involved in 

several kinds of programmes and projects. 

The first comprises activities in the 12 agreed areas of cooperation covering 

the Integrated Programme of Action (IPA) which is key component of the SAARC 

process and includes a number of important areas of cooperation as agriculture, 

education,_ meteorology, rural development, women in development preparation of 

· 'State of the Art's reports etc. Technical Committees numbering eleven at present 
. ' 

have been designated to coordinate work in the identified areas of cooperation. 

In response to the emphasis given. by successive Summits on the need to 

further consolidate and streamline IPA and to make it more result oriented, a 
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comprehensive set of guidelines and procedures was adapted in 1992 for the 

----.. rational~zation of SAARCactivities. As a result of this, t~ere is now a greater focus 

on activities that would bring tangible benefits to the people_ of South Asia. The 

_highlights· of the activities· of the areas covered by the IPA urider each Technical 

/ Committee are as follows : 

/ 

Forestry and Agriculture 

·Agriculture was among the original five areas identified-for fostering regional 

cooperation. Subsequently,. forestry was also included in the functions of the 

committee. Under the work of this Technical Committee, Member States have been 

exchanging Germ-P!asm, Breeding Materials on Livestock and Fishery in accordance 

with the quarntine .re~ulations in force in their respective countries. Regular meetings 

of Counterpart Scientists is an important feature of the Committee's Programme. In 

the light_ of the discussion on the occasion; the committee recommended by that the 

the member countries should step up efforts to strengthen regional cooperation as 

part of a comprehensive strategy to address the main challenges facing the 

agricultural sector in the ·sMRC region.3 

TC on Telecommunications and JC on Postal services both established in 

1983 were amalgamated into a single JC on communications with effect from 

1993. With a view to bringing about_ an overall improvement in the postal services 

in the region, the work programme in postal sector includes training, seminar, 

· workshops study tours etc., covering a number of areas. 

While recognizing, the need for better and cheaper telecom links between 

SAARC cou~tries, the Council of Ministry at its XVllth session (Dec. 1996), 

discussed several possibilities, including a SAARC satellite, updating, expansion and 

harmonization of telecom hardware in the region. 

SAARC programme was also spelt out- by the leaders at the Se'cond SMRC 

Summit held in Bangalore in 1986. This covers. of SMRC Audio-Visual Exchange 

Programme, of SMRC Documentation Centre, c) Scheme for promotion of 

· . Organised Tourism, d) SAARC Youth Volunteers Programme etc. 4 

JC on Education (established in 1989) and JC on Sports, Arts, and culture 

(established in 1983) were amalgamated into a single TC on Education and Culture 
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in January . 1993. Tlie priority theme identified for cooperation in the field of 

·- · education are common and education - Universal primary education; Literacy, Post 
. /------ . . . . . . . 

Literacy etc. Nodal points for establishing a network arrangement for sharing 

·information on .Mass Literacy Programme have been · identified. The modalities and 
\ 

operational framework for this purpose have also been_prepared. 5 

: Another category of activities that concerns the SAARC Regional 

Institutions, was established in Dhaka in 1988. SAARC Tuberculosis Centre 
. . 

became operatiol)al in 1992 in Kathmandu and the SAARC Documentation centre in 

1994 in New Delhi, SAARC· Meteorological Research Centre became functional in 

Dhaka in 1995 and would concentrate on the research aspects of weather 

forecasting, concentrate on developing climate change andsea-level rise scenario 

through country specific studies and sharing of information data in this respect. 6 

, Health and Population Activities was one of the original five areas of 

cooperation,. identified by member states. The first meeting of the Technical_ 

Committee regarding these subjects was held in 1984 and since then fifteen 

/ meetings have been held so far. The primary focus of the committee has been on 

children, population welfare and Policy, maternal and child health Primary health 

care, disables and handicapped persons, control and eradication -of major diseases 

in the region such as malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis, diarrhea diseases, rabies , 

AIDS, and iodine deficiency, disorder. Important health issues have also been at the 

centre of SAARC's social agenda. The SAARC member states have thus taken a 

number of initiatives to address several key issues relating to population control, 

·serious problems .in the· area of health care and disease control.7 

The development and well-being of children is another principal area of 

· cooperation identified by SAARC from its very inception. The objective of building a 

region wise consensus on social action for achieving the right of the child and the 

goals set for them within the framework of the survival, development and protection 

strategy was addressed during three ministerial conferences held in 1986, 1992 and 

1995 respectively. 

In the area of child development, SAARC has been very closely cooperating 

with international agencies such as UNICEF with which SAARC has signed an MOU 
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in. December 1993 .. ThG SAARC-UNICEF MOU envisages cooperation in 

implementing the r~alevant SMRC decision relating to children through an annual ........ ___ - .. 

. flgenda which include joint studies, exchange of documentation and monitoring of 

implementation. Other agencies such as WHO arid UNFPA have also shown · 
. . . 

interest to_ coopeiate with SMRC in advancing the social development agenda of 

SAARC.8 

Since its establishment in 1987, the Committee has implemented a number of 

· programmes in law enforcement, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation as essential 

elements of a coordinated original strategy in combating drug trafficking and drug 

abuse .. Meetin~s .of selected NGO involved in Drug Abuse Prevention have been 

held.9 

Rural Development is ohe of the five original areas identified for cooperation 

. under the UA. Several workshops/seminars and training courses covering practically 

all aspects of rural development including regional planning, poverty focused 

development rural energy, design of agricultural projects, local level planning, inter

country comparison, social forestry, rural communication and development of 

agricultural markets have been conducted in member states under the committee. 

The decision to establish a shelter Information Network "SHEL TERNET" is 

being followed by the Committee which is now undertaking in-depth examination of 

the proposal including the operational modalities and funding. The Committee has 

also been entrusted with the implementation of the SAARC Youth Volunteers 

Programme, which had begun from November 1989. 

Later, several concrete steps were taken to prioritise the activities of the TC 

on Rural Development and during the Fifteenth Meeting in kathmandu in November 

1999 an eleven-point priority list was drawn up to facilitate promotion of cooperation 

among the member countries on various issues germane to rural development in 

South Asia. 10 
\ 

Since its establishment in 1983, Technical Committee on Science and · 

Technology helve undertaken a wide variety of programme which include short term 

activities such· as seminar/workshops/meetings of experts, preparation of State-of

the7art reports and compilation of directories, joint research projects etc. 11 
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pevelopment ·of Tourism Committee was established in 1991 to promote 

__ cooperation in the field oftourism in the region. At its first meeting held in Colombo ------ . . . - . . . 

in October 1991, the Committee decided on an Action Plan on tourism to promote 

cooperation in; the areas such as training programme, exchange of information, joint 

prom'otion, joint venture investment, intra-regional tourism, etc. The Committee is 

also charged with the responsibility of reviewing the progress on the SAARC Scheme 

for promotion of organized Tourism. On the recommendation of the Committee, 

. tourism ministers of SAARC countries met in Colombo in September 1997. The 

activities relating to the constitution of a grasp of experts on tourism to prepare a 

comprehensive strategic plan for the overall development of tourism for the next five 
I 

year period is in progress. 

The next activities of SAARC is related to Structure of Transport established 

in 1983, that covers three major segments, i.e., land-transport divided into inland, 

water crops and shipping; and air transport. Transport has been recognized as a 
. ' 

vital area in providing access to products and markets and opening ·up new areas of 

productivity, particularly with the operationalisation of SAPT A.12
. Indeed, the goal is 

, to reach the stage of SAFTA in line with the _NAFT A. 

. Women in· Development was included as an area of cooperation under the 

_IPA in 1986 and since then twelve meetings have been held so far. Specific issues 

taken up by the Committee include preparation _of a Regional Plan of Action for 

women, effective dissemination of technical information relating to common in 

development generated by member states. SAARC has also been at the. forefront of 

. these issues with their commitment to issues of gender equality and to bring coment 

into the mainstream development. 

Poverty Eradication has been placed high on the social agenda of SAARC 

since the sixth SAARC summit (Colombo,1991 ). The Summit accorded the highest 

priority_ to the ·alleviation of poverty in South Asia and decided to establish an 

Independent South Asian Commission on. Poverty Alleviation (ISACPA) consisting of 

. eminent persons from member states to conduct an in-depth study of the diverse 

experiences of member states. A consensus on poverty eradication was adapted at 

the Seventh SAARC Summit (Dhaka 1993) to eradicate poverty from South Asia 

preferably by the year 2002 through an agenda of action which would , inter alia, 
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include a strategy of social mobilization, policy of decentralized agricultural 

. . development and small scale labour intensive industrialization and human .... __ "-...._ .·· . . 

. ~. development. The summit also stressed thatwithin the conceptual approach of "Dai

Bhaat", the right, to work and primary education should receive priority. 13 

Besides, there are many regional centers such as SAARC Agricultural 

.. Information Centre . (SAIC), SAARC Tluberculosis Centre (STC), SAARC 

·Documentation Centre (SOC), SAARC Meteorological Research Centre (SMRC), 

/ SAAR.C Human Re~ource Development Centre (SHRDC). SAIC, the first regional 

institution was established in Dhaka in 1988 .. Its Governing Board formulates policy 

matters, approves projects, recommends budget estimates, monitors and evaluates 

administrative and overall activities of SAIC. 

/. 

The main objective of STC is to work towards the prevention and control of 

tuberculosis in the SAARC region through better coordination of efforts of the 

mem~;>er. states especially their tuberculosis control programmes. The centre is 

actively engaged in collection and distribution of information on national tuberculosis 

control.programme in SAARC countries, networking arrangements among member . 

countries on tuberculosis related subjects as well as circulation of information on 

research aCtivities in the region on tuberculosis. 

·. Moreover, the other centers are also aims at developing human resources in 

member states, inter-alia, in social, econom(c, educational and environmental 

fields. 14 

The idea of establishment of S.outh Asian Development Fund (SADF) was 

mooted at the Sixth SAARC Summit in Colombo in December, 1991 to mobilize the 

·global surpluses for the development of South Asia to provide finances for industrial 

development, poverty alleviation, protection of environment and balance of payments 

support. 

Lastly and possibly the most important area of concerns matters pertaining to 

trade· and economic cooperation. These include a) economic cooperation in the 

'core' group of trade, manufactures and service.s .. b) plan modeling techniques, c) 

establishment of data bank of socio-economic indicator, d) setting up of an expert 

group on statisti~s. and e) joint ventures in certain selected areas.15 
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In the last categor-Y are some of the notable achievements of SAARC, such as : 

------~) The establishment of the SAARC Food Security Reserve in 1988 in pursuance of 

· an agreeme~t to that effect signed at the Third Summit in Kathmandu in 1987. 

This reserve is meant to meet emerg.en~y situations in the region. 

b) The agreement and ratification of the SAARC Regional Convention on 

/ suppression of 'terrorism', which provides for the extradition and prosecution of 

persons connected with a wide variety of offences involving acts of terrorism and 

for exchange of information, intelligence and expertise in preventive action to 

combat terrorism. 

c) The agreement on the 'SAARC Regional Convention on Narcotic Drugs and 

Psychotropic Substance' signed at the Fifth SAARC Summit held in May in 

1990 and which came into force in 1993 following ratification by all member 

states. 

d) The framing of guidelines and procedures for granting recognition by SAARC to 

Regional Apex Bodies with a view to ensuring greater of the noi')-governmental 

organization, (NGO's) including professional bodies in the private sector, in the 

process of promoting socio-economic and cultural development of South Asia as 

envisaged in the SAARC charter. 16 

More.over, through its various institutional arrangements, SAARC is capable 

of adopting planned, coordinated and well-directed strategies since its institutional 

mechanisms provide it with the capability of not only expanding its scope through the 

identification of additional areas of cooperation but also with the ability to formulate 

and i'mplement concrete and tangibly beneficial programmes and activities. Thus, 

the policy-level meeting, well supported by the reports and recommendations of the 

technical bodies, have in fact led to a continuous process of expansion, at least in 

the non-controversial areas of cooperation. Care can also be taken to ensure that 

participation in SAARC. does not adversely, affect the bilateral and multiLateral 

dealings of member states. • 

In the area of development, SAARC has gradually began to make progress 

towards achieving regional Cooperation in the socio-economic and cultural spheres 

in a structured and organized way. The aim is to select such areas of cooperation in 
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. which there would ,be mutual benefitsforall members states, irrespective of levels of 

economic development and other fiscal disparities.17 

But. political weather in'this region is more tricky and unpredictable that works 

in abundance of psychology of fear, suspicion, triggering moves and counter moves 

on the part of South Asian States. 

· ' The South Asian States face the problems of underdevelopment, political 

order and national integration though their intensity and extent varies from state to 

.state. Parochialism, ethn(c regional and linguistic identities pose challenges to the 

national political order and national identity. 18 India has constantly faced political 

problems in the shape·of communal and ethnic violence, and separatist movements. 

The political volume and turmoil has ripped through Bangladesh a number of 

occasions. The problem of national identity and political order still elude its political 

elite. Sri . Lanka is facing intermittent violence, fuelled by ethnic and economic 

cleavages. Problems of legitimacy, political order and national integration are 

mounting strains on national political order and national integration are mounting 

strains on national political system of Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan and Maldives. 

South Asia has man·y unresolved political disputes and India is involved in 

almost all of them. There is growing realization among the states of the region that in 

an atmosphere of unresolved disputes-, there are clear limits to the progress. of 

·regional cooperation. The problems being much more the result of historical 

legacies, physical circumstances fear perceptions, domestic instability and ethno 

linguistic strip, have a tendency to generate trans-border conflicts. Thus, the Tamil 

:Problem. in Sri Lanka affects India, the Mahajir problem in Pakistan affects India, 

internal problems of Bangladesh leading. to ·trans-border migration affects India, 

friction between Nepalese factions affect India. Moreover, in many cases, India has 

b'een accusing Pakistan of its involvement in Punjab and Kashmir, Pakistan in turn 

accuses it of sponsoring terrorism in its Sind province. Such and similar issues have 

an explosive potential, could result in 'wars' between India and. Pakistan and the 

circumstances ·leading to the creation of Bangladesh, where the collusion of India 

made it a reality, 'bullying like the notorious food-drop by India on Jaffna, the trade 

blockade of Nepal and the like. 
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Living in the midst of these problems, both India and Pakistan, the two major 

_ sates in the region, have been demonstrating a certain degree of ambiguity towards 
---~-. . . . 

/ the SAARC. Both of them appeared as unwilling participants, when the organization 

/' 

. -
was launched. The Indian hesitancy was the byproduct of an apprehension · that 

Pakistan and the rest of the small South Asian States may convert the forum into an 

anti.:-lndia Platform.19 Likewise Pakistan, too, saw no reason to provide India yet 

another. forum from which India could project its greatness.20 

. However, unlike India and Pakistan, the rest of the South Asian States have 

· beeri enthusiastic ~bout regional cooperation in varied fields. For these smaller 

states, ,regionafcooperation promises both economic and political advantages. While 

it will help them strengthen their economies, it is also likely to advance their national , . 

interests by providing them an equal footing and greater room to maneuver in their 

dealings with the large regional powers, particularly lndia.21 

Since the 'threat perception' of most of the member states are in many ways 

'India centred' 'a somewhat common policy has emerged, whereby these states 

support the 'regionalization' and internationalization of their bilateral issues with 

India, since this strategy 'would help reduce the chances of the dominant power to 

exercise power arbitrarily.22 In this context, P~esident Jayawardene for example, at 

the Bangalore Summit expressed the hope that, 'SAARC would one day bE? in a 

position when members would be able to bring bilateral and contentious issues 

before this forum.23 Hameed, the then Sri Lankan Foreign Minister also warned that 

.. unless SMRC dealt with the bilateral issues, it will ~nd up as a deaf, dumb and blind 

Association.24 

On economic level, all the seven South Asian States fall in the category of 

less developed States of Third World. 24 All of them are faced with the challenges 

of low rate of economic growth, high rate of population growth, under utilization of 

manpower resources, high incidence of poverty, income inequalities, food shortage, 

. inflation and similar other related problems. 

The reason for the deliberate restraint· in the economi~ cooperation is the 

.disparity in the· relative level of economic development among the countries of the 

region. This is more soin case of Pakistan, the second largest sate in South Asia, 
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"which has never shown a_ny willingness neither tO expand bilateral trade relation, 

--with India; nor any eagerness to include trade in the accepted areas of cooperation 
. ----· . . . . . . . - / 

wlthin SAAR C-. Thus,· before initiating any r:neaningful cooperation in core economic 
': . -~ . 

ar,ea, it is imperative to devise means so that the more industrially advanced states in 

t~e region can b~restrai~ed from emerging into a threat to the industrial_ization of the 

m.ember states in the forum. 26 

And lastly, on a smaller scales the power politics of the cols:f war era and the 

role played by- the . US in the post cold era can also be considered crucial for the 

prevailing situation of insecurity in South Asia. The national interest, economic 

. imperatives a·nd global perspective of the world's superpower has always guided the 

US foreign policy towards South Asia. Th'erefore, in the post cold war era the US is 

still in a position to aggregate or ease and redeem such a situation of insecurity in 

this region. Although the disintegration of the Soviet Union. and the end of the cold 

war has produced drastic changes in the international relation yet these changes 

./ have ·failed to· produce any perceptive change in the relationship between India, 

Pakistan and the United States.27 

However, it is clear that until all fears .tn the minds of the rest of the South 

f-\si<m ~tates regarding Indian Economic dominance are not put at rest, the regional 

cooperation in core economic area is going ·to remain limited . As Rajiv Gandhi 

opined, 'Indeed the interests of none of us can be secured by damaging the 

i_.nterests of any one else.28 

Therefore,, it can be said that for the SAARC to show greater degree of 

· success, the member states· need to franie a decisive agenda for the near future. 

They should · stick to t_he policy of beneficial bilateralism, keeping off the 

,contenticll.is issued :from the forum and taking recourse to mutually beneficial trade 

. offs. They need to . harmonise their outlook, reach an understanding on security 

_issues and arrive at a common policy in relation with the external power. 

· ./ · , No doubt, 'the _pace of cooperation through SAARC is yet slow and covers 
-

: limited number of areas and it is likely to take several years before it may achieve an 

, ASEAN type stature. 

·''. 
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. CONCLUDING OBS.ERVATIONS 

-·----.. 
·The emergence of the South Asian Associationt for Regional Cooperation 

!'harkea the · .b~ginning of a new ear with South Asian Region as this. institutional 

arrangement bf the. South Asi~n countries raised new hopes for meaningful 

· cooperation among the countries of the region. In fact, the countries of the region 

realized, rn spite of their strained relationship, the need for cooperation through 

collective approach. and action. The most important step in the direction of 

. 'encouraging cooperation among the countries of S9uth Asia was taken by President 

· · Ziaur Rahman of Bangladesh. As a result of his initiative and successive 

:\ . deliberations· a fairly broad based and comprehensive schemes of South Asian 
,. 

/ · Regional Cooperation was evolved. In December 1985 the heads of states and 

. governments of seven South Asian Countries namely, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, 
' 

Maldive·s; Nepal,. Pakistan and Sri Lanka held a Summit meeting at Dhaka and 

. unanimously made a declaratiqn for the creation of SAARC. The Declaration stated 

the objective of the Association as promotion of welfare of people; improvement in 

the quality of life of people, acceleration of economic growth; promotion of collective 

self-reliance; promotion of mutual trust and understanding; promotion of collaboration 

. in economic, social, cultural, technical and scientific fields; strengthening of 

cooperation with other developing countries and themselves besides cooperation 

with regional and international organization with similar objective. The cooperation 

·amongst the members is to be based on respect for principles of sovereignty , 

equality, territorial integrity,· political independence, non-interference in internal 

affairs of other states and mutual benefit. Further, decisions at all levels are to be 

'taken by consensus and that bilateral and contentious issues are to be excluded 

from the deliberations. 

Qver the years , the countries of South Asia have realized the need ~f cooperation. 

But the progress in this regards has been· quite slow. However, despite the slow 

progress of regional cooperation, the actual working of the SAARC since its 
. . 

' 
· : establishment has raised high hopes of peace in this region bedeviled by conflicts 

of all kinds. Though the SAARC as such has n'ot played any effective role in 

·resolving the differences among its members, yet its periodical meetings provide an 

opportunity for private consultation among the leaders of various member stands. It 
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is weU known that the meetings provide an opportunity as did the Dhaka and 

-~ _Barigalore · meetings, . to iron out the differences and greatly contribute to the 
. -:--.._. ' 

/ 

reduction of tensions between t.he states as was the case with India. and Pakistan 

and India· and ·srilanka. It is true that the SAARC has not been able to play as 

effective a role as its supporters would expect it to play but it cannot be denied that 

its ·establishment does provide an instrument that might, over time and in small 

steps, build new confidence by . solving non-controversial, ~on-political problems. If 

that confidence can be built the chances for solving; the region's political problems, 

would ,considerably improve. 

The presence of conditions like fertile soil, vast hyde! energy, forest 

resources, unexploited wealth of the ocean, presence of raw materials essential for 

development contribute to cooperation among the states of the region. Given this, 
. . . - -

the countries of South Asia are keen to improve the living standards of their people 

by sharing the · knowledge and experiences of their fellow neighbours as they try to 

deL· The ·deepening world economic .. crisis has also given a boost to the spirit of 

·cooperation in the region. In this connection, mention may be made of the. efforts 

relating to the beginning of SAPTA (South Asian Preferential Trade agreement) 

that ushered in the beginning of intensive trade among the member states. This 

effort has culminated in the beginning of SAFTA (South Asian Free Trade Area) 

that is going to· boost the trade among the member states. So, in the economic 

field, SAARC has made commendable contribution . 

However, inspite of considerable progress since its establishment, the 

SMRC is· confronted with a number of challenges that come in the way of its 

effective role. The challenges are : 

·. · -In the. first. place, the political climate prevailing in the region is not conducive 

to its successful working. An atmosphere of mutual hostility exists among various 

countries of the region, namely, India and Pakistan. 

' 
Secondly, the disparity in the regional resources of various member states hampers 

the growth of true corporation among the members. India, in comparison to other 

countries· of the region is not only very large in size but also possess disproportionate 



national resources. As a result, the smaller states suffer from the . fear thpt 

membership of the SAARC would enhance their dependence on the region. · . · · c; 

Thirdly, though all the countries of SAARC are under-developed.· but ·their 

state of dev~lopmemt differs. As a result, the less developed countries Iike Nepal·, 

Bhutan, Bangladesh and Maldives are always apprehensive that· in the· preser)t 

schemes of cooperation they are bound to be at a disadvantageous position. 

Fourthly, the lack of interdependence. of the countries of the region .ill 

matters of trade also poses a serious challenges. The intra-regional trade constitutes . 

only about'S percent of the global trade of South Asian region. 

Further, the inadequ_acy of transport and communication facilities among U~e 

members of SAARC also constitutes an impediment in the way of· smooth Working 

of SAARC. 

Finally, the bilateral wrangles among member states have also adversely affected 

' the working of SAAR C. The strained relationship ·between India and Pakistan in· 

particular is one of the most important reasons for the ineffective role of the SAARQ. 

To conclude, despite these challenges, it cannot be denied that the formation of 
SAARC is a significant step forw'ard because it has stimulated regional cooperation 

through collective approach and action. No doubt the seven countries have different 

political systems, ideologies. and links, but they are also .· beset • with identic:al 

problems of growth and development which encourage them to cooperate ·with each 

·other and evolve a common approach for development. This is particularly true C;>f 
. . .. !·' 

/ 

India and Pakistan. The strained relationship between these two countries must.·nqt' 

be allowed to go disproportionate as w.as the cases in 1948, 1965, 1971., and 1999. 

None of two countries benefit from the ongoing bickering between them .. Most 

important, both the countries, Pakistan· in particular should realize that antl-lndi~h 
. / 

stance might give the rulers temporary legitimacy only and it will not last long. So 
they need to adopt a more realistic approach to their policy vi~~a-vis India that would' 

. benefit the country most. That will help the SAARC to be effective and viable region~t-~-, . 

organization of the South Asian countries. 

. :r 

. '~. 
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